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PREF ACE.

I T is our purpose briefly to outline the history of the

Aryan Race, - that great and noble family of

Inankind which 11as played so striking a part upon the

stage of the world; to seek it in its prilnitive hOlne,

observe the unfoldment of its beliefs and institutions,

follow it in its migrations, consider the features of its

intellectual snprelnacy, and trace the steps by which it

lIas gained its present l1igh position among the races of

mankind. The story of this people, despite the great

interest whi.ch surrounds it, remains ul1\vritten in any

complete sense. There are many books, indeed, which

deal with it fragmentarily, - some devoted to its lan

guages, others to its mythology, folk-lore, village com

munities, or to some other single aspect of its many

sided story; yet no general treatment of the subject

has been essayed, and the inquirer who wishes to learn

what is known of this interesting people must painfully

delve through a score of volumes to gain the desired

infornlation.

Until within a recent period the actual existence of

such a race was not clearly recognized. A century
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ago there was nothing to show that nearly all the

natiolls of Europe and the most pronlinent of those

of southern .Asia were first-cousins, descended from a

single ancestor, which, not very remotely in the past,

inhabited a contracted locality in some region as yet

unknovvn. Of late years much has been learned of the

conditions and ruode of life of this people in their

original home, and of their luigrations to the point

where they enter the field of vvritten history. From

this point forward the part played by the Aryans in

the history of nlankind has been a highly important

one, and there is no lllore interesting study than to

follow this giant froln the days of its childhood to

those of its present iIllpo~ing< stature.

Our knovvledge of the \c~l1dition of the primitive

.Aryans is not due only to studies in philology. The

subject has vvidened with the progress of research, and

now embraces questions of ethnology, archreology,

mythology, literature, social and political antiquities,

and all the other branches of science which relate

particularly to the deyelop111ent of mankind. Enough

has been learned, through studies in" these several
directions, to make desirable a general treatment of

the subject, and an effort to present as a whole the

story of that mighty race whose history is as yet

known to tl1e ,vorld only in disconnected fragments.

The present work, however, pretends to be no lllore

than a preliluinary handling of this extensive theme,
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a brief popular exposition which ma.y· serve to fill a

gap in the realm of literature and to satisfy the curi

osity of the reading ,vorld until some abler hand shall

grasp the subject and deal vvith it in a 1110re exhaustive

11lanner.

Any attempt, indeed, to tell the story of the .Aryan

race, even in outline, during the recent age of mankind

would be equivalent to an attempt to write the history

of civilization, - whicl1 is far fron1 our purpose. But

in the/ cOluparison of the intellectual conditions and

products of the several races of mankind, and in the

consideration of the evolution of hUluan institutions

and lines of thought and action, ·vve have a field of

research vvhich is by no means exhausted, and witl1

vvhich the general vyorld of readers is very little con

versant. Our work will therefore be found to be

largely comparative in treatment, the characteristics

and conditions of the other leading races of Inankind

being considered, and contrasted ,vith those of the

.Aryan, with the purpose not only of clearly showing

the general superiority of the latter, but also of point

ing out the natural steps of evolution through which

it emerged froin original savagery and attained to its

pre8ent intellectual suprelnacy and advanced stage of

enlightenment.

.As regards the sources of the information con

veyed in the following pages, ,ve shall but say that

all the statements concerning questions of fact have
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been dr~wn froin trustworthy authors, luany of whom

are quoted in the text, - though it has not been

deenled necessary to cro,vd the pages with citations

of authorities.

III respect to the theoretical views advanced, they

are as a rule tIle author's own, and must stand or fall

on their nlerits. Finally, it is hoped that the Vvork

luay prove of interest and value to those who sinlply

desire a general kl1o,vledge of the subject, and lnay in

some measure serve as a guide to those more ardent

students ,,"ho prefer to continue the study by the

consultation of original authorities.
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THE ARYAN RACE.

I.

TYPES OF MA.NKIND.

SOMEWHERE, no man can say just where; at some
tinie, it is equally impossible to say when, - there

dwelt in Europe or Asia a most remarkable tribe or family

of mankind. vVhere or when this was we shall never

clearly know. No history mentions their name or gives
a hint of their existence; no legend or tradition has

floated down to us frOlTI that vanished realm of life. Not
a monument relnains 1vhich we can distinguish as reared

by the hands of this people; not even the grave of one of
its luembers can be traced. ITlourishing civilizations were

even then in existence; Egypt and China were already

the se~ts of busy life and active thought. Yet no prophet

of these nations saw the cloud on the sky" of the size of
a luan's hand," - a cloud destined to grow until its mighty
shadow should cover the whole face of the earth. As yet

the fathers of the Aryan race dwelt in unconsidered bar

barislu, living their sin1ple lives and thinking their simple
thoughts, of no more apparent hnportance than hundreds

of other primeval tribes, and doubtless undreamil1g of the

grand part they 1vere yet to play in the drama of human

history.
1
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Yet strangely enough this utterly prehistoric and ante
legendary race, this dead scion of a dead past, has been
raised from its grave and displayed in its ancient shape
before the eyes of lnan, until we know its history as satis
factorily as we know that of lnany peoples yet living upon
the face of the earth. We may not know its tiIne or place
of existence, the battles it .fought, the heroes it honored,
the songs it sang. But we know the words it spoke, the
gods it worshipped, the laws it lnade. 'Ve know the char
acter of its industries and its possessions, its falnily and
political relations, its religious ideas and the conditions of
its intellectual development, its race-characteristics, and
much of the details of its grand Inigrations after its
growing numbers swelled beyond the boundaries of their
ancestral h0111e, and went forth to conquer and possess
the earth.

How we have learned all this forms one of the most
interesting chapters in modern science. The reality of
our knowledge cannot be questioned. No history is half
so trustworthy. Into all written history illnunlerable errors
creep; but that unconscious history which survives in the
languages and institutions of mankind is, so far as it goes,
of indisputable authenticity. It is not, indeed, history in
its ordinary sense. It yields us none of the superficial and
individual details in the story of a people's life, the deeds
of warriors and the tyrannies of rulers, the conquests,
rebellions, and class-struggles, the nalnes and systelTIS of
priests and law-givers, with which historians usually deal,
and which they weave into a web of inextricably-mingled
truth and falsehood. It is the rock-bed of history with
which we are here concerned, the solid foundation on
which its superficial edifice is built. We know nothing of
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the deeds of this antique race. vVe are ignorant of the
nlunbers of 'its people, the location and extent of its terri

tory, the period of its early developluent. But we know
much of its basal history, - that history )vhich has wrought
itself deeply into the language, customs, beliefs, and insti
tutions of its modern descendants, and which crops out
everywhere through the soil of modern European civiliza
tion, as the granite foundations of the earth's strata break
through the superficial layers, and reveal the conditions of
the reluote past.

Such a germinal history of a people may very possibly
lack interest. It has in it nothing of the dralnatic, nothing
on which the iInagination can seize; none of those per
sonal details or stirring incidents which so strongly arrest.
the attention of readers; nothing to arouse the feelings or
awaken the passions and elTIotions of luankilld. It has
none of the e:er-alluring interest of individual hUlnan life,
- the hopes and fears, the joys and sorrows, the sayings
and doings of .luen, great and SIllall , which give to the
gossipy details of history an attractiveness only a degree
below that of the imaginative novel. Over our work we
can cast none of this glamour of individualisIn. We have

to d? ""vith luan in the mass, and to treat history as a
philosophy instead of as a rOIuunce. 'Ve are liInited t?
the description of what he has done, not how he did it,
and to the detail of results instead of processes. .And

yet history in its luodern era is rapidly entering this philo
sophic sta.ge. For Inany centuries it has been confined to
the rOluance of individual life. It is now verging toward
the philosophy of existence, the scientific study of hluuan
developluent. }{ings and courtiers have too long dwarfed

the people. But the stature of the people is increasing,
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and that of rulers and heroes diminishing, while a growing

interest in the story of humanity as a whole is succeeding
that in the lives of individuals. rrhis gives ns some war

rant for venturing to describe the history of a race whose

ancient life we know only as a whole, and of which we

cannot give the name of one of its he1'02s, the scene of
one of its exploits, or even the region of the earth which

it occupied.' Yet this race is so important a one, and its
later history has been so grand and exciting, that the story
of what is known of its primitive life can scarcely fail to

find an interested audience, particularly when we remember

that we are here dealing with our own ancestors, and trac

ing the pedigree of our own customs and institutions.

In this inquiry it is necessary to begin by considering
the claim of the Aryans to the title of "race." 'Vhat posi

tion do they hold in the category of human races, and what
were the steps of their derivation and developlnent from

primitive man? 'Ve must locate them first as Inembers of

the broad family of mankind before we can fairly enter

into the study of their record as a' separate group. We
have spoken of them somewhat indefinitely as a 'race,

falnily, or tribe. Indeed, they cannot justly be honored

with the title of race until we know more fully in what the

race-characteristic consists, and what is their clailn to its
possession. In this respect ethnologists have so' many

varying ideas 'that the nUIuber and liInitations of the

human races are still far froln being settled. \Ve can

therefore but briefly detail SOlne of the latest views upon
the Silbj ect.

Race-divisions, indeed, have been made through two

widely different lines of research. Of these, the first and

most fundamental is that of physical characteristics; the
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second is that of linguistic conditions. The latter, based on
the radical diversities in human languages, doubtless indi
cates a more recent separation of luankind. To a Qonsider

able extent it follows the lines of physical variation. It
seldom crosses these lines to any important extent, though

it separates some of the broad physical divisions into minor
races. The Aryan is one of these linguistic races. It is not
a true race in the wider sense, since, as at present consti

tuted, it includes portions of two physical groups which
have so intimately intermingled that pure specimens of

either are sOluewhat ~xceptional, and are found in any
considerable nUlUber only on the opposite border-lands of

these gronp~.

The priluary separation of mankind into races very long
preceded the developluent of the modern falnilies of lan
guage, and was due to strictly physical influences. The
Inental lines of division, as indicated by language, are
much more recent. 'The physical races have been va

riously classified by ethnologists, one of the latest schemes

being that of Professor Huxley, who distinguishes four

principal types of man, - the Mongoloid, the Negroid, the
Australioid, and the Xanthochroic; to which he adds a fifth
variety, the Melanochroic.! It is only with the last two
of these that we are here directly concerned, since it i~

these which enter into the composition of the Aryan race.
More recently Professor Flower has given an outline
of a systelll of human classification which he regards
as most in accordance with the present state of our
knowledge on the subject. 2 lIe considers that there are
three extreme types, - those called by Blumenbach the

1 Journal of the Ethnological Sodety, ii. 404 (1870).
2 Address before the Anthropological Institute, tTan. 27, 1885.
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Ethiopian, the Mongolian, and the Caucasian, around
which all existing individuals of the human species can

, be ranged, but between which every possible interlnediate

form can be found. Of these the Ethiopian is secondarily
divided into the African Negroes, the I-Iottentots and
Bushmen, the Oceanic Negroes or J\!Ielanasians, and the
N egritos. as represented by the inhabitants of the Anda
man and other Pacific islands. The Australians, whom
Huxley takes as the type of a separate race, he considers
to be a Inixed people, as they combine the Negro type of
face and skeleton, with hair of a different type. IIis sec
ond race is the lVlongolian, represented in an exaggerated
forlU by the EskiIno, in its typical condition by lnost of
the natives of northern and eastern Asia, and in a modified

type by the Malays. Excluding the Eskimo, the Alueri
cans fornl one group, whose closest affinity is with the
J\fongolian, yet which has so lnany special features that it
might be viewed as a fourth priInary division. I-lis third
or Caucasian race includes two sub-races, - the Xantho
chroic and lVlelanocbroic of Huxley. rrhe seat of "this

race is Europe, northern Africa, and southwestern Asia,
its linguistic division being into Aryans, Selnites, and

Hamites.
Several recent writers are inclined to accept a co~clusion

closely similar to that of Professor Flower,' and to divide

man into three typical races, - the Negro, the l\fongolian,
and the Caucasian or l\lediterranean; viewing all relnain
ing races as secondary derivatives of' these: as, for in
stance, the Alnerican and the l\.1alay from the l\Iongolian ;
or as mixtures, as the Australians froln the cOlnbination of
the Oceanic lVlongolians and Negroes. rropinard 1 goes so

1 AnthropOlogy, p. 510.
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far as to divide man into three distinct species. The first
of these is the Mongolian, distinguished by a brachyceph

alic, or short skull, by low stature, yellowish skin, broad,
flat countenance, oblique eyes, contracted eyelids, beard
less face, hair scanty, coarse, and round in section. rrhe

second is the Caucasian, with moderately dolichocephalic,

or long skull, tall stature, fair, narrow face, projecting on

the luedian line, hair and beard abundant, light-colored,

soft, and sOlnewhat elliptical in section. flis third species

is the Negro, with skull strongly dolichocephalic, cOlnplex
ion black, hair flat and rolled into spirals, face very prog
nathous, and vvith several peculiarities of bodily structure

not necessary to nan1e here.
It is not our purpose to express any opInIon upon this

theory of specific differences in mankind, except to say

that if such differences exist they are probably limited to
the Negro' and the l\longolian stocks. rrhere are good

reasons for removing the Caucasian from this category.

That the Negroes and the lVlongolians do differ in sufficient

particulars of structure to constitute a specific difference

in the lower anilnals, IllUst be adlnitted. l rrheir mental

1 Agassiz notes the following 111arked differences in physical Rtrncture
between the Negroes and the Indians of Brazil, - the latter in all proba·
bility originally of 1Iongolian race. His conclusions are based on tl)e
comparison of a large number of photographs of the two races. The
Negroes are generally slender, with long legs and arms, and a compara·
tively short body; while the Indians have short arms and legs, and long
bodies, which are rather heavy, and square in build. He C0111pareS the
former to the slender, active Gibbons; the latter to the slow, inactive,
stout Orangs. Another striking distinction is the short neck and great
width of shoulder in the In(lian, as compared with the narrow chest and
shoulder of the Negro. This diffprence exists in fema1es as well as
n1ales. The legs of the Indian are remarkably straight; those of the
Npgro are habitually flexed, both at hip and knee. In the Indian the
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differences are equally marked. But these variations may
possibly have had another origin. The Negro is essen
tially the man of the South, the developed scion of the
African or the Australasian tropics. The Mongolian is

the man of the North, his native region being the chill
tablelands of northern Asia, so far as the balance of indi
cations goes. Whether these two races, with their specific
differences, arose as distinct species in these widely sepa- ,
rated localities, and spread outward froln these centres of

dispersion until they met and inthnately mingled at their
borders, or whether they indicate SOlne very early division

of a single human species into two sections, and variation

under differing clilnatic influences, are questions which

science is not as yet prepared to answer. It is unques

tionable that their well lllarked and strongly persistent
physical characteristics are the outcolne of a very long
period of separate development. If there was a single
prhnitive type of man, its two lnain divisions Inust have
been long exposed to very diverse conditions of climate

and life-habits; and its separation must have taken place
at a very early era in hUlnan existence, - perhaps, as sug

gested by Professor ,Vallace, l at that primitive epoch

when men were as yet too low in mind to cOlllbat against
the influences of nature, and were far more plastic to the

agency of natural selection than they have been during

the later epoch of weapons~ clothing, and habitation.
If we now COlne to the consideration of the Caucasian

shoulder-blades are short, and separated by a \vide interval; in the Negro
they are long, with little space behreen thenl. There are other differ
ences of structure, equally marked; but the above will suffice to show
the sb.'ong racial distinction. Vide" A Journey in Brazil," pp.
529-32.

1 Contributions to tho Theory of Natnral Selection, p. 319.
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race, ,ye hav.e to deal with a series of facts markedly dis
tinct froln those relating to the other two races named.

In the Caucasian we certainly have not a primitive and

homogeneous type of mankind, but a race of varied mix

ture and of n1uch lTIOre recent origin, and therefore neces-;

sarily not a distinct species of man, but a derivative from

.primitive man.
In support of this view an argument of SOlne cogency

can be offered. l'he opening of the historical era presents

the three races above indicated in very different relations

to those which now obtain. .At the earliest date to which
we can trace them, the Mongolian and the Negro, with
their sub-types and hybrid races, divided the luajor part
of the earth between then1- Hardly a foothold was left

for the Caucasian. Great part of Africa and Inany of the
Pacific islands were occupied by the Negro race. I Others

of these islands, all of America~ and nearly all of Asia,

were occupied by peoples of the J\iongoloid type. As for

Europe, late research has given us SOlne very interesting
inforluation concerning its early inhabitants. There is'

reason to believe that it has been successively occupied by

sections of the three principal human races, and that its

general occupancy by Caucasians reaches not very rell10tely

beyond the historical era.
The skull is the truest index of human races, and the

ancient skulls found by modern luan in Europe tell us
much concerning its early ethnological conditions. . The

11l0st ancient of these skulls belong to a long-headed,

strongly progn~thons race, with characteristics of a lower
type than are to be found in existing man. This, called by

Quatrefages the Canstadt race, includes the famous' N ean

derthal skull, "Tith its brute-like characters. Other skulls,
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of apparently later date, constitute the so-called C1'o

Magnan race. These are also dolichocephalic and progna

thous, and approach nearer to the Negro than to any other
of the existing types. It is not ilnpossible that a modi

fied branch of the Negro race had spread itself over west

ern Europe at this early period.
Still later appear the skulls of men of quite different

race-characteristics. 'These range froln mediulll to short
heads, while the accompanying skeletons are of short stat
ure, and present certain traces of affinity to the modern
Lapps. TIt is probable that the long-headed and possibly

Negroid earlier race' had been driven back by a Mongoloid

migration, which in the Neolithic age becalue widely dis

tributed. There are apparently two types, of which the
medium-skulled one lnay be to SOlne extent a cross be

tween the long-headed aborigines and the intruding short..
headed race. 'This" Neolithic" type has probably left a
remnant of its language in the Basque dialect, as spoken
by half a Inillion of persons crowded into the Biscayan re

gion of France and Spain, the relics of a people who once
Inay have occupied the greater part of I~urope. Though

the language of Neolithic Ulan has nearly vanished, his
race-characters still persist; for the skulls and bodies

of the ancient tOlnbs S8eln reproduced in the physical

characters of lnany of the present inhabitants of the saIne
regions. The ancient race has held its own persistently

against the later infusion of Aryan blood.

T'hus in the outgrowth of what we incline to view as

the two original races, the l\1ongoloid and the Negroid,
the forlner seems to have been far the lTIOre energetic.

It not only occupied the continents of Asia, Europe, and
America, but pnshed its way into northern Africa and the
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islands of the Pacific, yielding in the line of delnarcation
of the primitive races a type of luan of intermediate
characteristics. rrhough 1\iongolian luan is less prolific

than the Negro, his greater restlessness and spirit of enter
prise seem to have placed hhu in possession, at a remote

period, of most of the earth outside of Africa and the

Asiatic islands.
In this glance at prehistoric man no clearly defined trace

appears of the Caucasian r~ce, whose area at that era was

certainly very contracted as cOlnpared with that of the

Mongolian and the Negro. And yet at the earliest date
to vvhich we can trace thelTI the Caucasians exhibited the

qualities they still possess, - those of superior intellectu
ality, enterprise, and migratory vigor. When ",ve first gaze
upon the race,-or rather upon its Xanthochroic section,-
it is everywhere spreading and swelling, forcing its way t~

the East and the West with resistless energy. Before its- --)

energetic outflow the aborigines vanish or are absorbed.
In the continent of Europe no, trace of them is left, with
the exception of the Basques., pushed back into a luoun
tain corner of Spain., and the ~~inns and Lapps, driven into

the arctic regions of the North. A silnilar fate has be
fallen thenl in southern Asia. During the whole historical
era this migratory spirit has continued active. The sepa
rate branches of, and the Aryans as a whole, have been
persistently seeking to extend their borders. rrhey are
still doing so with all the old energy, driving the wedge
of invasion deep into the dOlnain of 1\fongoloid and Ne
groid life, until the Caucasians of to-day number one
third of all mankind,! and bid fair, ere luany centuries, to

1 Abont 420,000,000. Tvvo centuries ago their number was not more
than one tenth of the earth's population.
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reduce the other races to 111ere fraglnents, like the Basques

or the North Aluerican Indians of the present day.

:FrolIl these facts we certainly have SOlne warrant to con

clude that the Caucasian is not a prinlitive hUlnan race,

but a peculiar and highly endo,ved derivative of the pre

ceding races. Otherwise we should not have found it at

the beginning or authentic history ahnost lost in the sea of
ruder life, but its superior qualities )vanld have told at a far
more remote epoch, the Negro and the }Iongolian expan
sion have been checked long ages ago, and history opened
with the Caucasian as the dOluinant race of mankind. -It

is generally acknowledged that from the primitive types

many sub-races have branched off, differing in Inental and

physical characters; as, for instance, the .A.luerican from
the Mongolian. The Caucasian Inay possibly be a very

divergent exalnple of these sub-types, or rather, if we
may judge froln certain highly significant indications, a

compound of two sub-types derived from the two pre

ceding races.
Of the two sub-races which luake up the Caucasian

stock of mankind, the Xanthochroi, or fair whites, are

now found most typically displayed in the north of
Europe, mainly in Denluark, Scandinavia, and Iceland.
rfhe l\felanochroi, or dark whites, have their typical region

in northern Africa and southwestern Asia. Between
these region:s an intilnate mixture of the two types exists,
endless interluediate grades being found; though as a
rule the Xanthochroic becolues more declared as we go
north, and the l\lelanochroic as we go south.

The combined race is described by Peschel! in the

following terU1S: rfhe shape of the Caucasian skull is

1 The Races of Man, p. 481.
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interlnediate between the short skull of the Mongolian

and the long skull of the Negro race. Pr:cnninence of the
cheek-bones and prognathisln, or projecti6n of the lower

jaw, cominon characters in the other races, are very rare

in the Caucasian, or the l\iediterranean race, as he names
it. '1'he skin varies in hue. Fair hair and blue eyes' with

a florid complexion are very frequent alllong the Northern
Europeans. Such was also the case with the Gallic Celts;

as described in ancient history, though it is not so with
the modern French, with WhOlll the darker hue prevails.

The skin is generally darker with the Southern Europeans,

and becomes yellow, r.eddish, or. brown in Africa and
Arabia, while the hair and eyes become dark or black.
The hair of' the Mediterraneans is not so long nor so

cylindrical in section as in the Mongolians; it is not so

short nor so elliptical as in the Negroes. I t is generally

curly, being intermediate between the other two races in

this respect. The hair is more abundant than in the other

races, and the beard much more so, the Mongolians and.

Americans being nearly beardless. 'The nose is a well-'

. marked feature, its high bridge and narrow form distin

guishing it' from the broad and flat nose of the Negroes

and Mongolians. The lips are usually thin, and never

present the swollen aspect of the Negro lips. As a whole,

the features of this race are more refined than those of the

other races, and the form is more symmetrically developed.

The Caucasian, indeed, seems as a rule intermediate

between the other two races. The Negro face, seen in

profile, recedes from the chin to the forehead; that of

the Caucasian is vertical. The Mongolian face is vertical

or projecting in profile, but in front view is of a triangular

outline, being broad at base and contracted at the fore-
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head; the Caucasian outline is oval. The flat median line

of the Negro and the Mongolian is replaced by a pro

jecting outline in the Caucasian, mainly due to the eleva
tion and narr01vness of the nose and the lack of expansion

in the cheek-bones.
In these particulars the tV\ro sub-races of the Caucasian

somewhat closely agree, their lnain distinction being in

color, though there is also a luarked difference in form.
The Xanthochroic, or blond type, is distinguished by blue

or gray eyes, hair from stra1v-color to chestnut, and a

rosy or florid complexion, which burns to a brick-red or
becomes freckled under exposure. In foriu this race is

tall and stout, of square build though sOlnetiInes SliIU, ·with

rather ponderous limbs, and a squarer skull and coarser

features than in the l\1elanochroic.

The latter race is marked by a skin of brownish or olive

hue, which quickly blackens upon exposure, sOlnethues

enormously so; it perhaps inherits a tendency to revert

to the typical Negro cOluplexion. The color of the hair

and eyes is black, and the stature 101ver than in the

Xanthochroi. 'rhe forln is very symlnetrical in its pro

portions, the skull round-dolned, and the features are more

delicate than those of the blond type. These two types,

as we have said, have beC0111e inti111ately Iningled, so that
every shade of gradation exists between then). Yet nu
merous instances of the typical structure appear, and the
race-characteristics seeln very persistent.

'The blond race has its purest expression in Iceland,

Scandinavia, and Denlnark, and next in I-Iolland, north
ern Gerlnany, Saxony, Belgiulu, and the British Islands.

But it crops out throughout the whole range of the Cauca

sian domain. In the far East, though the brown type is
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generally prevalent, the blond type frequently appears.

It is COlnmOll alTIOng the Persians and Afghans, while the

Siah Posh of l{affiristan are particularly lnarked by their

!air complexions, blue eyes, and chestnut hair. It exists

also in northern Africa, and on an Egyptian monument of

the twelfth dynasty there appears the representation of a

man with white skin, blond hair, and blue eyes. Yet in

this southern region the dark type is the prevalent one,

while it in its turn has forced its way far to the north,

though in diminishing frequency as it approaches the

colder regions.
The natural inference froln these facts is that the blond

type has its native locality in the North and East, in con

tiguity with the Mongolian, and the dark type in the South,

in contiguity with the Negro race. The expanding ten

dency which these types of man have displayed during the

whole historical epoch must have existed since their first

origin, if we may judge froin their very intinlate com

Iningling, which has been so great that 'comparatively few

pure representatives of either type remain. No such com

plete mixture is shown in the Mongolian and Negro races,

except in a narrow border region. This indicates a much

less energetic constitutional migratory spirit in the latter

than in the _Caucasian, and is a further arglunent in proof

of the recent origin of this race; since if of remote origin,

it could not PQ~_sibly have been confined to the narrow
region in which we find it at the opening of the historic

period.

What, then, W[uS the origin of the t\VO Caucasian sub-races?

In response to this question we Inay propound the views

offered by Mr. J. W. Jackson,! who advances the theory

1 Aryan au(l Senlitt>, Anthropological Review, vii. 333.
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that the Semite (or, as we prefer to consider, all the
lVlelanochroi) is really a derivative from the Negro race;
and the Aryan (or rather the Xanthochroi) is a derivative
from the Mongolian. He bases this theory on mental
characteristics; but he should have considered also the
physical characters of the races. If we observe the
Melanochroi, or dark whites, it is to find their purest
specimens in the far South, on tlie immediate northern
limits of the Negro race. And here they present signifi"
cant points of affinity to the Negro type. l\1any of the
Berbers of the Sahara region approximate to the Negro
in feature, though some tribes are light olive in complex
ion, with straight noses and thin lips. Of the ancient

Egyptian type we are told that they had "thick lips, full
and prominent; mouths large, but cheerful and smiling;
complexions dark, ruddy, and coppery; and the whole as
pect displaying - as one of the lllOst graphic delineators
among modern travellets has 0 bserved - the genuine
African character, of which the Negro is the exaggerated
and extreme representation." 1 The Arabs present similar
affinities. Some of the Arab tribes of the Middle Desert
have crisp hair, approaching that of the Negroes in texture.
In bodily and mental character the Southern Arabs of pure
blood approximate to the Negro type,2 and in color they
may become of a jet black, as is the case with the Shegya
Arabs of Africa. On the other hand, in northern and
more elevated regions the complexion of the Arabs is as
fair as that of Europeans. 3 Quatrefages looks upon this

1 Denon, Voyage en Egypte.
2 Palgrave, article " Arabia," Encyclopffidia Britannica (ninth

edition).
3 Prichard, Natural History of Man, p. 150.
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race as one which has evolved a single step beyond the

" arrested" Negro phase. 1

Tribes of mankind closely affiliated with the lVlelanochroi,

though with a stronger infusion of the Negro elenlent, ex

tend much farther south in Africa. In addition to the
lVlelanochroic Abyssinians and Gallas, may be mentioned

the more Negroid Nubas, with black skins, but features

of a type intermediate between the white and the black

races. But the most significant of the mid-African peoples

are the Foulahs, - an energetic and warlike tribe, distinc

tively different from the Negroes, into whose domains
they are steadily intruding. 'l'his people has become luuch
modified by intercrossing with Negroes and Arabs, but
seems to have been originally of the Melanochroic type.
Dr. Lenz, in his recent work on rrimbuktu, says of them

that they are of a distinctly non-Negro type. Pure speci
luens of the :Foulahs differ from the Negroes in almost

every racial Characteristic, - in cranial conforlnation, com

plexion, texture of hair, figure, proportion of liInbs, and in

mental qualities. He was aluazed at their striking resenl

blance to F~uropeans, and describes the pure-blooded
~~oulahs as of light complexion, slightly arched nose,

straight forehead, fiery glance, long black hair, shapely

Hrnbs, tall, slim figures, and of great intelligence.
In fact, the Melanochroi present indications, ,to judge

from their early wide extension, of being a much more
primitive race than the Xanthochroi. 'l'hey are found

throughout northern Africa, extending to a line drawn con

siderably south of the Sahara; widely distributed through

out southern Asia, from the Seluitic regions to India, where

they give the main physical character to the Hindu· Aryans;

1 The Human Species, p. 351.
2
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everywhere in southern Europe, where their type greatly
predominates over that of the blonds; and in less pre
ponderance in central Europe, )vhere they have essentially

modified the original type of the Celtic and Teutonic
Aryans.

If we accept the indications here presented, in connection
with the apparently very limited extension of the blond
type of man in the recent pre-historic period, we are led to
the theory that the Eastern I-Iemisphere was divided at a
more remote period between three races of 11lankind, - the
Mongolian in the temperate and frigid zones, the Negro in

the tropics, and the l\1:elanochroi occupying a broad inter

mediate belt stretching across the whole continent from

the Atlantic to the borders of Farther India.
It is interesting to perceive that this zone occupied by

Melanochroic man is that of denlarcation of the primitive
Mongoloid and Negroid races. Here they lTIUst have met
and mingled, and here a hy1Jrid derivative of the two races
very probably arose, - an intermediate type of mankind,_
with a preponderance of the Negro element, if we may judge
from existing indications. It is particularly in Europe

that we find evidence of this mingling of the long-headed

and short-headed aboriginal races, their resultant being a

type with skulls of medium length, -the Neolithic man of
western Europe. More extended investigation may yield

similar evidence all along the zone of delnarcation. We
can picture to ourselves an original Negroid population in

this zone, a southward Inigratory movement of the Inore

enterprising Mongolians, and a long-continued mingling of
the two races, with a somewhat profound modification of

their physical characteristics, yielding a new type of man,

the lVlelanochroic, with considerably Inore of Negro than of
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J\!Iongolian blood, yet essentially diverse in character from

both the parental types.
If now we come to consider the origin of the blond type

of man, we find ourselves brought down to nearly historic
times. The )videspread extension of this type at the open

ing of the historic era can be traced back, almost step by

step, to an original central region, probably of small dimen
sions, though of unknown location. We have evidence from
the Egyptian monuments of what may have been the first

appearance of blond man in that region. Of the type as
found in the north of Africa, in Tunis and Morocco,
among the Berbers of the Sahara, and in the Canary
Islands, Topinard remarks: "It is derived from a Tama
hou people who about the year 1500 before our era made
their appearance upon the frontier of I~gypt, coming from
the North.... The blonds which we meet with in the
Basque territory and near the Straits of Gibraltar in Spain
are probably descendants of theirs." 1 In Europe and
Asia the movenlents of the blond race took place immedi
ately before the opening of the histori~ epoch; and though
the centre of dispersion is not clearly known, yet nearly
every step of migration has been traced. In every region
to which they migrated, with the exception of Scandinavia,
they seem to have mingled freely with the preceding l\1:ela
nochroic inhabitants, yielding that intimately mixed race
which constitutes the Aryan of to-day. To this fusion we

owe the lTIodern man of southern Asia and Europe, from
the bronzed Bralllnan of the East to the round-headed and
dark-featured class among the Celts of the West. Only in
the extreme North did the Xanthochroic type sustain itself

in any purity, and only in Arabia and Africa did the

1 Anthropology, p. 452.
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l\lelanochroic type relnain preponderant. In all the region

between, every possible interluediute gradation of the tyro

types exists, though the clark type gradually decreases

as we move northvvard, and the blond type as we move

southward.

If 1ve endeavor to seek the derivation of the blond type
of ll1an the indications are very obscure. This type differs

markedly froln the Mongolian; and yet v~e are not 'without

interlnecliate links of connection, or traces of a tendency in

the l\longolian to aSSU111e the Xanthochroic characters. vVe

are told by Chinese historians of certain lnysterious tribes

in central Asia who were tall of stature and had green eyes

and red hair. Matuanlin, the historian, described one such

people as inhabiting western J\longolia at the opening of the

Christian era. A similar tribe existed beyond the .r~ltaY

l\lountains. Other tribes are mentioned, down to the twelfth

century, as tall, vlith red hair and green eyes, and of fair

cOlnplexion.
SOlne writers are inclined to consider these as members

of the '"Turkish l\longolians, who are known to have inhab

ited the region lnentioned. ~rhe physical appearance of the

lTIodern Turks, indeed, strongly 1'eS8111hIes the Aryan type

of man. The 'Turks of the Ottolnan and Persian elupires

are completely Europeanized in feature and structure.

'"This is by SOlne ascribed to persistent interluarriage with

Circassian slaves; yet such a theory applies only to the rich

and powerful, while the peasantry are equally European

ized. The great Inass of the lov{er population have

always strictly interlYlarriec1, difference of religion and

manners keeping thelll separate from the Greeks and Per

sians. The Tadjiks of Persia, the trne Aryans, are of a

sect of l\Iohalun1edanisll1 hostile to that professed by the
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Turks, and these two classes have kept rigidly separate.
The Aryan characteristics of the civilized Turks is there

fore not so readily explainable.
Of the Turcomans Vambery says that they alone of all

Mongolians do not possess high cheek-bones, while the
blond color is predominant anlong them. Yet the Turkish

hordes of the northern steppes are strongly l\1:ongolian in
physical character, though occasionally blue and gray eyes
are observed among the Kirghiz. Still farther eastward
similar indications appear. Topinard quotes as follows:
"We saw l\Iantschu Tartars," says Barrow, "who accom
panied Macartney's embassy to Pekin, men as well as .
women, ,vho were extrenlely fair and of florid conlplexion ;
some of the men had light blue eyes, a straight, aquiline
nose, brown hair, and a large and bushy beard." 1 All
this, however, might be due to mixture with the blond
race, even though we have no evidence of conditions
favorable to such a mixture. Yet such could not wei! be
the case in America, where similar variations are common.
King tells us that "the oval face associated with the Ro
man nose" is by no means rare alnong the Eskimos,
while the complexion is sOlnethnes fair, sometimes dark.
Among the Aluerican tribes the nose is occasionally of the
lVlongolian type, but is often large, prominent, bridged, and

, even aquili_ne, while the stature is tall, and the .skull has a
tendency to the elongated shape. Several tribes, both of
North and South America, present a close approxhnation
to the European type. 'This is strikingly the case with
the Mandans, the so-called White Indians of the West, as
described by Catlin. The above facts seem to indicate a

ready variability in the lVlongolian race, under the influence

1 Anthropology, p. 452.
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of diversity of climate and condition, since these widespread
modifications towards the European type can scarcely be
ascribed to mixture with a race as limited in numbers as
the Xanthochroi appear to have been at the opening of

the historic era.
'There is yet, however, one branch of the linguistic

l\'1ongolians to be considered, - the Finnish. And here
we find a strongly marked approximation towards the
Xanthochroic race, far too general to be ascribed to in
termarriage. 'The Finns are to some degree intermediate·
between the blond and the l\iongolian types, though much

nearer the forluer. 'rhey are marked by long hair, usually

reddish or yellowish, or of a flaxen hue, and more rarely
chestnut. 1.'he European Finlanders have red hair, with a
moderately full beard, generally red. The eyebrows are

thick, the eyes sunken, and of a blue, greenish gray., or
chestnut hue. 'The cOluplexion is fair, and usually freckled.
The nose is straight, with small nostrils; the cheek-bones
are prolninent, owing to the thinness of the face; the lips
small. 'These characteristics clearly separate the Fin'us
from all the sluTounding types, and bring them much closer
to the European than to the Mongolian race. The north
ern Russians in particular are of very similar physical char
acter. Very probably the green-eyed and red-haired race
spoken of by the Chinese were Finnish tribes, though blue
is more common than green in the eyes of modern Finns.
'Ve may also say here that the Finns approach the Aryans
in the possession of a mythology and of a highly developed
poetry, - an evidence of mental power wtich is not found
in pure ~fongoliansof a similar state of civilization.

Thus though no direct clew to the origin of the Xantho
chroic type of man exists, there are strong indications
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that it was a derivative from the Mongolian, and that

it arose at a comparatively recent date. We have shown

that a tendency exists among the lVlongolians of northern
Asia and America to deviate towards the Xanthochroic

character. In the case of the :Finns this deviation has

yielded a strongly marked race, nearly approaching the
Xanthochroi both physically and mentally. It is of in

terest, in this connection, to remark that the Finnish

race is native to a locality bordering upon that which the

latest archreologists consider the original home of the Ary

ans, and that it differs from the neighboring Russians

mainly in language, and very little in physical character. It

may be offered as a conjectural hypothesis that the prim

itive Xanthochroi were a derivative frOln the Finns at an

era before the languages of either had attained much de
velopment, the further physical variation which took place
being probably due to climatic influences, and possibly to

residence of the Xanthochroi in a mountainous region.!

The mental characteristics of the several human races

lead us to similar conclusions. In the first place it may be

remarked that all the savage tribes of the earth belong to

/ the Negro or the l\iongolian race. No Negro civilization
has ever appeared. No l\fongolian one has ever greatly

developed. On the other halld:, the Caucasian is pre-emi-

l' Tt seems probable that the L'1pps, the remnining European Mon
golians, have close race-affiuities with the Finns. Professor A. H. Keene
has recently examined a eOlllpany of seven Lapps, in London, and de
eides that in several respects they have deviated from their fundau1Cntal
Mongolian type, and have assimilated, especially in the color of the hair
and eyes, in the complexion, and in the shape of the nose~ to the sur
rounding Norse population. He attributes this assimilation to like cli
matic influences rather than to intermixture, of which there is no direct
evidence. The family belonged to the mountain nonladic tribes, of purest
descent 'and of least intercourse with Europeans.
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nently the man of civilization. No traveller or historian
records a savage tribe of Caucasian stock. This race

everywhere enters history in a state of advanced bar
barism or of rapidly advancing civilization.

But the Caucasian development is not the work of either
of the sub-races, but of their combined resultant. Men

tally, each of the pure types too closely approaches its
assumed ancestral race to display vigorous intellectual
powers. rrhe pure Melanochroi tend towards the Negro

type of· intellectuality; the pure Xanthochroi approximate
to the Mongolian. The Negro race, as described by De

Gobineau,I is marked by a low grade of intellectuality,

combined with a strongly elllotional tendency. It is quick

in acquisition at first, but soon stops, and grows dull in

tellectually. Emotionally the Negro is capable of violent

passions and strong attachments. He has a childish in

stability of humor, intense but not enduring feelings,

poignant but transitory grief. He is seldom vindictive,

his anger being violent but quickly appeased, his sens.i
biliti.es ardent but speedily subsidi.ng. His amatory feel
ings are strong, and his sensuality highly developed. In

these particulars he is akin to the l\felanochroi of Arabia

and the West, in whom we find a sensual temperament, fierce

passions, intense emotions, and a mentality that requires

excitement more than reason for its exercise, and tends to
the fanciful far more strongly than to the logical.

If now we cOlnpare the yellow race with the black, we
find them strongly opposite in mental characteristics.'; In

muscular vigor and intensity of feelings the typical Mon
golians are greatly inferior to the blacks. They are supple

and agile, but not strong. Their sensuality is less violent

1 Moral and Intellectual DiYersity of Races, p. 445.
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than that of the blacks, but less quickly appeased. rrhey

are much less impulsive, and rather obstinate than violent

in will-po·wer. 'rheir anger is vindictive, but not clamorous.

They are seldom prone to extremes, and while easily under

standing what is not very profound and sublime, their lack

of emotional and imaginative energy prevents their attain

ing an ardent faith or an exalted religious philosophy.

l"'hey love quiet and order, and keenly appreciate the useful

and practical. They are, indeed, a practical people in the

narrowest sense of the word. Their lack of imagination

renders them uninventive, but they easily understand and
adopt whatever is of practical utility.! This description
applies mainly to the Asiatic Mongolians, and is shown
in the whole conditions of the Chinese civilization. It
cannot be extended to include the Americans, who have
a very Inarked development of the faculty of imagination.
It applies in some measure, however, to the blond race of

northern Europe, in whom we find a strong ~ental an
tithesis to the ardent nations of the South. 'fhe pure

blonds replace the nervous temperament of the Melano

chroi with a lymphatic temperament. They lack vivacity,
but are more reflective. They are controlled by reason
rather than by desire. Conclusions are not reached im

pulsively, but are thought out, and are strongly held
when once arrived at. They are not of quick passion, are
slowly roused, but earnest and persevering, and are brave

without requiring the stimulus of enthusiasm. They are

sincere and simple-minded, but addicted to gluttony and
drunkenness, - faults to which the l\lelanochroi are much
less addicted. In these respects the blond white presents

the same affinity to the Mongolians as the dark white does

1 ltrloral and Intellectual Div-ersity of Races, A. de Gobineall, p. 445.
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to the Negroes, and they seem respectively the highest
expression of these two races.

But in the mentality of the two primary races we have

the germinal conditions of the highest phases of intellectual

development. '1"'he elllotional characteristics of the Negro

are the germinal stage of the imaginative faculty; the
practical mentality of the Mongolian is the germinal con

dition of the reasoning powers. In Scandinavia we find

a practical people, yet one not given to abstract thought.

In Arabia and northern Africa we find a highly elllotional

people, yet one not noted for valuable imaginative produc

tions. F~r the higher unfoldlnent of these Inental faculties

a further step was needed, - that close fusion of the two

sub-races which has so widely taken place. The mixed race

of Europe presents us with the highest type of man. '1'he

wild flights of Southern fancy have been tallled by the cool
decisions of practical sense, until we find, as the -lineal

successor of the Oriental extravagance, the artistically

imaginative prodnctions of the pe?ple of Greece. T.he
practical tendency of the Northern lllind has been inspired
by ima.gination until it has yielded the exalted products of

"Teutonic reason.
Despite the long and close interlningling of these sub

races, the mental character of each crops out frequently in
strong isolation, now reason, no,\y iInagination, becoming.
lllarkeclly predolllinant in an individual or a people.. 1'he

highest display of the reasoning faculty in l110dern Europ.e
is in the region of the "Teutonic race, in which the infusion of

Xanthochroic blood is in excess. T'he imaginative faculty
has reached its highest development in the South~ where

Melanochroic hloo~ is in excess. This is markedly dis
played in the literature of Greece, and yet niore so in
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India, where the flights of hnagination have left reason
far in the rear. In mid-Europe of to-day these two facul
ties exist in some degree of balance: though in J.1~rance and

the South the preponderance of imagi~atiol1is shown in the
artistic and picturesque tendency of thought, while in Ger

many a like preponderance of the logical faculty appears;
and in England, the central meeting-place of the two races,

these t"vo faculties seeln more evenly cOlubined than else-
,where upon the earth. It is to this mingling of South and
North, of fair and dark, of judginent and emotion, ,of im
agination and reason, that we owe the Aryan race, the
apex of human development, and the culminating point
in the long-continued evolution of lnan.

The comparative mental characteristics of the three typi
c,al human races are briefly enulnerated by De Gobineau in
the following terms: The white race has great physical
vigor, capacity., and endurance. It has an intensity of will

and desire which is controlled by intellectuality. Great
things are undertaken readily, but not blindly. It mani
fests a strong utilitarianisln, united with a powerful imagi
nation, which elevates, ennobles, and idealizes its practical
ideas. The Negro can only imitate, the Chinese only util
ize, the work of the white; but the latter is abundantly
capable of producing new works. lIe has as keen a sense

of order as the yellow man, not from a love of repose,
, however, but from the desire to protect and preserve his
acquisitions. He has a love of liberty far more intense
than exists in the black and yellow races, and clings
to life more earnestly. I-lis high sense of honor is a
faculty unknown to the other races, and springs from
an exalted sentiment of which they show no indications~

His sensations are less intense than in either black
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or yellow, but his mentality is far more developed and
energetic.

Our hypothetical line of human physical developlDent
may be combined with one of mental developnlent in a

brief syn~psis of the progress of human mentality. Very
far back in time it is possible that a single race of man
occupied the earth, brute-like both in body and mind, if
we may judge from the most ancieilt traces of mankind
yet discovered. At a later epoch two strongly marked
races made their appearance, perhaps as derivatives from

the single prhneval race. Or, in the opinion of some,
these two races were primitive, and constituted two origi

nal species of lnan. They differed essentially both physi

cally and mentally. 'rhe Negro race was marked by a

strong elDotiqnal tendency, in consonance with its tropical

clilnate; the l\fongolian by an equally strong phlegmatic
and practical mentality, in consonance with its frigid· cli
Inate. At a much later date these races gave rise to two

more highly developed types of lnan, - the Melanochroi,
in which the Negro emotion had unfolded into iInaginatiori,

and the Xanthochroi, in which the Mongolian practicality
had developed into logic. Finally, an intimate mixture of

these two sub-races yielded the modern dOlninant type of

man, the Aryan, in WhOlTI logic and ilnagination have be

come cOlnbined into reason and art, and the special, one
sided mental development 01 earlier Ulan has become a

generalized, intermediate condition of mentality which can

be most fairly characterized by the title of intellectuality.

'rhus the Aryan stands as the type of intellectual man, the

central outcome of the races, in which the special condi

tions of dark and light, North and South, elnotional and

practical, have mingled and combined into the highest and

noblest states of mind and body.
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If now we come to consider the lines of race as indicated
by language, they will be found to follow to some extent
those above given, though they separate mankind into
several minor racial divisions. '1"'he considerable diversity
in physical character between the AmerIcans and the Asi
atics, for instance, indicating, as it does, an early separa
tion, is in confornlity with the indications of language,
since each continent has its strongly marked linguistic
type.' Linguistically the Caucasians are divided into three
sub-types, - the Aryans, the Semites, and the Hamites.
Between the first two of these the distinction in language
is very decided. Between the Senlites and the Hamites it
is much less declared, and their types of language seem
to have grown up in close contiguity. Significantly, these
latter types of language are spoken by peoples of Melano
chroic blood. But no Xanthochroic people has ever been
found speaking any but an Aryan tongue ..



II.

ffHE HOlVIE OF THE ARYANS.

I N seeking to trace the original h0111e of the Aryans we

are concerned Inainly with the Xanthochroic, or blond,

type of the race. T'he Melanochroic, or dark, type was

widely spread, in the later prehistoric era, throughont the

J\1:editerranean and the southern Asiatic region. I3ut the

blonds were in all probability far 1110re linlited in local

ity, and their place of residence remains one of the unsolved

problelns of science, despite the persistent efforts ,vhich

have been l1lade to discover it. Yet these blonds or

"fair "\'vhites" 1vere the true Aryans, the people with

whom the type of language kno,"vll as Aryan originated.

l'he languages of the" dark 1vhites" belong to a very dis

tinct fan1ily of speech, vvhich is still spoken by Inost of the

typical representatives of the race, though Aryan tongues

are generally spoken by the tribes and peoples arising

froln a Iningling of the two races. It is therefore the

original hOlne of the Xanthochroi - the blue-eyed and

fair-haired ancestors of the l110dern Aryans - that we

shall here endeavor to trace.

The effort to solve this probleln has l11ainly been based

upon considerations of c0111parative philology. It has

been a fascinating pursuit to its devotees. rThe speech

of the original Aryans ",vas wholly unknown; yet frag

ments of it lay buried in the depths of n10dern language,
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and these have been assiduously wrought out and pieced

together, until, like an edifice built of disjointed lnaterials,

they yield a complete and coherent image to our lninds.

vVord by word the language of the ancient Aryans has

been exhumed. But a "vord represents a thing, a relation,

or an action, and points to SOlne possession or activity of

the people who used it; and the words of a language
elTIbody the whole industrial, social, and political life of

a nation, down to its minutest detail. Unfortnnately we

do not know the language of the ancient Aryans in any
such complete sense as this, nor are we quite sure what

meanings they attached to their words. Yet their study
has given us some very interesting glimpses into the lives
of a vanished people, and enabled us, to some extent, to
bring them back again to the surface of the earth.

The discovery that a close affinity exists among the lan
guages of Europe is a result of very recent research. The

resernblance between Greek and Latin, indeed, has long

been known, and the comInon descent of the Romanic lan

guages, - the French, Spanish, and Italian, - was too evi
dent to be lost sight of. But that the remaining languages

of Europe "vere first-cousins of these, was not perceptible
until philology had becolne a science. "rhe divergences,

though of the same character, were lTIuch wider than those
between the Romanic languages, and needed a critical

study before the reSelTI blance could be made apparent.

Ere this work had made any important progress another

and very distant language was brought into the same fam

ily. 1~he English in India had becolne acquainted with the
Sanscrit, -the noble and venerable language of the Vedic

literature of the Hindus. To their surprise and delight, they
discovered that·· this interesting language possessed close
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links of affinity, both in words and in structure, with the

European family of speech. 'rhis ,vas first pointed out by

Sir VVilliam Jones about 1790, ,vho declared that the tllree

languages, the I..Iatin, Greek, and Sanscrit, had sprung

fronl "SaIne COlTIlTIOn source, which perhaps no longer

exists." fIe was also inclined to attribute the Persian to

a silnilar source, and hinted at the possibility of the Celtic

and the Gothic being melnbers of the same group.

This earliest conception of an Indo~European falnily of

languages was taken up and extended SOlne twenty years

after,vards by :B~rec1erick Schlegel, who in 1808 main

tained the theory that the languages of India, Persia,

Greece, Italy, and Gerlnany were connected by COlTIlnOl1

descent froln an extinct language, just as the Inoc1ern

ROlnanic tongues were descended froln the Latin. For

this vanished dialect he proposed the nal11e Inc1o-Gernlanic.

The truth of this theory was first demonstrated by Bopp,

in his "(:omparative GraInlnar," published froln 1833 to

1852. He not only proved clearly the close affinity in

grammatical structure between the languages above nalned,

but also added the Zend, Armenian, Slavonic, and Lithu

anian" to the group. ~rhe Celtic dialects were included

about the same tilue; and the relationship of all the meln

bel'S of the great falnily of r'\.ryan speech was thus 11lade

evident. :For this group the nalne " Indo-European" was

proposed, - a nalne which is still used by lnany philolo

gists. The terlll "Aryan" has more recently COlne into

favor, 111ainly through the influence of l\Iax lVliHler. This

title really applies only to the Persians and the I-linc1us,

being that .by which they kne"\v theluselves before their sepa

ration; yet its shortness and ease of handling is giving it
ascendency over the cOlnplex cOlnponn(l titles as a narne for
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the whole widely extended family. Systematic philologists
have entered into long arguments to prove that the word

" Aryan" has no right to be applied to all Indo-European
peoples. No one disputes the validity of these arguments,

and yet the proscribed word has COITIe generally into use.
It is short and convenient; and this is of tenfold more iIn

portance to ordinary speakers than its etylTIology. 'ro make
a close research into the origin of words is one of the tasks

of philology; but this does not carry with it the necessity

of replacing accepted and convenient terlTIS by more correct
but cumbrous synonyms. In all languages there are thou
sands of words whose origin is quite lost in their applica
tion; philologists are aware of their original signification,
and nothing further is required..

The comnlunity of origin of the peoples above named
had been suspected from other lines of study long before
this linguistic demonstration was cOlTIpleted. Ethnologists
and mythologists had lent aid to the demonstration. A.
connection between their religions ideas had become evi
dent, and the similarity of their race-characteristics had
been observed. Dr. Pritchard suggested their affinity,
from a study of their skulls, years before it was proved
froln a study of their languages. But the results of these
earlier investigations were only partially accepted, and the
work of the philologists was needed to round out the circle
of proof. This evidence from philology was no light task.
The separation of the Aryan s into distinct branches had
taken place so long ago, and the language of each branch
had so diverged froln those of the others, that it was not
easy clearly to prove their relationship. Rut science is
patient and persistent; it has long sight and clear vision.
One by one the difficulties vanished, and the truth was made

3
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apparent. One of the most striking fOflns of linguistic

divergence was that pointed out by Jacob Gl'hUlTI and ll1et

by the celebrated" Grimll1's law." lIe showed clearly

that each branch of the Aryan family had peculiar tenden

cies of speech, resulting in certain variations of vowels

and consonants, which ,vere constant for the saIne people.

vVhether froln SOlne change in the vocal organs that ren

dered one letter more easily pronounced than another, or
froln some unknovvn cause, each nation developed its 01vn

peculiar variations from the original .1\.ryan sounds, so that

a single primitive word often assu111ed forlns quite unlike

in sound, and seelningly incompatible in form. 'rhus the

consonant sound that beealne I() in one branch of the

Aryans became b in another. S vvith this people becalne

th with that. 1-1e1"e the vowel vvas aspirated, and there the

initial h was suppressed. Several such Inethoc1s of change

might be nalned, each dialect branching off in its own

special direction, the Gerlnan following one line, the Latin

another, etc. It is the discovery of the systelll of vocal

change prevailing vvith each people that constitutes Grhnln's

la~v, and that enables us to prove the identity of words

which at first sight seelll to have nothing in COlnnlon. As

one illustration of this we 111ay quote l\iax 1\1ii.11er's identifi

cation of the I~Dglish ,,yord Nelly with the S orCCln(Z of the

Vedas. '.fhe s in Sanscrit often beconles h in Greek, and

the liquid T as often becolnes l. 'Thus Sanscrit Sar(J/Jna

becanle Greek I-Icl1Ci17~a. This, by an ordinary Greek

modification, becanle contracted to Halan. But the San...

serit a is often changed to e in Greek, and by such a

change I-Ialan becanle Helen. The further steps of change

were easy. Helen in English has becolne Ellen by the loss

of the aspirate, and Ellen has beC0111e transforlned into
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Nelly as a familiar name. Yet between these two words
of the same origin there is not a single letter in COlUluon.

Philologists do not often have to handle such intricate

tasks as this; yet their labors have been by no means tri

fling, and the above will serve as an extreme instance of

the changes with which they have had to dea1. 1

It will suffice here to say that this line of inquiry

has been carried to the point of absolute c1elDonstration.
rrhere is no more doubt entertained to-day by scientists

of the original community of the languages of the peoples

nalTIed than there is of the existence of the earth. The

proof does not rest upon a possibly chance resemblance of
words, but deals with the very nerves and sinews of speech,
- that rigidly persistent grammatical structure which sur
vives the most radical changes in the forms of words.

These separate peoples, as Whitney remarks, all count
with the sallIe nUluerals, call individuals by the same pro

nouns, address parents and relatives 1;>y the same titles,

decline nouns by the same system, compare adjectives

alike, conjugate verbs alike, and fOrlTI derivatives in the

same method. The words in lTIOst ordinary use are shnilar
in them all. The terlTIS for Goel, house, father, mother,
son, and daughter, for dog, cow, heart, tears, and tree, are

of the kind that would naturally persist. No chance

could produce abundant conformities of this close charac-

1 \Ve may give, as an illustration of the verbal conlmunity of the .ATyan
languages, the forms taken by one or two words in the several tongues.
Thus the word "house" is in Sanscrit, da/ina or darn,. in Zend, dernana;
in Greek, domos,. in Latin, do'}]~us,. in Irish, dalun J' in Slavonic, dornu:
English derivative, domesUc. In like ruanner, "boat" in Sanscrit is
na'llJ or nanka.; in Persian, naw or nawah J' in Greek, nau.ls / in Latin,
navis,. in old Irish, noi or nai; in old German, nawa or nawi; in
Polish, nawa: English derivative, 11£f/nt1'cal.
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tel' between a whole series of languages; and the general

existence or such COnfOl'luities absolutely deillonstrates the

COlnn1on origin of the Aryan tongues.

But a denlonstration of the C01l11uon origin of languages

leads to that of the COll11non origin of the peoples 1Nho

speak thenl. If there ,vas oue original Aryan language,

there was one original Aryan people. It does not follo",v,
hovvever, that the lllodern speakers o{ Aryan tongues are

all descendants of this people. Oppel't, IIovelacque, and

other able philologists claiJn that the correspondence of

Aryan languages does not prove a COlnlnon descent, but

is the result of the propagation of a language froln a

single centre through heterogeneous populations, as the

Romans and Arabs spread Latin and AralJic over regions

inhabited by other races. This theory, as originally

advanced by 1\1:. Oppert, is vigorously contested by

Professor vVhitney. He cannot iInagine that any cir

CUlTIstances existed in the early barbaric period shnilar

to those of the R0111an and Arabian en1pires. In his

view, no aboriginal langnage has ever been entirely dis

pelled without a cOlnplete incorporation of the people;

and this has never taken place except in the Ronlan

elupire. Nothing of the kind appears in the conquests

of the l~ersians, Gerlnans, l\Iongols, or even of the

Greeks, and certainly conld not arise in a lnllch less de
veloped people. rrhe cOlnplete political and social fusion

of the conquered vvith the conqnering people of the ROnUl,l1

empire has never been paralleled in history, and existed

only in those regions that were bound to ROBle for Hlany
centuries. rrhe Arabic parallel is a very iInperfect one; it

represents an infusion of the Arabic rather than an aboli

tion of the native languages. Barbarians do not conquer
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in this complete way; they destroy or enslave, or their
conquests end, after a lilnitec1 pei'ioel, in a revolt of the

conquered tribe. Race-lningling may take place, but

hardly an acceptance of the language of a conquering

tribe by unamalgalnated peoples. 'This argl1m~nt of Pro

fessor VVhitney is not, however, in very strict agreement

with )vhat race-indications tell us concerning the Aryan

peoples. '1"'here can scarcely be a doubt that, in some

instances, the vigor of the Aryans sufficed to ilnpose

their language on more nUlnerous aboriginal peoples, with
whom they became thoroughly mingled. Such, for in
stance, is the case with the Celts, the Slavonians, and
the Hindus. There is much reason to believe that in all
these the original Aryan conquerors Iningled their blood

with that of a considerably more nUlnerous conquered

people. Yet the Aryan language has held its own with
very little modification, while the aboriginal speech has

vanished. Certainly the vigor, enterprise, and persistent

spirit of the Aryan migrants Inust have exerted a strong

influence upon the mo~e yielding aborigines, and )ve cannot
be surprised if the latter often lost their language with
their nationality.

We have sufficiently considered in the preceding section
the question of the mingling of the "fair whites" and
"dark whites" of Europe, and endeavored to show the

probability that the developlnent of this type of 111ankind,

)vith its distinctive family of language, took place in a

region distinct froln that of the typical Melanochroic

people. Where was this region? On what area of the

earth's surface ·was it that the Aryan-speaking people grew

into social, political, and linguistic coherence, and devel

oped that budding ~ivilization and lnigratory energy which
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were, at a later period, to send thelu forth to conquer the

world? l'his is a question which has caused deep heart

burnings among philologists, 1vhich is yet far from settle

lnent, and whieh luay perhaps never be fully solved. Yet

the early and hasty conclusions have been succeeded by
better based and luore consistent theories; and it is possi

ble that the "home of the Aryans" lnay yet be deter
rnined with some satisfactory degree of approximation.
The present state of this lunch-vexed question we shall

briefly endeavor to set forth.

In the study of Aryan antiquity the languages of Europe

present us only with words. No historical details or tradi

tions exist to show an early luigration from some remote

locality. But in the eastern branch of the Aryan family

there is abundant evidence of a migration to India and

Persia. Literatures, reaching back beyond the date of

this migration, exist, COInprisillg the Vedic hymns of the

Hindus, and the religious works of the Zoroastrian sect, in

which some historical and geographical details are pre

served. 'rhese indicate the region of ancient Arya, the

common hOlue of the Hindus and Persians whUe they yet

formed a single people, or of all the Aryans, as was long

maintained.

The theory of an eastern hOlne of the Aryans was first

advanced by J. G. Rhodes in 1820. Thirty years ago

this hOlue of the comn10n Aryan tongue was supposed to

be, in the words of Pictet,l the" vast plateau of Iran, that

imluense quadrilateral stretching frOln the Indus to the

Tigris and Euphrates, fron1 the Oxus and Jaxartes to the

Persian Gulf." But this area ,vas soon found to be too

extensive, and attelupts ,vere lnade to reduce it within

1 Les Origines Indo-Enropeennes, ou les Aryas PriInitifs, p. 35.
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more probable limits. The traditions of the Avesta

seemed to point to the region of Bactria as the place of

COlllmon residence of Hindus and Persians while they still

forIlled one people. At that period, too, much was said

about the plateau of Pamir, the" roof of the world," as

the birthplace of the civilized races, though it is now

clearly perceived that this inaccessible and inhospitable

highland is utterly unsuited for human residence. In fact,

the Avestan traditions were plainly stretched too far.
rrhey indeed contained reminiscences of an older Iranian

land, but gave no warrant for the view that this land was
the cradle of the whole Aryan race. Philology was next
appealed to, and the clailn luade that the language which
had lllOSt faithfully preserved the ancient Aryan type must
have been the one that had nligrated the least. This prim

itive condition was found in the Sanscrit and the Zend,
while the Celtic, which had made its way farthest West,

had apparently suffered the greatest transformation.

To the above conclusions, however, several objections
may be luade. In the first place, the fact that the early

Persian and Hindu literatures indicate a migration, while
no distinct tradition of the kind exists in the literatures of

early Europe, proves, if it proves anything, that the east
ern Aryans were the only migrating members of the race.
And their comparatively sIllall numbers and limited area in

their early days is an evidence in the saIne direction. It

is far more probable that the migration of a tribe from the

West to the far East took place, than that the bulk of the

race moved from the East to the far West, leaving a single

tribe behind. And that these eastern Aryans were hnmi

grants who forced then1selves anlong hostile strangers, is

abundantly indicated in their literature. It is a literature
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of battle, of deadly fray, of unyielding hostility. The

Vedas are the stirring hylnns of a people surrounded by
strangers alien in race and religion, with whonl there can

be no peace, and whose destruction is a duty to God and
mall. They breathe the tone of an invading race full of
vigor and bent on conquest. rr"he lIindns seeln to have
been then, as they are to-day, plunged into the heart of
an alien population. rrhe Eastern Aryans have expanded
much since those early days, but they are still everywhere

surrounded by lYlongolian tribes. India is still largely in
habited by Inelnbers of the l\longolian race and by tribes

of other race-affinity, while its pure Aryans are cOlnpara
tively few. r-rhis relation obtains also to SOlne degree in

Persia and the 9ther Asiatic Aryan districts. rrhe vital

Al~yan stock has held its own, but it has had to contend

with an alien multitude, and a great degree of Inixtnre of

races lias necessarily taken place.
rrhe argument froln philology seelns no more cogent.

In the Vedas and the Avestas we have preserved to us

relics of an early stage of Aryan speech which no longer
exists as a living language in Asia, and has no counterpart

in the languages of Europe. Had we relnains of the latter
from a period of equal antiquity, they luight prove equally

prhnitive. And that the Celtic has undergone the extreme

transformation assulned, is questioned by recent philolo

gists. In fact, the great probability is that the Aryans
before their c1 ispersion occupied a SOlnewhat wide locality,

into ,vhich they had gradually spread frOln their original

contracted d0111ain. As a consequence, their COlTIlTIOn speech
must have undergone many changes and corruptions anl0ng

the various tribes during the ante-Iuigration period. Bopp

found signs of luany such derangements and disturbances
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in the organism of the original Aryan speech, seeming to
show that they had dwelt in their early hOlne for a long
period after the primary developmeIlt of their linguistic
Inethod. As they spread, dialectical changes necessarily
increased, and quite likely the peculiar dialect of each
branch of the race had become partly forlued before t~e

era of dispersion. Thus the argument from special primi
tiveness of any of the surviving modes of speech can
scarcely be maintained. We know far too little of the
diversities of speech in ancient Arya and of the early
forin of the languages of modern Europe to be able to
come to any definite decision on this controverted point.

In fact the theory that the original Aryan hOlne was in
Bactria is no longer held except by the older philologists.
The arguments- upon which it was bas,ed have proved
insufficient to sustain it, and no new ones have been ad
vanced. Another line of argulnent, to which little attention
was formerly paid, has led several recent writers to place
in Europe the ancient Aryan home. It was suggested,
early in the century, that the Slavonic was a prhnitive
European population. More recently it has been claimed
that Europe was the original seat of all the Aryans. This
theory is maintained by H. Schulz, D'Halloy, Latham,
Benfey, and others of the more recent writers, and is
rapidly becoming the prevailing view. It trusts for its
proof mainly to linguistic arglunents.

Every word which is now used by all the Aryan peoples
is considered to be a direct descendant from the antique
speech of the race, and to indicate SOlne ancient knowledge
or possession of the Aryans. A study of these words
gives us nluch interesting information as to the con
ditions of the original Aryan home. ~-'or instance, there
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is no COl1llllon )yord for caIne!. rrhe vvord in use has been

borro,ved fron1 the Senlitic languages. This seelUS decisive

against Bactria, where the canlel is an ordinary animal, and

Blust have received a name of Aryan origin had the Aryan
languages been fornled in that region. In like luanner no
nalue for the lion or the tiger is con11110n to the Aryan lan
guages, and the inference is that the ancient Aryans
",,,,,ere ignorant of these aninlais. 1"0 this it is objected that
very luany words lnust have been lost, and that these may
have dropped out and been replaced by other terlUS. Yet
such a conclusion is not based on probability. l\Iany words

far less likely to persist have been retained, and it cannot

be reasonably ll1aintained that the nanles of these terrible

and destructive )vild beasts vvould have been utterly for

gotten, if once kno)vn. Yet if there 1vere no lions or tigers

in the prilnitive Aryan home we must seek this h0111e in
J1~urope, since these animals are found throughout southern

Asia.
In this connection )ve 111ay quote Peschel's vie",vs as to

the original home of the Aryans, 1vhich are based on 801ne

what narrow grounds, it is true, yet have strong arglllllents

in their favor in addition to those 1vhich he gives. " It

lay eastward of Nestus, now I(arasu, in Macedonia, ",vhich

in the till1e of Xerxes was the linlit of range of the Euro
pean lion. It was still farther north than Chuzistan, Irak

Arabi, and even than Assyria, where lions are still to be

met with. It cannot have included the highlands of ,vest

Iran and the southern shores of the Caspian Sea, for tigers

still ,vander in search of prey as far as these districts.

Hence, froln all the facts here cited, every geographer will

agree that the Indo-Europeans occupied both slopes of the

Caucasus, as well as the rell1arkable gorge of Dariel, and
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were in the habit of visiting either the Euxine or the Cas

pian Sea, or perhaps both.... It is usually objected to this
argument that in the course of their migrations the Aryan

families abandoned the territory of the lion and the tiger,
and with the animals forgot their names also. But this

requires stronger evidence, for the l\1aori have preserved

the names for the domestic pig and the cocoanut, althongh
neither existed in New Zealand. Had the ancient Aryans

seen or fought against such nlagnificent animals in their

own country, their names would certainly have been re
tained, even though vvith an altered significance." 1

Other writers are inclined to place the Aryan home in
the plains of southern Russia, and still others on the
shores of the Baltic or in Scandinavia. In evidence of

these hypotheses they present the following facts: The

Aryans occupied a cold region. Of the seasons they have
names only for winter, spring, and sumluer. Autumn was

not recognized as a separate season. But the best series

of common names for cliInatic phenomena are those belong

ing to ""vinter. Cold and snow were well known. It was

a freezing and shivering home in which our ancestors
dwelt. 'rhei1' dress consisted of tunic, coat, collar, and
sandals. These were formed of wool or leather. Abun

dant provision was needed against the wintry chill. Among
their wild animals were the bear and the wolf, alnong their
common trees the birch, - all natives of the European

temperate zone. They seem to have been unacquainted

vvith the ass and the cat, - ancient domesticated animals
of Africa. This indicates that they were too far relnoved

from Egypt to have any intercourse with this very ancient
civilization.

1 The R.aces of Man, by Oscar Peschel, p. 507.
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That they were acquainted with some large inland body of
water, is admitted. 'fhey had boats, ,vhich they luoved by
oars. 'They had nftJues for salt, and for crabs and lTIussels ;
but the oyster vvas unknown to their language, and they
knew nothing of the ocean. The salt lake on which they
made their Inarithne excursions is supposed by the Asiatic
advocates to have been the Caspian. Those who advocate
the Caucasian region, or the plains of southern Russia,
suppose it to have been the Caspian or the Black Sea, or
both. 'Those who place them in northern Europe point
to the Baltic as their sea. 1

Other evidences that Europe was the original Aryan

h0111e may be drawn fronl their historical distribution. At

the earliest davvn of history they were found in possession

of all Europe, except the frozen regions of Finland and
Lapland in the extrelue north. All Europe is nUlned vvith
their nalnes, except wllere the geographical titles of the
Basques persist. '1'here is nothing to indicate that they
are intruders, as in the case of the eastern Aryans. All
tradition makes theln natives of the regions where found.

'Vhen first seen in history they are moving to the east
and the south, not to the vvest.

As to the extrelne luigratory theory of Aryan dispersion,
it can hardly be sustained. There is no evidence in its
favor in the history of hUluan migrations. The only tribes
in the history of mankind vvhich have CGmpletely released

their hold of their early hOlnes, and poured out en 1nCLsse

in search of a nevv h0111e, have been pastoral peoples, with

1 Late advocates of this theory are Professor Penka, who finds the
ancient Aryan home in Scandinavia, and Professor Schrader, \vho locates
thelll in northeastern Europe. Profes~or Sayee, noticing the works of
these writers, considers the neighborhood of the Baltic the 11l0St probable
region.
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the possible exception of the legendary American migratory
moveluents of hunting tribes. In Europe and Asia such
complete luigrations can be traced only to the pastoral
tribes of Arabia and Mongolia; there is no record of any
such movement of an agricultural people, such as the
Aryans had become in considerable measure at the period

of their supposed dispersion. That such a people could

have flowed out in several great successive waves of com
plete migration to remote distances, is hardly credible,
and is utterly without warrant in the history of human
movements.

The Arabian outbreak of the l\tIohamlnedans was not a
migration in the cOlllplete sense. It was a swelling beyond
the national borders, incited by hope of plunder and desire
for religious propagandism. Arabia continued the centre
of the movelllent, and the only settlement made in a region
remote and disjoined frOln this central home was that
formed in Spain. rrhis instance presents a suggestive par

allel to that of the eastern Aryan branch, with its pious
horror of the inlpious tenets of its foes, and its wide sepa
ration from its kindred race.

Yet the primitive J\ryans, while advanced in great part
beyond that nOInadic pastoral stage of industrial life which
has been the condition of all migrating peoples known to
history, had not yet reached that degree of political consol
idation and religious culture requisite for definite invading
Inovements en rna·sse for the purpose of propagandism. It
seeIns far luore probable, therefore, that the lllovelnents of
the Aryans were expansions rather than migrations, - the
incessant bite of restless and enterprising tribes into the
domains of surrounding peoples. As their numbers in

creased, and their priInitive hOlue becalne too small to hold
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them, they may have pushed out in this manner in all di

rections with the restless energy lNhich has always charac

terized theIn, driving back the original populations before

their resistless expansion. 'rhis idea would SeelU to incli

cate an original home, in SOlne such central region as that

suggested by Peschel, midway betvveen the eastern and

westel'n extreluities of the Aryan outflow, and offering easy

roads for expansion alike to the East and the 'Vest.

The majority of the recent authors, however, SeelTI inclined

to accept the Baltic or the Scandinavian region as the pri

lneval Aryan hOlne. Of the several argulnents offered in

support of the latter h~ypothesis the most potent one is the

fact that Scandinavia is the only region of the earth now

occupied by pure Xanthochroi, who lose their typical char

acters luore and more as we advance southward, until they

are quite lost in the strong preponderance of lVlelanochroic

blood. I~ut this is by no means a convincing argulnent. The

degr'ee of mingling vvith the aboriginal inhabitants depended

very much on the numbers of these inhabitants and on the

character of their treatnlent by their conquerors. Either

strong resistance or strong race prejudice might have re

sulted in their annihilation or their cOlnplete disposses

sion.. l-'he only Scandinavian aborigines of whonl vve have

any knovvledge are the I--Japps, - a l\Iongolian people V\Tith

whom the Aryans have shown no inclination to luingle, and

who may originally have been driven back to the frozen

plains which they at present inhabit. l-'he Xanthochroic

purity of the Scandinavians can be accounted for quite as

well on this as on the other theory. r'fhe Gerlnans and

the Celts of Gaul were of equally pure Xanthochroic blood

as recently as the tilnes of Cresar and '"Tacitus. Their loss

of purity of type is <lue to a lnixture since that period with
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the Melanochroic aboriginal element. No such mixture
appears to have taken place between the Scandinavians

and the Lapps.

A potent argument against the Scandinavian theory is

that the Aryans were a pastoral people in the early era of

the formation of their language, and partly pastoral at the

period of their migrations, their domesticated animals,

with the exception of the camel, being the same as those
possessed by the nomads of the Asiatic steppes. No pas

toral people has ever originated except on broad, open

levels, with abundant pasturage, - a condition which the
Scandinavian peninsula does not present. Hunting and
fishing habits were the only ones likely to originate in that
wooded and seagirt land, except in the far North, where
the snowy levels gave an opportunity for the use of the

reindeer as a domesticated animal. But this native Scan
dinavian beast of burden does not seem to have been known

to the primitive Aryans, - which would certainly not have

been the case had it been ~sed by them or their immediate

neighbors. As the lack of a common word for the camel

has been used as an argtnnent against Asia, so the similar

lack of a common word for the reindeer tells against Scandi

navia as the primitive home of the Aryans.
Nor does the region of the Baltic or the levels of north

ern Russia answer any better to the requiren1ents of the

case. It is not simply a land which the Aryans might have
inhabited in accordance with the indications of philology,

but one that is in harlllony with their mode of life and

process of developnlent, that we seek; and this can cer

tainly not be found in a densely wooded region, such as the

Baltic provinces were in primeval times.

At the period in which the Aryan method of speech
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began to deviate from the l\longolian (to which it has the

closest affinities of type), and Aryan Inal1 to deviate per

haps fronl the Finnish division of the :Thlongolian race

()vhich n10st closely approaches hilll in structure), the hab

its of the Aryans appear to have been purely pastoral, and

probably long continued so. I'rhis is clearly indicated by

the character of the root-"'Vvords of their languages. The

balance of probabilities, therefore, favors their residence in

a locality of Europe contiguous to that occupied by the

pastoral l\Iongolialls and the ~"'inns, and one naturally well

adapted to pastoral pursuits.

A brief study of the clevelopluent of mankind shows us

that the pastoral habit has originated nowhere except 011

the broad open plains and deserts of Asia and of north~

eastern Africa. No such pursuit has ever been follovved

in mountain districts or forest regions. And the ani111als

possessed by the nOlnaclic Aryans Vfere those indigenous

to Asia, with the exception of the camel, which is suited

only to sandy deserts. If the hOlne of the pastoral

....!\.ryans was in Europe, it lllust have been in a locality

adapted to this Inode of life and contiguous to the Asiatic

steppes. The only European region which properly fulfils

these requirelnents is that of southern Russia. '"The re

mainder of Russia and of northern Europe was then, and

is yet in considerable lueasure, a dense forest; while

southern I~urope V\Testwarcl of this region is, fronl its moun

tainous character, absolutely unfitted for the life of the

n0111ad shepherd and herdslllall. But the region of south

ern Russia, particularly in the vicinity of the Caspian, is

an open level plain, partly desert, partly of high fertility,

and presenting the requisites of contiguity to the Asiatic

steppes, the priIneval hOlue of the wandering herdsman,
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and of excellent adaptation to pastoral pursuits. It is
shnply impossible that such pursuits could have originated
or been maintained in a forest country, nor is it conceiv
able that the barbarians of that age had the Ineans or the
inclination to clear the land of forests for the purpose of

providing pasturage.
The next subject of consideration is the fact that the

Aryans gradually lost their nOlnadic habits, assulnecl a settled
state of existence, and began to practise agriculture, which

in time they developed to an extent that rendered their
pastoral pursuits of secondary hnportance. Their locality
must have been one suited to this change of industrial
habits. An inquiry into the requisites for the development
of agriculture is therefore here in place.

Again ,ve 111Ust leave the forest and seek open and
naturally fertile regions. So far as we know or have
satisfactory reason to believe, agriculture in the J1~astern

Heulisphere originated only in localities specially favored
by nature. It arose on the highly fertile banks of the
Nile, of the 'Tigris and the Euphrates, of the Ganges and
the Indus, and on the rich lowlands of the great rivers

of China. There were agricultural districts elsewhere in
Asia, it is true; but it is probable that these localities
derived their knowledge of the art froln the regions
named, and not from a spontaneous development. In
America similar indications present themselves. ~rhe agri
culture of the United States region not improbably arose
on the rich border-lands of the lower Mississippi, and was
disseminated northward by the l\10und-Builders. Like
conditions probably attended its origin in Mexico and
Peru.

There is, in fact, not a particle of evidence in existence
4
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type of feature and new structural conditions of body could
hardly have taken place in regions similar in physical char
acter to those native to the parent race. We haye seen that
thjs race frequently assumes a type of face and cOlnplexion

closely approaching the Aryan; but such a tendency could
not well have a general developlnent except as due to a
marked change in physical surroundings and conditions of
life, as in the case of the American Indians and the ~1on

golians of northern Europe. In the instance of the Aryans
the change may have been due to residence in a mountain

ous district such as that of the Caucasus. In such a
region, with its great difference in clhnate, physical sur
roundings, and necessary life-habits and industries from
life on a plain, a marked change in structure might well
have taken place, while the conditions of existence might
have necessitated a gradual developlnent of that art of
agriculture which was already practised in the neighboring

district of southwestern Asia.
For the various reasons here given, and others which

will be advanced in the next chapter, we incline to look
upon southeastern Russia as the home of the Aryans dur
ing their nomadic era, and the Caucasian mountain region
as the locality in which they gained their fair complexion
and the other characteristics of the Xanthochroic type, per
fected the Aryan method of language, learned the art of
agriculture, and developed their political and religious
ideas and organization.

Froln this mountain stronghold, in which they could
well have sustained thernselves against all aggression
during the long period of their development as a distinct
people, they probably spread into the fertile plains of

southeast Russia, occupying the district between the Cas-
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pian and the Sea 6f Azov, and extending an indefinite
distance northvvard and vvestvvard. T'heir northern border

lands J11ay have been the h0111e of the prinlitive !{ussians,

si.nce these deviate less fron1 the 1Iongolians than any

other section of the Aryans, and bear to-clay a close
reselnblance in physical aspect to the Finns. I-Iad the
Aryan type of language been imposed upon the ITinns,
and the latter thus been classed as an outlying lnelnber
of the race, vve should have an ahnost unbroken line of

deviation, leading from the typiual Xanthochroi to the

Mongolian type of lnan.
The region vve have indicated as the priInitive honle of

the Aryans has a further point in its favor. This is its

propinquity to the Senlitic populations of the South, and

the ease vvith which the fair and dark types Inight have

lningled in that early stage of culture which preceded
strong political and religions antipathies. It seelns a

natural point of meeting of the highest ontcolne of the
races of the North and the Sonth, and Inay have lnnch to
do with the existing strongly l\lelanochroic character of
the southern Aryans. And to it Inay be due that strong

invigoration of the Aryan intellect, by the infusion of the

ilnaginative elelnent of the Southern lnind into the practi

cal grollndvvork of Thlongolian luentality, which was neces

sary to the unfoldnlent of its high powers of thought and
to the developlnent of the energy which has carried the

race vvith unflagging persistence outward froln its narrow
priIneval hOlne to the conquest of the world.

At a later period Ca111e the developluent of property
rights, of the exclusive ...i\.ryan systelTI of clanship, fLnd

of religions bigotry and fanaticislll; and vvith it a strong

feeling of hostility to strangers, and a rigid effort at isola-
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tion, such as we find in shnilar historical cases. Such con
ditions would have checked the infiltration of alien blood,
and given an opportunity for the full development of the
Aryan type of speech and of social, :'political, and religions
institutions undisturbed by foreign influence.

Scarcely a trace of such influences appears in the lan
guage and institutions of the Aryans; and whatever its
steps of origin, the Aryan, in all the details of structure
and in mental character, is among the most distinct and
declared of human races, and is markedly separated from
all other tribes and divisions of mankind.



III.

THE ARYAN OUTFLOW.

I F we look back through time to the most remote point
to which the scope of history or tradition extends, it

is to behold Europe and Asia the scene of active movement

and endless turmoil. Everywhere tribes, communities, na

tions, are in motion, extending their borders, overrunning

one another's domains, battling for the choice spots of the

earth, thirsting for the wealth which the industry of the

more civilized holds out to the avarice of the more bar
barous. It is everywhere the same. Alike in Italy and
Greece, in Syria and Babylonia, in Persia and India, in
China and Scythia, the tribes and nations are moving with
the bewildering confusion of a phantasmagoria. It is to
us a shifting of names rather than of peoples. Numerous

titles of tribes have descended to our times, but we know
very little of the communities which these names represent;

-and the surface of the earth at this early epoch appears to

us like that of a chess-board on which meaningless figures
are incessantly moving to and fro. Of only one thing we
can be sure. Weare aware of the general race-relations

of these migrating peoples. We know that the movements
in Europe and in southern-central Asia are mainly Aryan,

while the Syrian movements are Semitic, and those of
northern Asia are IVlongolian. Of the nligratory excur

sions of the period in question lllucL the most extensive
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are the A.ryan, the movements being wider, and the hold
upon new regions more decided, than in the case of the
other races of Inankind.

But that this condition of affairs is representative of the

whole scope of human history, from the earliest date of

man's appearance upon the earth until the present tin1e,

can hardly be affirmed. Such a Inigratory spirit has ex

isted throughout the period of recorded history, but its
results have been steadily growing more extensive during

the progress of civilization. The movements which our

earliest records present to us are minor in character.

'Ve perceive migrations of small tribes to short distances,
in place of the subsequent marches of great armies over
thousands of luBes. Such is the character of the early
migratory movements and hostile excursions as recorded

in the Bible, and of the silnilar ill,ovements of the Italian
and Grecian tribes. Such was also the case with the mili

tary enterprise of the primitive civilizations. l'he records

of the early dynasties of Egypt and Babylonia yield no
evidence of extensive operations. rrhe story of ancient

China is that of the battling of tribes. Nor was this

growing empire as yet exposed to any serious danger from
the pastoral hordes of the North, who had not yet learned
the art of lTIoving in mass.

The limited enterprise ""vhich we thus behold at the open
ing of history, as compared with the extensive ~ovements

of a later period, is significant of a still lnore diminished

migratory activi~y in the prehistoric ages. The spirit of
outflow had perhaps just become active, and the mingling

of the races but fairly commenced, when historical records

begin. In fact a considerable degree of intellectual ad

vancement is necessary to any active enterprise of this
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character. 'Ve find nothing of the kind among the sav

age peoples of the earth. 'r11e savages of to-day make
no effort to extend their dOll1ains. Each tribe naturally

spreads until it reaches the borders of another tribe, and

there it rests in dull contentnlent. '1'l1is border-line is

usually a liue of hostility, but not of energetic moveluents

of invasion. In Africa, for instance, we hear of no migra

tions of the full-blooded Negro tribes. Activity is confined
to the Foulahs and other mixed races. T'hat l1luch move

ment took place in the early epoch we have good reason

to believe, froln the evidences of a very ancient occupation

of the whole earth. But this was perhaps largely due to

hUlnan fecundity, not to hUInan enterprise. ITrom the ori

ginal centre or centres of population Inan slo,vly spread

ont, as his numbers increased, to occupy the earth, with

only the difficulties of nature and the hostility of wild

beasts to check his OUtfl01V. 'fhis expansion lllay have

taken many thousands of years for its cOlllpletion. But

when the earth ,vas once fully occupied, a strong check

took place. I~verywhere Ulan Illet Inan. Doubtless an
incessant hostility' ruled, but nothing existed 1vhich we

can properly tenn aggressive war. Each tribe or race

relTIail1ed confined to its ancient dOInain, ,vith but slow

and uniluportant widening 01' shifting of borders. Only

those peoples 1vho by a greater advance in intellect had

beconle superior in arms and in enterprise, slowly spread

out,vard, gradually pushing back their weaker and duller

neighbors.
'The views here offered are in accordance with the facts

indicated by the existing condition of l11unan races. vVe
are aware ho,v gl'e~t a Inixtnre of races has taken place

since the opening of the historic period. Pure races are
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in the minimum, mixed races are in the maximtun, through
out the earth. And this is particularly the case in the

regions of greatest civilization. It is strongly displayed
in southern Asia, and still more strongly in southern

Europe. ITor any near approach to purity of race in a
people we must seek the regions of barbarism and sav

agery, mainly the locality bordering on the Arctic Circle,

and the tropies of Africa and Alnerica. Had an energetic

rnigratory and invasive spirit existed during the long

centuries of the human past bearing any close relation to

that of the early historic period, ::t cOlnplete mixture of
mankind must have taken place, and the existence of well
marked races to-day would have been impossible. Race
distinctions would have been obliterated, as they now are
to a great extent in the centres of active civilization. rrhe

epoch of the rise of an active nligratory spirit, then,
is one of great importance in the history of mankind.

This epoch was probably the one iInmediately preceding
the birth of recorded history, if we Inay judge froIn indi
cations. We see evidences of such a spirit in the early

history of China, Babylonia, and Egypt, probably con
siderably preceding its appearance arnong the Aryans.

And yet the latter, when once they entered the circle of
migratory activity, speedily became the most enterprising
of human races. There are reasons for these conclusions
in the history and conditions of these several races.

The industrial and political condition of the Aryans
greatly differed froIn that of the Selnites and the Mongo
lians. The latter were nOlnadic pastoral peoples. The

Aryans, though strongly pastoral at first, becaIne to some

extent agricultural at a reITIote date. '1'he indications are

that they were not n0111ac1ic in the period ilTIlnediately pre-
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ceding history, and that they were divided into a great

llll1nber of sl11all groups. l"'his we judge frol11 their politi

cal systelll, that of the ,Tillage COlll111Unity, which 111USt

have been long in developing, and vvhich indicates a pro

tracted period of fixed residence and agricultural habits.

As a result of this systelll they were greatly inferior in

political consolidation to the nOll1ad tribes of the deserto

Each of these forlued a single group. rrhe Aryans were

divided into 111any slnall gronps, diverse in their interests.

'The desert tribes were accnstolned to rapid and extensive

moveUlents; in which they carried their property with theill.

rrhe Aryans vvere tied to their property, which consisted,

in part, at least~ of fixed soil, and not entirely of Inoving

herds, as with the nOlnads. And, finally, the organization

of the nOluacl tribe was that of an arlny. It was under

its single sheik, or patriarchal leader, vvho directed all its

mOV81nents, and who l11ight at any tinle set in train an

invading enterprise. rI'he Aryan organization was that

of a COl11111Unity of equals. It vvas thoroughly delnocratic,

and only by a slovv process of developluent did it COlne

under the control of vvarlike chiefs or leaders. It was

not invasive, though it probably helel its ovvn vigorously

against invasion.

:B-'rolll this difference in condition vve can nnderstand

the difference in the history of the agricultural and the

n0111ad peoples. rrhe n0111ads of the northern and south

ern deserts, vvhile perhaps inferior, even then, to the Ary

ans in intellectual vigor and in industrial c1evelopI11ent,

vvere far b2tter adapted for n1igratory nlovelnents and for

the invasion of neighboring regions. rrhis doubtless

explains the invading n~oveJnents in (:hina, Babylonia,

and prohably Egypt, and the establishJnent of powerful
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agricultural kingdoms in these localities under a form of
government closely analogous to that of the pastoral
hordes of the desert, while yet the Aryans remained in a

barbaric state, slo\tvly advancing indnstrially, but ahnost

stagnant politically.

'r11e subsequent difference in the historical development

of these races is due to the fact that the Aryan political

organization is one that adrnits of steady unfoldment,

while that of the pastoral races is essentially primitive
and unprogressive. rfhe only change the latter are capa

ble of is the extension of the rule of an able chief from a
single tribe to a wide circle of tribes, - to which we owe

the terrible l\10ngolian 11ligrations of the Middle Ages.
Yet these could produce no iInportant perluanent effect,
since they lacked any strong principle of political consoli
dation. The Aryan principle, on the contrary, was one

which but slowly developed, with the increase of authority
in the tribal chief, but it was one that depended much less

on able leaders than on vitality of organization. rfhus

the Aryan movements have been persistent instead of

occasional, and their effects perluanent instead of transi

tory. 'Vhere the Aryan sets his foot, there he stays.
rfhere have been some temporary yieldings before the wild

onslaught of feebly combined pastoral hordes; but these

have in nearly every instance been recovered froIn, and

the Aryan movelnent has been and is steadily onward,
driving back before its finn front all the other races of

Inankind.

If now we COlne to consider particularly the outflow of

the Aryan race from its primitive home, we lnust begin by

seeking to trace its condition and relation to other tribes

at that epoch. As to the locality of this hOl1le, we have
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given what seelns to us the lnost probable of the several

theories; naulely, that it ,vas in the region of southeastern

Europe, stretching froln the Black to the Caspian Sea,

and probably northvvard to a considerable distance over
the level steppes of Russia, vvith their chill cliInate and

their excellent natural adaptation to both pastoral and agri
cultural habits. Southvvard it lIlay have occupied the range

of the Caucasus, and perhaps have crossed this range and
extended SOlue distance into the 1110untainous district to
the south.

In addition to the reasons already given for this hypoth

esis, it 11lay be rell1arked that it would be difficult to select

a region better adapted to be the cradle-spot of the future

conquerors of the earth. No district in Europe or Asia is

better protected against invasion. With broad seas to the

right and the left, and a lofty Inountaiu-chain to the south,

passable only at tvvo easily-defended points, it is only ap
proachable froln the north. In the early days of the race,

when it may have been stationed in close contiguity to and
vvithin these lTIountain-fastnesses, it could have defied all

invaders, as the 1110dern Caucasian lTIountaineers so long

defied the power of l~l1ssia. Here developing in stature,

in physical confornlation, in intellect, and in habits of

settled life~ of agricultural industry, and of dernocratic

organization; and here perhaps receiving a new spirit of
enthusias111 through partial alnalgalnatiol1 vvith the l\felano

chroic peoples of the South,- the typical Aryan race origi

nated, as vve conceiYe, and began its outflow in a slovv

l110velnent northvvarc1 over the flat nnc1 fertile plains which

stretch away froln the very foot of the Caucasian chain. l

1 It may be said here that a 1110Vement of this precise character has
prevailed throughout the historic period among the Russian agricnltn-
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At a date preceding that of the more active migratory
movement, this slow preliminary growth northward may
have spread the Aryans over a district of considerable

extent, and already divided them into several distinct and

lnutually hostile branches, with dialectical variations of

language and marked peculiarities of custoln. "fhe systelu

of language doubtless originated while the race was con

tracted in locality and nUlTIbel's. l'he dialectical varia
tions arose after its expansion. T'he skeleton of Aryan

speech was the saIne in all the subsequent branches, yet

considerable superficial differences existed. Possibly the

Celtic, the l'eutonic, the Greco-Italic, the Iranic, and the
other main stems of Aryan speech had ah'eady strongly
declared themselves while yet the race reluained a cOllipact

body, its outerlllost branch still in the vicinity of the

prilneval hOlne.

At this period the region which the Aryans were after
ward to occupy was in the hands of alien races. Southern

Asia, from Armenia to India, was held by tribes partly

Mongolian, and partly perhaps of ~lelanochroic race. So

far as India is concerned, we know this to have been the
case, from the very abundant remains of the aborigines yet

existing. In Persia, Afghanistan, etc., there are fewer

traces of the aborigines; they have Inainly perished or

been incorporated "vith the conquerors. In Europe the
only existing distinct cOlIlniunities of the aborigines are

the Lapps and Finns of the North, and the Basques of

the Soutlr~vest. All ~he remaining aborigines have sunk

rists, and still persists. There is plentiful room for expansion in that
broad land, and the farlners seek new localities as necessity or fancy
dictates. This migratory spirit has been nlade use of by the Russian
Governnlent to colonize their newly conquered lands.
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beneath the Aryan tide, though it seelUS certain that luuch

amalgamation has taken place. In fact, at the very be

ginning of European annals the d0111aill of the Aryans

seemed nearly as extensive as no"\v. ,Ve have no clear

trace of the aboriginal inhabitants. Several nalues sur

vive, such as Pelasgians, Leleges, Alnazons, Iberians, and

Aborigines, as the titles of ancient l\iediterranean pop

ulations; bnt just vvhat these nalnes indicate, no one can
positively declare. 1"'he Pelasgians vvere possibly an early

Aryan tribe of luigrants, though this lacks satisfactory evi
dence. 'T'he Iberians are novv taken as the clearest repre

sentatives of the ancient European race. 1'he Etruscans

of Italy may also have been ll1enlbers of this race; but the

relnnants of their language are too scanty to adlnit of a

decision, and it is held by luany that they were Aryans.

Of the nearly ll1ythical peoples nalned, the title of
Iberians was ap'pliecl by the old geographers to the pre

Aryan inhabitants of the peninsula of Spain and the

south"vest of :France, vvhose final relnnant is supposed to

exist in the Basques. 13ut everything in relation to the

Iberians is exceedingly uncertain. vVe now know, ho"v

ever, that an aboriginal people, the Neolithic, or users of

polished stone iInplelnents, of sluall stature, vvith round or

oval skulls, occnpied this region at a relnote period, and

extended into 11ritain, 11elgilllu, Gerlnany, and Denlnark.

'rhey resell1bled the Basques physically 1U01'e than any

other living people of that region, and possibly extended

into Africa and forlned part of tl}e 11erber population.

This vvas probably the antiqne European element, se1ni

savage or barbarous in condition, with which the Aryans

came into contact, and tvhich they partly annihilated and

partly nhsorbecl. fnc1ications of such an a1nalgamation
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exist in the historic Celtiberians of Spain, - a supposed
mingling of the Celts with the Iberians. Other indica

tions exist in the small, dark type of man found to-day in
Aquitania and Brittany, and also in Wales, in the Scottish

Highlands, and in parts of Ireland.
As to the localities occupied by the branches of the

Aryan people in the period just preceding the era of inva

sion, some tentative suggestions may be made. As above

said, the raee probably occupied a considerable district,

and comprised several distinct and perhaps hostile divis

ions. Of these, that which we now know as the Celtic
was the most ,vesterly in situation, the most divergent in
language, and possibly the most hostile in feeling towards
its kindred. l'he l"'eutonic branch probably occupied the

most northwesterly situation, the Indo-Iranian the most

southeasterly, and the Greco-Italic the IUost south
westerly, ,vhile the -Slavonic occupied the central and

northern regions. This conjecture is luainly based on

what we know of the directions and dates of Inarch of

the different branches, and partly upon another circum
stance. rrhis is that the northerly portion of the popu

lation would naturally be least exposed to the influx of
l\Ielanochroic blood, and the southerly portion the most

so. T'hus the typical Xanthochroi would be specially
found in the border regions to the north and ,vest, - those

here ascribed to the Celtic and '"Teutonic branches. It is

in the Teutonic branch that the typical Xanthochroi are

still mainly found, and particularly in its frontier portion,

-that which made its way to Scandinavia. As for the

adjoining Slavonians, their most northerly section, the

Lithuanian, is to-day distingui,shed by the fair hair and

blue eyes of the Xanthochroi from the darker l{ussians of
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the South. On the other hand, the Indo-Persian branch

is strongly l\'lelanochroic. This is also the case 1vith

the Greco-Italians. As for the Celts, they are known to

have presented originally a strong display of Xanthochroic
characters, though these have been lost through their sub

sequent alnalgamations.

There is, therefore, reason to believe that all the north
ern Aryans - the Celts, 'reutons, and Slavonians - were
originally of the pure blond type, and very little affected
in their native home by admixture with an alien element.
'rhis may be deduced froln the fact that all the early his

torians describe them, after the date of their Inigration, as

a large-fralned, blue-eyed, fair-haired people. l"he strong

probability is that their present diversity of type resulted

from interlnarriage with lVlelanochroic and lVlongolian

aborigines at a cOlnparatively recent period. In the geo
graphical schelue we have adopted, this section of the
primitive Aryans occupied the fertile plains extending
northward and 1vestward fron1 the Caucasian range. The

southern section, the Greco-Italic and the Indo-Iranian,
which may have occupied the southern portion of the
range and the mountainous district farther south, would

be in a position to mingle freely with the l\1:elanochroi of

Armenia, Asia lVIinor, etc., before their migration. Their

present strongly declared Melanochroic character may be
due mainly to such an antique interlnixture, and in a Jesser

degree to subsequent adlnixture with the aborigines of

their later hOlnes.

It is not improbable that the Celts led the vanguard in
the great Aryan march. In fact they had begun to meet

the fate of their dispossessed foes at the opening of the

historic period, and were being more and more crowded
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into the most westerly portions of the European continent
by later .invaders of their own race. 'The incitement to

their first Inovement vve shall never know. Probably the

Aryan giant was growing beyond the diInensions of its

natal home, and needed more space for its developing

limbs. lVlore than one of the historic migrations has been

due to a pressure from behind, as in the case of the Huns.

Such a hostile pressure may have set the Celts in motion,

and, indeed, may have kept them in motion, it proving

easier to overcome the uncultured aborigines in front than

to endure the Aryan pressure from the rear. l'he move

ment of the Celts seelns to have been always one of

onward push, if we Inay judge from what is known of their
history.

The Celtic was probably the easiest of the Aryan mi

grations. It lnet vvith less capable foes, as we may con

jecture, than the eastern luigration, while all subsequent

European invasions had Aryans to deal with, and there

fore found a far more difficult path to victory. When

this first outflow took place it is ilnpossible to guess. It
luay, and Inay not, have been far back in the prehistoric

era; and it is impossible to say how many centuries were

occupied in the movement. The Aryans were yet learn
ing the art of invasion. They had not the arlns or the

military skill of the later migrants. Their progress was
possibly a very slo,v one. As for the extant history
of this Celtic migration, it may be outlined in a few words.

,Vhen first we become acquainted with the Celts, they
occupied a ·very extensive district, cOlnprising most of

Europe west of the Rhine, and the domain of Cisalpine

Gaul in northern Italy. 'rhey had probably long before
crossed the Channel and settled the British Islands.

5
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But Spain appears still to have been held by the
aborigines.

The earliest of the Celtic military mOVenlel1ts of which
history tells us was that famous one, uncleI' the lead of
Brennus, which captured the young city of !{oIue, and but
for a chance in the chapter of accidents might have stifled
that scorpion in its birth. A century later another Brennns
led a Gaulish force far to the east, which ravaged 'rhrace,
pillaged the Grecian temple of Delphi, and received frOln
Nicomedus, king of Bithynia, a settlement in Asia Minor,
in the district called after theIu Galatia. After having
met the ocean in its westward course, the Celtic migration
was apparently reaeting eastward. As to the boundary
between the Germans and the Celts at this early period, it
cannot be clearly defined. Most pI"obably it was forIlled
by the !{hine, froIn its sources in ~~hyitzerland to its mouth
in the North Sea. 'rhe later history of the Celts is well
known, and we need not here concern ourselves with thQ.
numerous invasions, Roman, GerIuan, Saxon, and Norman,
to which they were subjected, and by which they were
crowded into their present contracted dOIuain.

But there are phenomena of race-variation in the history
of the Celts to which some allusion must be made. When
they first appeared in history they were of the pure blond
type, and had the stature, physical strength, and fierceness of
the barbaric Xanthochroi. "'The Gauls," says AmIuianus

Marcellinus, '" are almost all tall of stature, very fair and
red-haired, and horrible from the fierceness of their eyes;
fond of strife and haughtily insolent." 1 This, in fact,
seenlS to have been the character, physical and. mental, of

all the Aryans who peopled the north and west of Europe,

1 Latham, Natural History of l\'lan, p. 194.
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though it is by no means the case with the great mass of
the peoples who are supposed to be d,escended from them.

There seems to have been a very considerable iilfusion of

a darker and sIualler hUlnan eleluent, - probably that of the

aborigines, who doubtless much exceeded their invaders in
number. In this way a vigorous influx of Melanochroic

blood seeIns to have entered the veins of the blue-eyed and
fair-haired prhnitive Celts.

From this combination comes the French population of

to-day. 1-1ere we find a blond type yet existing in the
North, while the central districts are occupied by the mod

ern Celtic type, ,vith upturned nose, somewhat depressed
at the bridge and but little projecting, hair brown or dark

chestnut, eyes gray or light in shade. Such are the people

of Auvergne and the Low Bretons, - a small and swarthy,
round-headed race. In southern ~~rance several types are

found, and there seems a strong infusion of Basque and

Berber blood. SOluething siJllilar might be said of the

Celtic districts of the British Islands. In fact, as the

Celts conquered the ancient inhabitants by force of arms

and of energy, the aborigines seelU to have conquered the

Celts by force of nUlTIbers. As 1\1. Roget says, the blue

eyed, fair-haired, long-headed Celt has been giving place
in France in ii direction froIn the south to the north to a
1110re ancient, clark-eyed, black-haired, round-headed type.

'rhere has been a corresponding change in character, and
the impulsive, emotional mentality of the aborigines has

triumphed over the more staid and thoughtful character of
the Xanthochroic man.

So far as indications go, the path of the Celts from
ancient Arya was due viestward through middle Europe.

They seeln to have been followed by two other Aryan
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branches, -that of the Teutons, which trod in the Celtic
path, and that of the Greco-Italic section, which Inay have
pushed through the mountains and along the southern

shores of the Black Sea, making Asia l\linor its line of
march. Neither of these subsequent invasions found as

easy a task as that of the Celts, if we Inay judge by indi

cations. "fhe latter had only the aborigines to deal with;

but the former came into contact with the fierce and warlike
Celts, who were quite their equal in vigor and in the arts

of war. Perhaps in consequence of this we find a diver
sion in these later lines of march, the southern branch con

fining itself to the peninsulas of Greece and Italy, while
the northern branch pushed into upper Germany and sent

its leading tribes far into the SC~lldinavianpeninsula. The

Celts may have stood as a firm 1vedge in the median line
of Europe, splitting the subsequent lines of march, and

forcing them to diverge to the south and the north.

Of these migrants the 1"eutonic were strongly of the

xanthous, or blond type, and their Scandinavian section
bas continued so to this day, preserving for us in consider

able purity that type of physical and mental character

which has been so greatly modified elsewhere by the infu
sion of alien blood. The intellect of this Xanthochroic

division, as described by Dr. Knox, l is not inventive, has

no genius for the abstract, no love for metaphysical specu
lation, cares nothing for the transcendental, and is naturally

sceptical, bringing everything, even its religious faith, to

the test of reason. In this description vve seem to have

the highest outcome of the practical l\fongolian mind, - an
intellectual condition capable of the greatest things when

once kindled by the fire of imagination, but unprogressive
in itself.

1 The Races of Man, p. 344.
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The ancient Ar~yan inhabitants of Germany are described
by rracitlls as a tall and vigorous people, with long, fair
hair and fierce blue eyes. 'rhey lacked somewhat the

reckless impulsiveness of the Gauls, yet were as fierce and
brave as the latter. To speak, however, of a Celtic fol
lowed by a rreutonic Aryan mi.gration, is to deal with the

subject from a general point of view. There seem to
have been many successive waves of the Aryan flood, each
pushing forward the preceding, and giving rise to numer
ous separate tribes. It is only linguistically that they can

be called distinctively Celtic and l'eutonic. They formed
successive migrating sections of the tvvo Inost northwest
erly branches of the ArJran stock. rrhus Cresar describes
Gaul as inhabited by three distinct nations, - the Aquitani,
the Gauls, and the Belgre. Of these the Aquitani are
supposed to have been aborigines, with SaIne Celtic admix
ture. The Gauls are described as bright, intelligent, viva
cious, frank, open, and brave. rfhe Belgre were more

staid, less ~ctive, more thoughtful, and less easily exalted
or depressed. '"rhey approached the Germans in char~cter,

and had least varied from the primitive type. The Ger
mans, in their turn, were divided into several branches

,vhich spoke distinct languages, and into nUlnerous tribes.
Probably they entered the country in several successive
,vaves from the east. rrhe Xanthochroic Germans of the
time of 1'acitus, however, have .since then suffered lTIuch
the same fate as the Celts. There has been a great amount
of mixture with a dark-haired people, and the modern Ger
mans have lost all distinctiveness of race, thongh they are
less M~lanocbroic than the peoples of southern J1:urope.

Probably they, like the Celts, amalgamated with their con
quered subjects and with the Melanochroic peoples border-
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'ing their domain on the south. However that be, there is
to-day no distinctive 'Teutonic type; every variety of

man, froID fair to dark, can be found on Gerlnan soil.

'facitus gives us much interesting infornlation concern

ing the habits and conditions of the Germans of his tilne,

which is of importance from its probable close affinity to

the life of the prinlitive Aryans. 'Their dress seems to

have been very scanty, consisting }nainly of a mantle of
coarse woollen stuff, flung over the shoulders and fastened

with a pin or a thorn. ]'arther north lnantles of fur were

worn. Their dwellings were low circular huts made of rough

timber, thatched with straw, and with a hole at the top for

the escape of the smoke. The inner walls were roughly

colored, and cattle sometimes shared the interior with the

family. Their dwellings did not stand close together, but

apart and scattered, each freeman choosing his own home.

'Their favorite occupations were war and the, chase, and
there is very little indication of agricultnre. 'Vhen not

thus engaged, they often lay idly on the hearth, leaving all

necessary labor to the women and to men not. capable

of bearing arms. In their social gatherings drunkenness
and gambling were prevalent evils. rrheir arms were a

long spear and a shield, with occasionally clubs and battle

axes. J1=ach freeman was expected to bear arms and

march to battle under his own clan head, the tribe being
led by its hereditary chief or its chosen herzog, or general.

'Thus constituted, they rushed to battle, roused to fury by
the excitement of war, and striving to intimidate their foes

by loud shouts and the clashing of shields. The loss of a
_shield in battle was the loss of honor, and the despair of

the loser frequently ended in suicide.

Latest of the northern Aryan migrations caIne that of
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the Slavonic tribes, pushing hard on the heels of the Ger

mans, and driving them forward into the heart of Europe.

This movement was probably contemporaneous with the

historic period of southern I~urope. It carried the Slavic

race much farther into Europe than it has been able to

luaintain itself, since the reaction of German valor has

driven back the Slavs to their present borders, -the west

ern limits of Poland, Bohemia, and RUEsia. In this connec

tion it is somewhat singular that both Berlin and Vienna,

the Gernlan capitals, stand on ancient Slavonic ground.

More to the south they have held their o,vn, - in eastern

Austria and in the northern and western districts of Euro

pean Turkey. Probably one of the earliest of the Slavonic

1p.ovements was that of the Lithuanians, - a people with a
language of distinct individuality, who have preserved the
Xanthochroic physical- character far better than their Rus-

'. sian kindred. Back of all these outlying branches caIne the

Russians proper, - seelningly the last of the Aryans to leave

their ancestral hOlue. In fact, if our idea of the location

of this home, is correct, the Russians still occupied it at the

opening of the historic period, or had moved but a short
distance to the west. In the fifth and sixth centuries we
first gain a clear vision of this people, then occupying a
limited .region in the territory of Little Russia, in the neigh
borhood of the present Russian district of I{iev. Here
was the germ of the great empire which has since so widely
spread, under rulers of Teutonic blood. The region incli

cated is in the iInmediate vicinity of that which we have
considered to be the probable locality of the northern sec

tion of the primitive_Aryans. 'The Slavonic branch was

doubtless the last to leave the old Aryan h0111e, if it can

be said to have left it at all. There certainly remains a
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people of Slavonic affinity in the region which we have

conjectured to be the lTIouutaiu birthplaee of the Aryan

race; nalnely, the Ossetians of the Caucnsian range.

/" 'This people," says Pallas, "exactly reselnLle the peas

ants in the north of Russia; they have in general, like

thenl, either brown or light hair, occasionally also red

beards. 'rhey appear to be very ancient inhabitants of

these lnonntains." r-1'he Slavonian n1igration, after its first

fierce out'\vard pnsh into western Europe, apparently be

caIne a very deliberate one. It is ilnportant to notice

that it has not yet ceased. I<~roln the first entrance of the

Slavic race into history it has been yielding to the pressure

of the Teutonic race in the ,:vest, but pushing its way per

sistently to the north and east. l-tt the saUle tillle it has

been Iningling intin1ately with the J\Iongolian race, and has

acquired strong peculiarities of feature and character in con

sequence. The l\fongolian blood and type of Inind have

partly reconquered the l1ussian froln the ""L\.ryan race.

The Slavonic lTIOVelnent has been one of slow agricul

tural expansion rather than of warlike enterprise. 1"'118

Sla78 are the least restless, the least vvarlike, and the least

progressive of all the Aryan branches. l"'hey have the

n10st faithfully preserved to rnodern tin1es the ancient

institutions and the antique gralTIlnatical 111ethods; and

the indications are that they could have indulged but

little in the distnrbing galne of ""val' and migration in the

prehistoric period. They seeln to be the hOlne-staying

Aryans, the keepers of the old hOlnestead, who relnainec1

on the ancestral dOlnaill ,,~hile all their brethren ))Tent

abroad. rrheir movelnent has been Inainly that steady

outgro\vth of the farlTI before which the nOlnad horde can

never snst~:tin itself.
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Gibbon remarks of them that "the same race of Sclav

onians appears to have maintained, in every age, the pos
session of the salue countries.... "The fertility of the soil,

rather than the labor of the natives, supplied the rustic

plenty of the Sclavonians. Their sheep and horned cattle

were large and nUluerous, and the fields which they so\ved

with lnillet or panic afforded, in the place of bread, a
coarse and less nutritious food." 1 Such are the conditions

which probably existed in the prilnitive Aryan hOlue. "fhe

ancient Slavs were not distinguished for bravery. Their

military achievements were, as Gibbon reluarks, those of

spies and stragglers rather than those of warriors, and·

they were incessantly exposed to the rapine of fiercer and
more warlike neighbors. This hardly applies, however, to
the southern Slavonians, who invaded the eastern ROluan

empire with vigor and success, and wllo treated their pris
oners with the nlost savage cruelty.

"fhe characteristics of the Russian Slavonic population,

as above given, are not those of the Aryan race as gener

ally known. In fact, the Slavs of Russia have lost their

distinctive Aryan character yet lllore fully than the Celts
have in the 'Vest. In both cases the language and insti
tutions have been retained, but the race-distinction has
largely vanished. l"'he Russians frequently present a close
reselnblance to the l\1ongolian type, and either have be

COlne largely lningled with~ or originally closely resembled,
the Finns, as is indicated by the clark skin and yellow
beard so COnllTIOn ~tlTIong the peasants. "The face is hol

lowed out, as it ,,'"ere, bet,veen the projecting brow and

chin. The race is tall, but not robust, strong, but not

energetic, and displays a general character of apathy.

1 Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, iv. 197.
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r-fhey laek invention, but are admirable imitators, like the

Mongolians. In fact they present decided lVfongolian

characteristics. In the southeast the Slavs are dark, ""vith
dark hair and eyes. rrhese cOlnprise the Croats, the 8er

'lians, and the Slavonians proper. But the Slovaks of

Austria possess the fair skin and red or flaxen hair of the

northern Russians. It is, in truth, a race of manifold

lllixture, the only character COllllllon to all Slavs being

brachycephaly, - a Mongolian characteristic. It is a race

which lacks much of the intellectual vigor and the restless

energy of the purer Aryans. These relnarks, however,

apply mainly to the peasantry. In the blood of the ruling
class there is a considerable infusion of the Gerrrlan and

Scandinavian elelllent, and it is to this class that we owe
the migratory activity of modern Russia. - rrhe character

istic of the peasantry is apathetically to stay ""vhere they
are placed, though always ready to llligrate ,vhere a decided
agricultural advantage appears. r-fhis survival of an an

tique cnstolll is a valuable aid to the colonizing enterprise

of the Governlnent.
rrhe movelnents of the northern Aryans were matched by

an equally active expansion of the darker-skinned southern
sections, the fathers of the Greek and Iatin, the Persian

and Indian, civilizations. 'Ve know as little concerning
the dates of these lllovelnents as of those of the North. In

speaking of the Celtic as the earliest migration, this Inay

apply only to the northern lTIOyelnent. That of the South
may have been contenlporaneolls with or antecedent to it.

'Vhen history opens, the Celts are still in active movement.
They have not completed their work. The Gerluans are

visibly Illoving, and the Slavonic tribes have probably not

yet left the region of ancient Arya. But no historic trace
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of such a movement can be found in the story of the

Greeks and Italians. ~Vhen first seen they are in full

possession of their historic realnl, and retain not even a

tradition of a migratory luovelllent. They proudly terlU

themselves autochthones, the original possessors of the

soil. We can deelu their moveluent as contenlporaneous

with, or later than, that of the Celts only from its south

ward diversion and the fact of the Celtic possession of

central and western Europe. Yet this may be due to the

one migration being to the north, and the other to the

south, of the Black Sea.

In our SChelTIe of the prilueval Aryan hOlue the ances
tors of the Greeks and Italians occupy the southwestern re
gion, - perhaps continuous in their northern borders with
the Celts, if we may judge from certain affinities of lan

guage. 'Their location is the Caucasian mountain district
and the northeastern region of Asia lVlinor. Such seems

probable from what we are able to discover of their Iuove

ments, and also frolu their much greater loss of the Xan

thochroic race-eleluent than in the northern Aryans.

Though not destitute of the blond type of complexion,

the brown type was the prevalent one. They had proba
bly considerably mixed with the brown Southerners before

their migration; yet they never forgot that the blue-eyed

and fair-haired type was that of their ancestral race, and
to the last they preserved an admiration for it.

'The line of Grecian march, so far as we can trace it by

linguistic evidence, appears to have been through Asia

l\linor. 'The Greek testimony "\vould 111ake Greece their
native home, and the settle111ents in Asia l\iinor the out

come of colonizing movements. But luodern research has

led to a different opinion, and indicates that at least the _
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Ionians originally caIne from Asia Minor. The typical
I-Iellenes can be traced, w~th considerable assurance, to the
highlands of Phrygia, - a fertile region of northwestern
Asia ~linor, such as a tribe of 1110untaineers would natur
ally Inake a stopping-place in its westward Inarch. Here
perhaps they long halted, increased greatly in numbers,
and gave off successive divisions, which pushed westward
into Greece, while the vanguard of the march made its
way into Italy.

All 1ve know of the history of early Greece is that it
was inhabited by a people called Pelasgians by the later
inhabitants, but of whose derivation we are in absolute

ignorance. Much has been written about them. We are
told of a great wave of migration which carried over the.
Hellespont into Europe a population which diffused itself
through Greece and the Peloponnesus, as well as over the
coasts and islands of the Archipelago. rro this antique
Aryan tribe are ascribed the most' ancient architectural

11lonUlnellts of Greece. 'Ve are further told that the COIn
ing of later tribes pushed for1vard this Pelasgian outpost
until it overflowed into Italy, while it vanished from Greece
either by destruction or alnalgalnation. This, however, is
all pure conjecture; it has no historic basis. 'Ve know
nothing of the origin, race-character, or degree of culture
of the early inhabitants of Greece, though there can be
little doubt that the Aryans made their way by successive
waves into Greece and Italy.

Before the final Hellenic migration began, the I-Iellenes
had apparently divided into t,vo distinct sections, well
marked in language and character, - the Doric and the
Ionic. A third section, the JEolic, separated at a later

period. It is conjectured that the Dorians continued to
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occupy the highland region, while the Ionians moved

south to the sea-coast of Asia J.\tlinor, where they found a

softer climate and gained new habits of life. This con

jecture seelns borne out by their subsequent character and

history. Our first historic trace of the Dorians is in the

highlands of l\lacedonia. Here they displayed the type of

the hardy mountaineer, which was probably original with
thenl. ~""'rom this position, at a later date, they pushed

southward and occupied the Peloponnesus, their historic

home, forcing back the Ionians who had preceded them.

We can recover no historic trace of the primitive Ionians.

They probably made their way into Greece over the islands

of the Archipelago, having long before COlne into cont~ct

with the l~hcenician navigators and gained the gerIn of the

maritime skill and enterprise which were afterwards to

distinguish thenl. Spreading thenlselves over these nu
merous and fertile islands, they finally entered Attica, the

famous centre of their future civilization. But it is highly

probable that they still held possession of the coast of

Asia Minor, and that what were afterwards described as
colonies were really the original Ionian settlements. Here,

at least, their civilization first budded. Here the Grecian
arts' first grew into prolninence. Here was the land of the

Homeric song and the scene of the great poet's life. Hence
came the earliest song-writers, philosophers, and historians
to the rising cOlnmercial city of Athens, to gain in its rich

precincts the reward of their genius and to implant that

seed of thought which was afterwards richly to gT01V and
blooln on Attic soil. That later colonies, Doric; Ionic, and

lEolic, settlerl on the shores of Asia J\iinor, there is historic

evidence; but they evidently settled among Greeks, and

found there in a developing condition that literary and
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artistic culture which was afterwards to gain its_highest

expression on the peninsula of Greece.

As to when and hovv the Aryans caIne into Italy we know

absolutely nothing. Vvr e find theIll there at the opening of

history, and that is all. The earliest Greek colonies in the

south of Italy lnet there two peoples, called by theIU the

Iapygians and the lEnotrians, whom they looked upon as
Pelasgians or as remnants of the most ancient known pop

ulation of Greece. 'l"'hey \Jvere possibly Aryans, but of this

we cannot be sure; the extant relics of their language are
too slight to be of much utility. Central Italy was occu

pied by nUlnerous tribes, which have been divided into five

groups, - the UInbrialls, Sabines, Latins, Volscians, and
Oscans. There is good reason to believe that these were

all of Aryan stock. The DInbrians have left an important
linguistic record in the celebrated inscriptions known as

the "I~ugubine 'fablets," which indicate a very primitive
Aryan dialect and stamp the Ulnbrians as one of the most

ancient Aryan nations of Italy. As for the remainder of

Italy, the North was occupied by several distinct peoples,
prolninent among them being the strong Celtic settielnent

known as Cisalpine Gaul. Southward lay the land of
Etruria, occupied by the reluarkable people who rose into

the earliest Italian civilization, but whose ethnic affinities
ar.e still a puzzle. Whether they were or were not Aryans

is a question that relnains to be settled. All vve positively

know is that ancient authors represent them as a people

wholly distinct frolll all others in Italy. As for the Latins,

the race that was subsequently to ll1ake such a relnarkable

figure in the world, and so greatly to advance the Aryan

civilization, their origin is in great obscurity. rrheir earli

est traceable hOlne seelns to be the central Apennines, and
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their language has a considerable infusion of the olel Greek
element, which indicates a very ancient branching off from

the original stock of Grec9-Italic speech.

We have one remaining Aryan migration to trace, - the

Indo-Iranic, that ,vhich carried the fathers of the Hindu

and Persian elupires to their temporary Bactrian home.
rfhis branch of the Aryan stock, in our scheme of the

ancient home of the race, ,vould have its location in the

southeastern Caucasian region, impinging on the southern

shores of the Caspian. Here, like their neighbors to the

west, they seeln to have largely lost the distinctive Xan

thochroic type, and to have been greatly modified by an
infusion of the 1\1 elanochroic element. 'rheir migration
may have been considerably later than that of the Greeks.

Quite possibly, indeed, an Iranian pressure may have insti
gated the Grecian moveluent, if we may judge from the fact
that Armenia is to-day occupied by an Aryan people who

speak an Iranic dialect. As for the march of this branch of

the race, we have no more historic evidence than in the case

of the other branches. All we can discover is an extended

line of Aryan peoples, leading from the Ossetes, who occupy
the pass of the Caucasus, snccessively to the Arluenians,

the Kurds, the people of ancient Media and Persia, the
Afghan and Belooch Aryan tribes, and the Hindus of the

Indus and Ganges. At every point on the long line of
march divisions of the migrating arluy were seelningly

dropped, or perhaps the expansion of a growing people

pnshed its vanguard farther and farther over the eastward
path, on a route probably much easier than that leading

to the civilized regions of the South.

Of all this, however, we have no historic evidence.

Though we are now dealing with a people who possess
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a considerable literature, dating from a period when their
migratory movement was yet far from completion, yet this
literature is the reverse of historical. It is simply calcu
lated to bewilder and lead astray the earnest students of
history. rrhe Vedas of the Hindus, indeed, make no pre
tence to be historical. rrhe Zend-.Avesta of the Persians,
while not historical, lays down a geographical scheme,
which fornls the sole basis for the selection of Bactria as
the primitive Aryan home. Yet this Avestan geography
is of 'the most mythical and unsatisfactory character. In
the "Vendidad" are enumerated sixteen lands created by
Ahura Mazda. l\{any attempts have been made to iden
tify these, and draw historical conc!usions from their order
in illustration of the line of Iranian migration. These
efforts have proved signally unsuccessful. Several of the
lands named are clearly mythical, and of only nine can
the location be traced. Yet in naming these the Persian
author seems to have wandered at random over the map,
without regard to the cardinal points. No conclusion can
be drawn from their order of succession, since they have
no order.

This geographical record, however, appears to indicate
the region of ancient Bactria as the point of common resi
dence of the Hindus and Iranians ere yet they had divided
into two sub-branches and begun their final migration. It
was a land adapted to their needs, with its mountain-slopes,
its tracts of rich soil and fine pasture-land, its abundance
of oxen and horses, its warm SUlnmer airs on the north
west terraces of the Hindu-Kush. But that it formed the
original Aryan horrie there is not a shred of evidence, while
such an idea is surrounded by insuperable difficulties. In
all probability it was the halting-ground of the vanguard
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of the Aryan march to the East, a land in which they may
have long rested, and where their nUlnbers may have
greatly increased.! All we really know is that, after prob

ably a long residence in this locality, during 'which the

priInitive Aryan ideas becanle much modified, a division

took place. Some claim that this was a religious schism.

Of this we have no evidence other than the strong religious

fervor Inanifested in their literature, and the diversity of

opinion concerning the gods that appears in the IllOst

ancient documents of the Hindus and Persians. It is as

sumed that a group of sectaries, under the leadership of

Xarathustra or Zoroaster, broke off froIn the main stock
and made their way towards the highlands of Iran, rEtra
cing, as we assume, their original path, probably long for
gotten. Here they established thelnselves, developed the
.distinctive Zoroastrian faith, and became the root-bed of

the future great elnpire of Persia.
'There is nothing surprising in such a reverse movelnent.

The whole of the Aryan population of Bactria seelned to

be in Inotion, and expanding in all available directions.
"The ludic branch was pushing toward the rich plains

of the South, and there was but one path left ,open
for the lranic, - that leading to the Persian highlands.

The Inarch of the fathers of the Hindu race can be traced
,vith some clearness. They seem to have pushed out from

1 A study of the map of Asia shows a comparatively short route, by
way of the southern shores of the Caspian, from the region of the Cau.
casus to that of the Hindu-Kush. It may be conjectured that the
original Aryan migrants were forced to pursue this route by the hostile
resistance to invasion of the prinlitive mountaineers of Persia, and that
only after they had greatly increased in nUlnbers and warlike strength in
Bactria were they able to return and to cope \vith the foes whom they
had avoided in their original march.

6
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the western borders of Iran and lnade their way by slow;

stages and in successive tribes into the rich, warln, and

moist valley of the Indus, seeking a new home in these
fertile plains. We can almost see them, in the pages of

the Vedas, marching resolutely south, singing their stirring

hymns of praise and invocation to their deities, led by

their priestly chiefs, and calling down the vengeance of

the gods on' their enelnies, the Dasyns, the" raw-eaters,"
the" godless," the" gross feeders on flesh," the" disturbers

of sacrifices," the'" monsters" and" demons" who dared
resist the arms of the god-sent, the Arya, the noble and

ruling race.
rrhis movelnent was in no proper sense a lnigration. It

was, as we conceive was the case with all the Aryan move

ments, an expansion caused by increasing numbers and

aided by hostile pressure from the rear. '1'here are no

signs of a march in forc~, but rather of the Inovenlent of
successive tribes, each pushing the preceding one forward,

and the whole slowly gaining possession of the broad re

gion of the" five rivers," and extending to the great plain
of the Ganges. We can trace the line of march in the

Vedic hymns. The earliest ones disclose the Hindu tribes

to the north of the Khyber Pass, in Cabul. The later ones

were written and sung on the banks of the Ganges. Along

the base of the HiInalayas they pushed, and far down into
that fertile and enervating land, driying the dark-skinned

aborigines everywhere before theln into the mountains

and the jungles, and probably, despite their religions dis

taste, mingling theh" noble blood to SaIne extent 1vith that
of these despised aborigines.

How long ago this was, can be conjectured with some

degree of probability. 'fhe fir8t occnpation of the valley
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of the Indus, with its five tributaries, has been estimated;
from what we know of the subsequent history of the

Hindus, to have taken place about 2000 B. c. It could

hardly have been more recent, yet it may have been n10re

remote. According to the li&t of Babylonian dynasties

given by Berosus, the western part of Persia was occupied

by Aryans as early as 2500 B. c. All such estimates,

however, must be taken with many grains of allowance.1

As to the physical and mental character of these east

ern Aryans, sOlnething may be said. The Hindu type is
decidedly Melano·chroic. '1'he Bralnuin of the Ganges is

marked by' a high, well-developed forehead, oval face,
horizontal eyes, a projecting nose, slightly thick at its
extrelnity, but with delicately shaped nostrils, a fair but
readily bronzed skin, and abundant black hair. Farther
south the 11lixture with the aborigines has been so great

that it is not easy to trace the typical Aryan. In fact
there has never been a Hindu conquest of the southern

half of India. 'There the Dravidian population still exists

to the nUluber of fifty millions, though all race-purity has

vanished through the abundant luingling of types that has
seemingly taken place. 'The mentality of the ancient

Hindus was such as we might deduce fronl this mixture
of blood, one with highly acute powers of reasoning, but

1 This possibility of limiting tho era of the Hindu-Iranian 1110Ven1ent
within historic times, in connection with the remotely prehistoric char
acter of the early European movements, is a strong argun1ent against the
Bactrian locality for ancient Arya. No one can be asked to believe that
Aryan enterprise began \vith difficult and distant 111igrations, .and left
the rich valleys of India, within easy reach, for its latest field of action.
Such a reversal of the order of nature is inconceivabl(~, and the prob
ability is that the invasion of India was the final stage in a long-con
tinued eastward migratory nl0velnent.
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with perhaps the most developed and exuberant imagi
nation that has ever appeared upon the face of the earth.

The Iranian populations of to-day - the Kurds, the
Arluenians, and the Tadjicks of Persia~are marked by
black eyes and brows. The 'Tadjicks, the purest descend
ants of the old Persians, are described as of oval face,
broad, high forehead, large eyes, black eyebrows, straight,
prominent nose, large mouth, thin lips, complexion fair
and rosy, hair straight and black, beard and mustache
black and plentiful, and abundant hair over the whole
body. In Afghanistan the pure Aryan type is frequently
found. The Patans, or Afghan soldiers, are COlllluonly
brown like the Iranians, but many of them have red hidr

and blue eyes, with a florid complexion. This is particu
larly the case with the Siah Posh of Kaffiristan, a tribe
which speaks a dialect derived frOIU the Sanscrit. Thus
in the Iranian branch of the eastern Aryans the Xantho
chroic character has been much more fully preserved than
with the Hindus. It is possible that the separation of the
combined race may have been due to ethnic rather than to
religious causes. 'The Iranians are highlanders to-day, and
Inay always have been so. They may represent the moun..
taineer section of the original migrating horde, and there..
fore the one that had originally least of the Melanochroic
element. Possibly they occupied in Bactria the highland
region, and the Hindus the lower districts. If such were
the case, we should have an additional reason for the Iran
ian IT10Vement towards the Persian highlands, and that of
the Hindus towards the Indian plains. It is a case parallel
to that of the Doric and Ionic peoples of Greece. In
ancient Arya the Dorian and Iranian tribes may have been
mountaineers, the Ionian and Hindu tribes lowlanders, and
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each may have been governed by this original habit in all

subsequent movements. The Persians are distinguished

from the Hindus by characteristics not unlike those sepa

rating the Dorians froln the Ionians. 'fhey have the

lnental character of mountaineers, are brave, enterprising,

earnest, and truthful, with a strong love of liberty, and

much warlike energy. 'rhey lack the highly active imagi
nation of the Hindus, but have a sound common-sense and

vigor of thought which make theln essentially practical in

their religious systems. The Persian myths have had a

profound influence over the practical religious history of
lllankind, while the Hindu belief forIns the basis of all the

involved figments of m~taphysicalphilosophy.
But on e thing more need here be said. Despite their

many differences, there is a remarkable degree of ho

mogeneity aIllong the early conditions of the several
branches of the Aryans, - alike in language, in religion,

in political and social institutions, and i.n physical and

mental character. This indicates an original great uni

formity, a state of stagnant barbarity of long continu

ance, during which the Aryans greatly extended the
borders of their primitive h01TIe without changing in any
important degree their prirnitive institutions. For the

second stage of progress a breaking-up and widespread

migration were requisite, - contact with alien peoples,
war, life in new lands, ethnic minglings, and all the varied

influences which play upon an actively lnoving people, but

to which a settled population is not exposed. 'fo this di
versity of influences, together with the inspiration of the

old civilizations with which the outspreading race came
into contact, we owe the highly developed Aryan enlight

enment of the present age.
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Briefly to sUIuularize SOITIe of the conclusions of this

chapter, it ll1ay be affirlned that the original Aryan 111igra

tion had the character of an agricultnral outpush shnilar

to that which exists in l{,ussia to-day. It )vas the natural

expansion of an increasing race, at first of small, but of

gradually gro'wing enterprise, spreading fron1 a central

region in all directions to vV hich fertility of soil invited.

It was the onvvard step froln farIn to farln, with hostile

aggression vvhere this becan1e necessary, the forvvard

movenlent occasionally accelerated by a hostile push of

other Aryan tribes froIn behind. 1'hese nl0velnents took

place to all parts of the cOlupass except that leading to

the desert regions of Asia, and the vvhole intermedi

ate region continued in Aryan hands. In their advance

through Europe the Aryans have loosed their hold on no

land which they once oecnpied, except where forced to do

so by the invasions of the Huns and the Turks. In the

East they have left C011111lnnities in Arlllenia, ICurc1istan,
and other districts on their line of Inarch, 'while the ....L\..ryan

tribe of the Caucasus known as the Iron or Ossetes sig

nificantly occupies the path by ,vhich these southward

Illoveluents lnnst have taken place, - the Gorge of Dariel,

the only natural road throngh the great nlonntaill-chain.

'This tribe seelns to have been left behind as the rear-guard

of the Aryan arlny on its luarch to elnpire, ··while the

Caucasus generally has been occupied by alien peoples.

It was only at a later period, when Inigration and war

had consolidated and given new energy and enterprise to

the ~t\.r'yalls, that they ventured on bolder l110,'"el1lents.

"Te can perceive the gradnal growth of this enterprise and

power of warlike lllassing in the Gern1un tribes, to wholn

the hnlnense wealth of R0l11e offered the strongest incite-
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ment to hostile aggression. Yet at no time did they make
movements en 1nasse like those of the nOllladic Hunnish

invaders. 'Vhile crossing the borders into the ROlTIan
Elnpire, they held on persistently to their fields and forests
at hOlne.

'"The Aryan migration was evidently followed by an ex
tensive intermarriage with the original inhabitants of the

conquered territories. There is no evidence to the con
trary, except in the case of the settlers in Scandinavia,

who may have felt a strong antipathy to the widely differ
ent Lapps. Elsewhere, however, they found their new
possessions occupied by tribes of Melanochroic blood, to
whom the Xanthochroi have never shown any antipathy.
Instead of annihilating or dispossessing these, they appar
ently shnply subjugated them, and later on freely intermar
ried with them. Only thus can we understand the great
change in physical characteristics of the Celts and Ger
mans within the last eighteen centuries. In the former

case the conquered lllUst have much exceeded the conquer
ors in number, to judge from the strongly declared lVlelan
ochroic character of the lllodern Celts. As regards the
Greeks and 1-1atins, the Hindus and Persians, it is quite
probable, as we have already conjectured, that they had
gained a strong infusion of Melanochroic blood before
their migration. rrhis ""vas undoubtedly largely added to
after reaching their new hOInes, and particularly so in
the case of the Hindus, who must have been greatly out
numbered by the aborigines of tbeir conquered territory.

Yet in all these cases the Aryan type of language held
its own persistently, doubtless adopting many words from
the dialects of the conquered races, but vigorously main
taining its structure, and forcing out all the aboriginal
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tongues. This indicates that the aborjgines were in every
instance subordinated to the conquerors, who retained

their ascendency firmly during the subsequent period of
amalgamation. Of variations of linguistic structure the

lnost marked were those which took place in the Celtic dia
lects, which seem to have had ilnpressed upon them S0111e

of the characteristics of the aboriginal tongues, yet not

sufficiently so greatly to affect their Aryan type.



IV~

THE ARYANS A.T HOME.

W HAT can we know about the mode of life of a

group of barbarians who have become extinct as

a primitive community without leaving a trace of their ex

istence upon the face of the earth, who have written no
books, carved no monuments, built no great works of
architecture? The early Chinese and Egyptians, prob
ably their contemporaries, have left abundant monuments,
- written, carved, erected, and excavated; but the Aryans

ate, drank, fought, lived, and died without a thought that
the world to come might be curious about their doings,

and without an effort to stalnp in stone, brick, or earth the

story of their existence. '"They had not yet reached that

stage of development in which men begin to think they are

doing great things and living great lives, and become
anxious to astonish the future "vorld with a knowledge of
their prowess. This wish to astound posterity is a feature
of one stage of every advancing civilization. Primitive
barbarism troubles itself but little about the curiosity of

the future. High civiliz3:tion is lllore concerned in work
ing for the needs of the present. But the interlnediate

stage of budding civilization has always wasted its strength

in building great tombs, pyralnids, teIPples, and the like,
as monUlnents of its greatness, toiling with the strength

and blindness of the Cyclops to leave a message of empty

wonder for the world to come.
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The antique Aryans had not reached this stage of devel

opment. And yet they have, without knowledge or in

tention, left a record of their lives and institutions but

little less complete than that of their fame-seeking civilized

contemporaries. The political relations of the modern

world are the growth of the seed which they planted. The
religions of the mythological age were the unfoldlnent of
their germ of faith and worship. '-fhe languages of Inod

ern times are full of words which this antique group spoke

in their primeval homes. All these lines of developlnent
have becollle great trees; but they can be traced back to

their roots, and in these roots we possess the life:-conditions

of our ancestral clan.

As we have already said, all the languages of modern

Europe, the English, the Romanic, the GerlTIan, the Celtic,

the Slavonic, and the Lithuanian; those of ancient I~urope,

the Greek, the Latin, the Teutonic; those of southern

Asia, the Sanscrit, the Persian, and their several Iniuor
dialects, - are not alone closely shnilar in gralnlnatical
structure, in skeletal type, as it were, but also are full of
verbal afIinitles. }1-'rom Ireland on the west to India on

the east we find words essentially the same used to desig

nate the same things. vr ery many such words exist, 

far too many to suppose that these languages could have

gained them by borrowing from one another. And these
words are not the terms employed by civilization to desig
nate its newly acquired treasures, but they are the names

of things and ideas of simpler and Inore antique character,

the titles of the possessions and conditions of barbaric

life, for which every nation, if it had no prhnitive names,

would have been forced in the early stage of its existence

to invent nalnes for itself. The conception, therefore, that
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these COlnmon terms were acquired during the process of
national developlnent by borro,ving or, like articles of

COlnmerce, by interchange, cannot be entertained for a
moment. But if this explanation be thrown aside as in

adequate, there relnains only that of a COlnnl011 origin.

Weare forced, in fact, to believe that all these widely
separated nations are descendants of a single priInitive

people who once occupied a single, limited area, from
which they have outspread over the earth, and who spoke

a single and simple language, froln which have come the

complex and varied systems of Aryan speech.

'Ve have already sought to trace the orIgin, the priInitive
locality, and the early Inigrations of this people. A yet
nlore interesting inquiry is before us, - that of their mode
of life. What did they knovv; how diel they live; what was
the character of their possessions? - such are the queries
which we must now seek to answer. We look back far
into the darkness of the past as into a mist-shrouded val

ley, and perceive at first only impenetrable glooln. But

finally a ray of light of growing strength lnakes its way
through the thinning vapor, and by degrees a broad scene

of busy life is revealed to our eyes, - not with much clear
ness, it is true; not without wisps of shadow clinging to

and half enveloping its objects; yet sufficiently clear to
yield a very considerable knowledge of the conditions of
that long-clouded scene of ancient life. T'his revealing ray

has sprung fro~everal sources, one of the most important
of whiuh is that of cOluparative philology.

In isolating the words COillluon to the ~t\..ryan languages,
it has been necessary to place them in two divisions. One

is of ,yords COlnmon to a part only of these languages; the

other of words common to the, whole. The former series
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indicates that certain branches of the Aryan race, after
breaking off from the main stem, again divided after their
special dialect had made considerable progress. Such was
the case with the eastern branch, and thus we Inay account
for common words in the Indian and Iranian tongues
which do not extend to the other branches of the race.
This special community between the languages of the two
great divisions of the eastern branch is paralleled by sim
ilar special resemblances in the west, as between the Greek

and Latin./ Efforts have been Illade, in consequence, to
divide the Aryan race up into secondary, or sub-races, the
product of a primary division, each of which sub-races

made considerable progress before a new division took

place. But from these efforts no very satisfactory' result

has been achieved. Several unlike schemes have been
proposed, each of which has been contested and denied.
We neerl, therefore, concern ourselves here only with the
original Aryans, without heed to their assumed but as yet
unproved sub-branches.

The persevering and critical labor of the students of
language has, as we have said, isolated numerous words
which must have been in use by the Aryan family before

its separation, since they are still in use by all, or nearly
all, its descendants. This work has gone so far that we
have now a dictionary of the ancient Aryan in three stout
octavo volumes. l And August Sleicher has taken the
trouble to write a short story in this prehistoric language.
It is quite likely, indeed, that the ancestral Aryans would
have had some difficulty in reading it, since it cannot be
supposed that the exact form of any of their words has
been preserved; yet it is curious, as showing the great

1 Fick's Comparative Dictionary of Indo-Germanic Speech, 1874-76.
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. progress which has been Inade during a few decades of
persistent study.

Words indicate things and conditions. No people has
ever invented a vocal sound vvithout the purpose of nam
ing sOluething ,vhich they had or knew. It cannot be

supposed, however., that the Aryan words conveyed to the
minds of their early speakers the exact meaning which
they do to. ours. The words of our languages have be
come as full of mental as of physical significance. Philo
sophical conceptions spread like a network through the
substance of our speech. But we have now to deal with
a people who had not devised a philosophy and had little
conception of mentality. 'They knew what they saw.
They named what their eyes beheld or their ]lands encoun
tered. 'Their world existed outside theine The vast world
of the mind was as yet scarcely born. N urnerous evi
dences of this might be quoted. The naines of the family

relations,. for instance, originated in physical conceptions.

1'he Sanscrit lJUar, "father," comes from .pa, '" to pro
tect." The original Iueaning of bhratar, " brother," was
" he who carries or assists." SvasCl/t," sister," signified
"she who pleases." Duhitar," daughter," is derived
from cluh, a root which in Sanscrit Ineans "to mille"
The daughter of the primeval household was valued mainly
for her use as a milkmaid. Thus what seem to us the
most prilnitive of words were really derived from prece
ding physical terms. As yet no general or abstract con
ceptions existed. Indeed we may come to far more recen~

tilnes without lunch improvement in this respect. Old
Anglo-Saxon, for instance, is far richer than old Aryan.
Yet if we should seek to converse on philosophy or science
in Anglo-Saxon speech we should soon find ourselves in
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difficulty. Only by a free use of metaphor, and mental
applications of words which have only a material signifi
cance, could any progress be made in such a task. It is

very probable, however, that the antique Aryans had long
forgotten the derivation of their words; they were mere
technical symbols to thelll as to us. rrheir language had

been developed probably many long centuries before the
era of their dispersal, and linguistic decay had already set
in. We know far more than they did of the origin of their
words, from our method of isolating the roots of lan
guage, and reaching down to the deepest-buried seeds of
meaning.

Let us seek to rehabilitate this ancient Aryan cOIDlllunity,

so far as our knowledge of their words enables us to do so.
For this purpose we shall mainly follow Professor Sayce 1 in

~is graphic rebuilding of old Arya from the words given in
Fick's "Comparative Grammar." If we look far back
through the revealing glass of science we seem to behold
these active aborigines on their native plains engaged in
all the vocations of a simple life. We see them em
ployed in a twofold duty, - that of pastoral, and that of
agricultural life. Abundant flocks are scattered over their
grassy commons attended by the diligent herdsman. Of
domesticated animals the cow was their lllost valued pos
session, as it still is with the pastoral tribes of northern
Asia. But in addition they had the horse, the sheep, the
goat, a.nd the pig. There is nothing to show that the horse
was ridden. If we judge alone frOID the indications
of language, we must believe that it was, In comInon with
the ox, used only for drawing. Nor is there anything to

show that the dog was known in other than its wild state.

1 Introduction to ihe Science of Language. A. H. Sayee.
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And yet the exigencies of pastoral life may have required

the luoc1erl1 use of these aniInals. To their sheep and

cattle pastures the Aryan herdsluen added the shelter of

stables, sheepcots, and pigsties. Of other dOluesticated

aniluals may be luentioned the goose and fowl as proba

ble, while the bee was undoubtedly one of their valued

possessions, its honey being luade into mead, - then

and long afterwards a favorite Aryan b~verage. 'Their

chief ordinary drink, however, was the milk of the cow,

sheep, and goat; and the morning milking scene by the

daughters of the tribe doubtless closely reselubled that

still seen on the Asiatic steppes among the pastoral no

luads of that region.
The cOilllnunity with which we have at present to deal

was not a nOluadic one. It had doubtless passed through

that stage of existence; but at the titne ill which we behold

it the developluent of agriculture had tied it to a fixed

locality, and the interests of agriculture were steadily rising

into prominence. There are indications to show that in the

early days of the developluent of Aryan speech the pastoral

interests were largely in the ascendent. But at the period

jmlll.ediately preceding the Aryan dispersal, agriculture had

become considerably developed, the tribes were settled in

definitely arranged comlTIunities on a fertile region, well

watered and 1V"ooded, and farming and herding had become

common industries of the people, without the wide di

vision between these interests which we now find -in the

desert regions of Arabia and rrurkestan, 1vith their fertile

oases alternated with scanty pasture regions.

The antique language has abundant indications of such

a prinlitive supreluucy of pastoral interests. The nalTIeS

for many of the family and tribal relations, for property,.
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trade, etc., for inn, guest, master, and king, were taken
from words that applied to the herd. Dawn signified the
nlustering-time of the cows. Evening was the thne of
bringing home the herds. In the word " cow" itself we have
" the slow walker;" in ox, " the vigorous one;" in dog,
" speed;" in wolf, "destroyer," etc. All this indicates
that the era of development of the language was an era
when pastoral interests were very prominent in Inen's minds.

But evidently at the period of the Aryan dispersion the
interests of agriculture were becoming dominant, and those
of a pastoral life secondary. ",Ve have warrant for this in
the plentiful survival of common agricultural terms, and in
the word by which the eastern Aryan migrants called theln
selyes at their first appearance on the stage of history,
..firryas in the Vedas, A'iryas in the Zend literature, - and
from which their modern title has been derived. 'rhis word
comes from a root which signifies" ploughing." It grew
eventually to mean "honorable," or "noble." l'he AI''''
yans, not without warrant, considered themselves the
noblest of human races.

If we now turn our Inental gaze from the pastures to the
farming lands we se~ indications of a different Inode of
activity. Here the earth is being turned up with a rude
plough drawn by the slow moving ox, or possibly the horse.
There the hay is being cut with the sickle. Yonder are
fields of ripe and waving grain of at least two kinds. Jllst
what grains these were, we cannot be quite sure. One of
them seems to have been barley, - the cereal of cold eli..
Inates. The other may have been wheat, though this is
far from certai.n. These, with a few garden vegetables, are
all we can perceive through our highly imperfect observing
glass. We can, however, see wheeled vehicles of some
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sort, drawn by yoked oxen, and bringing the harvests from

the field. 'Ve can likewise perceive these antique farmers

threshing and winnowing their grain and grinding it in mills.
vVe have their words for wagon, wheel, and axle" and also

for hamlner, anvil, and forge, - the latter showing that

the smith was an active Inenlber of the comlnunity.

In the woods around them grew the pine and the birch,
- trees of cold regions; and probably the beech and the
oak, though this is not positive. As to what fruit-trees they

possessed, we are in doubt; nor are ,ve certain as to their

knovvledge of the grape. They appear to have had three
metals, - gold, silver, and bronze. rrheir possession of

iron, copper, and lead is more doubtful, and there is rea
son to believe that stone tools were still used. In fact, when
we consider that metals may have been articles of commerce
at an early date, and their names have travelled with them, .

the existence of common Aryan names for any metal is not
as sure evidence of its early possession as in the case of

many other articles, and it is possible that their actual ac

quaintance with Inetals was very slight. There is reason

to believe, however, that the class of slniths was held in

high honor, and that they sometimes had supernatural

powers attributed to them, as aUlong other barbarian
commnnities.

The people whose life in the diIn depths of time we are
thus observing had left behind them the tent-stage of exist
ence. rrhey d"velt in houses of wood, with regulat doors,

instead of the hole through which the tenants of many
northern habitations cravvl. 'Ve cannot identify any win
dow. Straw seelns to have been used to thatch the 1'oof80

It is possible that these houses were but rude huts. rrhey

were combined into villages, whose name still survives in
7
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the wich or wick now 0 ften used as a termination of the
nalnes of towns. rrhere seems also to have been a fortress,
with protecting wall or rampart.

As for domestic life and comforts, we know that baked
pottery was in COlUlnon use, forlued into vases, jars, pots,
and cups, some with the ends pointed so as to be driven
into the ground. This pottery may hav~ been ornamented
by painting in colors. Vessels of wood and leather were
also probably in use. rrhe hours of relaxation seem to
have been softened by music, derived froln some stringed
instrument. The food used appears to have included baked
or roasted meat, and the eaters of ra-\v flesh were looked
upon as utter barbarians. Quails and ducks were eaten,

and a black broth was apparently a principal article of food.
Their lueal was baked into bread, and apples may have
been one of their edible fruits. Salt was used as a condi
ment. Quite likely their diet was considerably more varied
than this, since many names of articles of food may have
died out of use, or been replaced by others in the long

course of time. Of the other household treasures may be

mentioned makshi, "the buzzer," our common fly. With

him was associated the less desirable flea, while the prowl
ing mouse made up a trio of dOlnestic pests. The art of
medicine was as yet in embryo, but our ancestral clan was
by no means free from the ravages of disease. Two names
of diseases have survived, -consumption and tetter. As
for cure, the power of charms seeIUS to have been mainly
relied on.

In these households strict monogamy prevailed. There
was but one husband and one wife, and the family rela
tions were clearly defined. In addition to words for father,
mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, etc., they had sepa-
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rate words for a wife's sister, syal£, and for a brother's

wife, yi1taras. 'rhe father 'Vf"S lord of the household, and

the wife its .mistress; the subordination of the younger
melubers of the falnily to parental authority being far
greater than in our era. 'rhe nalnes of these antique
Aryans were composed of two ,vords, as now. ",Ve may

instance Deva 'srutct, "heard by God," as the title of one

of our extinct ancestors. As for their dcnnestic industries,
they seelll to have possessed the arts of sewing and spin
ning. )Vool "vas shorn and woven, and linen )vas kno\vn,

though probably little used. The art of tanning was prac
tised, and leather ,vas nJuch llsed for clothing and other
purposes. 'rheir dress apparently consisted of a tunic,
coat, collar, and sandals, Inade of leather or of woven
and sewn wool. But if we Inay judge froIn )vhat we know

of the early Germans, Slavs, and Celts, they were not
greatly protected by clothing froIn the cold.

If novv we leave the dOlnestic and industrial conditions

of the Aryans, and seek to follow theln in the lnore stir

ring details of their active lives, we behold thelTI engaged in

what to them were doubtless nobler pursuits. Here we

perceive our ancestor actively engaged in the chase and

daringly entering into combat with the savage bear and wolf.
Of slnaller gUlne he seems to have pursued the hare, beaver,

and badger, and probably the fox. 'fhe wild duck was
one of his game-birds, and he knew several other birds,

such as the vulture, raven, starling, and goose. 1-Ie had the
custom, preserved till a much later period, of divining the
future froln the flight of birds, particularly of the falcon.

The serpent was known, and probably both hated and

revered for its deadly and mysterious po,ver. Of his

water-dwelling game we nlay nalne the otter and the eel,
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the crab and the mussel. But his knowledge of fish

must have been very limited if we take language for our

guide.

Changilig our field of observation, we behold hiIn boldly

embarking 011 the waves of the great salt lake which ad

joined his native land. The name he gave this watery ex

panse is still preserved in 1neer, - a word which has been

since applied alike to sea and lake, moor and morass.

11e1'e he launched his boat, guided it by a rudder, and pro

pelled it by means of oars. His barbaric intellect was not

yet equal to the device of the sail, - or at least he has left

no "vord to signify that he had learned to spread the broad

sheet to the winds, and by their aid to avoid the laborious

straining of the muscles.

A glance in still another direction shows him to us en

gaged in what he probably considered the noble pastime
of war. rrhat he was of belligerent disposition we have

every reason to believe, judging from the irascible temper

he has transmitted to his descendants; and doubtless his

peaceful labors were frequently broken by warlike raids

upon neighboring tribes or by fierce defence of his home

and fields against hostile invaders. In this stirring duty

the axe was apparently his chief weapon; but he fought

also with the club and the sword, while he wore the helmet

and the buckler for defensive armor. The bow was also
probably one of his implements of. offence. With these

weapons the blue-eyed and stout-hearted champion doubt

less fought sturdily for hOlue and freedom, or for falne

and spoil, doing doughty deeds of valor which may have

roused to noble inspiration the minstrels of his tribe, yet

which have vanished in the night of time and thrown not

a ray of their lustre down to onr remote age. As yet
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no Homer had arisen to Inake iInperishable the deeds of
warlike glory.

As for the acquireluents of this strong-limbed and active
barbarian, beyond the requisites of industry alid war we
know very little. He was acquainted with the decimal
systelll of numeration, counting by fives and tens, with his
fingers and toes as guides, at least up to a hundred. 'The
year was divided into lunar months, the moon being to him
the measurer of tiIne. He dOllbtless had abundant super
stitions. 'The evil spirits of night and darkness pursued
and affrighted his shrinking soul. 'Their symbol to him
was the serpent. Night was the delnon, aJ-dahaku, the
biting snake. 'Then was strongly felt the consciousness
of sin, when the glOOlll of midnight had densely gathered,
and ghosts and witches held high festival in the air. But
with the upspringing of the cheerful sun, and the forth
flowing of its gleanling rays over the earth's surface, these
forIns of terror shrank cowering to their dens and caves,
and the Aryan stepped forth again in the proud conscious
ness of strength and valor, fearing nothing living or dead,
and ready to cope with all the forces of the universe.

Froln such terrors and such deliverance, from the .alter
nation of day and night, of summer and winter, arose
his shnple system of religions views. lIe worshipped the
objects and the phenomena of .Nature, and particularly the
dawn and the other bright powers of the day. The broad
blue sky was his suprelne deity, to WhOlll the stars and the
moon were sons and daughters. To these he prayed and ad
dressed his hylnns, - the seeds of the cOlnplex lnythologies
into which his shnple beliefs were destined to unfold. Of
the luany gods devised, he probably thought of and prayed
to but one at a time; and supreme over them all was the
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mighty dyctush-p-itar, the father of heaven, the guide and
ruler of the universe.

We shall say as little here of his political as of his
religious systelTI, since we lTIUst deal with these lTIore fully
in future sections. It will suffice to observe that the
family was the germ of the village COlTIlTIUnity, which was
constituted on the model of the household, and governed
by the vispati, or head of the clan, or by the clan council.
Over the larger political grqup ruled an elected chief of the
tribe, who was assisted in his duties by a court or council,
COlTIposed of pataras, or fathers of faluilies. The landed

property was held in COllITIOn, the only individual property

being the house, its court, its goods, and its cattle. The

houses were grouped into villages, but the chief SeeITIS to
have had his special residence and domain marked off from

the common property. Each such comlTIunity forlued part
of a larger group, - a township, to use a lTIodern name.
The separate to,Ynships were connected by roads, on
which pedlers travelled with their wares. '1'hese COITI1TIU
nities had their laws, mainly the growth of ancient custOlTI, ,,/
for the prevention or punisluuent of crilTIe. Justice was
ai/va, the path of right. Right ",Tas yatlS, what one is

bound to. A person accused of crime had to procure
sureties, those who knew hiITI, or members of his clan.
As yet there ,vere only freeITIen in the 'community; the
dire curse of slavery had not arisen. Yet free laborers
seem to have worked for hire. '1'he COlTIlUunity was on

its road toward slavery. '1'he systelTI of human bondage
has always luade its appearance as an accompaniment of
the growth of industry, the increase of fixed property, and

the recognition ?f the value of labor as an element of
wealth. Slaves would be useless to hunting tribes, and
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warlike hunters are apt to slaughter or burn their prison
ers. To pastoral tribes they are of little more value.
Their great use has always been to agriculturists. With

the progress of agriculture prisoners speedily became too
valuable to be' slaughtered, and slavery steadily grew in

its proportions, until in the great nations of Greece and
ROlne all the labor of the fields was performed by lllen
of this class, and the noble art of war degenerated into
a great slave-hunting raid. 'Vith the growth of COlllmerce
slavery has becolne again unprofitable, and a sentiment
has been roused against it "vhich promises soon to banish
it frOIll the earth. But the ancient conllllunity vvith whose
history we are now concerned was as yet at the beginning
of this great cycle vvhich is now approaching its end.
Only freelllen existed in its midst.

We need not pursue this inquiry farther. vVe have
sought to present a graphic picture of a vanished commu

nity WhOlll "ve know mainly by our partial knowledge of
the words it used. 'Ve have looked, through the lens

of language, upon a primitive society, dwelling in barba
rian rudeness and brutality, yet slowly advancing toward
civilization, - a vigorous, energetic~ strong-bodied, and ac
tive-lninded race, stirring in body and soul, and destined
to playa Inost in1portant part upon the stage of the "vorld.
rrhat we have given the whole story of their lives, cannot
he affirmed. It was doubtless II1uch richer than we can
learn frOln our scanty stock of words. And much that
we have said is open to doubt. Very likely many of the
ancient Aryan words have died out of the languages of
the modern nations and been replaced by other terlns.

Of those that have survived it is not al"vays easy or possi
hle to regain the original lueaning, and it is quite probable
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that some of the interpretations adopted are incorrect.
The ancient tribe lived a simp~e life, thought simple
thoughts, and doubtless gave but a narrow and limited

significance to its words. Yet that the picture we have
presented is on the whole a faithful one there is little rea~

son to doubt. And in the annals of mankind there is cer

tainly nothing more remarkable than this rehabilitation
of an antique community which had vanished ages before
a thought of writing its history existed.

After the separation of the eastern and the ,vestern

Aryans both branch~s advanced in knowledge and in the

arts of life, and new words came into use. We may con

clude" with a brief glance at these new ideas and aCCOln

plishments as gained by the. western branch. 'There arose
among thelll extended ideas of family relationship. Words

now came into use to designate the grandfather, the sister
in-law, and the sister's son. Ternls of affection for old
people arose. There was a siInilar advance in civil rela
tions, and the lines of the community were drawn more_
closely. The citizen appeared as opposed to the stranger.
A special act became necessary for Inelnbers of one com
munity to enter into friendly relations with those of another.
In their industrial relations larger and better boats were

produced. 'The sea acquired a name, and sea-anhnals,
such as the lobster, the oyster, and the seal, became known.
New plants and anhnals received names, - the elm, alder,

hazel, fir,_ vine, willow, and nettle; the stag, lynx, hedge
hog, and tortoise. SOlne of these were probably known
before, but they had left no nalnes. The duck seems to

have now become domesticated; agriculture greatly im

proved. Millet, oats, and rye were cultivated. Peas,
beans, and onions became COl1lmOn garden-plants. Terms
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for sowing, harrowing, and harvesting came into use.
Yeast was used in bread-making. Glue and pitch be
came known; leather-work improved; the stock of tools
increased; hammers, knives, shielQ.s, and spears were
employed.

Yet with all these steps of progress the Aryans continued

barbarians of no high grade. l\Ianners were still rude,

!ife coarse and hard, domestic relations harsh and oppres
sive, war bloody and brutal. rrhe custom of tattooing

and of painting their partly naked bodies with the blue

dye of the woad-plant may have been common. They
were yet rude barbarians, who had made scarce a step
toward civilization. Such was probably the condition of
the western Aryans when their later divisions took p1ace
and the existing peoples of Europe entered upon the his
torical path of their national development.



v.

THE HOUSEHOLD AND THE VILLAGE.

I T is our task now to review, so far as it can be traced,

the general organization of the primitive Aryans,
social, political, and religious. Our knoYvledge of the

existence of this people has been gained Inainly by the

aid of language. But later research has opened several

new lines of investigation, and taught us far lTIOre of the

Aryan organization than that relating to its industries,

habits, and possessions. Not only COUlmon words exist
in all the branches of the Aryan race, but also common

institutions, ideas, and beliefs; and by a eo-ordination of
these latter we are enabled to gaze deei)ly, through the
shadows of 'time, into the very heart of that long-vanished

comlTIunity.

Not to go too far back into the origin of hluTIan institu

tions, modern research has made it plainly apparent that

the germ of all existing social and political organization

is the family. The domestic group appears everywhere as
the seed of civilization, as it yet constitutes the unit lTIaS~

of its organization. 'fhere is, it is true, n,nother vital ele

ment in political developlnent; but its influence has been

of later date, and the family appears as the first clearly

defined stage of condensation in the long npward progress

of man from his very rude archaic condition. As to the
gradual developluent of the family through its varied
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phases, embracing those of polygamy and polyandry, and
monogan.y with descent in the female line, to its final
stage, with paternal h'eac1ship and descent in the male line,
the reader must be referred to works on that special sub
ject such as those of L. H. Morgan and McLennan. It is
sufficient for our present purpose to know that the Aryan
falllily, at its earliest discoverable date, had attained the
last-named stage of developluent, and as such formed
the definitely constituted unit of the Aryan industrial and

political organization.
Passing beyond the savage to the barbaric state of

hUlnan development, we find the latter everywhere based
on the family group. Alike in the agricultural tribes of

. ancient Asia and Europe, and in the hunting and agri
cultural tribes of Alnerica, this was the case. The mo
nogamous family, composed of husband, wife, and their
descendants, forlned the unit of organization and the type

of the clan and the tribal groups. In the pastoral tribes of
Asia and the nations derived from thelu some degree of

polygalTIy has always prevailed. Yet the first wife retains

a position of special respect and authority, and monogamy
is the rule with the great mass of the population.

In the early state of all the Aryan branches- the falnily
was organized under conditions of considerable similarity,
- conditions doubtless inherited froln ancient Arya. Each
family, indeed, constituted a despotislTI on a sInall scale.
The house-father was the head of the domestic group, and
represented it in the COilllTIUnity. Within the house pre
cincts he possessed the governing power, and the right
if we may judge from the Roman example - to banish any
melnber of his household, to sell his sons or daughters into
slavery, to command thelll to marry whom he would, to
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seize on all their personal possessions, and to kill them at
his will. It may be said, however, that some recent writ
ers question the general absolutisln of the Aryan house
father. It is certain, at all events, that his house was his
castle. No one had the right to enter it without his per-

~ mission, not even an officer of the law. It was his private
kingdom, and for the acts of the members of the household
he alone stood responsible to the community. "The idea
of personal individuality had not yet clearly arisen. The
household was the primitive Aryan individual.

Such was the constitution of the falnily in ancient Rome,
as declared in the extant Roman laws. "fhe Roman father
had the power of life or death over his children, and could
banish them, sell them, or slay them at his will, and no
man had the right to interfere. All the acquisitions of the
son, all legacies left him, and the benefit froIn all contracts
he made, were at the father's discretion; while he was
bound to marry at his father's command. In the house
hold the gradation of rank passed downward from father _
successively to mother, to sons, to daughters, to depend
ants, and to slaves; but the father was an absolute tyrant
over all. In Greece the same conditions prevailed. K. O.
Muller tells us that in Sparta the family forIlled an i~di

visible whole, under the control of one head, who was
privileged from his birth. Cox, the historian, says that
the house of each man was to him what the den is to the
wild beast, into which no living thing may enter except
at the risk of life, but which his mate and offspring are
allowed to share.! In the Hindu family of t9-day this in
violate character of the household is strictly maintained.
A mystery overlies all its operations, - a remarkable se-

1 Greece, p. 13.
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crecy, which is lllaintained in the humblest households, and

is probably a survival of a very ancient system of family

isolation. With the Celts and the early Greeks there
existed the right to expose or sell their children. 'This

had become obsolete among the 'Teutons, though the right

was recognized in case of necessity. With the Russians

the power of the house-father, says }\tIro Dixon, is with

out any check. He arranges the marriage of his S9n,
lnakes the son's wife a servant, and stands above all law

in his own house. His cabin is not only a castle but a
church, and every act of his done within that cabin is
supposed to be not only private but divine.!

Over one point alone the authority of the honse-father
was not absolute. He could do what he would with the
nlovable property of the household and the labor of its
inITIates, but he could not sell or encumber the landed
property. 'This was not individual, but corporate wealth.
It belonged to the family as a whole, and was held invio
lable. This was the law in all Aryan regions, from India
to Ireland, with the possible exception of Rome, whose
ancient laws relating to such matters are lost.

'The heir to the falTIily headship was usually the eldest
son, though by no means always so. In 'Vales and in
SOITIe other districts this office seems to haye descended

! According to Wallace, this is rather the old theory than the modern
practice. He renlarks that "the relations behveen the head of the
household and the other members depended on cnstonl and personal
character, and consequently varied greatly in different families. If the
B£g One was intelligent, of decided, energetic character, there was proba
bly perfect discipline in the llOuse. If not well fitted for his post, there
nlight be endless quarrellings and bickerings." But there is every reason
to believe tha.t in earlier times the patriarchal power was a.bsolute.
" Russia, ,. p. 88.
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to the youngest son; and this is yet the rule among some
of the southern Slavs. In default of a Inale heir one

might be received by ~doption.l The adqpted son left his

own household and became a full member of the new one,

changing his tutelar spirits for those of his new family.
The principle of adoption, indeed, was sometimes so ex
tended in the clan as to make the claiIn of common descent

extremely mythical. 'The whole Aryan system rested upon
marriage and the birth of a male heir, who becalne eventu

ally the head of the household, the system of falnily

government heing the type of the public organization.

The ties of blood were surupulously respected, and lnar

riage alnong blood-relations forbidden to a greater extent

than to-day. l"'he wjfe became in every respect a melnber

of the falnily gronp into which she entered, changed her

household gods, and lost all obligations of duty to her
former. family, replacing theln by new ties.

Such was the Aryan falnUy; the antique political group
from which outgrew the later clan orgnnization of Arya.
How it a.rose, with its peculia.r feature of absolute dOlnina

tion of the head of the household, is not very clear. No

such absolutislTI exists in the falnily group of the Ameri
can Indians, which otherwise bears a very interesting re
selnblance to that of the Aryans, and Cox and Hearn trace it

to a religious origin, - a duty resting upon the house-father,
as representative of the departed ancestors, to pay due

worship to their spirits and to Inanage the inheritance left
him under responsibility only to these ancestral spirits.

1 Under certain conditions the wife succeeded to the family govern
ment and care of the property, sometimes during the n1inority of the
male children, sometilnes during life if there ,vere 110 direct Inale descend
ants. Maine's" Village COlnlllunities," p. 54.
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This subject will be dealt with in the next section; and

it will suffice to say here that the faluily group was appar

ently not limited to the living members, but included the

dead ones as well, to whom sacrifice ,vas offered, - perhaps
as their share of the faulily food and wealth. l

In this religious duty we find a powerful check to the

absolutisln of the house-father. He represented the de

parted ancestors, and was answerable to thelR for a proper

discharge of his duty. For any wrongful act he was liable

to the vengeance of these powerful spirits, and luight be

exposed to dreadful calamities or become an accursed felon

to the gods. It Inay here be said also that the power of

public opinion was by no ll1eans absent froin these ancient

COllllllunities, and that it doubtless exercised a salutary
influence over the acts of the dOlnestic despot. rrhe house

father was not expected to act by caprice, but to call a

council of the family and of its near relatives to decide

upon iInportant Inatters; and very likely he ,vas ordinarily

governed by their decision. In this respect the family

was the prototype of the clan.

Ancient as is the period to which we here allude, and vital

as are the changes which have since taken place, the antique

Aryan family, as a distinct political and industrial group,

has not yet died out. It still exists in India and aluong

the southern Slavonians, - the least progressed, politically,

of the Aryan peoples. In India, in addition to the village

COlTIIUunities, which forlu the ordinary industrial group, there

exists a group known in Hindu law as the Joint Undivided

1 The most dignified of the Indian courts has recently laid. it down,
after an elaborate examination of all the authorities, that "the right of
inheritanee, according to Hindoo law, is wholly regulated with reference
to the spiritual benefits to be conferred on the deceased proprietor."-
Village Gomm1,unities, p. 53.
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Family. In this the system of co-ownership is carried to its
fullest extent. It is composed of the melnbers of a single

family, usually including several generations, by whom all

things are beld in common, - food, worship, and estate, 

under the control of an elected head. '"This represents the
prhnitive socialistic institution. The domain of the family
is cultivated in common, the produce is held in conllllon, and

a conlll10n hearth and COlnmon meals are preserved through
several generations. Significantly, in a region far to the

west of this a closely similar institution survives. Among

the southern Slavonians, in Croatia, Servia, and Dalmatia,

the House Comm~tnity is an ordinary institution. Here a

single roof covers the family, which often cOlnprises sev

eral generations and many individuals. The hearth and

the meal are enjoy.ed in common, the lands cultivated by

t~e common labor of the household, and all the produce
held as the COlnmon wealth; the whole being controlled by
·an elected manager. These associations are not of recent
formatjon and dissolvable at will, like their Hindu ana
logues, but have descended from far past time, each fam
ily continuing its organization, but sending out its surplus

members, when they grow too nUlnerous, to found other

families. We ean scarcely doubt that SOlne of these Sla

vonian family groups have descended without a break from

primitive Aryan times, and that they preserve to us, per

haps on original Aryan territory, the most antique form of

the Aryan industrial group, which becalne replaced in

later Arya by the institution ~f the village, next to be
considered.

It may be here said that. the limited duration of the

Indian House Community - which rarely lasts beyond two

generations - is due to the facility of dissolution under the
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modern Indian law. Originally it may have been as per

manent as that of the Slavonic group. An interesting

instance of a similar character, in a non- Aryan Indian tribe,

is that of the Kandh hamlet, described by Dr. Hunter in·
his "Orissa." "This people is still a nomadic one, and its

institutions are strikingly like what those of the Aryans

must have been in their specially pastoral age. "fhe Kandh
halulet is a household unit in which individual rights are .

unknown. "1"'he hOli3e-father exercises supreme control,

and the maxim is held that" a man's father is his god."

Disobedience is the greatest of crilnes. No son can pos
sess property till the death of his father. "fhen a division

is lllade of the land and stock, and each son becolnes the
head of a separate family.

"The condition of society here reviewed is a highly ar

chaic one, a survival froln a very ancient period of Aryan
existence ","hen it was yet in the nomadic pastoral state.

In its subsequent agricultural phase a different organization

arose; but vestiges of the more ancient condition, in which

the family was the state, persisted throughout this later

period, and have, in the instances described, continued
unto our own tilues. It is the patriarchal stage of political

developlnent, the stage "vhich still persists generally among

nOlnads, and which has played a remarkable part in the
history of civilization, as vve shall hereafter point out.

The nomadic tribes of northern Asia and of the desert of

Arabia are yet in this stage of organization. "fhe princi

ple of a single, suprelne honse-father has been there ex

panded into the head or the clan, the chief of the trihe, the

ruler of the nation, through a direct process of develop

nlent which has been ITIodified by no secondary principle.

The only Aryan people in which this archaic system has to
8
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any extent held its own in clan-government are the High
landers of Scotland under their recent system of chieftain
ship. 'The Highland clan was a distinctively patriarchal
organization, sustained by a people largely pastoral, and
to some extent nOInac1ic in habit. It was an expanded
family group, in which the chief was the direct representa
tive of the original ancestor, and was looked upon with a
partly superstitious reverence by his ignorant and faithful
followers. It seems to indicate a reversion to archaic
political conditions.

In ancient Arya - probably when agriculture had begun
to tie the former nOlnads to fixed locations, and to bring
new interests into the foreground of men's thoughts - a

new principle of organization gradually declared itself, a

highly interesting outgrowth frorn the 1n01'e ancient pa
triarchal systein. ,!"'his was the systelll of the Village
COlnmunity, one of the 1nost important stages in the de
veloplnent of human institutions. It must be borne in
luind that with the acquirement of property in land indus
trial relations assulued a very different phase froln that
governing property in flocks and herds. In all these
ancient cases the idea of cOlIllnunity in property was firmly
established. '"1"'he common property of the fainily expanded
into the common property of the clan, which was yet re
garded as a single family, of common descent and COlllnon
nalne. However greatly foreign elements caIne in, through

adoption or otherwise, this fiction was maintained, and ill

several localities has not yet died out. There was no cliili
culty in sustaining this idea of community in the case of

pastoral property. The herds were nnder the care of the

whole group, and there was nothing to call for individual
ism in labor. And though they were held for the good
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of all, the patriarchal head of the group claimed certain
supreme rights of ownership and 111anageluent, and certain
controlling powers over the clansluen, which were. but a
development of the original supreluacy of the house-father.
An interesting instance of such an organization is that
of the patriarch AbrahalTI and his follovvers and flocks as
given in the Scriptures.

This generalislll of duties could not so well be exercised
in agricultural labor. Such labor could not properly be
performed in comluon, and it became necessary to break

up the tilled land into separate lots, each to be cultivated
by a single farnily. "This was attended or followed by the
01vnership of the product of its own lot by each family,
although the land as a whole continued to be the property
of the communi.ty. Instances of the grovvth of this sys
tem may be found in American institutions. In the Inca
elnpire of Peru the systelu of agriculture and government
continued patriarchial in great part. The population as a

whole cultivated the lands of the Inca and the Church; the
products, though held in part for the good of the people,
being under the supreme control of the ruler. But the
relnainder of the lands, those specially appertaining to the
people, were divided into separate lots, each cultivated for
its own use by a single farnily. In the Aztec empire of
Mexico the supremacy of the lVIontezumas was much less
absolute. The lands were partly clainlecl by the Throne
and the Church; but the vyork on these lands was done by

dependants, not by the people as a whole. The remaining
lands belonged to the separate cities or districts, and were
divided among the people. But a part of all produce
went into the public storehouses, and was under the con
trol of the government. Among the partly civilized tribes
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of the southern United States - the Creek confederacy
and the adjoining tribes - all the land ,vas' the property of

the people, and ,vas divided into separate lots, apportioned
to the separate families, though SOlne degree of individual

ownership was also exercised. But a portion of all pro

duce, alike of agriculture and of hunting, ,vas obliged to
be placed in certain public storehouses for the use of the
'people in case of necessity. T"hese public stores were
under the supreme control of the Ifn'ico, or village head
man, in wholn we have a close representative of the sirnilar

officer in Aryan communities, though the Ifrdco had besides

an iInportant spiritual authority.
Coming now to the Aryan organization, we discover the

final stage jn this gradual separation of interests. Here

also the land as a whole is the property o.f the cOlnlnunity ;
but it is divided among the falnilies for their separate
use, and all trace of cOIDlnunity in its produce is lost.

The wise systeln of pubUc storehouses of the Indian village
does not exist, and the product of each separate field is

the sole property of the falnily cultivating it, to be dis

posed of without supervisal. 'rhus in these several peo

ples every stage of growth, from the pastoral cOlnplete

comlnunity in cattle to the Aryan partial comlnunity in

land, can be traced.
It is to this separation of interests in the COlnlnon prop

erty that Vfe must look for the origin of that peculiar

clan-organization which is, in nearly a complete sense, a

special characteristic of the Aryan people. In this organi
zation the individuality of the falnily persisted. There was

"no merging of the slnaller into a larger patriarchal family
group. Each household became an equal unit of the vil

lage group, with equal rights in the common property, and
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with an equal voice in the decision of all questions relating
to the general interests. The head of each family was a

fulllnelnber of the comlnunit.y, and the governluent was in

the hands of these freemen, organized into a council. So
far as Vfe can discern, this was the archaic condition of

the village cOIDlnunity. The tendency to continue the patri
archal organization had been checked by the division of in

terests, and the separate yet equal rights of every freeInan
in the comlnon property. 'rhe principal questions necessary

to decide related to industrial affairs, and in the disposal

of these every house-father had acquired an equal right.
Yet the patriarchal tendency was checked, not killed.

Old ideas have a persistent vitality in barbarian COlumu

nities. T'he members of each village viewed then1selves
as kindred, descendants of a COllllllon ancestor, and in
each village there were certain farnilies which were regarded
as more directly in the line of descent froln the ancient

ancestor. A certain gradation of rank existed, dependent

on honor, not on privilege; and when it becallle necessary

to choose a leader in war, or to elect SOIne ul11pire in vil

lage dispntes, the choice nlost naturally fell on those

deenled to have a hereditary claiIn to authority. '-fhe ofllces
of chieftain and of village head-man thus arose. '-I'he vil

lage was constituted on the type of the family. In the

latter a council was called to decide important affairs, and
in certain cases to elect a family head. It was the same
with the village. rrhe council of freemen held the rights

of decision and of election; but in both family and village

the choice usually fell on those having the best claiIn of

hereditary right, and the election often becalne a mere ac

clalnation in favor of the person recognized as the natural

ehieftain.
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All this is not IDere conjecture.. There is abundant
historical evidence of the organization of the ancient Ar
yans. I t was evidently at once a communistic and a highly

democratic society. In its latter characteristic it vvas
markedly different froln the patriarchal society, which was

aristocratic in tendency, and which naturally tended to
despotism; while in all Aryan cOllllunnities the ancient
claim of equality of rights and privileges has had persist
ent vitality, even under grinding despotisms. All modern
democratic governments are direct outgrowths of the an
cient organization of the Aryan village, while the despot

isms of Asia are as direct resultants of the patriarchal

system.

One statement luore is necessary in regard to the division
of -property in ancient Arya ere we adduce the historical

testimony. Each village claimed the right of eminent

domain over a landed district of definite extent. But in
the management of this landed property there were three
separate interests to be considered, - the pastoral, the agri
cultural, and the domestic. It is interesting to observe the
disposition of these.. The pastoral interest.s retained their
old generalisln. rrhe pasture-lands were held in common,

for the feeding of the flocks of the villagers. The arable
lands, on the contrary, were equally divided alnong the

several families for cultivation. But, as if to prevent any
claim to iudividual ovvnership, these lands were periodi

cally redistributed. This systelu of redistribution is still

maintai~ed in Russia. Finally, the village plot was di
yided into house-lots, which were the absolute dOlnains of

their proprietors. Each family held separate ownership in

its house and the plot of ground surrounding, and perhaps

partly for that reason jealously guarded it. Each luan's
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house was his stronghold; it was the only spot of earth
in which he could claim individual ovvnership; and, every
man who attempted to intrude on it without his perluission
vvas an enemy whom he might repel as he would his dead
liest foe. Possibly this Inay have had something to do '\Jvith
the growth of that isolation of the household which became

so strongly developed in all Aryan communities.

If now we come to look for the historical evidences of this
assullled industrial and soeial status of the ancient Aryans,
it is remarkable, considering the nlunerous and radical
changes in human institutions since the opening of the
historic period, vvhat clear traces of it reluain. 'Ve have
already described the extant relics of a yet ,older Aryan
condition, - that of the patriarchal family. 'The clan sys
teln has been equally persistent, and exists vvith little change
in Russia and India to-clay, while historic traces of it can be
found in every other Aryan COlulllunity, with the exception
of that of Persia; and even in Persia the ancient del11o

cratic organization of the people can be clearly traced.
'There is considerable evidence that the ancient I-Iellenes

and Romans were organized in village clans, with comlllon
landed property. Morgan says that the Athenian gens,
or clan, in SOlne cases, at least, held property in common.
Thucydides speaks of such cOlTImunities as independent
systems of local government, and there was seemingly a
period in which there was no city of Athens, but nlany
village communities in Attica. 'The Roman gens was sim..
ilarly in possession of COlTIlllOn lands, of a comlllon clan..
name, and of COlTIlllOn religious rites, burial-place, etc.
Mommsen describes" village communities by the Tiber,"
out of which ROlne arose. "There is no doubt of the exist
ence of such clan villages. The hills of Rome and the
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Acropolis of Athens forIned originally centres of refuge
for the villagers in periods of invasion, and it is supposed

that in such hill forts we have the gerlll of Inany of the
ancient cities. ,"!"'he modern city of Calcutta had its origin

in an aggregation of several separate village cOlnmunities.
1"'he Celtic Aryans present shnilar indications. The

sense of kinship is deeply stamped 011 the Brehon laws of
ancient Ireland, and the Irish sept. probably repeated the
joint family or the village clan of the Hindus. Private
ownership in land was COIDlnOl1 at the earliest historic

period, yet the rights of private owners were liluited by the

communal rights of a brotherhood of kinSIUel1. Apparently

the original right to cultivate a fixed plot was then growing

into a claiIn of private ownership in that plot, as became

the case elsewhere. The power of the lord of the lnanor

over the COlTIlTIUnal lands was also beginning to show itself.

The fine or sept bore the nalne of its supposed ancestor,
and its territory also bore his name, - a condition which
has nof yet died out. As elsewhere, the sept received
strangers by adoption; but this did not destroy the fiction

of kinship.
In Scotland the village comluunity was a much more

persistent institution. It left its marks as late as the time
of Sir 1Valter Scott, who discovered traces of such an

institution in the islands of Orkney and Shetland. Very
recently, in the Lowlands of Scotland, in the borough of

Lauder, a condition of affairs has been discovered closely

analogous to the antique village community system.! Sir

Henry l\1:aine has also traced in France an indication of a

like condition: of affairs, despite the violent revolutions to

which that country has been subjected.

1 Maine's Village Communities, p. 95.
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The facts relating to the TeutolJic village communities,
as traced by Von l\Iaurer in his valuable series of works on
the subject, and of vestiges of the saIne institution in Eng
land, as shown by Nasse, may be here epitolnized. The
ancient rreutonic agricultural group consisted of a UUInbel'
of fanlilies holding a certain well-defined tract of land.
This tract ""vas divided into three portions, known as the
mark of the tow"nship or village, the COllInon mark, or
waste lanel, and the arable lnal'k, or cultivated area. rrhese

three sections "ver.e held under very different conditions.
l'he waste was the common property of the COilllllUnity,
held for purposes of pasturage, for gathering fire-vvood, and
the like. It "vas the analogue of the old pastoral c101nain. 1

The village section was divided into house and garden
plots, each the sole property of the fanlily occupying it. i

No one, not even the officers of the law, had the right to;
intrude upon the fUlnily domain. There the house-fathel~

was absolute lord. The arable lnark seeIDS in alnlost
every case to have been divided into three great fields,
only two of which were cultivated in anyone year, the third
lying fallow. But tillage was not in COllllnOll. Each house-

1 The waste formed the line of demarcation between <.lifferent com
111unities, - the wooded region of the hunter, the hostile border-land
which the foot of the invader must traverse. We have survivals of the
word which designated it in Den?nal"k, or the Danes' l\lark; in the
Afarch or battle-border between England and Wales; and ill the ?narquis
or rncl'rkgraf, the guardian of the 11lark. The waste lnark waR also the
seat of exchange of products between villages, the region of the 'lnarket.

The forest of the waste was the tenlple of the Teutons, the houle of the
unknown and uncanny, of ghost and g~1Jlin. It was the least-known nnd
1110st·dreaded of their dominions. Here dwelt Odin, the god of the
mark, the spirit of the tree and the forest breath, the gOll of the ,vind
and the tempest. Within the village clOlnain dwelt order and peace;
there nlan was Inaster. But in the ,vaste land beyond, terror \vas lord,
and the supernatural held high carnival.
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holder had his family lot in each of the three fields, which
he tilled by his ovvn labor and that of the luelubers of his
family, while he had absolute rights in the disposal of its
produce. But he could not cultivate as he pleased. He
Blust sow the salue crop as the rest of the conlmunity, and
observe fixed rules as to modes and thues of cultivation.
Nor could he interfere with the rights of other families to
sheep and cattle pasturage iii the fallow lands, or in the
cultivated lands after the harvest. The rules of custom
governing the cOllInon interests were very intricate., and
extended to Inillute details. lVlany of them had COlue
down frOIU very ancient tilnes, while others were formed as
new questions arose. '1"'he1'e was little diffieulty in enforc
ing thenl; they had alnlost the force of sacred laws. The
main evidence of gradual change vve can discover is that
from the antique periodical redistribution of faluily lots to
the continued cultivation of a single lot, and finally to the
restrictive ownership of this lot.

As to ancient evidences of this condition, we may quote
from Cresar, in his description of the Suevi (Swabians) :
" They have no private and separate fields," and" none
have fixed fields and private boundaries, but the magistrates
and princes in assembly annually divide the ground in
proportion and in place aluong the people, changing the
arable land every year." 1 Tacitus gives testinlony to the
same effect, saying that the lands were held by the farmers
in COIUIUOll, and the fields occupied in rotation. " r.rhey
change their tillage land annually, and let llH1Ch lie fal
low. . .. They do not hedge their lneadows, nor water
their gardens, and they cultivate only corn." 2/

1 De Bello Galliea, IV. 1, and vi. 22.
2 Germania, 25-26.
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It'is a striking evidence of the conservative persistency
of institutions a1nong agriculturists to find that silnilar
conditions exist to-day in Inidc11e and south Gerluany,
""vith but slight lTIodifications. 'rhe ll1ain change is that
cOl1nnUniSlTI in the arable lands has ceased, and the fields
of the peasants are held in private ownership. The valu
able work on Gernlany by Baring-Gould gives SOlne in
teresting information and suggestions on this point. lIe
makes it clearly evident that the CllstOlTIS of the Aryans

changed in accordance ""vith the variation in the character of
their soil. Where the land was poor, as in northern Ger
many, it ,vas incapable of supporting a dense population,
and such regions becalue active centres of migration. rThe
seeluing general nligrations vvere in reality only partial, and
mainly consisted of the SWal'lTIS of elder sons "vhOln the
paternal estates could not support. In such cases but one
son i'emained uncleI' the paternal roof, perhaps in SOlne
cases the eldest, but oftener the youngest, - fro111 which may
have arisen the CllStOlTI in SOlne localities of inheritance by
the youngest, as already luentionec1. Such was probably
the origin of the frequent invading 1110veluents of the Sax
ons, Angles, J:1~ranks, etc. Rooln for the surplus population
was needed, and they obtained it by conquering a new
hOlTIe, or died by the swords of the invaded people. It
was a systelTI of the survival of the strongest which served
to settle the bfalthusian difficulty during long ages of
human history.

In southern and middle GernlaI?-Y, where the land is
richer, the COlllluunal conditions more fully prevailed. In
the North the farIn developed, descending to one son as

the heir, - a condition which still prevails in that locality.
In the South the village pers~sted, with its COlnmon lands.
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This system was nearly universal among the ~'ranks, Ale
manni, and Swabians, and survives unchanged in SOlne

places. Thus at Gersbach, in the Baden Sehwarzwald,
all the tillage land is held in cOlumbn and is periodically

redistributed. In the Altlnark all the land is common,
and the agricultural work to be done the next day is de
cided every evening by the heads of households. Similar
conditions exist in other places. 'The three-field system is
yet universal in this region, and in nUluerous cases the
pasture and forest land is still held in COlnmon. 'fhe Ge
~vannen, the village arable fields, consist of somewhat nar

row strips, divided frOln each other by footpaths. 'These

are subdivided into still narrower falnily strips, 111arked off

by trenches or stones. 'rhey are usually rectangular, often

not more than seven yards wide, and in extrelne cases

reduced to three or even one yClJrd in width. In such cases
they are longer in proportion to their narrowness. These
fields are divided into the Felcl, the Flur, and the Zelg, the
winter, SU1111Uer, and fallow field, in accordance with imlne
,morial cnstoln. The lots of peasant proprietors are thus
divided into narrow strips scattered all over the parish,

such a thing as a cOlupact farm being very rare. Of recent
years, however, efforts have been made by the Governments

to end this state of affairs and redistribute the land so as
to bring each peasant's holdings together. 'fhe indications
are that ere long the old and inconvenient system will

vanish under the force of modern ideas and governmental
initiative.

That the soil of England was originally divided in a

similar Inanuer by its Saxon conquerors we have abundant

evidence in the luany traces of communistic agriculture

which still exist. Fields known as "common fields" may
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yet be found in many of the English counties. These
fields are nearly always divided into three long strips like
the Gerlllan Gewannen, separated by green baulks of turf.
The separate farms consist of subdivisions of these strips,
often very minute. There is evidence to show that the
same owner once held a share in each strip, and that these

shares were equal, or nearly so, though now many of thenl
~ay be accumulated in single hands. The methods of
agriculture closely reproduce those of old. One strip is
left fallow, while unlike crops are cultivated in the other
two strips. The right of COllInon pasturage for the cattle
of the farluers often exists; and the shares in the arable

lands in rare cases shift owners annually, as in old Arya.
This is frequently the rule with the meadows, rights in
which are often redistributed annually by casting lots.!

In addition to these arable fields there are in many parts
of England open or COllllTIOn fields, sOllletimes cOluprising
more than half the area of certain counties. 1\11". vVillianl

. Marsh~ll, in his "Treatise on Landed Property," estimates
that a few centuries ago nearly the whole of the lands of
England lay in this open state, and forlned the COlnlllon
property of cultivators. 'They seeln to have been divided
into arable and waste or pasture lands on a principle
closely related to that of the Teutonic village. SiInilar
conditions yet exist in Lowland Scotland, as in the borough
of Lauder, already cited.

This persistence of the cOilllllunistic village' organization
in England, after all the wars and revolutions in that land,
shows a peculia.r vitality in the ancient Aryan systelll of
property holding. Significantly siInilar institutions ,vere

established in Alnerifia, the yeoman settlers of New Eng·

1 Thlaine, Village Comnlunities, pp. 78 to 89.
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land dividing their new soil on the principle to which
they had been accustomed at hOlTIe. 'rhese Aluerican vil
lage communities, however, never took a deep hold on the
soil. 'The flood of new emigrants soon drowned them out
of existence.

In two Aryan lands, India and Russia, the village COln
munity has been rigidly persistent, and exists at the pres
ent day in a form not widely different froin that which
must have prevailed in ancient Arya. Only among the
I-lindus and the Slavonians does the archaic house com
munity persist, while they everywhere luaintain the village
system. 'rhe Indian village closely repeats the Teutonic,

as above described. There is the arable dOluain, divided

among the falnilies, yet cultivated under luinute law8 of
eustonl. Where grass-crops can be raised, the meadows
persist, on the verge of the cultivated ground. Outside
appears the waste, the undivided pasture-ground of the
villagers. Centrally lies the village, with its individual
falnily plots and its strictly isolated households. And all
is under the control of an elected headlnan or a village
council which decides all questions. Two ancient ideas
have died out, however. The periodical redistribution has
disappeared, except as a tradition, and the villagers do' not
consider thenlselves kinsmen. Perhaps the abundant infu
sion of foreign blood has killed out this old conception.

The old systeln of governluent by an assembly of adult
males, as found in the' ancient Teutonic community, has
partly vanished in India. In many cases the affairs of the
COlUlTIUnity ar~ managed by a council of village elders,
but more generally this council is replaced by a head
man, - a feature of later origin. 'rhis office is sometimes
hereditary, sometimes elective; though in the latter case
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usually confined to a particular ,family, and generally to
the eldest male of that family.

'fhe Indian villages are not solely cultivating communi
ties. l\Ianufacturing interests are also included. There
are falnilies of hereditary artisans, as the blacksluith, the
shoemaker, etc. There is a village accountant, a village
police, and other necessary officers. But these persons
are included in the comlnunistic systeln, and are paid
by an allowance of grain or a piece of cultivated l~nd.

All their wares have a price, fixed by usage, and to
bargain with a Hindu tradet:Hnan for his goods is to insult
hiln.

In central and southern India are certain villages to
which is attached a class of persons who form no actual
part of the comlnunity. These persons are looked upon as
iInpure. Their touch is contaminating. 'They are not per
Initted to enter the village, or only a reserved part of it.
Yet they have definite duties, one of which is the settle
lTIent of boundaries. They probably are descendants of

the aboriginal population. Still, despite the rigid exclu
sion of these "outsiders," there can be no question that
the alien population largely made its way into the village
in past tilnes, as is shown by the evident great mixture
of race-characters in India, and by the loss of the idea
of kindred in the village groups. In the Russian COlnlUU
nity this is avoided by the ease of swarluing to new lands.
But in densely peopled India the contest between the group
of kindred and the alien class for a share in the land must
have been severe and persistent, and to it is probably due
the conditions we now find.

Of all modern Aryan nations, however, Russia is the
one that has deviated least from the ancient customs, and
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in the Russian rniT' we have the closest analogue of the

antique Aryan village. This is in accordance vvith the view
we have taken of I{ussia as the Aryan branch that has re

mained nearest to or yet occupies the prilnitive hOIne of
the race, and that has been least exposed to disturbing
influences. Yet the unwarlike character of the Russian,

as of the Hindu peasantry, and their close cOnfinelTIent to
agricultural duties, have doubtless had luuch to do vvith
their strict conservatislu. In all lands and in all times the

agriculturist has been the conservative, the citizen the radi

cal; while but for the disturbing and destroying influences

of war we luight have to-day the most archaic of institu

tions persisting in their full vigor.

In vVallace's achnirable work on Russia is an interest

ing description of the Russian 1nir, or village C0111illunity,

which may be here epitoluizec1. I vanofka, a village in
northern Russia, is offered as a typical instance of a culti
vating group. It en1braces in its cOlumunal bounds about
two thousand acres of a light sanely soil. In the cultiva
tion of this nearly all the vVOluen and about half the luales
of the village are habitually engaged. The land is sepa

rated into three portions, - arable, waste, and village; the

arable being divicled into three large fields, after the ilnlne
morial Aryan usage. The first field is rese:,ved for the
crop of rye; the second for oats and buckwheat; while the
third lies fallow, and is used as pasture-ground. This

distribution changes froln field to field annually, so as to
make a rude rotation of crops and to give each field rest

one year in three. 'The fields are cut into long, narrow
strips, of which each faluily possesses, according to its

needs, one or more in each lot. l\lany of the villagers are

artisans, and live in the towns. Yet they cannot leave the
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village without consent of the council, must return to it
when ordered, and must send part of their earnings hOine

to the village treasury. Other"vise they forfeit their heredi
tary clailns, and break a link of connection with the ances

tral hOine and kindreil which is dear to the· heart of every
true Russian.

The chief person in the n~ir is the selski starosta, or vil
lage elder, ",rhose office is elective, and presents no trace of

heredity. The electing body is the selslti skhod, or village
assembly~ cOinposed of the adult Jneinbers of the COInITIU
nity. This body settles all ilnportant affairs. As the

pOvver of the elder here is limited, so is that of the house
father. He has in recent thnes lost lunch of his ancient
abs?lntisll1, and no longer rules with unquestioned author
ity over the adult members of the falnily. The affairs of
the village are closely regulated by custoln. No one can
plough or mow until the asselnbly has Inet and passed a

resolution, and no peasant drealTIS of disputing a decree of

the assenlbly. 'rhese decrees. are generally carried byaccla

mation, though there is a counting of heads by the elder

when any diversity of opinion appears. And it lnay be
said that no one desires the office of elder. It brings ,vith

it trouble and responsibility, ,vith very little cOlupensation.

Efforts are Inade to avoid the enlpty honor, though no one

dare dispute the decision of the electors.
In regard to the division of the fields alnong the house

holders, the principle of periodical redistribution is yet
extant, and is practised ,vhenever changes in the nlllnber
and size of falnilies make it desirable. And the idea of

kinship still persists. The Russian villager believes him
self allied by blood-ties vvith the melllbers of his village
group. In the 1110re fertile southern districts each peasant

U
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strives to obtain all the land he can get, -- which is not the
case in the North, where the land-tax renders too large a
farm undesirable. All disputes thence arising are settled
by casting lots. In these districts the Ineado"v~landsare
also divided into household shares; but this division is
made annually instead of irregularly, as in the case of
arable lands. Occasionally the grass is cut in COllInon,
and then divided. It Iuay be said, in conclusion, that the
meetings of the asselllbly of the village are very infor
mal, and discussion is carried on in a free and easy way,
though with considerable shrewdness. ",Vallace gives some

very amusing instances of these debates, - the direct
counterparts, probably, of the methods of government
that prevailed in ancient Arya centuries before history

was born.
'fhe village cOIlllnunity, however, while found univer

sally aluong the Aryans, cannot be clailued as a peculiar
Aryan institution. It is one of the two 'forins under which
all ancient agricultural societies seein to have been organ
ized; the other being the more archaic patriarchal systeln.
Village communities have been discovered in Java and
among North African Selnitic tribes, while they forin the
ordinary type of the Indian clan groups of North America.
It has been the CustOIU to speak of the Indian tribes as in

the hunting-stage of developluent. But the fact is that
they vvere very largely agricultural. For one evidence of
this the reader may be referred to a paper in the '~Amer

ican Naturalist" of March, 1885. And their land-holding
custOlTIS, together with their system of organization, bore
a striking reselllblance to those of the Aryans, though with
some features of variance, as will be seen ,vhen we come

to treat of their cOlnparative political systems. This much
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111ay be here said, - the idea of kinship in the clan was
strongly held by the Indian tribes, but the isolation and
rigid exclusiveness of the household was not Inaintained.
rrhe belief that " every man's house is his castle," to be
defended to the death if need be, is peculiarly Aryan. Its
counterpart is found nowhere else in the world.
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I N the religion of the ancient Aryans is displayed, to a
more Inarked extent than in that of any other people,

two distinct systelTIS of vvorship, arising froln unlike in

fluences, and struggling for precedence. 'This fact is of

ilnportance, as it has had a vital influence on the history

of their descendants, and has done lnnch for the preserva

tion of their delnocratic spirit. For of these two systelns

the one tended to aristocracy, the other to delnocracy; and
in nearly all the ancient Aryan cOl1llTIunities the denlocratic
religious systeln kept the ascendency.

vVe are apt, indeed, in considering the Aryan religions,
to call np before our lTIental vision sinlply the rich picture
of Inythology, with its intricate and extraordinary details,

its surprising variety of conceptions., the physical splendor
of its deities and their habitation, and the crovvTling lnulti

tude in which they inhabited earth, air, ocean, and the

over-arching skies. But these lnarvellous lnythical deities
were not the oldest or the Inost venerated gods of the

Aryans. They grevv into great prolninence in the early

literary period of Greece and India and of the 'reutonic
tribes, and becalne surrounded with a confusedly cOlnplex

series of biographical details, in which the vestiges of their

origin were lost to their vvorshippers. But in ancient Arya

the nature gods lacked this cOlnplexity of Inyth and variety
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of forms and attributes, and their true meanings were
plainly apparent. They were as yet the sky, the sun, and

the planets, the winds and the clouds, the SUlumer and the

winter, the dawn and the darkness, and those varied e1e
luental phenonlena which are of supernatural significance
to the siluple fancies of all uncultured peoples. They
had not yet unfolded into the Suprelne Deity of heaven
and earth, with his brilliant and marvellous court of sec
ondary imlTIOrtals.

Less striking, yet lTIOre ancient and lTIOre persistent, than
this system of worship was another, of which we see and
hear but little, yet which fOrlTIed the most generally ob
served religion of our far-off progenitors, so far as indi
cations prove. rrhis was the worship of ancestors, ~he

home-worship of the Aryan family, the exclusive worship
of the Aryan clan, the religion of the hearth and of the
ancestral tOITIb, -the only worship that really reached the
hearts of the early Aryans.

SOlIl ething very SilTIilar to the Aryan religi~us system
exists to-day in China as a phellolllenon that has utterly
died out elsewhere in civilized lands. There, too, we find
a double system, - the worship of ancestors underlying
the more public systelTIS of belief. But the Confucian phi
losophy has never taken deep root as a popular religion,
while ancestral worship has a stronger hold on the public
heart than Taoislu or Buddhisln. On the )Vestern conti

nent, aluong the Indian tribes of the southern United
States, appears a sinlilar double systelu. I-Iere, however,
it )vas not an ancestral, but a demonic systell1, a developed

Shamanislu, that was mingled with the worship of the

eleluental gods. But \iv-hile the worship of ancestors held

the supremacy in China, that of the solar deity and of
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later lTIythical gods did so in Alnerica. Among the
Aryans it is probable that there vvas a closer balance of
influence between the tvYO syste111S of worship. Very prob
ably in ancient Arya ancestral vvorship was strongly in
the ascendal~t. Later it becalne to SOlne extent balanced
by the growing prominence of mythological worship. But
the latter attained supremacy only in India and perhaps
among the Celts. Elsewhere the i~ldications seem to show
that the forlner continued the dominant system.

In considering this question we are dealing with one of
which the history is somewhat obscure. The Aryan house
and clan worship did not attract the attention of the poets,
whose verses are filled with the marvels of lnythical legend..

Th~ family worship was in no sense public, like that of the

elemental deities. It was conducted in secrecy and Inys
tery. Strangers were not adlnitted to the sacred rites of
house and clan. And every falnily had its own ritual,
which was a secret never to be divulged. In consequence
very little testilnony concerning this system of worship has
made its way into literature. It is only alluded to inci
dentally, in vagrant paragraphs; and what little is knovvn
of it has been recovered only by patient research and by

piecing together flitting fraglnents of evidence. N eces
sarily, to SOlne extent, doubt creeps in. We can rebuild
the ancestral worship only in outline. It has nowhere in
the past been Illade the subject of brilliant essays and the

groundwork of gi'eat poellls, like those devoted to the lnul
titudinous deities of Illythology.

'The worship of ancestors seelns to have been ahnost
universal among lnankind in a certain stage of develop

ment. Traces of it can yet be fonnd in all parts of the
earth. But, so far as appears, it hecalne a ~{ell-defined and
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largely exclusive systelll only among the Chinese and the
ancient Aryans. And it is in all probability to this wor

ship of its ancestors by the melnbers of the Aryan house

hold that we owe the peculiar seerecy of family life, the

supremacy of the house-father, and the strong resistance

to intrusion upon the dOluestic domain. According to the

theory of Cox, the original ancestor of the falnily became

a deity WhOlIl the survivors had to worship and propitiate.

His burial obsequies needed to be duly perforlued, and
rites of sacrifice to be paid to hiIn. This could be done

only by the eldest SOl1, his legal representative. 'rhus the

house-father becalne the house-priest, and the continuance
of the fanlily a religious necessity. To let it die out fI"Om
lack of offspring would have been ilnpious, and to this was
due the practice of adoption, in default of male heirs,
which after,vards becalue so extended a custom in the

Aryan clans. But the tendency was to reduce every kind

of association to that of kinship; and this idea was kept

up long after the free adoption of strangers had rendered

it an utter myth. rro tl~e position of the father as the

fanlily priest and the offeret of rites to the ancestral deity,
vvholn he represented, ,ve owe his snpreluacy as the family
ruler. rrhe family was a composite one, Iuade up of sev

eral generations of the living and the dead, of all of whonl

the house-father stood as the central point. It was a sa
cred group, which it was his duty to keep together, and to

suppress all insubordination that might threaten its integ

rity. Doubtless froln the position he thus held gradually
rose his absolute power and the unquestioning submission

to his decrees. He spoke vvith the voice of the whole body

of ancestral deitie~, and was responsible to the house-gods

for the rightful performance of his sacred function.
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Hearn, in his ,(, Aryan Household," has given a. highly

interesting description of this ancient systelu, which we

may here epitomize, at least in its lnore trustworthy de
tails. Kinship and cOlumunity of worship and property
,vere the ties w·hich first bound luen into definite groups,
the family bond expanding into the first national bond,
that of industrial and religions comnlunism. It began
)vith the faluily, extended to the clan, and thenee to the
tribe, attaining a very considerable extension before it was

replaced by the territorial systelll of civilized nations.
Each family had its COlnnlon burial-place. l'his in later

thnes becaine the COlTIlTIOn burial-place of the clan or

gens, in which it would have been sacrilege to inter a

stranger. In very early times it is probable that the

bodies of deceased ancestors were interred in the dwelling.

At a later date they were kept for some tilue in the dwell
ing, and then interred outside. These customs are still in

vogue in China. They gave the deceased a very close
relation to the house, and to a very late period the hearth
stone seelTIec1 to be considered in the light of an altar to

the ancestors, the sacred stone of oblation to the departed.

'rhe COlTIlTIOn ll1eal was apparently the synlbol of the

common worship, though probably this symbolic signifi

cance )vas only recognized in Iueals specially prepared in

honor of the dead. Spirits could not be expected to COlue
unless specially invited and their share set apart. Yet

they did not consume the gross part of the food, but only

its spiritual essence, - all objects being supposed to have

souls. In this 1ve seelU to have the origin of sacrifice,

while the after-conslunption of the food by the priests was

but a sharing in the holy banquet, of which the deities had
regaled themselves on the spiritual portion. ~Iany illus-
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trations might be drawn froln ancient history of such

sacred feasts to the deities of falnilies and clans, and

feasts to the dead are celebrated in l~ussia to the present
day.

T'he evidences of this ancestral worship are abundant.

The IIindu Vedas distinctly recognize the "vorship of the

PUris, or fathers, and to this worship the Sarna-Veda is
specially devoted. "'rhe PUris are invoked almost like

gods ; oblations are offered to them, and they are believed

to enjoy in cOlupany with the gods a life of never-ending
felicity." 1 A similar belief existed aluong the Iranians,

who worshipped the Fravashis, or spirits of the dead, and
especially of their own ancestors. 'rhe latter worship was
conducted with strict privacy. 'Vith the Hellenes the
falnily worship of the house-spirits - the "Gods of the
Hearth," or "Gods of the J1~athers"-was comInon. On
the ROlnans it had a specially deep hold, and reduced the

public worship almost to a nonentity. For these house..

spirits we have Inany names, -tbe Genius, Lares, Penates,

lVlanes, and Vesta. Vesta was the hearth, with its holy
flalue. The Lares and Penates were the true house-spir..

its, the ancestral gods so dear to the Roman heart. We

know little about this falnily worship with the Slavs, 2

'reutons, and Celts. 'Ve have no ancient literature from
the pre-Christian days of these peoples. Strong efforts

were made by the Christian Church to abolish every phase
of heathen worship, yet it has not succeeded in suppress-

1 Max l\Iiiller, Chips fronl a Gennan Workshop, ii. 46.
2 Ralston tells us that "the worship of the Slavonic Lares and

Penates, who were, as in other lands, intimately connected with the fire
burning-on the domestic hearth, retained a. strong hold on the affections
of the people even after Christianity had driven out the great gods of
old." - Songs of the Russian People, p. 84.
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ing all tr.aces of the ancestral deity, - which indeed has
left its mark in the guardian or patron saint of the Catholic
devotee, and in the feasts to the dead among the SIn,vs
and elsewhere. With the Russians the ancient family god
yet lingers as the Domovoy, - the house-spirit, or angel In
the house; reproducing the "hero in the house" of the
Greeks, the Roman "man in the house," and the Teutonic
Husing. Among the 'Teutonic nations, indeed, there are
luany traces of the house-spirit in its later form of a
half-demonic goblin. We have it in the Hausgeist, the
Kobold, the Brownie, the Robin Goodfellow, etc., - prank
ish elves, ready to do the house and hearth work of neat
housekeepers during the night, but apt to leave annoyance
for the idle and careless. These house-goblins could be

propitiated by offerings left them, - probably a relic of
the ancient sacrifice. But they became the foes of those
who neglected them, as the ancient house-spirits becalue
the deadly enemies of those who failed to offer them due
libations. In short, as to the general existence of ances
tral worship, either as a persistent fact or as a transformed
survival, we may quote from Tylor: "In our tilne the dead
still receive worship froln far the larger half of mankind." 1

The Aryan house-worship seelns to have been conducted
with inviolable secrecy. Each family had its own ritual,
which was a precious secret, never to be divulged, and
which appears indeed to have had the force of an aITIulet.
Thus in the Rig-Veda the antique poet sings: "I am
strong against my foes by reason of th~ bymns that I hold
from nlY family and that my father has transmitted to
me." In Greek legend we find that Polyphemus scorns
the authority of Zeus; he will recognize no god but his

1 Primitive Culture, ii. 112.
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own father, Poseidon. So the Russian peasant .of to-day

draws a line of distinction between his own Domovoy and
that of his neighbor. l'he forIner will aid, but the latter

will seek to injure, hinI. 'fhe ancient house-spirit was the

house-guardian, who repelled thieves and warned tres

passers. Little the ancient Aryan cared if the universe

had one or lnany authors. 'The gods of his own hearth

were nearer and dearer to him than these remote deities of

all mankind.

As the Aryan family expanded into the Aryan clan, so
did the house-worship into that of the clan, whose rites

were paid to the remote ancestor of the group of kindred.
It is a question of some interest to what lilnit of ancestry
the family worship extended. Mr. Hearn thinks it was lim
ited to the great-grandfather, and that the household might

be made up of six generations, three of the living, and
three of the dead. At this point, in his view, the house

unfolded into the clan, colonists being sent out to found

new households, and the hnmediate kinship of the family

being exchanged for the more remote kinship of the clan,
while the COlnmon deity worshipped by the several families
was the spirit of the ancestral founder of the clan. It is
doubtful, however, if any such definite rule prevailed; and
no doubt inclination or internal disorganization had much
to do with the disintegration of falnilies and the growth
of the wider and less intimate association of the village
or clan. The existing Chinese custom is of interest in this

connection. As a rule the Chinese fanlil.y worships the
spirit of the father and the grandfather. But this home
worship never seems to extend beyond the third generation

of the dead. The Chinese clan, on the contrary, worships

its remote ancestor whenever known, and the grave of such
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an ancestor, if preserved, forIns a sacred centre for the

religious services of the clan. The descendants of Confu
cius, for instance, worship their great ancestor to-day as
the chief of the gods to them.

So the Aryan clan-worship was as devoted and as exclu

sive as that of the family. Special gods of tribes and
clans existed among the rreutonic and Celtic tribes, while

the worship of the ancestor of the gens was a common
custOITI with the Greeks and Romans. lVIr. Hunter tells us

that it is the first duty of a good Hindu to worship his vil

lage god. 1 Among the SeIllitic tribes evidences of the sanle
custOlll exist. rrhe Bible, in its story of the lIebrew patri

archs, yields testiInony to this effect. With the Aryan clans

this 1Yorship was secret and exclusive. A strong feeling

existed against intrusion on the sacred rites of a Greek or

ROlnan gens. We are told, indeed, that the presence of a
stranger at the religious ceremonies of a Greek clan was
intolerable. And these ceremonies seem to have been held
at the COllinon burial-place of the clan, - a strong indica
tion that the worship was paid to the original ancestor.
All these ceremonies, however, were conducted with such

secrecy that we know very little concerning theIne There

seems to have been a dread that a god might be stolen or
seduced away if not guarded with strict care. For this
reason, perhaps, the name of the tutelary deity of ROlne
was always kept a profound State secret.

On the other hand, the worshippers might reject or desert
their god, if found weak to redress their wrongs or to pro

tect them from evil. Several alllusing illustrations of this

may be given. The Finns of to-day in tiJne of need do
not hesitate to neglect their gods and pray to the lTIOre

1 Orissa, i. 95.
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powerful l~ussian deities. So we are told, as an incident

in ROlllan history, that" the statue of the Cumrean Apollo

can1e near to being thrown into the sea, from an ill-tiilled

fit of ,veeping. J1~ortunately it was considered that the

tears were for his old friends the Greeks, not for his new

friends the ROlllans." 1 _ As a more modern instance we

lllay quote: "A prince of Nepaul, in his rage at the death

of a favorite wife, turned his artillery upon the temples of

his gods, and after six hours' heavy cannonading effectu
ally destroyed then1." 2

It was this secret, dOlnestic, and clannish worship of
the Aryans that hindered the public worship froln gaining

a controlling influence, and checked the growth of a power
ful priesthood in IllOst branches of the race. There was
not the almost cOluplete hindrance to the growth of my
thology that we find in the early Chinese; yet the worship
of ancestors was sufficiently strong to prevent mythology
from becoming dOlninant as a religion. Beneath it, almost

unseen by us, yet vital and vigorous, lay the more ancient

system, that of the worship of falllily and gentile ancestral
gods. Yet ancient Arya was not without its other deities.
Its people possessed an active imagination, and could not
avoid being vividly impressed with the mighty powers and

strange phenolnena of Nature, which they naturally en
deavored to explain or comprehend. And, as in every
ancient effort at such explanation, they arrived at the con
ception that these phenomena were the work of intelligent

and powerful beings, the overruling gods of earth and

heaven. In the p~.'imitive era they had nothing that can

fairly ~e called a mythology. They worshipped Nature as

1 Saint Augustine, City of God, i. JOl.
2 'tV. E. Hearn, The Aryan Household, p. 25.
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they saw it, with no idea of symbolism and no miscon

ception of the meaning of their objects of reverence. It
was yet summer and winter, daylight and darkness, the

bright dawn and the terrible storn1, thunder and sunshine,
which they looked upon as the powerful deities of the uni
vel~se, and upon WhOlll they called for protection, or whose

dark wrath they deprecated in cases of peril beyond the
power of their humbler domestic deities. Only by slow
degrees did these elemental gods lose their original signifi

cance. Probably ~t an early period the Aryan imagination
had begun to invest them with metaphorical significance.
rrhe Clouds became the cows of the gods, whose milk re

freshes the earth, but which at times are bidden in caves

by robbers. The Dawn, the beautiful spirit, sends her

glad eye-beams over the earth, and is speedily pursued by
the glowing Sun. In winter the Earth mourns for the dead
Summer, which lies buried in the dark prison of Hades.
Or the Summer sleeps in the land of the Niflungs, the
cold mists, guarded by the serpent Fafnir, while her buried
treasures are watched by the dwarf Andvari. I-Iundreds
of such metaphors gradually grew around the movements
of the sun, the winds, and the clouds, the demon Night,

and the bright god Day, the all-destroying Winter ana the

all-restoring Summer. In time the origin of these meta
phors became obscured, and even the derivation of the
names of many of the gods )vas forgotten. Mythology

gradually rose out of the primitive worship of the powers
of Nature, and the endless biographical details which

sUITounded the mythologic deities testify to the original

activity of the Aryan imagination.
An interesting feature in the primitive Aryan mythology

is the selection of the bright, broad arch of the heavens
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as the primal deity, the great father-spirit of gods and
men. 'This deification of the sky was not peculiar to the

Aryans. We find traces of it in Babylonian, Chinese, and
American worship. But at a very relTIote period in 'the

civilizations of Egypt and Babylonia, Mexico and Peru,

the sun gained supremacy as the first and greatest of the
gods, the prime spirit of the univerEe. With the Aryans

the sun was much later in attaining acknowledgment, and
the shining arch of the sky continued the deity 8upreule.

This is the deity that descended to historic times as the
great father-god, the object of highest reverence to most

of the Aryan peoples 1Vhen first they emerged into history.
Varana, the elder god of the Vedas, was the veiling
heavens. I-Ie stands opposed to his brother Mitra, who

is the deity of the noontide sky, while Varuna appears to
represent the starlit firmament. We find this god again
in the Uranos of Greek mythology. I-Ie sits, in the words
of the Vedic poet, throned in splendor, clad in armor of

gold, and in a palace supported on a thonsand columns,

while around him stand ready the swift messengers of his

will. At a later date another heaven-deity arose, Dyaus,
the god of the bright canopy of the day, before whose
worship that of Varuna died away. We have the same
god in the Zeus of the Greeks, the conqueror of his pre
decessor, Uranos. He again appears in the 'Teutonic Tiu,
the god of light. The Odin of the Scandinavians, with
the sun for his single eye, seems to be another heaven
deity. Again we have the heaven-god in his paternal
aspect as the Dyaus-pitar of the Hindus, the Zens Pater
of the Greeks, the Jupiter of the Romans,~ the kindly and

beneficent progenitor of gods and men, the supreme par..

ental deity of all that has life.
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With the Hindus the sun was symbolized by a later
deity, the golden-haired Indra, the god of light, whose

arrows were each hundred-pointed and thousand-feathered.
With the lightning for his beard, and brandishing a golden
whip, he drove his flalTIing chariot across the heayens.
"The rains and the harvest were his gifts to nlankind, while
the demons which threatened the hUlTI3n race found in hhn
a terrible foe. In Balder the Beautiful, the lord of light
of the Teutons, we discover the Sun-god again, dying
yearly at the winter solstice by the hand of the blind god
Hodr, the demon of darkness, and rising again in his

beauty as the shining SUlTIiller returns.

But we cannot here attelnpt to nalne the interlninable

list of deities of the later Aryan worship, lnany of them,

particularly in Greek lnythology, borrowed froln neighbor

ing nations, and fitted, often very R\vkwardly, into the
OlYlnpian court of the Hellenic gods. It will suffice to say
that this ancient system of worship is preserved to ns in its
most archaic integrity in the Vedas, - the work which holds
the oldest recorded thoughts of man on natural phenoln
ena. In it we have the deific host as the Devas, the

shining ones; the dawn as Ushas, the bright, loving, gen
tle, white, and beautiful; the deities all siInple in their
attributes, and without the wide garlnent of lTIyth that
afterward enfolded theIn, - plainly the elelnents half
transformed into the imnlortals. 1 We find ourselves here

1 A striking instance exists in the story of Agni, the Fire-god of the
Hindus. rrhe Vedas tell us that two sticks were the parents of this
deity, who was no sooner born than he turned upon and devoured them.
Here is the originalluethocl of obtaining fire by the friction of hvo sticks
transparently displayed. Yet Agni soon became one of the mightiest
of the gods. He grew rapidly from his hunlble origin, flaming upward.
as it were, f1'on1 earth to heaven.
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but a step beyond the archaic Aryan stage, in which these
deities ,,~ere yet clearly the powers of earth, air, and sky,

and in which each was, for the tilue, the suprelue being
to his worshipper. Their deities had not yet been special

ized as we find thelTI later uluong the Greeks.

As the branches of the Aryan race left their primeval
home and sought new lands of residence afar, certain

highly interesting modifications came over their systems
of worship, to which some attention is requisite. We do
not refer to the expansion of their siIuple ideas of the

deific attributes of natural phenoluena into the splendid

phantasmagoria of mythology, but to the characteristics of
their religions organization. In this there was a marked
difference between the eastern and the western Aryans.
'Vith the eastern branch the national or mythologic wor
ship rose into snprelnacy, the priesthood became a power

ful body, anel the people fell under that dominion of

priestcraJt which has ever been such an opponent of

human liberty. This was particularly the case with the

Hindu tribes, over whom the priests gained an extraordi

nary predominance, unequalled in the history of any other
people. The Hindu nation is one without great kings or

great heroes. Its only great men are the lawgivers, the
founders of systelus, the priests of the race. vVhen the

tribes first marched to victory over the aborigines of India
it was with the priests at their head. The Vedas are the

record of the stirring hymns of praise or invocation with

which these priestly warriors led their soul- stirred hosts.

And when the Hindus sank to rest upon their conquered

territory it was under the dominion of the priests. No

great warrior led them to new victories, no powerful

kingdom-maker welded the scattered bands into a nation,
10
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no earnest thinker wrote the history of the people. It
was the history of the gods, not that of man, with which
their thinkers were concerned; and we have grand systems

of religious philosophy instead of a record of the mighty
doings of luan. rrhe story of Hindu civilization is a
phenomenon without parallel upon the earth.

The story of the Persians begins under conditions
strikingly similar to that of the Hindus. Here, too, we
behold a people marching to conquest with a priestly
leader at their head. The great figure of Zoroaster dwarfs
all the heroes of the sword. And their antique literature

is reHgion, not history. It yields us only the outlines of

that Zoroastrian system of faith and philosophy which

was gradually filled up by priestly successors. But the

location of the Persians forced them into a very different

channel of history fronl that pursued by the Hindus.

Instead of the hot, moist, enervating lowlands of the

Indus and the Ganges, so favorable to the growth 'Of
superstitious belief in the divine power of the elements,
they inhabited the bleak and inspiriti~ highlands of Iran.
And the trumpet-blast of war rang everywhere around
theIn, forcing them into battle for self-defence, and finally
rousing them to victorions aggression. Great warriors

and kings arose. The history of man began, and that
of the gods ceased to be vvritten. Yet to the late days
of the empire the priesthood continued a powerful body,
and, in alliance with the Throne, aided strongly in the sub

jection of the people.

If now we examine the re1igio~s history of t~le western
Aryans a different phenoluenon appears. In none of the

western branches did a powerful and controlling priest

hood arise, vvith the possible exception of the Celtic, in
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which the shadowy group of the Druids stands out with a
prolninence not attained by the priesthood of the Teutons,

Greeks, or Italians As for the early history of the Slavs,

we are utterly in the dark; but there is no trace of a

priestly establishlnent, and but faint indication of the exist

ence of a Inythology. In the religious, as in every other

respect, the home-staying Slavs seeln Inost fnlly to have

preserved the antique Aryan systenl, their creed relnaining
that of worship of the ancestral gods of the house and the

clan, while mythology vvith theln failed to advance beyond

its eleluentary stage.

With the Greeks a rich and varied mythology arose,
and an active public worship of the gods of the whole people
eluerged. Yet it never attained dominance over the hUln
bIer house-worship. 'rhe priesthood always relnained an

obscure body, without power in Grecian history, or control
over the I-Iellenic people. 'rhe prevailing rites were those

of the clan, not those of the nation. 'rhe literature was

largely devoted to the gods, but it was ahnost void of

deific philosophy. It dealt with the elelnental deities in

a somevvhat playful spirit, humanized instead of spirit

ualized them, and wrought the mythical stories of their
lives into the neat elnbellishluents of poetry, not into the

ground-work of vast theological philosophies. 'rhe gods of

mythology were ,brought down to earth, looked squarely in
the face by thinking luen, laughed at, and dislnissed. '"rhe

whole fabric of myth and fable fell prostrate in splendid
disarray, its rich fragments only to be used thereafter as

poetic simile and metaphor. 1"he worship of the ancestral
spirits alone survived, while the thinking men of Greece

set themselves to work to devise a secular philosophy of

the universe. And Greece moved with unyielding steadi-
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ness toward democracy, largely through the lack of a
priestly control of the public mind which usurpers could
seize and vvield.

In ROine priestcraft stood at no higher level than in
Greece. The ROlnan people vvere froln the first deficient
in imagination, and Inythology there attained but a stunted

grovvth. 'fhe house and clan 1vorship, on the contrary,
ShOW8 itself luore prominently than in Greece. We find
traces of it everywhere in Roman history, as when Corio
lanus, deserting !{onle, seats hhnself by the hearth of his

Volscian foe, and claiIns the protection, not of the Latin
Jupiter, but of the hearth-spirit of the household he has

entered. Even vvhen the literature of Greece invaded

ROlne, and vvas iInitated with all the fervor of the ROlnan

min.cl, its lnythologic feature obtained no special prolni

nence; while the gods of the ROlnan luythology always re
mained vague and unspecialized, and little developed from
their antique Aryan forln. Priestcraft, in consequence,
never gained any footing of power in ROlue. 'fhe systeln
of public worship was, indeed, mainly reduced to a phase of
Shamanislu, augury and divination replacing the creation

of great religious ideas, which elsewhere ruled the Inil1ds

of men. Thus in the developlnent of the ROlnan State, re

ligion never enters as an iInportant political elelnent. We
perceive only a steady struggle between the democracy
and the aristocracy, fought with secular weapons alone,

with the growing supremacy of the delnocracy; until the

inordinately powerful element of the arlny overthrew the

vvhole ancient fabric of the State, and replaced it with a

military c1espotisl11.
'feutonic history, EO far as we are acquainted with it,

tells the saIne story. There was plenty of imaginative fer-
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VOl", and mythology gained very considerable develop

ment; yet but faint traces, of a priesthood have survived.

Possibly the worship of the household and the clan dvvarfec1

that of the eleluental deities. 'Vhen the l'eutons Inarch to

victory it is not with a priest at their head, nor even by

the side of thetr military chief. No such figure Inakes its

appearance, and the only "Teutonic hero is the wielder of

the sword. It was doubtless principally due to this rea

son that Christianity lnade such rapid progress with the

'Teutonic tribes. ''There vvas no one vvith a strong interest

in preserving the Inythologic faith, no one to control the

tribes in matters of belief, no earnest clinging to the dei
ties of mythology. The tribeluen vaguely dreaded th'3
vast gods of the elelnents, but their luain worship was
paid to the deities of the household, 011 WhOlU alone thei~' af
fections were centred. This private vyorship vvas too deeply
ingrained to be eradicated except by slo,v degrees; but the
weakly held luythologic faith vvas suffered to be replaced

by the Christian creed with an ease that would appear

frivolous did it not prove hovv shallovv an ilnpression lUY
thology had Inade npon the Teutonic lnind.

If ,ve exalnine the early legend and fable of the several
Aryan branches, an interesting illustration of their differ

ence in religious condition appears. The ancient I-lindl1
tradition has nothing to do with Ulan. Only the gods
appear in it, and its supernaturalislu is wildly extravagant
in character. l\fan is a creature not ,vorthy to be naluec1
in a universe ,vhich contains the gods. Ancient Greek

tradition tells a widely different story. In this, luan is the
central figure. 'fhe gods are present, it is true, and there

is 110 lack of supernaturaliSlu; but heroic luan is their

equal rather than their slay-e. I-Ie is displayed in steady
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strnggle against the terrible powers of Nature, and in

combat even with the OlYITlpian deities. He is usually

overcome and punished, yet he always retains something
of the heroic; and the Inost striking figure in Greek

mythology is that of Prometheus, the defender of man
against the gods, terribly punished, yet eternally un
submissive, and hurling threats from his rock of torture

against Zeus, his deific foe. Nor are the gods always
the victors. In the pages of HOlner we find heroes dar

ing to wound the gods, and escaping punishment for the
iInpious deed.

If now we come to the antique legend of ROlne it is to

find the gods utterly forgotten, and man alone the subject

of thought. It is admitted that the so-called history of

ancient I-~olne is a tissue of fable; yet it long held its own

as history fron1 the fact that it dealt solely with human
deeds. It is ahnost devoid of the supernatural. The gods

hardly enter as agents. The old Roman saw only his
hearth-spirits, or but vaguely beheld the elemental deities
of ancient Arya. His ilnagination dealt solely with luan
and his deeds, in a series of stories that are 'sobel' history

as cOlnpared with the exploits of the Greek heroes, an(~

that breathe the most rigid spirit of the practical, as COlU

pared with the exuberantly fanciful Hindu conceptions.
rrhis lack of a po"Vverful priestly organization in the

history of the western Aryans is without a counterpart in

the civilized nations of the earth, with the one exception of

China. That it has had lnnch to do with the strong ten

dency to c1elTIOCracy in these nations, as compared with the

tendency to aristocratic government elsewhere, can scarcely

be questioned when we relnember how powerful a control

ling agent is religion upon the mind of luau, and how
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vigorous is the grasp of the ruler who can seize at once the

spiritual and the telnporal reins of dominion.
The facts here given of the slight hold upon the western

Aryans of their system of national religion, and the lack

of an organized and influential priesthood to develop the
public worship and to create a strong sentiment in its favor,

are of interest for a reason above briefly adverted to. No

bulwark existed against the inflow of a foreign system of
belief, and we cannot be surprised at the rapid progress of

Christianity. ROlne was a fallow field to the seed of foreign

religious thought. Its native faith was but feebly held,
and we behold successively the Persian, Egyptian, and
Christian creeds making their way into the Imperial City,
with scarcely a word of protest or opposition, until the
political danger from Christianity roused the dread of the
Emperors and gave rise to spaslnodic persecutions. Not a

" word of appeal for the old gods comes from the priests of
ROlne.

In Greece something similar appears. The systems of the

philosophers there replaced the figments of mythology, and

the opposition to this philosophy came from the conserva

tive class of the people rather than from the priests. The
after opposition to Christianity came frOID the adherents of

the philosophers, with their proud adlniration of the great

ness of Greek thought. Mythology in Greece was dead
before Christianity arose. Among the Teutonic clans the

opposition to Christianity was nothing stronger than a
vague distrust of strange gods. The voice of a chief in
favor of the new faith carried with it his whole body of

followers, who threw off their mythologic beli-ef as easily

as they might have discarded an ill-fitting cloak. No priest

raised his voice in favor of the old gods.. The hearth-
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spirits were as yet left to the people, and these were the
only deities which had a hold upon their hearts. This
phenomenon is singularly contrasted to the persistence
with which the same tribes afterward clung to the slightest
shades of sectarian Christianity. Instead of being without

. a priesthood, they had now come under the control of the
most completely organized priesthood in human history.



VII.

THE COURSE OF POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT.

T HE political organization of the ancient Aryans is one

of the most interesting features in the whole history

of human institutions. It has had an extraordinary in
fluence upon the developlnent of modern civilization, its
basic conditions having maintained themselves with a
reularkable persistence through long eras of tyranny and
oppression. Finally, in the governluent of the United
States we have what is in luany respects a survival of the
government of ancient Arya, so far as the silllple conditions

of the antique tribe can be brought into analogy with the

cOluplexity of relations in the luodern nation. For in

the Republic of the United States we possess a systelu of

local self-governl11ent ranging upward through the fanlily,

the township or ward, the city or county, and the State, to
the nation, with its general supervisory power over all

below it. This is a close counterpart of the falnily, the
village, clan, or gens, the tribe, and the confederacy of
the ancient Aryans, each with its self-governlnent in all
that imnlediately concerned itself. It is the systeln of non

centralization, as opposed to the centralization 1vhich forn1s

the basic feature of despotic governlnent. In religion the
sam"e phenolnenon appears. There was no State religion in

ancient Arya, and there is none in modern America. The

religion of the household or of the clan ruled in the one, as
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that of the person or of the sect does in the other. In

despotic government, on the contrary, a centralized or
State religion is an essential feature, and few tyrannies
have been established without its aid.

The developIllent of human institutions has been very

little considered froln this point of view; and before ex
amining the Aryan system particularly, a brief comparison

of this ""vith the other systems of civiliz~d lllankind is of
iInportance. Such a cOlllparison ""vill reveal features in the
Aryan organization differing froln those of any other family
of mankind, and sho""v clearly that ancient Arya was the
true cradle of human liberty. Yet it will show at the same

thne that Arya was by no m~ans the cradle of human

civilization. Despite the very evident intellectual superi

ority of the Aryan race, its institutions acted as a strong

preventive to political progress; and b.?t for the activity of
external agencies, and of influences at variance with its
democl'"atic organization, the Aryan peoples of to-day might
be in the same state of stagnation that we find in the vil
lage conlIDunities of Russia and India.

In reviewing the early organization of human society,
wherever advanced beyond the savage state, a relnarkable

uniformity makes itself apparent, ip.dicating that the social
and political conditions of mankind unfolded under the

unconscious action of general laws, on the SalTIe principle
that appears in the development, of languages. Yet as

human language, after pursuing the SalTIe course np to a

certain level of unfoldment, diverged from this point into

several different channels, so in the development of insti

tutions a like phenomenon is TIlanifest. Our pnrpose here

is very briefly to glance at these lines of divergence.

The primal condition 9f luan was undouhtedly a social
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one. The lowest savages were cOlubined in groups for
various purposes. One of these was that aggregated for

defence. A second ,vas the family group~ - probably
definitely and firmly organized only at a late date. A

third vvas the group for religious observance, - yet later
in its concrete organization. Eventually these three

groups' appear to have become concentrated into one,

th~t of the family. The family, with its secondary ex
pansion into the community of kinsmen, becalne at once

the social, the political, the religious, and the military
group of mankind. Such is the condition of developing

man ev,erywhere that we can perceive hiln after he has
advanced from the savage into the barbaric stage of cul
ture. The family idea becomes the ruling principle in

every interest of the tribe.
Early history, however, reveals to us t"vo distinct stages

in this unfoldment, -that of the patriarchal group, and that

of the clan group,,; the latter an iIllportant step of advance

beyond the former. The patriarchal systelu is that of Asia

and northern Africa; the clan systelll that of Aryan Europe

and North America. l"'he desert "vas the native home of

the patriarchal group. In the broad and barren steppes

of northern Asia, and the great sandy plains of Arabia and

northern Africa, the pastoral nomadic habit naturally per

sisted, agriculture in its faint first efforts relllaining sec
ondary to the interests of the wandering shepherd tribes.

Communislu reigned supreme. The flocks were the prop

erty of the tribe as a whole. Scarcely any individual
property existed. The narrow confines of the tent, and

the necessity of frequent movement, prevented the accu

mulation of any large amount of household treasures.
Politically a like coromnnism prevailed. r-There was no
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clear line of fanlily deluarcation. Each cOffilllunity was

a group of kindred, and was under the leadership of the

patriarchal representative of the remote ancestor of the

tribe. But this leadership was by no means ~an absolute

controL The separate families declared themselves suffi

ciently to form an assembly of freeluen, not nearly so

distinctly formulated as that of the Aryans, yet with a

proud sense of personal independence, and a voice in the
nlanagement of tribal concerns. rrhe organization, how

ever, was that of an army, ""vith hereditary right in its

leader, and subordination to his authority in all warlike

affairs.

Religion was similarly communistic. 'Ve find no trace

of any well-defined family worship, though there is evidence

that a tribal ancestral worship prevailed. But combined

with this was Shaluanism, - a system of delllon worship, in

which incantation was the prevailing rite. Sorcery ruled

as the Inain form of religion alike with the Mongolian

tribes, the antique Selnites, and the lllore barbarous tribes

of North America. Very probably it had a strong footing

also with the 'Aryans in their nomadic era, though it sunk

into decadence at a later date. The only declared priest

hood we can trace in this archaic stage of development is

that of the l\fongolian Shaman, the l~abylonian sorcerer,

and the American medicine-man or conjurer. I{navery

undoubtedly had as luuch to do with their service as re

ligion, and it must have been an easy task for the leader of

the tribe to gain control of this venal priesthood, and thus
add to the spiritual dignity "",~hich he possessed as the rep

resentative of the tribal ancestor. So far as we can trace,

in every instance some degree of· religious authority at

tached to his office.
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All this may have nothing specially to do with the
Aryans, but it is of iInportance frOln its decided contrast
to the character of their organization and frOln the essen
tial significance it bears in the history of human institutions.

'To the simplicity of the patriarchal systeIn, indeed, we owe
the original unfoldInent of hU111an civilization. But it was
a civilization in what is known as the Asiatic form, - an
unprogressive absolutisln.. Such is the condition which
existed in the three non-Aryan civilizations of the old

world, those of China, Egypt, and Babylonia. They were
all patriarchal despotisms.

As already said, the nomadic tribe is a regularly organ
ized army. It has its arms, and great ability in their use.
It has its ready-forlned regiments and divisions in the ma
jor and minor groups of the tribe. It has its clan-leaders,
and its patriarchal tribal head, to whom all its meInbers are
willingly subordinate. And it is accustomed to swift and
long marches, in which it takes with it all its property and
food. No link of attachluent binds it to a locality. Mi
grations are among the common duties of life. 'There is

nothing to hinder invasion of a country at a luolnent's
notice, settlement upon the land in case of victory, or swift
retreat and disappearance in the desert in case of defeat.

The indications are strong that to this facility of 1varlike
migration and this military type of political organization
we owe the establishment of the early empires. China is
most distinctively a patriarchal empire. Despite its long
settlelnent, its developed agriculture, its abundant litera
ture, its cOlnplex industrial and social conditions, it

remains to-day politically a patriarchism, - the simplest
and most archaic of all governmental systems. The em
peror is the father of the empi.re. The long continuance of
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his absolutism arises frolu the fact that he stands at the head
of the ancestral religious systeIll of the nation. Ancestral

worship has continued the ruling faith of China, and the
emperor is the high-priest of this worship, - the hereditary
representative of the prilual ancestor of the people. He

has inherited both temporal and spiritual power, and the
bodies and souls of his subjects are alike bound captive.

Like the honse-father of old, the officiating priest of the
house-worship and the falnily despot, the· Chinese emperor

is the only interlnediulu between his national family and

the heavenly powers. He is answerable only to the gods

for his deeds, and it is sacrilege to question his comluand~

It is interesting also, in considering the character of Chi

nese civilization, to find that the ancient Shamanism still

prevails. No developed eleluental worship has been de

vised, all efforts to establish a philosophic faith have
failed with the people at large, and the Taoism of to-day
is undisguised sorcery. Yet it is l>robable that the Chinese
empire arose ere the priluitive ancestor-worship had been to
any great extent snperseded by the lVlongolian Shamanism
of to-day. In every feature of its organization, language,
and belief, the archaic condition of Iuankind has persisted
in China. This is largely due to the ahuost utter lack of

imagination in its people; and the only civilized progress

it displays is in devices for the practical needs of man,
and ill moral apotheglus of the salue tendency. 'rhe
Chinese Elupire is the utlTIOst unfolchuent of the purely

practical mentality of the l\;longolian race.
In the early stages of the I~gyptian luonarchy we can

somewhat vaguely perceive indications of n, closely similar

organization. 'rhe Pharaoh was the hi.gh-priest of his

p'2ople, to WhOlU he likewise bore a paternal relation.
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There seems little reason to doubt that this empire was the

outgrowth of a pastoral condition of society, that the

emperor was the development of the original patriarch,

and that his godlike dignity and absolute po,yer arose frOIn

his being at the head of the ancestor-worship of the people,

the hereditary representative of the priInal ancestor. In
early Egypt as in early China the absolutis111 of the elTI

peror was not cOluplete. There are indications of a tribal

division of the people, and of the existence of a nobility

with political powers. But patriarchislll in its very nature

tends to absolutism, and in both cases a complete subor

dination, alike of nobles and people, to the sacred father
and emperor eventually succeeded. Religiously, however,

Egypt developed far beyond China. Its people were of

the highly imaginative l\Ielanochroic race, and they devised

a complex system of luythology, 'vith a powerful priest
hood, at whose head the emperor stood suprenie. I-Ie was

chief priest as well as sole ruler of the nation. As in

China, he governed his people in body and souL

Babylonia yields similar indications, though its organi

zation is more obscure. Its earliest traceable religious

system is a ShalnanislTI, a highly developed sorcery. Upon

this, however, arose a nature-worship, a somewhat com

plicated series of elemental gods. In regard to its govern

mental idea we are greatly in the dark. But its eluergence

in the heart of a pastoral region inhabited by patriarchal

tribes, its absolutisln, and the sacred or godlike character

which plainly attaches to the later monarchs of Babylonia

and Assyria, strongly indicate that it was a developnlent

of the patriarchal systeln.
It is singular and interesting to find that the archaic

civilizations of mankind all apparently rose from the pas-
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toral phase of society, - the simplest and most primitive
method under which great bodies of men could be organ
ized into national groups. lVlaterially they alllnade great
and highly hnportant progress. Politically they renlained
abnost stagnant. rrhe siInplicity of their system clung to
them throughout, and absolutism continued a necessary
phase of their national organization. The people sub
mitted without a struggle, because their souls were bound
in the same fetters that confined their bodies.

We may briefly advert to yet another national develop
ment of the pastoral tribes, from the interesting evidence
to be gleaned from its literary remains and its present

belief. The IIebrew people had distinctively a patriarchal

organization, and their religious ideas present traces of
ancestor-worship. Abraham was and is looked upon as
the father of the race, its relTIote ancestor. It is not
Abraham, however, but the god of AbrahalTI, or rather a
compound of this deity )vith the god of 1\1:oses, that is
worshipped to-day by the Jews. The indication is strong
that this special god of the Hebrew patriarch, the family
god of Abraham, with whom he conversed and held per
sonal relations, represented an ancestral divinity. rrhe

particular Jehovah of the Hebrews was the Jahveh of
Moses, the family god of the lVlosaic clan, as is clearly
indicated in the Biblical narrative. He expanded with the
growth of the Hebrew intellect into the suprelne ruler of
heaven and earth, yet to a very late day the Hebrews
regarded hhn as the special deity of their race, their
patriarchal divinity.

Coming now to the consideration of the American tribes,

it is of high interest to perceive that they possessed the
same type of family organization as that of Asia and
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Europe, and that in this respect they were considerably

advanced beyond the patriarchal systeln, and closely ap
proached, though they did not quite reach, the clan type of

the Aryans. Great differences in this respect, however,

prevailed in different parts of America, SOlne tribes being

much lnOl'e advanced than others. 'fhe barbarian tribes

of North Alnerica, usually classed as in the savage hunting
stage, yet really to a considerable extent settled and agri

cultural in condition, were organized on a definite clan
systenl, - a cOlnpound of kindred families like that of the

Aryan village. 'This Indian organization, while closely
reselnbling, differed in some irnportant respects from the
Aryan system. It was, indeed, interlnediate between the

patriarchal and the clan systen1, and represented an in
teresting phase in the natural developluel1t of hUlnan
institutions.

COlnlnunism prevailed to a greater extent than with the

Aryans. Not only land cOlnmunisln, but household com
munisln existed ,vith luany of the tribes, and the isolation

of the household and the tyranny of the house-father, so

lnarked in the Aryan organization, does not appear in the

Indian. Anlong the Iroquois of the North several families

inhabited the same dvvelling, with little separation of

household rights; and in the case of the Pueblo Indians

of New Mexico, whole tribes, nUlnbering several thousands
of individuals, are still found cl\lvelling in single great habi

tations. With these tribes there is no division of the

landed property, ~nd in this respect their organization is

distinctly patriarchal.
'Vith the Indians of the south~rn United States, how

ever, the Creek confederacy and the neighboring tribes,

whose habits were much more agricultural than in the case
11
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of the northern tribes, an interesting advance in social and
industri~l conditions is indicated, their organization very
closely approaching that of the Aryan village. Here the
households were separate; and while the soil was COillInon
property, .each faluily cultivated a separate portion of it,
and was sustained in its claiIu to the use and products of
this family field. In one respect only did the industrial
organization differ fronl that of the Aryans. Each family,
",vhile controlling the produce of its own field and its o\vn
labor, was obliged to place a defined portion of the product
in a village storehouse, whose stores were laid up for the
good of the whole comnlunity. Hunters were also obliged

to place there a portion of their galue. 'fhis provident
institntion, resembling that of whose existence in Egypt

we have evidence in the scriptural story of Joseph, consti
tuted a form of taxation for the public good, and seems
to indicate an advance in political conditions beyond the
Aryan COluluunity, in which no such custom existed. In
reality, however, it signifies a lower stage of developluent.
It was a remnant of the general COlnlTIUnism of the patri
archal stage of association, and one which seelns to have
worked adversely to the interests of American liberty.

This industrial condition extended farther north than
would be irnagined from what is generally known of In
dian history. Historians of Virginia and Maryl~nd state
that the Indians of those localities had the custoln of di
viding their lands into family lots, and possessed COlUlnon
storehouses, in which a portion of the food had to be
placed, under control of the sachem, whose power was
to some degree absolute.

This brings us to a consideration of the political organi
zation of the Indian tribes. It must be borne in mind,
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however, that in the Indian, as in the Aryan cOlumunity,
there was no such definite organization as is produced by

a body of vvritten laws. CustOlll was the only law of
these cOlllmunities, and there was doubtless considerable

variation between different tribes. Yet the general prin

ciple of organization was everywhere the same. '"The sys

telll was an elastic one, which might stretch considerably,

but could not easily break.

One luarked feature of the Indian organization was the

existence of two sets of officers, with definitely separated

functions. These were the sachems and the chiefs, - the

former distinctively peace-officers, the latter the leaders in
war. These officers were elected; and in the elections
it is of interest to find that the women of the clan had
a vote as well as the nlen. Woman-suffrage is apparently
a very old institution on American soil. The principle of
choice of these two sets of officers, however, was very
different. rThe war~chiefs were elected for personal valor,

and there might be several of them in the clan. The

sachemship alone was a hereditary office, and needed to

be permanently filled; the new incumbent being usually,
though not necessarily, chosen from the faluily of the de
ceased sachelu, and perhaps vaguely representing the
clan ancestor. The governlllent of the clan was in the

hands of all its adult members, male and feluale; while
the tribe, made up of a number of clans, was governed
by a council composed of the sachems and chiefs, and

the confederacy, where such existed, by a council of the
sachems of its constituent tribes.

No such definite arrangement existed in the Aryan clan.

The principal chief there also probably had a hereditary

claim to his office; but he was not distinctively a peace-
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officer, like the sachem, but a leader in war, and the council
of freelnen forlned the executive body in matters of peace.
His power was not distinctly marked off frorn that of chiefs
chosen for personal valor or 1varlike ability only, and in
tilne the distinction lnay have becolne wholly lost; the
ancestral clahn of the chief, which was never very strong,
vanishing cOlnpletely.

The Indian organization indicates an intermediate con
dition between the patriarchal and the Aryan village com
munity. In the sacheln we have the patriarch, shorn of
SOIDe of his powers, yet not reduced to the mere war-Ieadel
of the Aryan clan. One important reUlllal1t of his old
power existed in his control of the public storehouse. As
the latter appears to represent a partial survival of the
original general cOlnmunism of the patriarchal tribe, so the
control of it by the sacheln represents the original control
by the patriarch of all the wealth of the tribe. In neither
case was this an ownership; it was siInply a control for
·the good of the cOIDlDunity. The Inico-or sachem-of
the Creek comnlunities had no claim to the treasures in the
storehouse, but had complete control over them. These
had assumed the shape of a general taxation for the public
good, and he was the general executive officer of the corn
lnunity, with a considerable degree of arbitrary power in
his adlDinistration. His government, however, was cpn
trolled by the village council, which met to cliscuss every
question of equity and to try every case of crime.

rrhere was one further feature of interest in the Indian
organization to which we must now advert, - that. of their
religious conceptions. Anlong the savage tribes of the
North, Sharnanism appears to have been the prevalent faith,
and sorcery the prevalent practice. The medicine-man
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was the religious dignitary, his influence over the tribe
being that of fear rather than of awe and spiritual dignity.

'1'he ,vorship of ancestors is not indicated, while no ele

vated religious conceptions are displayed. A vague poly
theislll seeins to have existed, with belief in a "Great

Spirit" and a series of lesser gods; yet this was undefined,

and nothing that can be called a mythology had arisen.

Among the southern tribes, however, a very different
state of religious belief prevailed. rrhey possessed a

nlythological religious faith, with the sun for supreme

deity, while their worship was conducted with all the
ostentation of telnples, high-priest, and a considerable
priestly establislunent. l."'he delnocratic religious system
of the Aryans did not exist alnong them. Their religion
was aristocratic in tendency, had a vigorous influence over
the Inincls of the people, and afforded a ready instrulnent
for their subjection. While, indeed, there was a high

priest, the Inico was the real head of the religions hie

rarchy, and added to his telnporal influence the power

arising from spiritual dignity. The patriarchal position

of spiritual head of the tribe adhered to him, though the

ancestral worship, to which he 11lay have owed his original
religious authority, had vanished.

'The final outcolne of this condition of affairs appears in
a tribe to the west of the Creeks, the Natchez. The gov
ernment of this tribe was an absolute tyranny, the power
of the ruler being based on his religious dignity. He had

become " The Sun," a god on earth, and the people were
slaves to his will. There V\Tas an intermediate class of

nobles, - perhaps the relnnant of the former council; but

"'fhe Sun," ~he earthly representative of the suprelue
dei ty, ,vas absolute over the entire COlTIlTIUnity. The
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organization of this tribe presented some other interesting

features, which we have not space to describe, but which

were in conformity with the principles above indicated.

It constituted a patriarchal despotism in close conformity
with those of Asia. 1

As to the origin of this peculiar state of government

and religion among the southern Indians, so different in

some respects froID those of the wild tribes of the North,

we have much warrant to consider it a survival of the

organization of that vanished race known as the " l\lound

Builders," which at one time occupied the whole valley of

the lVlississippi and its tributaries, but "vhich seems to have

been dispossessed by the bordering savage tribes, partly

annihilated, and perhaps partly crowded back into the

southern range of States, where it left its descendants

in the Natchez, the Creeks, and others of the southern

tribes.

A blief glance at the Indian civilizations of Mexico and

Peru will lead us to conclusions like those above reached.

In Mexico absolutism was not fully declared. The Mon

tezuma, the spiritual and temporal superior, was controlled

by a oou~cil, - the survival of the old tl'ibal assembly. Yet

he was rapidly advancing toward complete absolutism at

the period of the Spanish invasion. The storehouse of the

northern tribes was here represented by an extended sys

tem of taxation in kind, over which he had full control,

while his position as suprelne pontiff gave him an influence

1 For fuller infornlation concerning these interesting institutions of
the Alnerican Indians, the reader may be Teferred to Jones's" A.ntiqui
ties of the Sonthern Indians," in wllich the organization of the Creeks
and Natchez is fully described, and lVlorgan's "Ancient Society,') which
gives valuable information in regard to the Iroquois confederacy and th(1
general governmental relations of the Indian tribes.
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which threatened to overthrow the feudal power of the
nobility.

In Peru existed an absolutism as entire as that we have
seen among the Natchez. The Inca was autocratic both
in religion and in governUlent. He was the descendant of

the gods and a god himself, whose mandate none dared
question. A nobility existed, but it was a nobility with

out authority, except such as emanated from the Inca.
The land and all its products were at his comlnand. Vil

lage establishments existed, with division of family lots;
but a large section of the land belonged to the Inca and
the church, and ,,~as worked by the people for their benefit.

The product of the royal and Church lands was stored in
great Inagazines, the direct counterpart of the storehouse
of the North, since their contents were held for the good

of the whole cOlnmunity, though subject to the Inca's
absolute control. It ,vas unquestionably the spiritual dig

nity of the emperor, in all the civilizations named, that

caused the entire submission of the people to his will, and

that subordinated the nobility as fully in the peaceful

elnpire of China ~s in the warlike elnpire of Peru. It is

surprising to find so close a COnfOl'lnity existing in the

principles of Indian organization throughout the wide

range of North and South Alnerica. Nothing could show

more clearly the supreme influence of natural law over the
development of human institutions.

Yet there was another agency necessary to the produc

tion of the final effect, of the utInost iInportance in this

connection, - that of war. Much as human hostility and

bloodshed may be deprecated, the fact is unquestionable
that to it we owe aU accelerated steps of human develop..

ment. Even in this advanced age, war was necessary for
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the rapid annihilation of slavery in America, and has
yielded 1vithin a few years a degree of political and indus

trial progress which otherwise might have taken centurieso
In savage and barbarian comluunities it is the all-essential
elelnent of progress. rrhe conservatiye clinging to old

conditions and institutions, vvhich is yet vigorous in modern

nations, was a hundredfold more so in the early stages of

human progress, and war was the only agent sufficiently
radical and energetic to overthrow old ideas and customs,
and reorganize society on a new basis.

We can here but briefly glance at its general effects.

One of the first and most iluporta_nt of these is to increase

the authority of a successful chief and to bring new tribes

under his control, either as allies or as conquered subjects.

The equality of the freemen of antique communities was

rudely broken into in states of war. The patriarchal tribe
at once became an army, and was subjected to army disci
pline, V\Thich included autocratic power in its chief. On
regaining a state of peace this absolutisln of the chief over
his followers did not entirely vanish, while it remained
strong over the conquered tribes. 'I"'he general effects of

war at that stage of hUluan culture were the following:

The principle of human equality was dissipated, and society

divided into classes, cOInposecl of the principal chief, or
king; the secondary chiefs, or nobles; the freemen, of the
conquering tribes; and the subjects, or slaves, of the con
quered tribes. SOlne such division seems to have been an

inevitable consequence of continued war, and. appears as

well in the developluent of Aryan as of patriarchal institu

tions; and in every instance some condition approxhnat
ing to that of feudalislu seenlS to have ernerged. It existed

in Mexico at the era of the Spanish conquest. It had very
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probably existed in Peru at an earlier period. Indications
of its existence in I~gypt and China appear.. And in the

enlpire of Japan it continued in existence until very re
cently. But in every instance it htiS disappeared under
th~ gro-wing power of the king. In I~gypt and China vve
perceive the monarch of a province gradually extending
his authotity over the whole country by successful ,yare

A siluilar phenomenon appears in l\tIexico and Peru. In
every such case the chiefs of the conquered tribes became

the nobles of the new elupire, with SOlne reUUlant of au
thority. But in all the cases mentioned, the power of the
nobles gradually vanished, and that of the lllonarch becaille
absolute.

rrhis phenOlnenOl1 was undoubtedly due to the religious
position of the monarch of these patriarchal elnpires.
vVhere the body would have vigorously resisted, the soul
sank in powerless slavery. In everyone of the four em
pires nalued, the emperor was suprelue pontiff, the head
of the religious establislnnent, the son and representative
of the gods, and the connecting link between earth and
heaven. It was the recognition by the people of this
spiritual dignity in the elnperor, -their superstitious awe,
and the moral support w-hich they gave hilTI in his encroach
ments upon their liberties, that rendered the resistance of
the nobility unavailing. Step by step they sank until they
becalue ciphers in the -state, with nothing but a title to
distinguish them frOin the people. This is the condition
which exists to-day in China, where the nobility and the
people stand on an equal footing in respect to the authority

of the emperor.
A highly interesting recent case in point is that of

Japan. Our early historical knowledge of that empire
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reveals a strong feudal nobility, with a spiritual emperor

of reduced authority. A powerful chief, the 'rycoon, or

Shogun, through the influence of his position as head of

the army, succeeded in robbing the lVIikado of nearly all

his temporal authority, and taking the reins of power into
his ovvn hands, leaving to the titular emperor little more
than his title. But the people remained spiritual subjects

of the lVlikado, their souls in submission to hirn, while
only their bodies were governed by the 'Tycoon. 'This

powerful basal support has enabled the spiritual emperor,

during the disturbances caused by the forced opening of

Japan to foreign intercourse, to overthrow his rival, bring

to an end the feudal institution, and make himself unques

tioned autocrat of Japan. After a long interregnUlTI
patriarchism has there reached its inevitable result, - that

of the spiritual and temporal absolutism of the elnperor.
The patriarchal empire, while naturally the shnplest in

organization and the easiest established, ""vas one that
tended inevitahly to autocracy and subjection. For the
establishment of liberty in civilization. the growth of a
widely different system was necessary. And this we find
in the Aryan organization.

It is of high interest to perceive the great degree of con
formity that existed in the unconscious development of

human institutions. Patriarchism seems to have always
evolved as the first stage beyond savagery. We find it
widely disseluinated in Asia and northeastern Africa, with

its final culmination in despotic governn1ents. Throughout
_t\.merica society, under the influence of agricultural indus

tries, had advanced a stage beyond patriarchism. Yet the

civilizations there arising tended inevitably toward abso

lutism. For the establishlnent of den10cratic institutions a
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further step of advance in barbarian organization was nec
essary; this step forward we have next to consider.

'rhe description above given of the political characteris

tics of the other barbarian and civilizing tribes of Inankind

is of importance from their marked contrast to the Aryan

condition, and as indicating the special features to which

we owe the Aryan type of civilization. This type, we may
say here, was overturned in two of the Aryan elnpires,-the
Persian and the l\lacedonian, - which deliberately adopted

the Oriental system, and 11laintained it by the povver of the

sword and by the fact that their subjects ,vere largely
Semitic and long accustolned to despotic rule. It was
partly overtnrned in the Roman elnpire, as a result of con
tinual war and the subjection of the State to the army and
its chief, though the senate of I{olue kept intact the princi

ple of the Aryan assen1bly to the last, and the e111perOrs
never succeeded in their efforts to attain spiritual authority

and to command the viorship of their people. In no other

Aryan nation has the effort to kill out the spirit of ancient

Arya attained any marked success. Delnocracy and decen

tralization have unyieldingly opposed the efforts of aris

tocracy and centralization.
It is singular ,vithin what definite limits human progress

has been confined. In every case of development beyond
the savage state we find the falnily organization gradually
unfolding into patriarchism. In two falnilies of mankind,

the Asiatic Mongolian and the Semitic, progress stopped
at this point, in conforlnity with the pastoral character of
their industries, and patriarchal civilizations arose, their

early developluent being due to the simplicity of their sys

tem, and the ease and cOlupleteness "Tith which it permitted
the control, moveluent, and subordination of large bodies
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of men. In two other families, the American and the
Aryan, developluent proceeded further as a result of the
change froln the nOlnadic pastoral to the agricultural con

dition, and produced the clan or village system; and it is

reluarkable, considering the impossibility of intercourse
between these t"vo races, how closely their organizations
reselubled each other. In both we find the village system,
the democratic asselubly and election of officers, the com
bination of fUluilies into clans, of clans into tribes, of tribes
into confederacies. In both, the organization of the peo
ple was personal, not territorial. In both, communism in
landed property prevailed. In both, patriarchism existed
to the extent that a certain family in each clan was con
sidered of purest descent, and usually furnished the clan
rulers. Yet, as we have sho",rn, the American system

retained the principle of cOlnmunism in a much greater
degree than the Aryan, and this communism extended to
religion. The deluocratic systelu of Aryan worship had
not appeared, the sachelu was at the head of the spiritual
establishment of the more civilized tribes, and he became
the representative of the Sun, as the Egyptian Pharaoh did
of Osiris, and the Chinese elTIperOr of the vaguely defined
heaven deity, while absolutism appeared as a direct con
sequence of this spiritual autocracy.

The distinctiveness of the Aryan organization lay in its
complete developlTIent of the clan-systelTI, its suppression
of comlTIunity in property beyond partial land-cOlTIlnUnislTI,
and its ahnost cOluplete snppression of religious cOlnmu
nism. In ancient Arya each house was a teluple, each
hearthstone an altar, each house-father a priest, each fam
ily a congregation, with its private deity and its private
ritual of worship. Some minor degree of cOlnlnunism
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existed in the general ancestor-worship of the clan and

in the less influential worship of the elemental deities; but

the hearth-spirit seems to have been the favorite god of

the Aryan, and a relnarkable decentralization in religion

prevailed. No people has ever existed Inore free in soul

from the reins of spiritnal authority. '1:'he Aryan house

father was a freeman before the court of Heaven, as he

was in the asselnbly of his tribe. It ""vas ilnpossible for
any ruler to hold hiln fettered body and soul like the sub

ject Of an Oriental monarchy. l\lentally he was in eternal

rebellion against tyranny. And it is to this that we owe
the political liberty of lTIodern Europe and Aluerica. Yet
the decentralized and delnocratic organization of the
Aryans was strongly opposed to that concrete and definite
association in large, settled Inasses which seeIns every·vvhere

to have been a necessary prelilninary to civilization. A
considerable degree of political consolidation has every

where preceded Inaterial progress, and to this the Aryan

spirit ""vas vigorously opposed. It is one of our purposes
in this inquiry to trace how this opposition was overCOIne,

and how the village COIDlTIUnity developed into the State.
We have already in previous sections described to SOI11e

extent the Aryan tribal organization, - the political systelTI
which prevailed in ancient Arya, and of ,vhi6h indications
appear in the early history of all the branches of the race.
It is a problem of interest to trace the evolution of the
falnily into the clan, of patriarchism into deluocracy. In
the largely patriarchal I-lighland tribes of Scotland there
existed minor groups of fifty or sixty clanslnen, ,vith a

particular chief, to ""Vh0111 their first duty vvas due. This
is analogous to the Slavonic house colTIInunity, whose

inenlbers ran~e from ten to sixty in number. 'Vhen
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grown too large, a swarming to found new families takes
place. But this in itself does not break up the close
patriarchal family relation. rrwo further steps are neces

sary to clanship, - the apportionment of a separate lot of

land to each new fa111ily, and the development of a system
of home worship.

This is what occurred in the Aryan clans, each of which
was formed of a group of several faluilies descended frOlll
a common ancestor and with a separate organization of its
own. It was ruled by an asseulblyof the house-fathers;
though this mode of governInent was gradually subordi

nated to that of the chief, elected by the assembly, but

usually froln a privileged family. It had its systeln of

clan-worship, its COllnnon burial-place, and its COInlnon

landed property. 1"here was no occasion for any house

holder to make a will. The property-rights of a deceased
melnber descended to his fellow-clansmen. No definite
legislation existed. The clan was governed by a series of
ancient custoIns, the growth of centuries of usage. The
assembly was an exec~tive, not a legislative body, though
it seems to have legislated sufficiently to meet business

exigencies not previously provided for. To these clan
conditions must be added another of considerable hnport

ance, -that of the duty of common defence, COlnmon re
venge, and comInon responsibility. Each clansman was
bound to defend his fellows, to exact retribution, in money

or blood, for injury to a fellow, and was hhl1self respon
sible for any crhninal act cOIDlnitted by a member of his
clan. 'rhe whole clan of a murderer was held accountable
for the murder, and blood-revenge might be taken upon

any member of the offending clan. No true sense of indi

viduality existed. Each clan was an individual, and the
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whole clan, or any part of it, was responsible for the acts

of any of its members. On the other hand, danlages

awarded to any person for injury received, belonged not

to hinl, but to his clan. It was the duty of each clan to
restrain its members from crime, and this duty was ac

centuated by a general responsibility.

'Though we cannot }ook into ancient Arya itself, we can
perceive these conditions as they left their mark on subse
quent Aryan law. In old Anglo-Saxon law, for instance,

the duty of each clan to act as a police upon its menlbers,

its money responsibility for any crime committed by a
Inember, and its equal share in damages awarded to a
member, are clearly shown. But the traces of this cus
tom have descended still lower, and may be found rather
widely spread to-day in the system of the vendetta or
blood-revenge, which exists alllong all half-civilized Aryan
peoples. We know to what an extent it formerly pre

vailed in Corsica, from which point it still extends as far

east as Afghanistan. In this custOIU it is the duty of

every member of a family, one of whose near kindred has.

been murdered, to exact blood-revenge from any meluber
of the murderer's fanlily. 'fhe Southern United States

were the seat of a well-developed vendetta system of this

character in the ante-bellurn clays, and cases yet occasion

ally crop out to show that the spirit of antique Aryanism
is yet alive in the benighted regions of this country.

As for the tribal cOlubination of the Aryan clans, it is

doubtful if it existed as a permanent group in ancient

Arya; and the confederacy of tribes arose only under the

influence of migration and warfare. It appeared among

the Teutonic people only after they were forced into stro~g

combinations by long conflict with Ronle, It m~y be fnr-
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ther said of the clan-organization that it was vigorously
maintained. N one could leave it without perlnission froIn
the council, and no nevv IneIIIbel" could be achnitted without

a cereluony of initiation. 'The clan-council seeIUS in S0111e

cases, or al110ng certain tribes, to have been lilnited in

nluuber. Evidences exist of an ancient council of five in
Greece, ROIne, and Ireland. This limitation does not ap

pear elsewhere. It should also be said that, in addition to
the agriculturists, the clan contained hereditary artisans.
COInmercial pursuits, however, such as the business of the

grain-dealer, do not seeIU to have been hereditary.

}1~roln what has been said, it vvill appear evident that the

antique clan-organization was one of very great silnplicity.

There was nothing that could be called crilnil1al lavv,

though there were luany rules of business procedure.

'There was no legislator and no executive. Each clan
took on itself the duty of punishing crilne agai.nst itself.
It was not the duty either of chief or council to see that
justice was done between persons. 'rhe council luainly
concerned itself vvith the care of the COInmon property and
with the good of the clan as a vvhole. The chief vvas

personally active only as a war-leader. He had no special

duty or authority in peace. Of courts, laws against crilne,

or officers of justice, we have no indications. The family

was under the autocratic control of the honse-father. Re

venge for ,vrong was the duty of the kindred of the injured

person, who might exact daluages in property or in kind.

Injury from outside the clan it was the duty of every

etnnsman to ayenge.
The Inilitary system was as simple as the civil. The

clan was the basal unit of the army, and luarched to war
under its chosen chief. .A gronp of such clans, under 3.
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tribal chief, formed an army. Every freeman was a sol

dier. The military systelu existed ready formed in the

civil. '-rhis is clearly indicated in the Celtic and the Teu

tonic "varIike organizations; and an interesting evidence

of the existence of a silnilar systenl in Greece is giYen in

the Iliad, in which old Nestor tells Agalnemnon to ITInster

his men by phyla 1 and by lJh/tatra,l so that each clans

man luight support his fellows in the ranks. Of the early
ROlnan systelTI ,ve are in ignorance.

Yet another survival of the ancient clan-systeln may be

spoken of here, - that of the co-operative guild, or trade,

which existed in Greece and Rome, in old Ireland, and

was largely developed in Middle-Age Europe. A similar
system exists in l~ussia to-day, where its developlnent froln

the village comluunity organization is very evident. In
addition to the cOIDrnunistic guilds of workluen in the

cities, many villages are arranged on the principle of

communistic artisanship. We are told that there are Rus

sian villages where only boots are made, others whose in

habitants are all sluiths, and some, indeed, which contain

only communistic beggars.

This review of the system of clanship as a political con

dition may be followed by a consideration of the later

stages of growth in Aryan institutions. The clan-system

in its purity was adapted only to a barbaric stage of so

ciety. :F'urther development could take place only through

the entrance of new elements into the situation. It may

be said here, however, that in Attic Greece a vigorous

republic was established, that differed in organization from

the ancient tribal systern in only one essential particular, 
that of the replacement of falnily by territorial relations;

1 Sub-divisions of the tribe.

12
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and that the great republic of the United States is but an
expansion of this idea. Comluunism has died out, the
council is composed of elected representatives instead of
the whole body of freemen, and men are grouped in terri
torial divisions instead of kindred groups; but with these
exceptions the political system of the United States con
stitutes a direct developnlent of the method of organiza
tion of our remotely prehistoric ancestors.

The clan-elenlent "vhich gave rise to the historic devel
opment of Aryan institutions was that of chieftainship.
It was an element of individualism placed side by side with

that of COlTIlTIUnisill. It was an inevitable outcome of the

situation, and one destined, with the aid of warlike aggres

sion, to carry the Aryans far forward on the road of

progress. 'fo its evolution our attention must now be

turned. In process of time the idea of kinship became
more and more of a fiction in the Aryan clan. The family
had its dependents, and in the warlike period its slaves
and freedmen. The clan in like manner had its depend

ents, who after three generations of service acquired a

hereditary right in the soil. The increase of this alien

element exerted a very important influence upon the his

tory of Greece and ROlue, as we shall see further 011. It

will suffice here to say that the wealth and superior posi

tion of the chief enabled hhn to surround hilnself with a

larger body of dependents than was possible to ordinary

freemen. His estate was apparently an independent house

hold, organi.zed on the old patriarchal system, with its own

lands, its own cattle, and its own group of slaves and

laborers. It was a house con1111unity on a large scale.

This st~~e of affairs, if not originated, was certainly en
hanced by war.
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N or was it alone the hereditary and the elected chiefs
who acquired this special importance. Anyone with war

like reputation enough to attract followers could gather

around him a body of retainers, lllainly composed of war

like youths who were ripe for battle. And there .was no
hindrance whatever to such a person separating from the

village and starting an independent establishlnent. Over

su?h retainers the chief acquired an authority like that of
the house-father over the falnUy. He was their absolute

lord, to the power of life and death. 'l'hey could leave

his service if they wished, but were the subjects of his will
while they relTIained. The tie of connection was a tie of

honor, and its strength may be seen in the ardent devotion
of the Teutonic and Celtic clanslnen to the cause of their
chief.

'rhe incessant wars that prevailed during the period of
migration added greatly to the power and influence of the

chiefs. To those with hereditary title to their chieftain

ship were added those elected for their valor, and perhaps

those who gained influence through their wealth and per

sonal powers of attraction. Through the above-named

influences the comlTIunity gradually became divided into

the three classes of nobles, freelTIen, and slaves. Not

that the nobles had any political authority over the free
men, or could set aside the voice of the assembly; their

dignity was solely personal. Yet war and conquest had

their inevitable effect in adding to the inequality in wealth

and power. The chief naturally seized the lion's share of

the spoil, and used it to increase the 111unber of his fol

lowers. And subject-villages became subordinate to hhn

personally rather than to the clan. Over these he gained
som e degree of political authority and rights of taxation.
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Step by step the ancient systelTI became subverted, and

a new systeln of individual authority established, as war

gave the warrior precedence over the citizen. Indications

of this growth of aristocracy can be seen in every branch

of the Aryan race, from the Rajput nobility of India, to

the chiefs of Greece, ROIne, and GerlTIany, and the 80

called kings of Ireland.

Maine says of the Irish chiefs that though they forlned
to some extent a class apart, they stood hl closer relatton

to the septs they presided over than to one another.

1"he1'e is SOUle reason to believe that the tribal chief had

gained a portion of the authority of the Druids, and acted

as priest and judge as well as war-chief. The popular

assembly, so powerful in Greece and ROIne, had lost all

judicial authority o'ver the Irish Celts. Property was

rapidly losing its cOIDlnunistic character. 'The chief

clahned ovvnership of large individual tracts, as well as

certain rights in the cOIDlnunallands; villagers claimed to

own the COlnlTIUnal lots they had long cultivated; and a

systenl of petty usurpation had set in, apparent to a

greater or less degree in all Aryan regions, that threat

ened in tilne to cOlnpletely overturn the old systeln of

land-holding. To it, aided greatly by war and the seizure

of large conquered estates, vve owe the establishment of

feudalism, - the natural outcome of Aryan communislu

and chieftainship.

The political development of Greece and ROine is of

interest in this connection, as indicating one of the two

naturallnethods of unfoldment of the Aryan systeln. It

is the developn1ent due to the influences of city life as

contrasted with that arising froIn the agricultural condi

tion. Its purest display is that seen in Attica. Here vve
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have to do with a sea-going commercial people, industrial

in habit, except to the extent that necessity drove theln to

war. Into the active city that naturally arose under these
conditions, aliens crowded froln all sides. Yet· the early

form of government was strictly an organization of gentes,

or clans, the old Aryan personal systen1 which had held

its own in the formation of the civ~e governlnent. To the
new conditions it quickly proved inadequate. The great

influx of strangers, ITlembers of no gens, and jealously

excluded from gentile privileges, in tilne brought the gov
ernlnent into the hands of a few ancient families, who

conducted it on the old clan-system, except to the extent
that the chiefs of the gentes acquired political authority
and replaced the ancient delTIocratic by an autocratic rule.

"fhe gro"vth of chieftainship can be clearly seen in the
story of the Iliad, it being highly probable that the

" kings" of old Greece had but the standing of tribal

chiefs, with an authority augn1ented by the warlike sub

jection of neighboring clans and the adherence of alien

dependents, 1vhile the voice of the assembly had become

a mere agreement in the proposals of the chief.

Undoubtedly there was a strong pressure fr01TI the alien

population of the city of Athens to gain a share of politi

cal rights, and as strong a detennination of the gentes
to hold the reins of power. It became more and more

evident, as the difficulty grew more urgent, that sqme

reform must be adopted, and several measures were pro

posed by influential chiefs or lawgivers. The first of this

is a traditional one, ascribed to Theseus. He sought to
consolidate the tribes into a nation, with one instead of

many councils. lIe also attempted to divide 'the people
into the three classes of nobles, husbandmen, and artisans.
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This legendary division was found in existence jn Attica
in the seventh century B. c. But the gentile system of
organization was in full vogue at that period. At a later
date we find the people gradually overthrowing the usurped
authority of their chiefs. r-The bCLsileus, or king, lost his

weak priestly authority, and was thenceforth called archon,
or civil ruler. Later again this hereditary life-office was
made elective, and limited to ten years. :Finally it was
made annual, and divided among nine archons. Thus the
partly overthrown authority of the popular assembly was
gradually resumed, and the will of the people became the

law in Attica.
The second definite effort at political reforlll was that

of Solon, who divided the people into classes on the basis
of property. This, however, did not do away with the

division into gentes. The assembly under his laws
gained increased, or at least better defined, rights, and
became an elective, a legislative, and to some extent a
governing body. But the bottom of the difficulty was not
touched by these refornls, a.nd could not be while the gen
tile families held all power. The final reform was that
Illade by Cleisthenes (509 B. c.). He divided the people

on a strictly territorial basis, without regard to their ties
of kindred. Abolishing the four ancient Ionic tribes, he

formed ten new tribes, which included all the freemen of
Attica. The territory was divided into a hundred demes
or townships, care being taken that the demes of each
tribe should not be adjacent. It was a distinct effort
thoroughly to break up the old clan-systelD. Each citizen
was required to register and to enroll his property in his
own delue, without regard to his ties of kindred. Each
c1elne had rights of self-government in local Inattel's, whi1e
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controlled in national matters by the decision of the State
governlUel1t. Under this institution arose the primal re

public, the measure and model of all subsequent republi

can governluents. ,!"his reform was undoubtedly made in

response to the demand and sustained by the power of the

alien people of Attica, who nlust now have been suffi

ciently nUlnerOLlS to defy the gentes.

It is of interest to find that the governlnent of Rome,

without any knowledge of what was taking place in Ath

ens, passed through essentially shnilar steps of develop
lllent. In fact, the formation of territorial government in
I{ome is claimed to have preceded its establishment in

Athens. It was a natural and inevitable line of civic
growth. 'rhe same difficulty arose in ROine as in Athens.
'rhe inflow of aliens brought a strong pressure to bear on
the system of gentes. The aliens delnanded a share in

the government, "vhich was resisted by the clansmen.

'The earliest effort at reforlll is traditionally ascribed to

N Ulna, who is said to have classified the people according

to their trades and professions 0 'rhis failed to produce

any definite effect, and the ROlnans were still divided into

the patricians, the old gentile clans, with full control of

government; their clients, or dependents; and the plebs,

or COlnmons, the ne~v class of aliens, without a voice in

political concerns.
To overconle the discord that arose from this state of

affairs Servius Tullius (576-533 B.C.) instituted a reform
closely similar to that of Cleisthenes. He divided the
territory of ROlne into townships or parishes, and the peo

ple into territorial tribes, which crossed the lines of the

gentes. Each citizen had to enroll himself and his prop
erty in the city ward or the external township in which he
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resided. This monarch is also credited with the establish
ment of a new popuiar assembly, which abrogated that of
the gentes, and admitted each freeman to a voice in the
governInent. Unfortunately, in addition to this wise ar
rangement he made a second division on a property basis,
- establishing five classes according to the alnount of their
respective property. This mischief-making schelne separ
ated the people at once into an aristocracy and a common
alty on the line of wealth, and gave the impulse to a struggle
that continued for centuries. In Rome, as in Greece, we
find the people gradually rising in power, and the govern
ment becoming a more and more declared deIllocracy,

though the struggle was here a very bitter and protracted
one. It was final,Iy brought to an end by the inordinate
growth of the army and of the power of its leaders, by
whom a vigorous despotism was established.

In Greece, however, the power of the people grew rap
idly, all aristocratic authority quickly disappeared, and a
disposition manifested itself to cOlnbine the several Ininor
states into a confederacy, with a general democratic gov
ernment. rrhe -antique Aryan systeln was here expanding,

under the strict influence of natural law, into an ancient
counterpart of the modern United States. Unfortunately
for the liberties of mankind, it was overthrown by the

sword of Rome ere it had grown into self-sustaining
strength. During these lnany changes the ancient gentes
continued to exist as separate religious organizations; but
their antique political and communal constitution utterly
vanished.

In the political cleveloplnent of the Teutonic tribes widely
different conditions appeared. Their industries continued
agricultural, and their unfoldlnent was more strictly in the
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line of the village system. 'Territorial government re
luained subordinate to personal government. 'The power
fJll invasions by which the elupire of l~onle was overthrown,
and new states founded on its ruins, naturally gave im

mense power to the chiefs, which was increased by the
incessant wars that succeeded and continued for centuries.
'The original independent establishulellt of the chief ex
panded into the feudal manor, and the chief into the feudal
lord. His power was absolute. 'The house-father was re
produced in the lord of the luanor. Below him were the
descending grades of wife and children, dependents and
slaves, as in the Aryan faluily. Around him were his re
tainers, bound by ties of mutual honor and subject to his
will. His relation to them was that of military superior
and of chosen companion in arms. As for the constitution
of the feudal state, with its successive ranks, each lower
one being held as Inilitary subordinate to the higher, but

each, frolu the lowest noble to the king, being free from
any obligations beyond that of military duty, and being
absolute lord of his own territorial establishment and his
retainers, we have in it a direct expansion of the original
Aryan systeIn, with marvellously little change in principle.
The Aryan village and tribe, with the chieftain and his
dependents and retainers, and his rights of suzerainty over
conquered villages, formed the direct though simplified
prototype of the feudal state, with its more complex system
of obligations and ",'"id.er extension of authority.

In considering the development of the Aryan village
system into the modern European state we find an inter
esting illustration of the persistent force of archaic ideas.
Ancient Arya, as we have seen, contained, side by side, a
double system of governluent. 'The village was essentially
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a democracy. But beside, and perhaps to so'me extent
over it, was the patriarchal establishment of the chief. In
the development of the feudal state both these conditions
persisted, and the subsequent national history of Europe
has been mainly a struggle between thenl for precedence.
'l:'he patriarchal establishment of the chief, being the
shnpler and more centralized, and being one to which war
added strength, rose first to power, and in some states de
veloped into a degree of absolutism, though its lack of
control of the religious establishment prevented it from
becoming c0111pletely autocratic. 1-3ut the democratic idea,
though slo,ver in its development, never died out, nor did

the subjection of the people ever extend beyond their

oodies to their mi!lds and souls. The eventual supremacy
of democracy was inevitable. In every era of peace it

gained vigor, and to the extent that peace became the pre
vailing rule its demands grew more energetic and its victo
ries more decided. At present it has risen into complete
ascendency in America, while in Europe absolutism is
shrinking before its force, and lTIUst inevitably everywhere
give way to the "government of the people by the

people."
, With a rapid review of the political developlnent of hu

man civilization, this chapter may close. As we have
seen, in two regions of the world patriarchism gained
absolute supremacy, democracy failed to develop, and
three states were formed on this simple system of paternal
and spiritual absolutism, - Egypt, Babylonia, and China.
One only of these has persisted unto to-day, - that of

China; and in it not a yestige qf a democratic ide.a has
ever made its appearance. In America the growth of
democratic institutions made greater progress, though in
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the two civilizations that arose, the spiritual authority

of the emperor enabled hhu to completely overthrow theln

in the one case, and seriously threaten them in the other.

In ancient Arya the political development of barbarism
went farther. Deluocracy gained a marked development

both in political and spiritual affairs; the growth of a

priestly autocracy was checked by the system of individual

worship; and the patriarchal authority of the chief lost
much of its force. The principle of election grew upon

that of heredity. In the developluent of every Aryan
civilization differing conditions operated, though it is re

markable what persistency the ancient ideas everywhere
displayed. It is not necessary here to review all the
Aryan states separately. In only two of them the ancient
Aryan ideas developed with little external interference.
One of these we have already considered, - that of Greece,

in which the development proceeded under civic and com

mercial influences. The other is that of England, in which

the Teutonic agricultural influences mainly prevailed.

Of all the European States, that of Saxon England was
least disturbed in its development by external forces. rrhe

Norman invasion for a time gave supremacy to patriarch
ism; but this gradnally yielded again to the steady persis
tence of the delnocratic idea. The Aryan popular assembly
held its own as the English parliament, and has, step by
step, taken control of the government, until, finally, it has

left to kingcraft only its name and its palace. Fortunately

for European liberty, the priestly establishment which

eventually arose relnained definitely separate froln that of
the kings, and usually hostile to it. The bodies of Euro

peans have been ruled by the Throne, but never their souls.

Thus it was impossible that they could be reduced to the
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slavery of the Orienta~ system. /" Every effort of the kings
to.. seize spiritual authority has failed, the spirit of deilloc
racy has steadily grown, and the proluise is that ere luany
centuries not a trace of absolutism will be left on European

soil.
Aryan political evolution has everywhere followed the

same general direction; but its rapidity has been greatly
affected by the conditions of society. Under the civic
institutions of -Greece and Rome, democracy, territorial
division of the people, and private ownership of land

early appeared; while with the agricultural but warlike

".feutons and Celts progress in this direction has been

much slower; and among the agricultural, but peaceful

and sluggish, Hindus and Slavs, the ancient conditions

still in great part prevail. Yet in every case the general

course of evolution has been the saIne, and but one final

outcome can be expected to appear, - that of cOluplete

democracy. In the patriarchal empires of Asia, on the
contrary, political evolution followed an exactly oppo..
site course, and long ago reached its inevitable ultimate

in complete absolutislu. Political progress in these em
pires has long since ceased, and can only be- resuJned

under the influence of Aryan ideas and a reversal of the

governmental principle which has so long held suprelne
control.



VIII.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE.

LANGUAGE formed the clew through whose aid

modern research traversed the Aryan labyrinth,
that mysterious time-veiled region in which so many won
ders lay concealed. It cannot, indeed, be doubted that
even without the aid of language this hidden problem of
the past would have been in part solved. We have already
shown that the Aryans have much in COllllllon besides their
speech. rrheir industrial relations, their political systems,

their religious organization, their lllythologies, their family
conditions, form so many separate guides leading to the

discovery of that remarkable ancient community. Nor is

this alL As we shall show farther on, the lTIoq.ern Aryans

have still other links of affinity, less direct, it is true, than
those so far traced, yet adding to the strength of the de

monstration, and enabling us still better to con1prehend the
conditions of that ancient and re-discovered cOlllmunity.

Yet, with all this, the fact relnains that language offered
the simplest and safest path into the hidden region, and
that by comparison of words we have found out much con
cerning the modes of life in olel Arya that otherwise must

have relnained forever unknown. This being the case, it
becolnes a part of our task to consider the character of

the method of speech which has proved of such reInark
able utility in the recovery of a valuable chapter of ancient
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history. It is known to differ in important particulars
from all other types of human language, not so much in
its words, - for there many accidental coincidences with
other languages exist, - but in its structure, in that basic
organism of thought which is clothed upon with speech as

with a garment. Yet in order properly to understand these
structural characteristics, it will be necessary briefly to re
view the several types of speech in use by the higher ranks
of lllankind. A comparison of these types will reveal, as

all philologists admit, that the Aryan is the most highly
developed method of speech, and the most flexible and
capable of all the instruments of thought yet devised by

mankind. In this respect, as in all the others noted, the
.r\ryan in its oliginal organization was superior to the other

human races.

The types of speech in use by the barbarian and civil
ized peoples and nations are divided by philologists into
four general classes, - the Isolating, the Agglutinative, the
Incorporating, and the Inflectional; the last being sepa
rated into two sub-classes, the Semitic and the Aryan,
which properly should be considered as distinct classes. Of

these lnethods the isolating is usually viewed as the least

progressed beyond what must have been the original mode
of speech. It is the one in use by the most persistent of
human civilizations, - the Chinese. In the language of
China we seem to hear the voice of archaic man still speak
ing to us down the long vista of time. It is priInitive, as
everything in China is prhnitive. Yet through the aid of
a series of expedients it has been adapted to the needs of
a people of active literary tendencies.

Philologists are generally satisfied that man first spoke
in monosyllables, each of which conveyed some generalized
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information. The sentence had not yet been devised, nor

even the phrase; and language consisted of isolated excla

mations, or root-words, each of which told its own story,

while no endeavor was made to analyze the information

conveyed into its cOlnponent elements.

Yet this idea directly affiliates the language of primi

tive man with that of the lower animals. For the 10vver

animals possess a language of root-sounds, each of which
yields a vague and generalized inforlnation, or is indicative

of some elnotion. Ordinarily this language consists of very

few sounds, though in certain cases it is more extended,
and is ca,pable of conveying SOlne diversity of information.
rrhis is particularly the case with some of the birds. And

it is usually a language of vowels, though an approach to
consonantal sounds is freqnently manifested.

Early man, according to the conclusions of philological
science, possessed a language of the kind here described,

consisting of a few calls and cries, each conveying some

general inforination or indicating SOine emotion. As man's

needs increased, the number of these vocal utterances in

creased correspondingly, with a growing variety of conso
nantal sounds. In tiIue, it is probable that a considerable
vocabulary thus came into existence, though language still
continued but little developed beyond the root-stage of

speech.
No human tribe is now in this archaic stage of language;

even the lowest savages have progress'ed beyond it. Yet

that it once everywhere existed, is believed to be fully

proved by the analysis of existing languages, in each of
which a vocabulary of roots eluerges as the fOluldation

of all subsequent development. And that this method of
speech continued until a somewhat late period in hUluall
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history seems indicated by one significant fact; this is,

that the two lnost ancient of civilizations - the Chinese and
the }1~gyptian - still possess languages which are but a

step be~yond the root-stage. rrhe indications are that these
peoples rapidly developed from barbarisITI into civilization

at an era when human speech was yet mainly in its archaic

st~~ge, and :vere forced at once to adapt this imperfect
instrulnent to the demands of civilized life, without being
able to wait for its natural evolution.

l"'he language of China is strictly lllonosyll~bic, and its

words have the generalized force of roots. Yet these vague

words have been adapted to the expression of definite

ideas in a very interesting lTIanner, which we may briefly

consider. '1"he natural developlnent of language consists

in expedients for the liInitation of the Ineaning of words,

vague conceptions being succeeded by precise and localized
ones. This is ordinarily accomplished by the formation of
cOlnpound words, in which each element linlits the mean
ing of the others. Such an expedient has been adop~ed

in every language except the Chinese and its related dia
lects. Why it was not adopted by theITI, is an interesting
question, of which a possible solution may be offered.

The study of Chinese indicates that its original vocabu
lary was a very liluited one. The language SeeITIS to pos

sess but about five hundred original words. But each of
these has several distinct meanings. The ancestors of the
Chinese people would appear to have made each of their
root-words perfOrlTI a wide range of duties, instead of de

vising new words for new thoughts. To advance beyond
this primitive stage either an extension of the vocabulary

or SOlne less siInple expedient was necessary. The Chinese

adopted a peculiar method for this purpose, the character
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of which can be best shown by an illustration. We Inay
instance the word tao, which has the severallneanings, "to
reach," "to cover," "to ravish," "to lead," "banner,"
"corn," "way," etc. rrhese are modernized Ineanings.
Originally the significance of words ,vas lnuch Inore vague.
At present, however, the word tao, if used alone, has the
meanings above given; and SOlne method is requisite to
show what particular one of them is intended. The diffi
cu1ty thence arising is partly OyerCOlne by the device of
tones, of which eight are occasionally, and four are com
monly used. rrhe tone in which a word is spoken
whether the rising, the falling, the even, or some other
inflection - indicates its particular meaning; and in this
way the five hundred original words are increased to over
fifteen hundred.

A more iInportant device is that of combination. Two
words having SOlne similarity or analogy in one of their

meanings are joined, and a special meaning is thus indi
cated. rrhus the word tao, above given, has "way" for
one of its meanings. Lu, out of its eight or ten mean~ngs,

has also one signifying "way" or "path;" therefore
tao-ht means ",vay" or "road" only. So ting, having
" to hear" for one of its several meanings, is confined to
this meaning by the addition of keen, "to see" or " per
ceive." General Ineanings are also gained by the same
method. Thusfu," father," combined with1nn," mother,"
yields .fu-mu, "parents." Kldng," light," with sung,
'~heavy," yields khing-sung, "weight." Gender and
SOlne other grammatical expedients may be indicated by

the saIne. device.
By a consideration of the above facts we can understand

why grammatical inflection was never adopted in the
12
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Chinese. Inflection has its origin in word-colnpounding.

But the fathers of the Chinese people seem to have ex

hausted the po\-vers of worn-compounding as a method of

increasing their vocabulary. Instead of coining new words

to express new things, they seem to have spread their old
words over new things, and then liInited their lneaning by

cOlupounding. This gave rise to two important results.

It was necessary to retain the integrity of form and lllean
ing of the old monosyllahles, since each of them fOflued a

definite part of so many compound words; and it became

impossible to express all the intricacy of grammatical rela
tions by worcl-colupounding, since this would have led to

inextricable confusion. In consequence, the expedient of

the syntactical arrangement of words to express gralll

luatical variations was adopted, and the peculiar Chinese

method of speech came into existence.

A Chinese word standing alone has no gramluatical
limitation. It may be noun, verb, adjective, or adverb at
pleasure. Its sense is as indefinite as that of the English
word" love," which luay be used at ,vill as verb, noun, or

adjective. This generalism of sense, found in some Eng
lish words, is COllllllon in Chinese words. The special

meaning vihich each word is intended to convey depends

upon its position in the sentence. Every change in its

relation to the other words of the sentence gives it a new
sense or grammatical meaning. Chinese gramn1ar, there

fore, is all syntax. There is no rhetorical freedom in the

arrangement of ,vords into sentences. 'They must be

placed according to nxed rules, since any variation in their
position gives a new TI1eaning to the sentence. .And not

only the parts of speech, but the number, gender, and case

of noans, and the lllood and tense of verbs., are indicated
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by the position of the words in the sentence, aided by the
use of certain rules of cOInposition and of some defining
particles.

The Chinese expedient has been adopted by no other
family of language, though the Egyptian vocabulary is
ahnost as monosyllabic and prhnitive in character. Every
where else the voc~bulary seen1S to have been extended by

coinage of new words, and the principle of word-com
pounding applied to other uses. 'The lnost archaic form
of the other types of language is that known as the Incor
porating, or Polysynthetic, in use by the American tribes
and the Basques of Spain. 'This is a highly prhnitive

method, and was probably at one time widely spread over

J1=urope and Northern Africa, until replaced by more de

veloped Inethods of speech.

In the typical incorporating method t~ere are no words,
there are sentences only. 'The verb swallows up both

subject and object, with all their lTIodifications. A Basque

speaker cannot say" I give." He must say" I give it,"
in the one word. 'There is a poverty of the imagination
indicated. .A.. hint never suffices; no lacunre are left for

the mind of the listener to fill up. 'Vhere we say " John
killed the snake," the Basque mnst say" John, the snake,
he killed it ;" and all this is welded together into a single

complex word. 'This method is carried to a great extrerne
in some of the Alllerican dialects. The verb absorbs not
only the subject, as in Aryan speech, but all the objects,
direct and indirect, the signs of tinle, place, manner, and

degree, and all the modifying elements of speech, the whole

being massed into a single utterance.

There is little sense of abstract thought in American
speech. Everything must be expressed to its utmost
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details. As an instance we may quote the longest word
in Eliot's Indian Bible: wut-ap-pe-sit-tuk-qus-sun-noo
weht-unlc-qnoh. In English we should express this by
" kneeling down to him." But in its literal meaning we
have, "he came to a state of rest upon the bended knees~

doing reverence unto hhn." Whitney quotes, as a relllark
able instance of extension, the Cherokee word ~vi-ni-ta'w

ti-ge-gi-na-li-ska~v-lung-ta-naw-ne-li-ti-se-sti,'" they will by
that time have nearly finished granting (favors) from a
distance to thee and Iue."

The inordinate length to which words thus tend to

grow is sOlnewhat reduced by an expedient of contrac

tion. In forming the compound word the "\Jvbole of the

particle is not used, but only its significant portion. Thus
the Algonkin word-sentence nadholineen, "bring us the
canoe," is made up of naten, "to bring;" amochol,
" canoe;" i, a euphonic letter; and neen, "to us."

Savage tribes generally display an inability to think
abstractly or to forlu abstract words, their languages iu
this respect agreeing with the Alnerican. A Society
Islander, for instance, can say" dog's tail," ,', sheep's

tail," etc., but he cannot say" tail." He cannot abstract
the idea from its imluediate relations. A Malay has no
separate word for "striking," yet he has no less than
twenty words to express striking with various objects,
as with thin or thick wood, with the palm, the fist, a
club, a sharp edge, etc. This incapacity to express ab
stract relations is strongly indicated in the Alnerican
languages, and indicates that they diverged into their
special type at a very low level of hUIuan speech. The
Cherokee, for instance, can use thirteen different verbs for

various kinds of washing, but he has n~ word for the
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simple idea of washing. He can say kutuwo, "'r wash
myself;" tctkungkala, "I wash my clothes;" takuteja," I

wash dishes;" but is quite unable to say " I wash."
All this indicates a very prilnitive stage of language, in

which every expression had its inl1llediate and local appli

cation, and each utterance told its whole story. There

was no division of thought into separate parts. In the

advance of thought men got from the idea " clog" to that
of "dog's tail," and from that to "dog's tail wags."

They could not think of an action by itself, but could think
of some object in action. No doubt all language pursued
this course of development up to a cel~ain level. Beyond
that point S011le families of speech began a process of
abstraction, gradually dividing thought into its constituent
elements. The American type failed to do so, but con
tinued to add modifying elements to its verbal ideas as
the powers of thought widened, until language became a
series of complex polysyllables. This is the theory ad

vanced by Sayee. All has continued in the original syn

thetic plan. The secondary method of analysis has not
yet acted upon American thought.

Yet it is rather the method of language than of thought
that has remained persistent with the Americans. They
are undoubtedly able to think more analytically than they
speak. The force of their linguistic systelll has held thenl
to a method of speech which their minds have grown be
yond. Every tendency of their language to break up into
its elelllents has been checked by an incorporative com

pounding~ of which traces are yet visible. In t"vo Alller
iean languages, the ~Eskinlo and the Aztec, the lowest

and one of the. highest in civilized development, isolation
of word-elements has taken place. In these languages a
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sentence may consist of several words, instead of being

cOlnpressed into a single word. A process of abstra~tion

exists in the Aztec. Thus the word orne, "two," com

bined with yolli, "heart," yields the abstract verb ome

yolloa, "to doubt." 'Through methods such as this the

powers of the American type have become increased; yet

in character it directly preserves a highly primitive con
dition of human speech.

The third type of language which we need to consider

is that known as the Agglutinative. It is the method used
by the l\fongolian peoples of Europe and Asia, with the
exception of the Chinese and Indo-Chinese, by the Dravid

ians of India, and, in a modified forIn, by the Malayans

of the Pacific islands.
Agglutination means simply word-coInpounding for

grammatical purposes, without inflectional change of form.
In this linguistic luethod, as in the isolating, the sep
arate words retain their forms intact, but many of thelU
have lost their independence of meaning and become
simply modifying particles. To the root-words the others
are added as suffixes, "vith a graInmatical significance.
'The syntax of the Chinese system is here replaced by gram

mar, the principle of "vord-compounding having gained a
new purpose or significance. In some of these languages
each verbal root lnay be' Inade to express an extraor

dinary variety of shades of meaning by the aid of suffixes.

In the Turkish each root yields about fifty derived forIns.

Thus if we take the root sev, which has the general luean

iug of "loving," we luay obtain such compounds as sev

1nek, " to love;" sev-me-rnek, " not to love;" sev-dir-rnek,

I" to cause to love;" sev-in-rnek, " to love Qne's self;" and

so on. By a continued addition of suffixes we arrive at
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such a cumbrous COllJpound as sev-1~sh-dir-U-e-me-mek,

" not to be capable of being made to love one another."
Tenses and moods are indicated in the same manner.

And there is a second, indirect conjugation, based on the

union of the several particles with the auxiliary" to be."

In this manner many minute shades of lneaning can be

expressed. Yet all agglutinative languages are not equally

capable in this respect. Thus the Manchu is nearly as
bare as the Chinese, while the :E'innish and the Dravidian

are exceedingly rich. In these languages there is no in
flectional variation; every word rigidly preserves its
integrity of form. Nor do the particles beconle welded
to the foot, and lose their separate individuality, as in
Aryan speech. Each seems to exist as a distinct integer
in the mind. The only change of form achnissible is a

euphonic one, in which the vo"vels of the suffixes vary to
conforln to those of the root. Thus" to love," is sev-mek)o
" to "vrite," is yaz-mak, - ?nek becolning mak in harmony
with the variation In the root-Y01vel. This change of

vowel is destitute of inflectional significance.

We have yet to deal with the final series of languages,
- those organized on what is known as the inflectional

Inethocl, in "~hich language has attained its highest devel

oplnent uncl is employed by the most advanced of human
races. I-Iere, however, we have two types of language to

consider, - those kno"vn as the Aryan, and the Semitic:
the first, the method elnployed by the Xanthochroic divi
sion of the Caucasians; the second, that in use by the
Arabs and other Semites of southwestern Asia.

It is of interest in this connection to perceive how greatly

the Aryan langna.ges have prevailed over those spoken
by l\lelanochroic man, despite the probahle great excess
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in numbers of the latter. Of distinctive Melanochroic
tongues, the only ones now in existence are the Basque
dialect of Spain, and the languages of the Senlites and
Egyptians, the only l\'1elanochroic peoples who escaped
conquest by and assimilation with the Xanthochroi.

It is assumed by luany philologists, and not denied by
others, that the Aryan and Seluitic types of language are
Inflectional in the same general sense, and that they may
have been derived from one original method of speech,
frolu which they have since developed in unlike directions.
Yet the differences between these two types of speech are
so radical, and the character of their inflectionalism so

essentially different, that it seems far more probable that

they have been separate since their origin, and represent

two totally distinct lines of ,development froln the root
speech of prin1itive man.

The comrnon characteristic of Selnitic and Aryan speech
- is their power of verbal variation. 'There is no tendency

to preserve the integrity of form of their words, as in
other linguistic types. The root readily varies; and this
variation is not euphonic, but indicates a change of mean
ing. SiInilar variations take place in the suffixes, particu
larly in Aryan speech; and the word-colnpound is welded
into a single persistent word, whose elements cease to
remain distinct in thought. But aside froln this common
principle of inflection" the Semitic and Aryan languages
differ widely in character, and display no other signs of
relationship.

This is what naturally might have been expected if the
Melanochroic and Xanthochroic types of mankind were

the offspring of different original races, and only luingled
after their methods of speech had become well developed..
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The steps of progress of Selnitic speech have not been

traced, and this linguistic method as yet yields little or

no evidence concerning the origin of the IVlelanochroi.
rrhe line of developulent of Aryan speech is 11101'e evident.

In its Inost archaic f01'ln it is but a step re1110ved frol11 the

agglutinative Mongolian type of language, and the latter

could readily be changed into an inflectional type closely
1'ese111bling the Aryan by a single step forward in devel

0pl11ent. This fact is in close accordance with the infer

ence drawn in our first chapter, -that the Xanthochroi are

an outgrovvth fro111 the lVlongolian race. In SOine of the
agglutinative tongues the principle of word-synthesis is
carried to an extrenle only surpaEsed in the AUlerican dia
lects, and cornponnds of ponderous length are produced.
The Inost archaic forl118 of Aryan speech greatly resel11ble
these in the extent to which synthesis is carried, and only
differ in that their root-forIns have becon1e flexible, and

that thus a nevv Inethocl of variation of Ineaning has been

introduced, an.d one which adds the ilnportant principle of
verbal analysis to the original one of synthesis. Thus in

language, as in other particulars, the Xantbochroic Aryans
seeln a direct derivative from the 1\longolian race.

If now we COlne to Seluitic speech, we n1eet with a type

of language \vhich displa.ys no affinity to l\Iongolian or
-,--t\ryan speech, and indicates a distinct origin and line of

c1evelopu1ent. The suffixes and affixes which fo1'111 such

essential elelllents of the ..c\.ryan languages are ahnost un
known to the Se111itic. rrhey are used, indeed, but only

to a slight extent and as a secondary expedient. The
lnethod of word-co111pounc1ing, which is so widely used in

all the languages we have so far considered, is ahnost
absent froln the Seluitic type, which in this respect fails
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to come up to the level even of the Chinese. The fuling

principle in Semitic speech is inflectionalism pure and
simple. It is characterized by an internal or vowel-inflec
tion of the root, which has proved so valuable an expedient

as greatly to reduce the necessity of word-compounding,
and render the use of suffixes and affixes unimportant.
The distinction between Aryan and Selllitic inflection be
comes thus clearly outlined. The former possesses vowel
inflection of the root to a slight degree. Yet this seems
principally of modern origin, while the use of the suffix is

the ruling gramluatical expedient. On the contrary, in

Semitic speech vovvel-inflection rules suprelne, and word

compounding is so little used that it perhaps forlned no

part of the original linguistic idea, but is of later

introduction.
To so great an extent do the vowels of the Selnitic root

change, and so persistent are the consonants, that the lat
ter are considered as the actual root, there being no basic
root-forms with persistent vowel or vowels.. A Semitic
root thus usually consists of three consonants, and changes

its significance with every variation in the vocalization of
these consonants. There is some reason to believe that

originally the roots contained two consonants only; but
at present the three consonants are almost invariably

present.
As an illustration we may offer the frequently quoted

Arabic root q .. t - l, which has the general sense of " kill
ing." rrhe signification of this root is variously limited by

the vowels used. Thus qatala signifies" he kills;" qutUa,
" he was killed;" qutilu, "they were killed;" uqtal, "to

kill;" qaUl, " killing;" iqtal, "to cause kill~ng;" quatl,
" murder;" qitl, " enemy;"" qutl, "lTIurderous ;" and so
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on through nUlnerous other variations. It may readily be
seen how essentially this linguistic method differs froln the

Mongolian and the Aryan, with their intricate use of suf

fixes. In the Semitic not only special modifications of

sense, but the grammatical distinctions of tense, nUlnber,
person, gender, etc., are indicated in the same manner.

'The system is extended to cover ahnost every demand of

language. Each Arabic verb has theoretically fifteen con
jugations, of which ten or twelve, each with its passive

form, are in sOluevvhat COllilnon use. Suffixes, prefixes,
and even infixes are Inoderately elnployed, but Semitic
words never add ending to ending to the fornlation of long
and intricate cOlnpounds, as ill Aryan and Mongolian

speech.
'The Semitic languages, cOlnprising the Hebrew and

Arabic, the ancient Assyrian, Phrenician, etc., are re
markable for their rigidity. For centuries they persist

with scarcely a change. l"'his seems, indeed, a necessary

consequence of their character. 'The root is the most un

changing of verbal forlns, and the root is the visible skel

eton of every Semitic word. I-Iardly a single' compound

Selnitic word exists, while variation of forlu takes place

with exceeding slowness.

The Selnitic type of language thus points to the speech
of prhnitive man as directly as does the Chinese. It is
root-language to a very marked extent, and does not oc
cupy the high position in linguistic developlnent vvhich is

often ascribed to it. Its superiority to the Chinese consists

in the adoption of a superior expedient, -that of root-inflec

tion, 1vhich served all linguistic purposes, and checked fur

ther development by rendering unnecessary the eillployment

of other expedients, as in the relTIaining types of speech.
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It has consequ~ntlyretained its archaic method with rigid

persistency.
The l\Ielanochroic people of Africa possess what is usu

ally considered a distinct type of language, known as the
Halnitic, and spoken by the ancient Egyptians, the Inodern
Copts, and by the Berbers of the Sahara region frOin ~=gypt

to the Atlantic. These languages are related to the Semitic
family. Many of their roots are silnilar to Selnitic roots, and
in gralnmatical strncture there are 1narked traces of SelIlitic
affinity. Yet there are characteristics differing from the

Senlitic. It may be that the two types of speech were de

rived from a single source and have developed son18what

differently. The Egyptian language is 1nonosyllabic, and

its forlns are ahnost as rigid and archaic in structure as

those of the Chinese. l:'his monosyllabilislTI has been

traced by SOlne writers to a Nigritian source. The l11ono
syllabic character pertains to several of the Negro lan
guages; and the fact that their vocabularies differ from
the Egyptian proves nothing, since savage vocabularies

often chal~ge with great rapidity.
This suggestion is in accordance with the idea advanced

in regard to the origin of the Melanochroic race. In fact,
our consideration of the languages of rnankincl leads to

SOlne interesting conclusions. 'rhe two prhnitive races,
the Mongolian and the Negro, probably both used origin
ally a root-lnethod of speech. :Each of them, according to

our view of the case, developed into a very ancient civiliza

tion, - the Chinese and the Egyptian. These civilizations

came into existence ere language had advanced far beyond
its archaic root-condition; and in the adaptation of this

imperfect method of speech to the needs of man in his

earliest ciyilized stage, roots continued the main constit-
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nent of language, and were varionsly dealt with to express
the Inultitude of new ideas that arose. The root-language
from which came that of Egypt may have, in another re
gion, developed the highly effective systeul of root-inflec
tion of Semitic speech. Alike in the Semitic and the
Hamitic linguistic types, ~he use of suffixes and affixes
prevails to a lilnited extent; and in this respect they are

in harmony 1vith the Nigritian languages, - their possible
ancestral stock, - in which the agglutinative principle has
attained some slight developnient. But the separation of
these several types must have taken place at a very relnote
date, while language was yet but little developed beyond
its archaic stage.

In the Mongolian languages root-inflection failed to ap
pear, and the principle of word-COlTIpOunding took its place
as the ordinary expedient. We have traced this line of
developlnent of language through its arrested stage in
Chinese, and its unfoldlnent in American and Mongolian
speech, to its cubnination in Aryan,- a linguistic type which
seems to be in direct continuity ,vith the Mongolian agglu
tinative method. This consideration leads to the saIne
conclusion which we reached in studying the races of man
kind. 'Ve seem to perceive two original races, the Mongo
lian and the Negroid, each with its archaic type of speech,
closely reSelTIbling each other originally, but pursuing differ
ent lines of developlnent, the forlner reaching its final stage
in the speech of Xantho~hroiclnan,- the highest outcoTne of
the Mongolian race; the latter in the speech of the Semites,
- the highest outcolne of the Negroid race. It relnains, in
conclusion of this chapter, to consider the development of

the Aryan type of speech, - the most effective instrlunent
of intellectual expression yet attained by man.
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In the Aryan languages alone has verbal analysis be

come a prominent characteristic. In the Senlitic tongues
there is no analysis, and ahnost no synthesis. rrhe same

may be said of the Chinese and its cognate dialects. In
the other languages of Asia, and those of Europe and Amer

ica, synthesis is a prevailing characteristic, it reaching its

culmination in the interminable American compounds. It
is less declared in the Mongolian tongues, but in none of
thelll does word-analysis appear. This is only found as an
active principle in the Aryali of all the fan1ilies of speech.

In the Aryan languages it has always been a ruling char

acteristic, though it is not strongly declared in the Inost

archaic of these dialects. No tendency to preserve the

integrity of form in words exists, and abrasion has gone

steadily on, reducing the length of verbal elements, and
wearing down or breaking up compound words into mono
syllables, until some Aryan tongues have gained a lnono
syllabilism approaching that of the Chinese. It is this
analytic tendency which has produced and constitutes the
Aryan Inethod of inflection, and in which it is strongly con
trasted with the vowel-inflection of Sel11itic speech.

Fron1 its origin, the Aryan type of speech has manifested

the double power to build up and to break dovvn, and these

powers have been continually in exercise. It is an inter
esting fact, however, that the building-up or word-com

bining tendency long continued the lllore active, and yielded

such highly cOlnplex inflectional languages as the Sanscrit

and the Greek. The variation froln the l\1:ongolian Inethod

was not yet decided, and the synthetic principle continued
in the ascendency. But throughout the succeeding period,

down to the present time, the abrading or analytic tenrlency
has been the lTIOfe active, and languages of very simple
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structure have arisen. This is-most strikingly the case in

:English speech, but it is also strongly declared in the Latin

derivative languages, in lTIodern Persian and Hindu, and to

SOlne extent in modern Greek and Gerlnan. It appears

to have met with Inost resistance in Slavonic speech, in
which the synthetic tendency has vigorously retained its
ascendency.

In all the ancient Aryan tongues the use of word-com
bination for grammatical expression was vitally active.

Highly cOluplex languages arose, which are often spoken

of with an adlniration as if they had attained the perfection
of linguistic structure, and as if modern languages were

barbarous in cOlnparison. And yet they are superior to
agglutinative speech only in the fact that they permit
verbal variation. l'hey are cUlnbersome and unwieldy to
modern tongues, )vhich have become fitted to the use of a

simpler and svvifter speech.

No sooner did the vigor of ",vord-colnbination grow inac

tive, checked probably by the cOlnplexity it had evolved,

than the analytic tendency became proluinent, and began·
to break dovvn the cUlnbrous compound words into their

eleluents: 'rhe pronoun, was separated from the verb.

Particles were torn off and used separately. Auxiliaries

came i~ltO more frequent use. Analysis rose into active
competition with synthesis. Yet this did not proceed

rapidly in the ancient historic period. That was an age of
literary cultivation, in ,vhich language became controlled

by standards of authority, and its variation was greatly

checked. The Inost active analytic change was that dis

played by the Latin, the speech of a highly practical people,

who were more attracted to ease and convenience of utter

ance than to philosophic perfection of grammatical method.
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As the synthetic principle had originated during the
primal period of Aryan barbarism, and reached its highest
development during the ancient era of literary cultivation,
so a second period of barbarisln seemed essential to any
rapid action of the analytic principle. This period came.
The ancient civilizations vanished, and a long-continned era
of luental gloom overspread the Aryan world. Through-,
out this lVliddle-Age period the restraining influence of
literature ceased to act. Nearly all the literary cultivation
that remained was restricted to the classical Latin and
Greek in the West, and Sanscrit i~l the East. Every check
to dialectical change was removed, and language varied

with the utmost activity.

'fhis variation, in Europe, was greatly aided by the for
cible mingling of peoples speaking unlike dialects. In
France, Italy, and Spain the Latin becalue exposed to the '
influence of barbarian invaders accu~tolned to a different
speech. 'rhe complex words, with their intricate signifi
cance, proved, a burden to these new speakers; they
became broken up into their elements. l When, at a later
period, the lninds of men became again cultivated, and
thought regained some of its vanished powers, the analytic
tendency held its own; the old synthetic process had lost
its force. Auxiliaries and words of relation came more and

I Philologists believe that a barbarous Latin, analogous to the jargons
known as Pigeon English and Lingua Franca, became the medium of
communication between the conquerors and their su~jects, the granl
nlatical perfection of the classic Latin disappearing, and being replaced
by a linguistic Jnethod of great Bimplicity. Similar conditions luay have
attended the mingling of dissimilar languages in England, Persia, Hnd
elsewhere; yet such an influence could but have accelerated \V'hat seems
the natural tendency of the Aryan type of language toward analytic
nlethods of speech, since this has shown itse.lf in places and periods in
which no such -specially favoring influence existed.
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more into usee Complex ideas, instead of being condensed

into single words, as of old, were expressed by groups of

words, each of which constituted a separate element of the

idea. A distinct and highly valuable step forward in the

evolution of language had been gained. As in ancient writ

ing the characters at first expressed ideas, then words and

syllables, and finally alphabetic sounds, so thought becanle

divided into its prime elements, and instead of spoken

,Yords expressing complete ideas, as in American speech,

or sectional parts of ideas, as in agglutinative and early in

flectional speech, they became reduced into the cOlnponent
elements of ideas. A sort of chelnical analysis of thought
had taken place. Thought had, if we luay so express it,
been reduced to its alphabetic fornl.

This, the highest, and probably the final, stage in the
evolution of language, has nowhere gained its cOlnplete
developnlent. In SOlne languages, as in the modern Ger

man, -which remained unaffected by transplantation and

mixture with a foreign tongue, the synthetic principle is
still vigorously active. 'fhe analytic has gained its fullest

developlnent in Inoclern English. 'fhis tendency, indeed,

was strongly nJt work upon the Anglo-Saxon long before

its interluixture with foreign elelnents. Of all Aryan
dialects it showed the most active native inclination to

analysis. The reduction of words to lTIonosyllables, the
loss of inflectional expedients, and the use of separate
auxiliaries, pronouns, prepositions, etc., made considera

ble progress in the long dark period before the N orlnan

Conquest. l"'his latter event intensified the change of
method. '1"'he forced luingling of two lllodes of speech,

each already tending to analysis, and each with but little
literary cultivation, could not but have an ilnportant effect.

14
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The synthetic forms rapidly decreased, and there finally

issued a lang~L1age of elementary structure, largely mono
syllabic, almost devoid of inflection, and to S0111e extent

displaying a reversion to the root-stage of hUInan speech.

Such is the English of to-day, - the I?ost complete out
come of linguistic analysis yet reached, the highest stage
attained in the long pathway of verbal evolution. At first

glance it seelns to have moved backward instead of for
ward. It has approached the Chinese in its loss of inflec
tion, its monosyllabilislTI, and its partial replacement of

the gramn1atical by the syntactical arrange111ent of the

sentence. Yet this is no real reversion. Our pride in

the richness of Aryan speech as conlpared ,vith the poverty

and ilnperfection of the .~Chinese is apt to blind us to the
fact that the Chinese systeln has features of decided value.

SiInilar features have been gained by English speech,
while none of the actnal advantages of inflection have been
lost. In the English vve perceive a decided advance
toward that silnplicity of conditions which marks all
highest results. N early every inflectional expedient which
could be spared, or be replaced by an analytic expedient,
has been cast off. The inflection of nouns has almost

vanished. 'That of adjectives has quite disappeared.

Only in the pronouns does iilflection partly hold its own.
The inflectional conjugation of verbs is reduced to a nlere
shadow of its forlner self. The utterly useless gender
distinctions ,vhich, yet enculnber the languages of Con

tinental Europe have absolutely vanished.

N early all these incubi of language have been got rid of

in English, which has moved out of the shadow of the past

more fully than any other living tongue. It has in great

measure discarded "Vrhat was valueless, and kept what was
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valuable in inflectional speech, adopting an analytic expe

dient wherever available, though freely using the principle

of synthetic combination of words ,vhere the latter yielded

any advantage. It stands in the forefront of linguistic

development, possessed of the best of the old and the

new, having certain links of affinity with every cultivated

type of language that exists, rid of all useless and CUln

bersome forms, yet possessed of a flexibility, a mingled

softness and vigor of tone, a richness of vocabulary, and a

power of expressing delicate shades of thought, in which

it is surpassed by none, and equalled by few of existing
languages.

With a brief cOlnparison of the different Aryan lan
guages this chapter lnay close. Of all these the Sanscrit
of the Vedas is regarded as the most pl'imitive forIn, the

one nearest the original Aryan, as the Vedas themselves
are the 1110st ancient record of Aryan thought. It has

preserved many archaic forins which are lost elsewhere,

and without its aid our kno"vledge of the ancient conditions
of Aryan life would be much reduced. Its syntax is com

paratively simple, the dominant ancient method of word
composition taking its place. Its gralnmatical forms are
very full and complete; yet in the modern Hindu dialects
the usual reversal of this condition appears. These dia

lects are marked by an active analytical tendency.
T'he language of the Zend Avesta of the Persians has

strong marks of affinity to the Vedic dialect. In some

respects it is more archaic; yet as a whole it is younger

in form, the Avestas being of more recent production than
the Rig Veda. In modern Persian, however, the analytic

tendency is very strongly declared, -more so, perhaps,

than in any language except the English, which it resembles
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in the simplicity of its grammar. It has even gone so far
as to lose all distinction of gender in the personal pronoun

of the third person. Yet it is said to be a melodious and

forcible language. Its great degree of analytic change is
probably due to the extensive mixture of races that has

taken place on Persian soil.

In regard to the European languages, luany efforts have
been made to class them into sub-groups. rrhus one

author ranks the Greek, another the German, another the

Slavonic, as nearest the Indo-Persian. One brings the

Celtic nearer than the Greek to the Latin, while the more

common opinion makes it wholly independent. Of these

schemes nothing more need be said, since nothing satisfac

tory has yet C0111e of them. The Celtic dialects have

certain peculiarities not shared by other members of the

Aryan family, and are ordinarily looked upon as the illost
aberrant group. The grammar, indeed, displays features
which SeelTI to indicate a non-Aryan influence. r1'he incor
poration of the pronoun between the verb and its prefixes
in II'ish speech has been imputed by Professor llhys to a
Basque influence. SOIne other peculiarities exist which
tend to indicate that the aborigines with whonl the Celts
mingled exel'cised a degree of influence upon their method
of speech.

Of the Teutonic division, the most striking peculiarity is
the possession of the strong, or vowel conjugation, such as

we have, for instance, in the grammatical variations of

form in "sing," "sang," and "sung." In this respect
the rTeutonic makes an approach to the Semitic lnethod

of inflection, though the principle with it is probably of
recent origin. Of the Letto-Slavic group, the Lithuania»

is marked by a highly archaic structure. In SOlne few
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points its grammar is of older type than even the Sanscrit.
The Slavonic dialects are characterized by phonetic and
grammatical complexity and a great power of forming
agglutinative cOlupounds. 'The indication of language is
that the Slavonians have been the least exposed to foreign
influence, and are the nearest to the primitive Aryans and

to their p~obable Mongolian ancestors, of any section of
the race. As an instance, Sayce 1 quotes from the Russian
the two words Bez bogn, "without God." 'These can be
fused into one word, from which, by the aid of suffixes,

we obtain bezbozhnui, "godless;" from this is gained
the noun bezbozhn'ik, "an atheist," then the verb bezboz

hnichut, "to be an atheist;" with.a host of derivatives,
of which may be named bezbozhnichestvo, " the condition
of being an atheist," and bezbozhnichestvovat, "to be in
the condition of being an atheist." Certainly the Russian
has lost none of the ancient richness of the synthetic
lllethod, or descended into what classicists regard as the
base abyss of analytic speech. The ~-'inns, with whom
the Russians are so mingled in blood, could hardly present
an instance of synthesis more cOluplex than the last named.
This is precisely the condition we should expect to find in
the hOlue-staying section of the Aryan race.

It is to the ancient Greek that we must look for the
most logical and attractive unfoldlnent of the inflectional
method. Though eluinently capable of forming cOlnpounds,
it is free from the extravagance displayed by the Sanscrit
in this direction, while its syntax has reached a high level
of development. Finally, in the Latin, as already re
marked, the analytical gralumatical tendency is indicated
in a stronger degree than in any other ancient Aryan

1 Introduction to the Science of L:lnguage, ii. 95.
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tongue. This has been carried forward through the line
of its descendants, the Romance languages of southwestern

Europe, and is particularly displayed, in the French, in
which the spoken has run far beyond the written language

in its tendency to verbal abrasion. As regards gralnmati

cal analysis, however, the English, as already remarked,

has gone farther than any modern language, and is only
less bare of inflectional forn1s than its very remote cousin,
the Chinese. And it may be said, in conclusion, that the
English, while the nlost advanced in development, has
becolne the most widespread of Aryan languages; it is
spoken by large populations in every quarter of the earth;
and if any modern language is to be the basis of the future
speech of mankind, the English SeelTIS the most probable,
both fronl its character and its extension, to attain that

high honor.



IX.

THE AGE OF PHILOSOPHY.

T HE assertion that the Aryans are intellectnally su

perior to the other races of mankind may be held

as not proved by what we have yet related concern

\Pg them. In the growth of the priInitive conditions of
religion, statecraft, industry, language, etc., there was no
individual action. These were all results of involuntary
evolution, not of purposive activity of the intellect. The

delnocratic character of the Aryan political system, for in
stance, naturally arose from a primitive stage very closely

resembling that attained by the American Indians. The

subsequent spirit of liberty of the Aryans seelns largely

due to the fact that there had also developed among them
a democratic or individual religious system, and that, in
consequence, there existed no strongly organized and influ
ential priesthood, as elsewhere, to hold their souls in cap
tivity. rrheir village COluluunity systenl was a natural

result of the fact that they became agricultural ere any
progress in political organization had been made. The

same result arose from the saIne conditions in America.

In the prhuitive agricultural civilizations of Egypt and

China, on the contrary, the political organization prob
ably preceded the development of agriculture, and patri
archism became established. The same thought applies to

the Aryan language. Its superiority may be due to the
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fact that out of the several possible methods of speech
evolution the Aryans chanced to adopt the one lllOst capa

ble of high development, and which has, in consequence,

continued to unfold its capabilities while the other types

have long since reached a stage of rigid specialization.

And yet all this Inust be more than the effect of mere

chance. It would be very surprising if a single race should

have blundered into the best methods of human develop
Inent in all directions. 'Though in regard to the matters

so far considered there is no probability that individuals

exercised any hnportant voluntary control over the devel

opment of institutions, yet the collective intellect of th~

Aryans could not have been without its directive force.

It undoubtedly served as a rudder to guide the onward

progress of the race and prevent this froln becoming the

mere blind drift of chance. This lunch we clearly perceive,
- that the Aryans no,vhere entered into a rigidly special
ized state. In all the unfoldlnent of their institutions they
pursued that mid line of progress which alone perlnits
continued development. If we COlnpare the only 'one of
the non-Aryan civilizations that has survived to our time,

the Chinese, with those of Aryan origin., this fact will be

come evident. In all respects, in langnage, politics, relig

ion, etc., the Chinese early attained a condition of strict
specialization, and their progress came to an end. For
several thousand years they have relnained stagnant, ex
cept in the single direction of industrial developlnent, in
which SOlne slow progress has been made. But in all these

respects the Aryans have continued unspeci~lized,and their
development has been steadily progressive. This progress

yet actively continues; while there is no hope for China,

except in a cOlnplete disruption of its antique system and
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a deep infusion of Aryan ideas into the Chinese intellect.

This general Aryan superiority is indicative of a highly
active and capable intellect, eveu though no one mind ex

ercised a controlling influence. l'he general mentality of

the race, the gross sum of Aryan thought and judgment,
must have guided the course of Aryan evolution and kept

our forefathers from those side-pits of stagnation into

which all their competitors fell. During its primitive era

the Aryan race moved steadily forward unto a well-devised

system of organization which fornled the basis of the great

development of luodern tinles.
It is our purpose now, however, to consider the unfold

ment of the intellect at a higher stage, - that ill 'which indi
viduality came strongly into play, single men eluerged froIn

the mass of men, and great minds brought their strength to
bear upon the movement of human events. It is here Ithat

the superiority of th3 Aryan intellect makes itself first

specially apparent. 'rhe mentality of the race developed

with remarkable rapidity, and yielded a series of lofty con

ceptions far beyond the products of any other race of nlan

kind. A brief comparison of the attainluents of the ancient

Aryan intellect with the mental work of contemporary na

tions cannot fail to show this clearly. 'Ve shall here
concern ourselves with the philosophical productions of
the race, before considering their more general literary
labors.

As already said, the hUluan intellect is prinlarily made

up of two great divisions, the reason and the imagination,
which underlie its more special characteristics. 'Reason is

based on the practical, imagination on the emotional, side

of thought. These are the conditions which we find in a

specially developed state in the two most distinguishable
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primary races of man, the Mongolian and the Negro. The
Mongolian is practical man, the Negro emotional man. In
each of these two races the quality named is present in a
marked degree, while the other quality has attained only
a minor development. The same rule applies to the two
race-divisions of the Caucasians, considered as derivatives

respectively of the two original races. l'he pure Xantho

cbroi strongly display the J.\tlongolian practicality; the pure
lVlelanochroi the Negro enlotional excitability. Yet the
one has unfolded into reason, the other into imagination.
But for the complete development of these high faculties

a mingling of the two sub-races seemed requisite. The

practical mental turn of the Xanthochroi needed to be

roused and invigorated by an infusion of the excitable

fancy of the South; the fanciful lnentality of the Melano

chroi to be subdued and sobered by an infusion of the

practical judgment of the North. As a result arose the
mingled reason and imagination of the Aryan intellect,

each controlling, yet each invigorating the other, until
through their union Inentality has reached the acme of its

powe~s, and human thought has made the whole universe
. its field of activity.

Of the non-Aryan civilizations which have attempted to

enter the field of philosophy, three only need be named,

the Chinese, the Egyptian, and the Babylonian. As for the
American civilizations, they were when destroyed still in

the stage of mythology. Everywhere, indeed, mythology
appears as the result of the earliest effort of the human

mind to explain the mysteries of the universe. The forces
and forms of Nature are looked upon as supernatural be

ings, with personal histories and rnan-like consciousness

and thought. This is but little displayed by the practical
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Chinese, who had not imagination enough to devise a

mythology. 'Ve find it much more strongly manifested by

the Egyptians, ,vho bad much of the fervor of the Melano
chroic fancy.

It was with the detached and often discordant mytholo
gic figments, produced through a long era of god-making,
that philosophy first concerned itself. When men had

passed through the ancient era of blind worship of the
elements, and begun to think about the theory of the

universe which had grovvn up involuntarily during the long
preceding centuries, they were not slow to perceive its in

congruity. Everywhere gods crowded upon god~. Their
duties and attributes clashed and mingled. Their names
flowed together. 'Their histories overlapped each other.
All was utter confusion and discord of ideas. It was very

apparent that there must be. error sOluewhere. Heaven
and earth could not be governed in this chaotic fashion.

Some order must exist beneath this interluinable show of

disorder.
It is not difficult to understand how this confused intri

cacy had arisen. 'There is reason to believe that in ancient

Arya, thoilgh many gods were recognized, each worshipper
addressed himself to but one deity at a time, wholn he
looked upun as supreme, and WhOlll he invested with all
the deific attributes. This system, named "henotheism"
by Max Muller, is the one we find in the hymns of the
Rig Veda. In succession the different gods of the Aryan

pantheon are suprelue deities to these antique singers.1

1 "It would be easy to find, in the numerous hymns of the Vedas.
passages in ,vhich almost every single god is represented as suprenle and
absolute. Agni is called' Ruler of the Universe.' Indra is celebrated
as the strongest god. It is said of Soma that' he conquers everyone.' "
-- Max Muller.
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Men's minds seemed not ,sufficiently expanded actually to

grasp the thought of more than one god at a time, though

they acknowledged the existence of many. l'his ascription
of the various duties, powers, and attributes of the deity to

so many different beings, necessarily produced considerable

confusion, which increased with the growth of mythologic
fancies. It grew with particular rapidity in Greece, since
the actively cOlnluercial Hellenes inlported new gods froin
Phrenicia, Assyria, and Egypt, and mingled them with the
tenants of the- ancient Aryan pantheon, until the confusion
of ideas became sOluewhat ludicrous.

It is interesting to find that in the earliest efforts of men

to obtain a philosophical idea of the universe the thinkers

were still ardent believers in Inythology, and their efforts

were lin1ited to an attelnpt to divide the duties of celestial

government among the several deities, and introduce order
into the deific court. 'rhis stage of thought we find vaguely

indicated in J1:gypt and Babylonia, and 1110re definitely in
Greece; but it yielded no inlportant results in any of these
regions. 'fhe disorder was too great, and the mingling of

the deific stories too intricate, to adlnit of any success in

their rearrangement. In J1:gypt and Greece, indeed, thought

soon passed beyond this stage; the gods were left to the

unquestioning ""vorship of the people, and thinkers began
to devise systelns of philosophy outside the lines of the old

mythology. rrhe SalTIe was th.e case in India; but nothing

that can be called a philosophy of the universe arose alnong

the Selnites. Certain highly fanciful cosillological ideas

were devised; but the religions systenl remained largely in

the henotheistic stage. Of the superior gods of the old

mythology, each Semitic nation selected one as its supreme

deity, or perhaps raised to this honor its own divine ancestor
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aft3r his ancestral significance had become greatly dimmed.
rrhese supreme deities became each the Lord, the King, the

Ruler. rrhe cloak of myth fell froIn their mighty limbs,

and left them standing in severe and unapproachable

majesty, - the sublime rulers of the universe, for whonl it

would have been sacrilege to invent a history, and to wholn
there was left nothing of human frailty, and little of human

sympathy. Such was the course of Semitic thought. It

devised no philosophy, yet it evolved, as its loftiest pro

duct, a strict monotheism, - a conception of the deity that
grew the more subliIne as it divested itself of imaginative

details.

In two branches of the Aryan people the effort to organ ..
ize mythology and work over this old system of belief into
a consistent theory of the universe attained SOIne measure
of success. rrhese were the Pel~sians and the rreutons.

rrhe Persian systeln, indeed, which grew up among the

followers of Zoroaster, dealt but little with the old mythol

ogy, but devised a new one of its own. Yet its philosophy

was largely mythological, and it bears a reselnblance to the

rreutonic so marked as to ll1ake it seem as if SOIne of their

conlmon ideas were of ancient ..A.ryan origin. These two

philosophies of mythology, the only cOlnplete ones that
have ever beeIi'devised, are of sufficient interest to warrant

a brief description.
The Persian system is only partly to be ascribed to

Zoroaster. Its cOlnplete nnfold.lnent is the work of the
thinkers of a later period. Several of the steps of its

developlnent are yet visible. A cOInparison of the Avesta

with the Vedas shovYs interesting indications of a religious

schism between the Hindu and the Iranian sects. The
Devas, the "shining ones," of the Hindus becalne the
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Daevas, the "demons," of Iran. On the contrary, the
Hindu demons, the Asuras, became tho Ahu,ras, the gods

of the Iranians. One of the Ahuras, a l\Iazda, or world
maker, was chosen as the special deity of the Zoroastrian
faith, which originally had a monotheistic character, - or
rather it was in principle dualistic, since Ahura-Mazda com

prised two natures, and cOlnbined within one personality
the double deific attributes of good and evil.

At a later period these attributes unfolded into two
distinct beings, and a new supreme god was imagined,

- Zarvan Akarana (Boundless l'ime), the prilnal, creative

power. 'fhe mythologic philosophy, as finally cOlnpleted,

was briefly as follows. In the beginning the Absolute

Being, Zarvan Akarana, produced two great divine beings,

-Ahura Mazda, and Angra Mainyas, or, as ordinarily

named, Ormuzd and Ahrhnan. These were respectively the
lords of light and darkness, - Ormuzd a bright, wise, all
bountiful spirit; Ahrhnan an evil and dark intelligence.
From the beginning an antagonism existed between theIn,
which was destined to continue until the end of time. Zar
van Akarana next created the visible world, destined to

last tw~lve thousand years, and to be the seat of a terrible

contest between the great deities of light and darkness.

Ornlllzd manifested his power by creating the earth and

the heavens, the stars and the planets, and the Fravashi,
the host of bright spirits; while Ahriman, his equal in cre
ative ability, prodnced a dark world, in opposition to the

world of light, and peopled it with an equal host of evil
spirits. This contest between the two great deities was to

last until the end of tilne. Yet the Spirit of Gloom was

inferior in wisdom to the Spirit of Light, and all his evil

actions finally worked to aid the victory of Ormuzd.
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Thus the bull, the original aniInal, was destroyed by

Ahriman; but from its carcass man came into being under

the creative cOlnmand of Ormuzd. This new race in

creased, while the earth bectune peopled with anilnals and

plants. Yet for every good creation of Ormuzd, Ahriman

created sOlnething evil. The "Yolf was opposed to the
dog, noxious to useful plants, etc. Man became tempted

by Ahrilnan in the form of a serpent, and ate the fruit
which the teInpter bronght hiIn. In consequence, he fell

froIn his original high estate, anel becanle mortal and

miserable. Yet the human race retained the power of

free-will: they could choose between good and evil;
and by their choice they could aid one or the other of
the great cOlnbatants. Each 111an became a soldier in the
war of the deities.

Between heaven and earth stretched a great bridge,
Chinvat, over vvhich the souls of the dead mnst pass.

On this narrow path the spirits of the good vvere conducted

by Serosh, the archangel who led the heavenly host.

But the evil souls fell from it into the Gulf of Duzahk,
to be tormented by the Daevas. '"Those "vhose evil deeds
had not been extreme might be redeemed thence by prayer;
but the deerest sinners lllust lie in the gulf until the era
of the resurrection. At the end of the great contest a
terrible catastrophe is to come upon all created things.

~an will be converted froln his evil ways. '"Then will

follo"Y a general conflagration. '"The earth will melt with
fervent heat, and pour c1o"yl1 its molten floods into the
realm of ..A.hrilnan. A general resurrection of the dead

will attend this conflagration. In the older portions of

the A vestas this seeins to be restricted to the soul; but in

the newer portions the resurrection of the body is indi..
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cated. The souls are clothed upon by new flesh and

bones; friends recognize each other; the just are divided

from the unjust; all beings lTIUst 12ass through the strealU
of fire which is pouring down from the IDolten earth. To

the good it will feel like a bath of warm milk; but the

wicked must burn in it three days and nights. Then,

purged of their iniquity, they will be received into heaven.

Afterward Ahriman and all his angels will be purified in

the flalues, all evil will be consumed, all darkness ban

ished, and a pure, beautiful, and eternal earth will arise

from the fire, the abode of virtue and happiness for ever

more.

It is hardly necessary here to call attention to how great

an extent the SeInitic coslnogony and religions myths

are connterparts of this Aryan scheme. It will suffice to

say that the Semites seem to have borrowed everything in
their creed that approached an effort philosophically to

explain the universe. The later Seluitic creed, that of

Mohammed, is a luedley of pre-existing thought. Even
the Persian bridge of the dead appears in it as Al Sirat,

the razor-edged road fro1n heD,ven to earth. The Koran

is full of extravagant fancies, bnt devoid of original ideas.

It is the outcoll1e of the Arahic type of Inind, in which

fancy is exceedingly active, bnt in which the higher powers

()f the reason seem undeveloped.
In the rreutonic myths are displayed a systelTI of the

universe which bears certain striking points of resemblance

to that of Persia, though utterly unlike it in its details.

The general ideas of these luyths, indeed, are common to

all the Aryan mythologies, and lTIUst have been current

in ancient Arya. l'hus the Persian Chinvat, or Knivad,

the bridge of the dead, is paralleled by the 'relitonic Bi-
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frost and the Veclic (" path of Yama," the'" cows' path,"
which passes over the abyss of r-rartarus to the land of the

wise Pitris, the fathers of the nation. In this luythical

bridge both the l\iilky Way and the rainbow are symbol

ized. Such was the explanation given to these striking
natural phenoluena by our imaginative and unscientific
forefathers.

But vvith the Teutonic tribes, and particularly with their
Scandinavian section, we have to do vvith a people very

different in situation and culture from the Persians. The

latter were a partly civilized people, the former fiercely

barbarous. The latter dwelt in a teluperate region, the

foriner in au arctic land, where ice and cold were the
deluonic agents of 111an's torluent. Yet the strong Aryan
intellect stirred in their Ininds, and froin their ancestral
myths they wrought out a coherent systelu of the universe,
- the wildest and weirdest that it ever entered the brain
of luau to conceive. It ,vas Inythology converted into phi

losophy; but it was the mythology of the barbaric and
warlike North, vvith the breath of the arctic blasts blow
ing through it, and the untalued fierceness of the Norluan

vikings in its every strain. l'his system, as fortunately
preserved to ns in the Eddas of Iceland, and perhaps

mainly of Scandinavian development, may be here briefly

given, omitting its lnany side-details. Everywhere it is
full of warfare. r-rhe soul of Inan is free to combat with

the powers.of Nature. The gods are always at war. ,Sun
shine and growth 'coll1bat with storm and winter. Frost

opposes fire. Light and heat are in endless conflict with
darkness and cold. The Jotnl1s, the ice-giants, are the

demons of Scandinavia. The forces of the winter every
1yhel'c bear do,vn upon those of the SlllTIlner, and finally

15
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overwhelm and destroy theIne But this battle of the
elements is wrought into a weird story of the conflict of
gods and demons, in which the traces of its origin are

nearly lost.
In the beginning there lay to the south the realm of

Muspell, the bright and gleaming land, ruled by Surtr
of the flaming sword, the swart god. To the north lay
Niflheim, the land of frost and darkness. Between them
was Ginunga-gap, - a yawning chasm, still as the windless
air. From the ice-vapor that rose from Hvergelmir, the
venom-flowing spring of Niflheim, and mingled with the
spark-filled air of MuspeIl, was born, in Ginunga-gap,
the giant Ymil', the parent of the J otuns, or frost-giants.

But with Ymil' carne the primal animal to life, -- the cow,
whose milk nourished the giant. She licked the salt rime

clumps, and forth carne Buri, a great and beautiful being,
the ancestor of the gods. After much gigantic medley the
gods slew Ylnir, whose blood drowned all his evil race,
except a single pair, who ~scaped, to give rise to a new-'
Jotun crew. And now the gods began their creative
work. The slain Yniir was flung into the chasm of Gi
nunga-gap. Here his body formed the earth, his blood
the ocean, his bones the mountains, his hair the trees. The
sky was made from his arched skull, and adorned with
sparks from lVluspell. His brain was scattered in the air,
and became the storIn-clouds. A deep sea was caused to
flow aro,und the earth, - the grand, mysterious ocean, the
endless marvel to the Northern mind. The escaped giants
took up their abode in Jotunheim, the frost-realm of the

arctic seas, the ocean's utmost strand. Between Atgard,
this outer realm, and Midgard, the' habitable earth, the
brows of Ymir were stretched as a breastwork against the
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destructive powers. Froln earth to heaven extended

the rainbow bridge Asbrll, the JEsirs' bridge, or Bi!rost,

the "trembling _mile 0 " Every day the gods ride up this
bridge to Asgard, the Scandinavian heaven. 'rhey ride to

the Drdar fount, which flows from beneath the roots of the
great ash-tree of life, Yggdrasil, there to take counsel con

cerning the future from the three maidens - the Past, the

Present, and the Future - who daily sit beside the celestial
fount.

The first human pair were made by the gods from two
trees on the sea-shore; their names were Ask and Embla.

'1'0 them Odin gave spirit, Hoonir understanding, Lodurr
blood and fair complexion. They received Midgard for

their abode. From them sprang the human family. But
in heaven and earth perpetual ""varfare raged. The gods
and the frost-giants were endlessly at war. But as Ahri
man was overcome and fettered by Ormuzd, so Loki, the

wolf, the deceiver of the gods, was bound in chains, and

a serpent placed above him to drop venom on his face.

This venOln as it dropped was caught by his wife in a
vessel. Only when she went away to empty the vessel
did the poison-drops reach his face. Then he writhed in

his chains, and earthquakes shook the solid globe.
It is fated that all this shall end in a mighty conflict, in

which gods and demons alike shall be slain, and heaven
and earth disappear. Ragnarok, the "Twilight of the
Gods,~' shall be ushered in by a winter three years long.

The crowing of three mighty cocks shall proclaim the fate

ful day. Thereat shall the giants rejoice, the great ash take
fire, and all the powers of destruction - wolves, sea-mon

sters, hell hounds~ and the like - rush to the dreadful fray.

Heimdal, the gnardian of the rainbow, shall soul].d his
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Inighty horn to warn the gods, who shall rush to counsel
beneath the tree Yggdrasil, that meanvrhile trembles to its
deepest roots. From the East shall come the frost-giants
in a lnighty ship, while another ship, made of dead men's
nails and steered by Loki, brings the troop of ghosts.
8urtr of the flaming sword, the ruler of :1\1 llspell, shall
thunder with his swart troop over the bridge of the gods,
his fiery tread kindling it into a consulning flame as he
rides in grim fury to the stronghold of the deities.

Now meet the combatants, - the gods and the heroes of
Valhalla on the one side; on the other the giant crew, led

by Fenrir the great violf, the mighty J.\1idgard serpent, the
terrible Loki, and flela, the goddess of death. Dreadful
is the combat. Odin fights with the wolf, T'hor with the
serpent, Freyr ",Tith Surtr, I-Ieinldal with Loki. Death

everywhere treads; Odin, the king of the .lE8ir, is swal
lowed into the yawning gape of his monstrous antagonist.
One by one the mighty combatants fall, while Surtr stalks
terribly over the field, spreading everywhere fire and flame.
All is consumed, the stars are hurled from the sky, the
sun and the moon devoured, and the universe sinks in

utter ruin.
Possibly here ended the original luyth. It is an ending

in consonance with the grim temper of the vikings of the
North. But as we have it in the Edda, it goes on to a
future state like that of the Persian luyth. After the ruin
of Ragnarok a new heaven and earth shall rise from the
sea. 'Two gods, Vidal' and ,Tali, and a man and woman
shall survive the conflagration and people the new uni
verse. The sons of Thor shall come with their father'·s
hammer and end the vvar. Balder the beautiful god and
the blind god HodI' shall come up froln hell, and a new
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sun, lllore beautiful than the old, shall gleam in the sky.

This is, briefly told, the Scandinavian scheme of the uni

verse, - a rude and fierce one, yet instinct with a vigor of

imagination shown nowhere by men of non-Aryan blood.

It is the only pure organization of mythology into a cohe
rent system that exists; for the Persian myth includes

philosophical ideas which fail to enter into the ruder Scan

dinavian story of the deeds of the gods, and Greek mythol
ogy never fairly emerged from its abyss of confusion.

If now )ve come to consider the mental evolution of

more civilized man, we find everywhere mythology left
for the amuseluent of the vulgar horde, )vhile th8 enlight
ened few devise purely philosophical explanations of the
mystery of the universe. But in c0111paring the philoso

phies of the various civilized nations, the Aryans will be
found to soar supren181y above the level of all alien peo

ples. Only two such peoples, Egypt and China, have

devised anything that deserves the title of philosophy; for

nothing of the kind exists in any of the Selnitic creeds.
''The utlnost )ve find in Babylonia is an effort to fOflTI a cos

luology of strictly mythologic character, - a highly con
fused affair as iInperfectly given by Berosns. The later
attelnpt made by l\Iohamlned is, so far as it is original,

an absurd tissue of extravagant fancies. There is nothing

to indicate the least native tendency of the Senlitic mind
toward philosophy. All their philosophy is borrowed, and
has deteriorated in their hands. It )vas by stripping the
idea of deity of all lnythologic and philosophic figments,
and leaving it in its bare and unapproachable majesty,

that the Semitic intellect reached its highest flight, that

symbolized in the ,Jehovah of the later I-Iebrews.
The Egyptian priesthood, on the contrary, appears to
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have devised a somewhat advanced system of philosophy,
which bears a singular resemblance to that of Brahman
ism, though very far below it in the power and clearness
of thought displayed. The transmigra~ionhypothesis, and
the theory of eluanation and absorption of souls, are both
indicated in the Egyptian systelu, though vaguely, and
overlaid with mythological absurdities. There is here

none of the clear-cut reasoning of the Hindus, but an un
certain wandering of thought from which it needs consid
erable ingenuity to extract the idea it conceals. The
well-known Ritual of the Dead is the source of our

knowledge of these confused ideas. A copy of this work,

n10re or less complete, was placed in every Egyptian coffin,

while its lTIOre important passages were wtitten on the

wraps of the corpse and engraved on the coffin. It was

necessarily so placed, according to their belief, since it
contained the instructions requisite to convey the soul of
the deceased safely past the dangers of the lower world.
Throughout the whole story physical ideas struggle with
metaphysical. The J1:gyptian mind failed definitely to rise
above the level of the world of sense.

After death the sonl descends with the setting sun into
the nether world. There it is examined and its actions
weighed before Osiris and the terrible forty-two judges.
If it can declare that it has committed none of the forty
two sins, it is permitted to pass on. It has with it in the

.Ritual prayers to open the gates of the various lo"rer
realms, and to overpower opposing spirits and monsters.
It must be able to name everything which it meets, and
to recognize the gods it encounters. Here we have in
dications that the soul is returning to its natal home, and
recalling its ante-terrestrial memories. All this the Ritual
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teaches the spirit, and also provides it with a charm to

unlock the gates that lead to the fields of Ra, the sun-god.

Finally, if the heart prove not too light, and the soul pure,

the members of the body, renevved and purified, are re

turned to the spirit, and the waters of life are poured upon

it by the goddesses of life and the sky. It finally enters

the realm of the sun, and vanishes in a highly vague iden

tification with Osiris, or with the deific powers generally.

'l'he idea of metempsychosis also confusedly mingles with

this, and animal-worship seelns at the basis of the I~gyptian

mythology. 'rh8 thought of I~gypt never fairly rises above

the body. There is. no entrance into that pure atlTIosphere

of soul-existence in which the I-lindu philosophers are at

home.
'The philosophical systeln of China is a curious one,

which, hoYvever, we can but very briefly describe. It had
a continuous developluent, its antique basis being in the

mystical sylTIbols of Fa-hi, - a monarch of SOlne such

dubious date as 2800 B. c. 'rhese sylnbols consisted siInply

of a whole and a divided line, constituting the diagr~tm

(--, - -). These lines were variously c0111bined, so

as to make in all sixty-four cOlnbinations. On this strange

arrangement of lines, vvhich very probably was connected

with some ancient systenl of diyination, an abundance of

thought has been exercised, and the whole systenl of

Chinese philosophy gradually erected. 'rhe first great

name in this development is that of Wan "Tang, of about

1150 B. c. Being inlprisoned for SOlne political offence,

this antique philosopher occupied hinlself in studying out

the meaning of these combinations. 'The J.:esult of his

reflectio.ns was the Y-King, - alTIOng the lllost ancient

and certainly the most obscure and inco111prehensible of all
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known books. 1."'he Y-King comprises four parts. First
are the sixty-four diagrams, each with SOlne name attached
to it; as heaven, earth, fire, etc. Second, are a series of
obscure sentences attached by Wan "'\Tang to these dia
graIns. Third, we have other alnbiguous texts by Tcheou

king, the son of Wan VVang, the Chinese Solomon.
Fourth, are a host of COIDlTIentaries, lnany centuries later.
The whole fOrITIS an intricate systeln of philosophy, which
is based on the idea of the duality of all things. '1"'he
whole lines represent the strong, the divided lines the weak,
or the active as contrasted with the passive. These indi

cate two great primal principles, - Yang, the active, Yin,
the passive, -which owe their origin to the Tcti-keih, the

first great cause. All existence COlnes froln the Yang and

the Yin: heaven, light, sun, male, etc., froln the Yang;
earth, darkness, InOOD, female, etc., froln the Yin. This
development of the idea is mainly the work of the later
commentators. Tai-keih, or the grand extreme, is the
immaterial producer of all existence. Yang and Yin are
the dual expression of this principle, - Yang the agency of
expansion, Yin that of contraction. When the expansive
activity reaches its liInit, contraction and passivity set in.
Man results from the utIllOst development of this pulsating
activity and passivity. His nature is perfectly good; but
if he is not influenced by it, but by the .outer world, his
deeds will be evil. 'The holy Inan is he with full insight
of this twofold operation of the ultimate principle, and of
these holy nlGU Confucius was the last. Such is the
developed philosophy of the Y-l~ing as expressed by
Choo-tsze (1200 A. D.), -- one of the latest of the luany
commentators who have songht to unfold the Fu-hi symbols
into a philosophy of the universe.
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Of the best-known Chinese philosophers, Confucius and

Lao-tsze, the system of the forlner was simply a creed of
morals; that of the latter was but an unfoldment of the

dual idea. To Lao-tsze the primal principle was a great
something nanIed the Tao, concerning which his ideas seem

exceedingly obscure. 'rao was the unnaluable, the elupty,

but inexhaustible, the invisible, comprising at once being

and not-being, the origin of all things. All things are
born of being. Being is born of not-being. All things

orig~nate from Tao. To Tao all things return. We have
here a vague conception of the eluanation philosophy.

The creed of the faith is based on the virtue of passivity.
Not to act, is the source of all power. 'The passive con
quers. Passivity identifies one with Tao, and yields the
strength of 'fao to the believer. A certain flavor of

Buddhisnl pervades this theory, and it may have had
its origin in a previons knowledge of the Buddhistic creed

by the philosopher; but it is very far belo)v Buddhism in

distinctness of statement and clearness of thought. Yet

it is relnarkable as the highest philosophical product of

the Chinese Inil1d.

If now vve come to consider the ancient Aryan philos

ophies,. it is to find ourselves in a new world of thought,
a realrn of the intellect that seelns removed by a wide gulf

froln that occupied by the contelnporary peoples of alien
race. These philosophies are the work of two branches of

the Aryans, the lIindn and the Greek, some brief account

of vvhose systerns of thought may be here given.

Of the peoples of the past only four can be said to have

risen, in their highest thought, clearly above the level of

mythology. These were the Chinese and the H.ebrews, the

Hindus and the Greeks; to whom may be added the pupils
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of the last, the ROlnans. But of these the first two
named cannot be fairly said to have ever had a mythology.
And of them the Hebrews originated no philosophy, while
out of the countless lnillions of the Chinese race, with
their constant literary cultivation, only one or two phi
losophers arose; and their systems of thought, perhaps
devised under Buddhistic inspiration, have been allowed
to decline into blank idolatry or unphilosophical scepticism.
li""'ar different was the case in India. 'There we find a con

nected and definite system of philosophy growing up, the
outcome of the thought of a long series of Brahmanic

priests, grounded in the childlike figments of nlythology,
but developing into a manly vigor of reasoning that has

never been surpassed in the circle of metaphysical thought.
It was a remarkable people with wholn )ve are now con
cerned, - a people that dwelt only in the ,vorld of thought,
and held the affairs of real life as naught. 'This world
was to them but a temporary resting-place between. two
eternities, a region of probation for the purification of the
soul. With the concerns of the eternities their Ininds were
steadily occupied, and time was thrust aside from their
thoughts as a base prison into which their souls had been
plunged to purge them of their sins.

Their effort to solve the mystery of existence called forth
an intricate and clearly thought-out conception of the or
ganization of the universe, in which reason an<l imagina
tion were intimately combined, -the latter, however, often
so unchecked and extravagant as to reach heights of un
told absurdity. The final outcome of this activity of
thought was a philosophical system strikingly like that
reached by the Egyptians, - a dogma of emanation and ab
sorption, with internlediate stages of transmigration. But
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instead of the vapor-shrouded eternity of Egyptian thought,
we here look into the past and the future of the universe

through a lens of clear transparency.

We have now to deal "vith a thoroughly pantheistic doc
trine of the universe, - the abundant fountain of all sub

sequent pantheisln. In the beginning Brahma alone ex

isted, - an all-pervading, self-existent essence, in which

all things yet to be lay in the seed. This divine progeni
tor, the illimitable essence of deity, willed th~ universe into

being froln his own substance, created the "vaters by Ined
itation, and placed in them a fertile seed, which developed
into a golden egg. From this egg Bra,hma, the impersonal
essence, was bOfn into personal being as Brahlna, the cre
ator of all things. vVe need not here concern ourselves
with the many extravagances of the ardent Hindu im
agination, that overlaid this conception and the subsequent
work of creation with an endless array of fantastic adorn

lnents, but m3.Y keep to the central core of the Brahmanic

philosophy. It will Sl1ffi8e to say that froln the 5mper

sonal, thus eUlbodled as the personal Brahlna, all things

arose, -the heavens, the earth, and the nether realm, with

all their countless inhabitants. All were emanations from

the primal Deity, and all were destined to be eventually

re-absorbed into this deity, so ,that existence should end, as
it had begun, in Br..ihma alone. But with this descent from
the infinite had come evil, or imperfection. Though a por

tion of the divine essence entered into all things, anhnate
and inanimate, yet all things had become debased and im
pure. rrhe one perfect being had unfolded into a liInitless

multitude of minor and ilnperfect beings. Such was the

first phase of the mighty cycle of existence. The second

phase was to be one of re-absorption, through which the
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multitude of separate beings would becolne lost in the one
eternal being, and Br~ihma, - who had never ceased to

constitute the sole real existence - would regain his pri
mal hOlnogel1eous state.

But divinity had becolne debased in the forIns of men
and anilnals, angels and delTIOns. I-Iow was it to be puri

fied, and rendered fit for absorption into the divine essence?
In this purification lay the terrestrial part of the Hindu
pantheislu. 'ro prepare for re-absorption into Bl'~illlna was

the one duty of man. Attention to the Ininor duties of life

detracted fronl this. Evil deeds still further debased the

soul. The great mass of mankind died unpurified. But

the divine essence in thelu could not perish. And in most

cases it had becolne unfit to inhabit so high a forlu as the

hUlnan body. rrherefore it entered, after the death of men,

into the bodies of various anilnals, into inanilnate things,
and even into the delTIonic creatures of the I-lindn hell, in
accordance ,vith its degree of debaselnent. It must pass,
for a longer or shorter period, through these lovver forIns
ere it could he fitted to reside again in the hnnlan frame.
And after having by purification passed beyond the human

stage, it still had a series of translnigrations to fulfil, in

the bodies of angels and deities, before it could attain the
finality of absorption. rro this ultimate, all Nature, from

its highest to its IO'west, ,vas endlessly clilnbing. Eyery
thing ,vas kindled by a spark of the divine essence, and all

existence consisted of souls, in different stages of embodi

ment, striving ulywarc1 froln the lovvest hell to the loftiest

stage of divinity.
:For these luany manifestations of the one eternal soul

there was but one road to purification. rrhis lay through

subjection of the senses, purity of life, and knowledge of
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the deity. Asceticisln, mortification of the animal in
stincts, naturally arose as a resultant of this doctrine.

'rhe virtues of tenlperance, self-control, and self-restraint

were the highest of IHunan attuinUlents. 'To reduce the

flesh and exalt the soul ,vas the constant effort of the

ascetic, and to "vean the lnind from all care for the things

of this life "vas the true path to"vard purification. :F'inally,
knowledge of the deity could come only through a deep

study of the Institutes of religion, rigid observance of its
reqnirelnents, and endless meditation on the nature and the

perfections of the ultilnate essence, - the eternal deity.

13y thus giving the soul a steadily increasing supreluacy
over the Inatter that clogged and shac1o\ved its pnre
ilnpulses, in the end it would becolne utterly freed froIn

nluterial eluboclilnent, and fitted to enter its final state
of vanisllluent Into the suprellle. Just what this final
state signified, ,vhether the soul ,vas or ,vas not to lose all

sense of individuality, is a question whose answer is not

very clearly defined; and it is probable that the Hindu

thinkers, bold as they were, shrank before this utterly in

soluble problelTI, and left the final abyss uninvaded by their

daring speculations.
It is a grand systelll of thought which we have here very

iInperfectly detailed, an extraordinary one to have been

devised at so early a period, and by a people just emerging
frOlTI barbarisln into civilization. No higher testinl0ny to

the snperiority of the Aryan intellect could be offered than
to bring this clearly outlined cosmical philosophy into com

parison "\vith the confused, iInperfect, and vapory concep
tions of the Egyptian and the Chinese mind. It lllUst be

said, however, that it offers a conception of lnan's obliga

tions as a citizen of the universe that has proved fatal to
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the national progress of the Hindu people. ~-'rom the

Brahman to the outcast, they have remained politically and

socially dorlnant, their duties to the world to come d"varf
ing their duties to the ,vorld that is, and the realm of

thought overlaying in their lives the reahn of action. No
heroes have risen to lead the I-lindu people on the path to
nationality or empire, for thinkers and workers alike have

been lost in the shadow of a clrealn. "The very thought of
history-writing or history-making has not arisen among

them ; and they have yielded with scarce a struggle to a
long array of foreign conquerors, heedless of who ruled
their bodies while their thonghts continued free.

l"'he philosophy here described was, as we have said, the

work of a long line of priestly thinkers, not of any great

lawgiver of the race. In it we have the highest expres

sion of the endlessly active Hindu intellect. At a later
date, however, the names of several special thinkers
emerge, each devising SOlne variation in the details, yet
none deviating from the basic principle of the systeln.
'1"'he mystery of the origin of matter was left unaccounted
for in the ancient Vedanta system; and its actual existence

was afterward denied, it being declared a mere illusion,

arising from the iInperfect knowledge of the soul. Kapila,

. the founder of the Sankhya school, attempted to overCOlue

this difnculty by proclaiIning the eternal existence of an
unconscious material principle possessed of self-volition

in regard to its own developluent. Frolu it all luatter had

ernanatec1, and into it all Inatter would be absorbed. By

the side of this luaterial principle existed a prhnal spiritual
essence, manifold in its natnre, and which frolu the begin

ning has entered into and aninlated luatter. This spirit

ual unintelligence is endued with a subtile body consisting
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of intelligence (buddhi). The Sankhya deity is a com..
pound of these three elements, - spirit, substance, and

intelligence.
This scheme was followed by that of Patanjali, who

considered the spiritual principle to be possessed of self..
volition, and to exist separate from the co-eternal principle

of matter. But the most striking of these speculative sys

tems was that of Gautama, the founder of Buddhism, and
the final great Hindu philosopher. 'This system was in the
line of that of Kapila; but it carried the Hindu vein of
thought to its utmost conceivable extension. It denied
the existence of the soul as a substance. No spiritual es

sence pervaded the body. It held only certain intellectual
attributes, which would perish with it. But the sum of
each individual's good and evil actions (Karma) would
survive, to Inigrate through other bodies, until the evil
became eliminated, and only the good remained. As to the
culminating stage of this process, the Nirvana, whether it
signified the final extinction of evil and the vanishment of
good, an utter and eternal nonentity, or embraced the con

ception of a conscious existence of the absolu~ely purified
principle of good, - is a question that has been endlessly
debated, and yet remains uneolved. 'fhe system made
provision for the natural disappearance of evil; but the
principle of good relnained, and would not down at the
command of thought. Probably the founder of the Bud
dhistic sect was as deeply lost as the Brahmanic philos
ophers in the ahyss of infinity into which his daring
conception had plunged. It is a depth by which all ex
plorers have been baffled, and which the plummet of
thought has ever failed to sound.

In regard to the manifold philosophies of Greece much
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less need here be said. They are far better known to
readers in general, and are to a large extent philosophies
of the earth rather than schelues of the universe. rrhe

iInagination of. the Greeks was as bold and active as that

of the Hindus; but it was far luore under the control of
the reasoning faculties, and is always subdued and artistic

where that of tl~e I-lindus riots in the wildest extravagance.
The Hindu philosophy directly enlerged frolu the luytho
logy of the Vedas and the sacrificial observances of the

priests, and the steps of its evolution can yet be traced.
The Greek philosophy had no relation to nlythology. rIlle

gods of Greece had becoIue so laden \vith earthly clay that
they had ceased to he fit subjects for any but the vulgar

belief when philosophy first showed its front on the Ionic

shores. Thus the philosophy of Greece )vas a cOIllpletely

new growth. Cutting loose froIu all preceding thought,
the Grecian intellect endeavored to construct a universe

of its own, on the platfoI'IU of ""hat it saw and what it
felt.

The various systenls devised need be but rapidly run

over, as they f1xe luore matters of ordinary knovvledge than
is the Hindu philosophy. 1.'he Ionic philosophers, rfhales

and his successors, endeavored to arrive at a conception of

all existence from a study of the properties of physical

substances, and the Pythagoreans frolu a like study of
the properties of nUIllber. Next caIne the Eleatics, with

their system of abstraction. Through the denial of the
actuality of visible existence they arrived at a conception

of pure being, - the basis of all appearance. Heraclitus

followed, with his systelu of the becol1~ing,- the incessant
flow between finity and infinity, being and not-being. To

these succeeded the Atomistic philosophers, to whom
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matter was the basis of being, and force the cause of
luoveluent. T'he philosophers here named ,vere gradually

advancing to,vard a theory of the universe; but it ,vas a

theory built up froln the ground, rather than brought dOvvn

"from the infinite, as vvith the I-lindus, - a scientific rather

than an jnlaginativ~ evolvelnent. As yet the idea of a

deific principle had not appeared. This 'Yas devised by
Anaxagoras, who placed a world-forluing Intelligence by

the side of matter. Yet the idea was only feebly grasped.

This Intelligence existed but as a priluary impulse, a mov
ing force to set the universe in Iuotion. rrhe philosophic

Inind, of Greece had not yet advanced to the grand out

reach of Hindu thought.
This nlaterial phase of philosophizing was followed by

the luental one of the Sophists and of Socrates. Cutting
loose from the conception of luatter as the basis of all
things, they calue to that of mind. rrhe Sophists stood

forth as the destroyers of the vvhole preceding edifice of

thought, and Socrates as the originator of a nevv system

of philosophy, in ,vhich the subjective replaced the objec

tive, and mind subordinated Inatter. vVith hhu virtue and
duty became the great principles of existence, thought was

higher than luatter., and morality superior to philosophy.
He gave birth to no cosluology, but he turned the atten
tion of 11lan to a distinctively new field of speculation.

This was deeply worked by Plato, his great disciple,
vvhose systelll of Icleas replaced the old systelus of things,

and vvith whom the suprelne and all-elubracing idea, the
absolute Gooel, becalne the God, the divine creator and

snstainer. Finally followed Aristotle, with his strongly

scientific turn of luinc1 and hi-s highly indefinite nletaphysi

cal conception of the fluctuations bet\veen Potentiality and
,n
~O
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.Actuality, the variation from matter to form, from form
less Inatter to pure or immaterial form. 'fo these concep
tions were added coslllological notions largely derived
from the old mythology. But the value of the thought of
Greece was not so much for its deductive as for its induc
tive labors. It tended. constantly toward a scientific
research into the basis of matter and mind, and never
began by cutting loose froln the actual, as in Hindu

thought.
'fhe mental acumen of these two highly intellectual

branches of the ancient Aryans approached equality; but

the real value of their work differed widely, mainly as

a consequence of their different standpoints of thought.

The speculations of the Greeks were based on observed

facts, those of the Hindus on mythological fancies. As a

consequence, the Greeks have worked far more truly for
the intellectual advancement of mankind. If we come to
glance at modern philosophy, a strikingly silnilar parallel
appears. 'fhe Germans, the metaphysicians of the modern
age, have inclined toward the Hindu line of pure deduc
tion, and built vast schelnes of philosophy with little more
solid basis than the doctrine of emanation. 'fhe English
and }1~rench, on the contrary, have developed the Greek
line of science, and based their philosophies on observed
facts. Their schelnes do not tower so loftily as those of
Germany, but they are built on the ground, and not on
the clouds, and are likely to stand erect when the vast edi
fices of pure metaphysics have toppled over in splendid but
irremediable ruin.



x.

THE ARYAN LlrrERArrURE.

I '-r is not our intention to enter upon the task of a
general review of the vast field of Aryan recorded

thought, but nlerely to offer a \cOlIlparative statement of
the literary position of the several races of lnankind, in

evidence of the snperiority of the Aryan intellect. Lite
rary labor has been by no means confined to this race.
Every people that has reached the stage of even an im
perfect civHization has considered its thoughts worthy of
preservation, its heroes worthy of honor, its deeds worthy
of record. But so fur as the intellectual value of lite

rary work is concerned, the Aryans have gone almost

infinitely beyond the reinainder of Inankind.

All early thought seeins naturally to have flowed into

the channel of poetry, with the exception of certain dry
annals which cannot properly be classed as literature.

This poetry, in its primary phase, appears to have been

always lyrical. It was apparently at first the lyric of
worship. '-This was followed by the lyric of action, and
this, in its highest outcome, by the epic, - the combined

and organized phase of the heroic poem. It is of interest

to find that the Aryans alone can be said to have fairly

reached the final stage of the archaic field of thought,
the epic efforts of other races being weak and inconse

quent, while almost every branch of the Aryan race rose
to the epic literary level.
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Of the antique era -of the religious lyric little here need

be said. We find it in the hYlnns of the Vedas and of
the Zend-Avesta, in the early traditional literature of

Greece, and in the ancient Babylonian hymns to the
gods, SOlne of which in form and ll1anner strikingly re
semble the Hebrew psalIns. As to the second poetic
period, that of the heroic song, or the record of the
great deeds of the gods and delnigods, little trace re
mains. Heroic cOlnpositions, as a rule, have ceased to
exist as separate works, ~nd have either become cOlnpo
nent parts of subsequent epics, or have vanished. As to

valua1:>le epic literature, hovvever, it is nearly all confined
within Aryan linlits.

Modern research into the fragmentary remains of the
ancient Babylonian literature has brought to light evi

dence of a greater activity of thought than we formerly
had reason to in1ugine. And ~l1TIong the works thus 1'e
eovered froln the buried brick tablets of the Babylonian
libraries are portions of a series of Inythological poems
of a later date than the hymns. These productions are
considered to forlu part of an antiqne and reluarkable
pOelTI, vvith a great solar deity as hero, - an epic centre of
legend into which older lays have entered as episodes.
It appears to have consisted of t"velve books, of which
we possess two intact, - the Deluge legend, and that
of the descent of Istar into I-Iacles; while part of a third
exists, in which is described the war of the seven evil
spirits against the 1110on. 'The Assyrians are supposed
to have also had their epic, in inlitatiol1 of this older
work, and the Seluiralnis and Ninus of the Greeks are
considered by M. Lenorluant to have been heroes of this
legendary circle of song. However that be, it cannot be
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claimed that either in p02tic or artistic ability the Se

mitic Inind displayed any exalted epic powers. So far as

we are atrle to judge of this work frOln its scanty reluains?
it is devoid of all that we are accllstolned to consider

literary merit, and is full of hyperbolical extravagance.

Of the SelDitic races, indeed, the Hebrews alone pro
duced poetry of a high grctde of merit. Of this Hebrew

literature we shall speak _IDore fully farther on, and it

111USt suffice here to say that none of it reached the epic

level. It is, as a rule, lyrical in tendency. I-Iebrew

literature, however, is not ,vithout its heroic characters ..

We find thelU in Noah, Samson, David, Daniel, and
others ,vho might be nUlued; bnt none of these ,vere

made heroes of song, but were dealt with in sober prose,
- as we shall find later on was the fate of the heroes
of l{olnun legend. The Hebrew intellect, indeed, was
largely practical in its tendencies, its imagination was

subdued, and though its literature contains luany excit~

ing legendary incidents, th.ese are all couched in quiet
prose, while its poetry fails to rise above the lyric of

worship or of pastoral description. The nearest approach
to an epic poem is the grand book of J 0 h, of unknown
authorship. '1"'11e literature of Assyria, of which abundant

-relics are now COIning to light, is yet more practical in
character than that of the Hebrews, and resembles that
of the Chinese in literalness. There is no poetry ap
p:,-"oaching in Inerit the elevated lyrical productions found

in the Hebrew scriptures, and, like the Chinese, it is largely
devoted to annals, topography, and other practicallnatters.
The Semitic race as a whole appears to have been deficient

in the higher ilu[tgination, though possessed of active powers

of fancy. To the latte~ are due abundant stores of legend,
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often of a highly extravagant character; but we nowhere
find an instance of those lofty philosophical conceptions,

or of that high grade of epic song or dramatic composi
tion, whieh are such frequent products of Aryan thought,
and which indicate an extraordinary fertility of the hnagi
nation in the Aryan race.

Egypt produced little work of Inerit from a literary
point of view. The religious literature consists of cer
tain hymns of minor value, and the well-known "Ritual
of the Dead." Shnilar to this is the "Ritual of the Lower

Hemisphere." These ritualistic works can scarcely be

called literary productions, and are marked by an inex

tricable confusion. So far as the display of intellectual

ability is concerned, they are ahnost an utter void. In

addition to its lyrics, Egypt has one work which has

been dignified with the title of epic, though it should
rather be viewed as an extended instance of those heroic
legends whose confluence is needed to constitute a true
epic production. It forms but the first stage in the pro
duction of the epic. This poem is credited to a scribe
nalned Pentaur, and is devoted to a glorification of the

deeds of Ralneses II. in a war which that monarch con
ducted against the Cheta. fIe seems to have been cut

off from his troops by the enemy, and to have safely
made his way back to them. But the poem tells us that
the mighty hero fell into an ambuscade of the Cheta,
and found himself surrounded by two thollsand five hun

dred hostile chariots. Invoking the gods of Egypt, the

potent warrior pressed with his single arln upon the foe,
plunged in heroic fury six times into their Inidst, cov

ered the region with dead, and regained his army to
boast of his glorious exploits. It is a bombastic and
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inartistic production; but such as it is it seems to have

struck the Egyptian taste as a work of wonder, and has
been engraved on the walls of several of the great tem
ples of the land. '-The most complete copy of it is writ

ten on a papyrus now in the British Museum.

l'he remaining antique non-Aryan civilization, that of

China, is utterly void of any epic productions, either in

the ultilnate or in the germ. 'The imagination necessary
to work of this kind was wanting to the Chinese. 'Their

decided practical tendency is abundantly shown in their

close attention to annalistic history and to such sub

jects as geography, topography, etc. But no heroic le
gend exists, and but little trace of the devotional poetry
with which literature begins elsewhere. 'The Confucian

"Book of Odes," which contains all we possess of the
antique poetry of China, i$ mainly devoted to the eon
cerns of ordinary life. It has little of the warlike vein,

but much of the spirit of peaceful repose. ,IVe are

brought into the midst of real life, with dOlllestic con

cerns'! religious feeling') and family affection replacing
the wild "outings" of the imagination which are shown

in all the ancient Aryan literature. After the Confucian

period Chinese song gained a sOlnewhat stronger flight,

and the dOluestic ballad ,vas replaced by warlike strains

and mythologic songs. But no near approach to epic
composition ,vas ever attained.

If now we enter upon Aryan ground we find ourselves

at once upon loftier peaks of thonght, and in a higher and

purer atmosphere. Almost everywhere epic poetry makes

its appearance at an early stage of literary cultivation as

the true usher to the later and more practical branches

of literature. These antique epic creations of the Aryans
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may be briefly summarized. As in philosophy, so in po
etry, India and Greece take the lead; the Ramayana
vying, though at a much lower level of art, with the Iliad
of Greece. Of the two ancient epics of the Hindus, the
Rarr~ayana and the Mahabharata, the former is the older,
while it is more the work of a single hand, and shows few
signs of that epic confluence of legend which strongly
characterizes the latter. And of the two, the Ramayana
is the more mythological, the l\Iahabharata the more
historical in character.

Legend credits northern India in these early days with
two great dynasties of kings, known respectively as the
Solar and the Lunar dynasties. l"'he Ramayana describes
the adventures of a hero of the solar race. R,ama, the
hero, is a lineal descendant of the god of the sun, and
is himself adored as an incarnation of Vishnu. Every
where in the poem we find ourselves on mythological
ground, and the only historical indication it contains is that
of the extension of the Aryan conquest southward toward
Ceylon. The story describes the banishment of Rama
from his hereditary reahn and his long wanderings through
the so'uthern plains. - His wife, Sita, is seized by Ravana,

the giant l:uler of Ceylon. Rarna, assisted by Sugriva, the
king of the lllonkeys, Inakes a miraculous conquest of

this island, slays its demon ruler, and recovers his wife,
the poem ending with his restoration to. his ancestral

throne.

The style of this poeln is of a high grade ·of merit, and
it takes a lofty rank among the works of the human im
agination. In the first two sections there is little of
extravagant fiction, though in the third the beauty of its
descriptions is marred by wild exaggerations. It is
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evidently in the Inain the work of one hand, not a welding
of several disjointed fragluents. There are few episodes,

while the whole latter portion is one unbroken narrative,

and there is shovvn throughout an unvarying skill and

poetical power and fa?ility. It is credited to a single poet,
Valmiki. 'I'his nalne signifies ""\vhite ant-hill," and it

is very doubtful if it represents a historical personage.

However that be, the Ramayana is a homogeneous and
striking outcome of ancient thought.

'The JYlahabharata is a work of very different character.
It is rather a storehouse of poetic legends than a single
poem, and is evidently the work of many authors, treating
subjects of the greatest diversity. It is of later date than
the Ralnayana, and more human in its interest, but is far
below it in epic cOlupleteness and unity. Yet it is not
without its central story, though this has ahuost been lost
under the flood of episodes. It is the epic of the heroes of

the lunar dynasty, the descendants of the gods of the

moon, as the Ramayana is the heroic song of the solar

race. Bharata, the first universal lllonarch, who brought

all kingdolus "under one ulubrella," has a lineal descend
ant, I{urn, who has two sons, of WhOlU one leaves a hun

dred children, the other bnt five. rrhe fathers dying, the

killgdoln is equitably divided an10ng these sons, the five
Pandavas and the hundred Kauravas. rrhe latter grow

envious, wish to gain possession of the whole, and pro
pose to play a game of dice for the kingdom. rrhe

Pandavas lose in this strange fling for a kingc10lTI ; but the
}{anravas agree to restore their cousins to their share in
the throne if they will pass twelve years in a forest and

the thirteenth year in undiscoverable disguis9S. This
penance is perfOl'lTIed; but the Kaura~as evade their
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promise, and a great war ensues, in which the Pandavas

ultimately triumph. Whether this war indicates SOlne

actual event or not, is questionable; but this part of the

work is well performed, the characters of the five Pandavas

are finely drawn, and many of the battle-scenes strikingly
animated.

But this main thelne for111S but a minor portion of the
work. It is full of episodes of the most varied character,
and contains old poetical versions of nearly all the ancient

Hindu legends, with treatises on customs, laws, and re

ligion, - in ~act, nearly all that was known to the Hindus
outside the Vedas. 'The main story is so constantly

interrupted that it winds through the episodes '" like a
pathway through an Indian forest." Some of these

episodes are said to be of "rare and touching beauty,"

while the work as a whole has every variety of style, dry
philosophy beside ardent love-scenes, and details of laws
and customs followed by scenes of battle and bloodshed.
l\fany of the stories are repeated in other words, and the
whole mass, containing more than one hundred thousand
verses, seenlS like a compilation of lTIany generations of

Hindu lit~rary work. Yet withal it is a production of high
merit and lofty intellectual conception.

In regard to the Persian branch of the Indo-Aryans, it

yields us no ancient literary work in this exalted vein.
'That considerable legendary poetry existed we have good
reason to believe; but it does not SeelTI to have centred

around a single hero, as elsewhere, bnt to detail the deeds

of a long series of legendary kings, many of whom were

undoubtedly historical personages. It was late in the

history of the Persians when these legends became COll

densr:-d into a single work, the celebrated Shah Nan~ah of
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Firdusi, which forms, as Malcolm observes, " des.ervedly
the pride and delight of the East." It professes to be but

a versified history of the ancient Persian kings, froin the
fabulous Kaiomurs to the fall of the second elupire under

Yezdijird. But no trace reinains of the documents em

ployed by the poet, while his work is to so great an extent

legendary that it has all the elements of the epic except

that of a central hero. 'fhe work itself displays the
highest literary skill and poetical genius, and, as Sir John

Malcohn remarks, "in it the most fastidious reader will

meet with numerous passages of exquisite b~auty." 'The

narrative is usually very perspicuous, and some of the
finest scenes are described vvith silnplicity and elegance of
diction, though the battle-scenes, in which the Persians
lTIOst delight, are by no Ineans free from the Oriental
besetting sin of hyperbole.

Of the epic poetry of Greece, and particularly the great
works attributed to Homer, little here need be said. 'The

Iliad and Odyssey are too well known to readers to need

any description. l\fodern research has rendered it very

probable that these works, and the Iliad in particular, are
primitive epi.cs in the true sense, being condensations of

a cycle of ancient heroi.c poetry. The antique Greek
singers were not without an abundant store of stirring

legends as subject-matter for their eongs. These legends
have become partly elnbodied in poetry, partly in so-called

history; and in them mythology, history, and tradition
are so mingled that it is impossible to separate these con
stituents and distinguish between f[Lct and fancy.. But of

all the legendary lore of the Greeks, that relating to the

real or fabulous siege of 'froy seems most to have roused

the imagination of the early bards, and brought into being
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a serie~ of the lllOst stirring luartial songs. These as a
rule centred around the deeds of one great hero, Achilles,
the scion of the gods, the invulnerable chalupion of the'

antique world.

Little doubt is entertained by critics that the Iliad can..

tains the substance of a l1ulnber of ancient lays devoted
to this one attractive subject. But if so, there can scarcely

be a doubt that these lays were fitted by a single skilful
hand into the epic fralnework of the IIorneric song. We

lllay as well seek ~o divide Shakspeare into a series of
successive dralllatists as to break up HOlner into a cycle

of a,ntique poets. l'Ien of his calibre do not arise in

ll1asses, even in the land of the Hellenes; and though there

can be little question that older luaterial Inade its way into

the Iliad, there can be as little question that it ,vas ",vrought

into its present fornl by one great genius, and fitted by one
skilful hand into the place which it occupies. Another
theory offered is that the nucleus of the poelll and a portion
of its incidents- are the 'York of a single great poet, while
episodes of other authorship were ,vorked into it at a later
period. But a more probable supposition '","ould seelll to
be that Homer, like Shakspeare, dealt with heroic legends

of earlier origin, ancient bullads. whose substance was

worked into the nucleus of the pOelTI by that one great

genius whose vital intellect inspirits th~ whole song.
rrhis would explain at once the discrepancies that exist

between the suPject and handling of the several cantos,

and the considerable degree of unity and hOlllogeneity
which the poem as a ,vhole possesses. It need scarcely
here be said that the Iliad stands at the head of all epic

song, alike in the manner of its evolution, the lofty poetic
genius which it displays, and the exquisite beauty of its
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versification. ..A.s compared with the Hindu epics, it

displays the artistic nloderation of Greek thought in con

trast with the unpruned exuberance of the Oriental hnagi

nation. I~ven the gods which croV\rd its pages a)'e as human

in their linea111ents as a Greek statue, and we are every

wherp- introduced to the society of actual luan, with his

real passions, feelings, and sentiIuents, instead of to a

congeries of phantasIns whose like never dre"v breath in

heaven, earth, or sea.
The Odyssey has been subjected to criticisnl of the same

character, and with like indefinite results. There can be

no doubt that here also we have to do with one of the

favorite heroes of Greek legend, - the wise, shrewd, hard

headed old politician Ulysses, in contrast with the fiery
Achilles, uncontrollable alike in his fury and his grief.

They are strongly differentiated types of character, both
to be found in the ITIentul organization of the Greek,
and perhaps chosen froln an involuntary sense of their

fitness. We need not here follow Ulysses in his ,van

derings and his strange adventures by land and sea. They

siInply indicate the conception of the ancient Greek mind,
yet finnly held in mythologic fetters, of the conditions of

the "vorld beyond its ken. Yet a considerable change had
taken place in the ruling ideas bet\veen the dates of the
two poems. rrhe turbulent Olympian court of the Iliad

has abnost disappeared in the Odyssey, and Zeus has
developed frOITI the hot-tempered lTIonarch of the Iliad

into the position of a supreme moral. ruler of the uni
verse. If both poelus are the work of one hand, which
is now strongly questioned, the poet lTIUst have passed

frOln the ardent and active youth of the Iliad to the re

flective era of old age and into a. period of developed
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religious ideas ere he finished his noble lif2-work with the
Odyssey.

Of the remaining epic work of Greece nothing need be

said. The ~rue epic spirit seems to have died with I-Ioll1er:

and though luany heroic pOelTIS were afterward produced,

they lack the lofty poetic pOvver of the ancient Muse.

But one work need be named here, the Theogony of He

siod, as at once partly an epic poelll, and partly a mytho
logical record. '"fo a certain extent it may be classed
with the Icelandic Eddas and the Persian COSlTIogony;
though the scheme which it presents is less connected and

complete, and it cannot lay the saIne clabn to the title of

a philosophy of mythology. On the other hand, it details

many stirring scenes, and its description of the battles

between Zeus and the l"'itans has an epic power which

approaches that of ~Iilton's story of the war on Heaven's
plains.

'"fhe epic poetry of Rome may be dismissed with a few
words. '"That the l~omans possessed the vigor of hnagi
nation and the boldness and sustained energy of concep
tion necessary to work of this description, is sufficiently

attested by th8 .LEneid of Virgil. But it is vvith a native
epic gro1vth that we are here concerned, not vvith a second

ary outcome of Greek inspiration. A study of ancient
Roman history reveals the fact that abundance of epic
material existed" rfhis history is in great part a series of

legends, luany of which are doubtless prose versions of old
heroic lays. Cicero reluarks that" Cato, in his Or1"gines,
tells us that it was an old CUStOlTI at banquets for those
who sat at table to sing to the flute the praiseworthy
deeds of fa1TIous Inen." 1 He further regrets that these

J Quaestiones Tuscul. iv. 2.
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lays had perished in his time. Other writers give similar

testimony; and it is highly probable that the stories of the

warlike deeds of Horatius, l\iucius, Camillus, etc., were

largely poetic fictions, designed to be sung in the halls of

the great nobles of these clans. We find here no clustering

of legend round the names of single heroes, as in ancient

Greece. '1"'11e scope of l~olnall thought lay below the level

of the deluigocls. It was practical throughout, and per

mitted but minor deviations frOIn the actual events of

history. ,!"'hus ROlnal1 legend is more in the vein of that

of Persia, which' ,vas spread over a long line of fabulous

kings, instead of concentrating itself around a few all
glorious chalnpions. ROIne, hoYvever, produced 110 Fir
dusi to elnbahn its legends in the life-like forln of song.
Yet the history of Livy may almost be called an epic in
prose. It is the nearest approach which ROlne made to a
national epic, and prose as it is, the great work of Livy
deserves to be classed aluong the heroic epics of the

world.
It is in strong confirination of the intellectual energy of

the Aryans to find that the remaining and more barbaric
branches of the race, equally ,vith the Greeks and Hindus,

produced their epics of native growth. And it is of inter
est to find that the Teutonic and Celtic epic cycles display
the true epic condition of the concentration of a' ,series

of heroic lays around one great national hero. With the
Teutonic people a native HOlner arose to give epic shape

to the floating lays of the past. This cannot be affirmed
of the Celts, whose ancient heroes owed their final glory

to foreign hands.
'"fhe Germans possess more than one 'Collection of an

tique lays, such as the poem of Gudrun, and the Helden..
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buch, or Book of Heroes. But it is to the Ivibelungen-lied
that they proudly point as a great national epic, the out

growth of their heroic age. Nor is this pride misplaced.

'The song of the Nibelung is undoubtedly a great and

noble work, unsurpassed in the circle of primitive warlike
epics except by the unrivalled Iliad. It is full of the
spirit of the old German lays, such as 'racitus tells us the

Germans of his time composed in honor of their great
warriors. It is full also of mythological elen1ents, to such
an extent that it is difficult to discrilninate betvveen the

deific and the hluuan origin of its heroes. In its central

hero, Siegfried, the Achilles of the song, and in the heroic

maiden Brunhild, we undoubtedly have mythological char

a~ters. But in others, such as Etzel and Dietrich, can be

traced such well-known historical personages as Attila,

the leader of the Huns, and 'Theodoric, the Gothic king.
Siegfried and Brlluhild appear in other legends besides
those of the Nibelung, and we find tile fprmer in the Vol
sung lay of the Eddas as Sigurd, who fought with the
dragon Fafnir for the golden hoard. This golden hoard
is a llloving impulse in the Teutonic legendary cycle.
Siegfried has becolue the possessor of the enchanted treas

ure of the Nibelungs, and, like Achilles, has been made
invulnerable, except in a spot between his shoulders, which

replaces the heel of Achilles.
But the hoard of gold is a secondary motive in the

Nibelungen-liec1. Its mythologic fiction has alrnost van

ished, and has been replaced by human motives, human
passions, and human deeds. Man has dwarfed the gods in

this outcolue of German thought. It is the truly hU111an

passion of jealousy, the hot rivalry of the two queens,

Brunhild and Krienlhild, and the bitter thirst of the latter
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for revenge, that carry us through its stirring epic cycle
of ,treachery, vvar, and murder. ' 1'here is nothing in the

"\vhole circle of song more terrible than the finale of this

vigorous poeln, the pitiless battle for vengeance in the

blood-stained banquet-hall of the IIuns. Of the nalue of the

poet who shaped the old ballads into the enduring form of

the Nibelungen-lied we have no more than a conjectural

knowledge. 'rhis work was apparently done about the

year 1200; but the lays themselves perhaps reach back to

the fifth or sixth centuries. l'11e epic work was done by a

master-hand, vvho has moulded the separate songs, sagas,

and legends into a well-harnlonized single poeln with a

judgment and ability that shows the possession of a vigor
ous genius.

The Nibelungen-lied is not a courtly poeln. It is full
of the rudeness and passion of a barbaric age, though the
conditions of lVliddle-Age society, ""vith its cOlnbined cru

elty and chivalry, and the sentilnent of the age of the

Minnesingers., have not been without their effect in soften

ing the spirit of the older lays, and in giving a degree of

poetic splendor to the crude boldness of archaic song. It

falls far below the Iliad in all that consti~utes a great
work of art, yet it is instinct with a fervent imagination,
a fiery energy, and a truly epic breadth of incident. Its
descriptive power, the fine characterization of its person
ages, and the skilful handling of the plot, indicate both
an age of considerable literary culture and a high degree

of poetic genius in the narrator, while the Teutonic spirit
is shown in its deep feeling for the profound and mysteri
ous in human destiny. Opening with a calm and quiet

- detail of peaceful incidents, we soon find the poem plung

ing into the abyss of jealousy, rivalry, murder, and all the
17
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fiercer passions. The hand of the assassin finds the vul

nerable spot in Siegfried's body, the fatal spot left un

bathed by the 1nagic dragon's blood, and he falls a victim

to Brunhild's !'elentless hate. Ji"'rol11 this point onward the

poem gathers force as it flows, until it sweeps with the
fury of a mountain-torrent tOvvard its disastrous finale

in the terrible retribution exacted by the hero's vengeance
brooding wife. 'fhe death-dealing spirit of ancient trag
edy finds its cuhnination in the story,of awful bloodshed in

which the murderous Hagen and his cOlnpanions meet their

deserts at the court of the lIuns. The terrible energy with

which the poem closes finds nothing to surpass it in the

most vigorous scenes of I-Iomer's world-faulous works.

One 1nore poeln of epic character, the product of the

Teutonic Muse, may be here Inentioned, -the most archaic

and barbarous of all epic songs. 'fhis is the primeval
English epic, the p021n of Beowulf, ---:- the work of the
Anglo-Saxons in their days of utter barbarism and heathen
ism, probably before they left their home on the Continent
to fall in piratical fury 011 England's defenceless shores.
We have here no chivalry, no sentiluent, no softness. All

is fierce, rude, and savage. The superstitions of an age of
mental gloom forln the web of the poem, wh~ch is shot

through and through with the threads of 111ythologic lore.

It is, as Longfellow renlarks, "like a piece of ancient
armor, - rusty and battered, and yet strong." The style

is of the simplest. ':I:'he bold luetaphorical vein of later

Anglo-Saxon poetry is wanting; the poet seelns intent
only on telling his story, and has no tilne for episodes and
llletaphors. Yet Beowulf is the far-off progenitor of the

knight-errant of chivalry; and the song is such as the un
cultured, yet vigorous-minded, bards of the heathen Saxons
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might have sung in the rude halls of half-savage thanes,

ale-quaffing, stool-seated Berserkers, listening in the light
of flaring and smoking torches to the stirring lay of human
prowess and magic charlus.

We are told how Beowulf, the sea Goth, fought unarmed

with Grendel the giant, and destroyed the monster, after

the latter had slain scores of beer-drunken doughty Danes

in the great hall of Iring Hrothgar the Scylding. There
succeeded a terrible fight in the dens whither Beowulf

had followed the Grendel's mother, a witch-like monster.

Here he slew dragons and monsters that blocked his way;
and after a hard struggle with the grim old-wife, seized a
magic sword which lay aluong the treasures of her dwell

ing, and " with one fell blow let her heathen soul out of
its bone house." 1 '".ro this strongly told bit of heathen lore

are added eleven more cantos, relating the deeds of the
sea-king in his old age, when he fought with a monstrons

fire-drake ""vhich was devastating the land. fIe killed this

creature, and enriched the land with the treasnre found in
its cave; yet hiluself died of his wounds.

Here again we have the magic treasure of '"Teutoni.c lore,
destined to be fatal to its possessor, as the Nibelung

hoard was to the hero Siegfried. It is undoubtedly an out

growth of Northern mythology, and perhaps had its origin
in the treasures of the dawn or of the summer of ancient
Aryan Inyth. As an epic, the poelu possesses much

merit. It is highly graphic in its descriptions, while the

story of its battles, its treasnre-houses, the revels and
Rongs in the kings' halls, and the magical incidents with

which the poenl is filled, are told ""vith a minuteness that
brings clearly before our eyes the life of a far ruder age

1 Longfellow, Poets and Poetry of Europe, p. 4.
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than is revealed by any other extended poem. As Long
fellow says, "we can almost smell the brine, and hear the
sea-breezes blow, and see the mainland stretch out its
, sea-noses' into the blue waters of the solemn main."
This rude old song, so fortunately preserved, yields us
striking evidence of the intellectual vigor of the fathers of
the English race.

The Celtic Aryans have been quite as prolific as any
other branch of the race; and though they present us with
no completed epic, they have preserved an abundance
of those heroic tales which form the basis of epic song.
While the Germans of the Continent and the Saxons of

England were plunged in the depths of barbarism, the
Irish Celts manifested a considerable degree of literary

activity, and produced works on a great variety of subjects,

whose origin can be traced back to the early centuries of
the Christian era. Among these were numerous heroic
legends which centred around two great traditional cham
pions of the past. One of these cycles of epic lays, whose
heroes have almost vanished from the popular mind, relates
the deeds of a doughty hero, Ctichulaind, of whose Inighty
prowess many stirring stories are told. rrhe central tale is

the Tain Bo Cuailnge, or the "Cattle Spoil of Cualnge,"
which tells how Cuchulaind defended DIstel" and the mystic
brown bull of Cualnge single-handed against all the forces
of Queen Medb of Connaught, the original of the fairy
queen lVlab. Around this vigorously told story cluster
some thirty others, descriptive of the deeds of the hero
Cuchulaind, of IVledb the heroine, and of many great cham
pions of the past. As a whole, it forms a complete epic
cycle, and needed only the shaping and pruning hand of
some able poet to add another to the national epics of
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the world. These legends, as they exist now, are in

twelfth-century manuscripts, of luixed prose and verse;

but for their origin we must go back to the vanished bards
of many centuries preceding.

In addition to this epic cycle of heroic song, the Irish

have the fortune to possess another, equally extensive, and

of much more modern date, - the story of lfinn, the son

of Cumall, who is still a popular hero in Ireland, though
his predecessor has long been forgotten. Finn and the

~"ennians may have had a historical basis, though there can
be very little of the historical in the stories relating to

theIn, with their abundance of magical incidents and extra
ordinary adventures. rrhe ~"'ennian tales probably only be
gan to be popular about the twelfth century, and new ones
continued to appear till a much later period, one of thelTI
being as late as the eighteenth century. These legends
are very nunlerous, and they may clailn to have found their

epic poet in a bard of alien blood; for it seems certain

that the heroes of both these cycles of songs were popu

lar in the Highlands of Scotland, and that l\1:acpher~on's

Ossian, though doubtless due, as a poem, to his own

n1ind, contains elements derived by him froln the popular

Highland heroic lore. Ossian is Oisin, the son of Finn,
while the hero hinlself is represented in Fingal; and char

acters of bQth the Irish legendary cycles are introduced.

l\iuch as the statelnent of Macpherson concerning the

origin of this poem has been questioned, it may have

equal clabn to the title of a naturally evolved epic as the

Nibelungen-lied or the Iliad. For in none of these cases

are we aware to what an extent the final poet manipulated

his materials, or how greatly he transformed the more an

cient lays and legends.
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The Welsh division of the Celts seems to have been
nearly as active as the Irish in literary work, and pro
duced its distinct epic cycle in the heroic lays of I{ing
Arthur, -the popular hero of the age of chivalry and of
modern English epic song. l'his hero of fable, with his
Round Table of noble knights, and the deeds of the
enchanter JVlerlin, was first introduced to Middle-Age
Europe in the fabulous British history of Geoffrey of
l\Ionmouth, written early in the twelfth century. The
Arthurian legends yielded nothing that we can call an epic,
but they gave inspiration to a marvellous series of rhymed
romances, the work of the ~""'rench Trouveres. The ~""'rench,

however, were not without a native hero of rOlnance
of older date in their literature than the Arthur Inyths.
This was their great ICing Charlelnagne, who, with his
twelve peers, forlned the theme of an interminable series

of Ohanson$ de Gestes, or legendary ballads, in which
the epic spirit became diffused through a wide range
of rude and magical I-Olnance. King Arthur succeeded
Charlemagne as a popular hero at a period of more cul
ture and softer manners, and the poems of which he and
his knights fOl"ffi the heroes are the finest in that tedious
series of magical romances with which the Trouveres and
their successors delnged the literature of the chivalric
age, until they finally sank into utter inanity, and were
laughed out of existence by Cervantes in his inimitable
satire of Don Quixote.

In this review of the early poetry of the Aryans there
is one branch of the race yet to he considered, and one
remaining epic to be described. The Slavonians have
not been without their literary productions, thongh none
of their poetry has reached the epic stage. But the con-
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tiguous Finns, Yvhom we have viewed as nearly related

in race to the Slavonic Aryans, have evolved an epic

poem of SOlne considerable Inerit, and of interest as the

latest work of thiG character to COlne into existence in

the prinlitive method. Its elements long existed aluong

the lTillllish people as a series of heroic legendary bal

lads, the work of arranging which into a connected epic

form was due to Dr. Lonnrot, of I-Ielsingfors, who col

lected froln the lips of the peasantry, and published in

1835, the epic production now known as the Kalevala,
the "Home of Heroes." '1'hese legends belong mainly

to the pre-Christian period of Finnish culture. They

centre, in true epic style, round the hero ·VVainamoinen,

whose deeds, with those of his two brother heroes, form

the theme of a series of connected lays, which fall to

gether into a poem abnost as hOluogeneous as the Iliad.

It is a work instinct with mythology. It opens with a

myth of the creation of the universe froln an egg, and

is full of folk-lore throughout. '"The heroes of }{aleva,

the land of happiness, bring down gifts from I-Ieaven to

mortals, and work luany lnagic wonders. Yet they min

gle in the daily life of the people, share their toils, and

enter into their rest. 'rhey are, as IV!r. Lang says,

"exaggerated shadows of the people, pursuing on a

heroic scale, not war, but the comlllon business of peace

ful and priluitive men." Yet the poeln is not 1vithout

its warlike eleluent, - in the struggle of the heroes of

Kaleva with the chalupions of Pohjola, the region of

the frozen North, and of I.uonela, the land of death.

It ends, after many vicissitudes, in the triumph of 'Vai

namoinen and his followers over their foes. Of the

merits of this pOelTI, Max 1\iiiller reluarks: "From the
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mouths of the a"ged an epic poeln has been collected,

equalling -the Iliad in length and completeness, - nay, if
we can forget for the moment all that toe in our youth
learned to call beautiful, not less beautiful." In metre

and style it resembles I...ongfellow's "Hiawatha," which
imitates it with some exactness.

rThough the Slavonic people have produced no heroic

epos of this completeness, they are not without their
heroic poetry. r1'he success attained by Dr. Lonnrot in

studying the popular poetry of :F'inland has led to like

efforts in Russia, with very marked results. Two great

collections of the epic lays of the l~ussian people now

exist, -that published by P. N. Ruibnikof in 1867; and

th~t of P. R. Kiryeevsky, which is not yet completed.
rThese lays were collected froin the lips of the Russian

peasantry, the whole country being traversed by the
ardent explorers in their indefatigable search for the
old songs of the Slavonic race. '"The Builinas, or historic
poems, thus rescued from oblivion seem naturally to fall
into several cycles, each with its distinct characteristics.

Of these the most archaic lays deal with the "Elder He
roes," and are evidently of mythologic origin. Closely

connected vvith these in character is the cycle named after

Vladilnir the Great. rfhis is the epos of the ' , Younger

Heroes," - the ancient paladins of the country, like those
of the Charlelnagne and Arthur legends. rThe third is

known as the Novgorod cycle, and deals with the reillote
era of historic Russia. rThe fourth is the Royal or Mos

cow cycle, and has the personages of actual history for

its heroes.
These Russian songs show no tendency to centre ronnd

any single hero, and thus offer no opportunity for their
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concentration into a single connected poem. In the his

tory of national epic poetry, in fact, we seeln to distinguish

two distinct lines of development. One of these is that

pursued by Persia, Rome, and Russia, in which no single

hero has concentrated the attention of singers, and the

flow of song takes in a long succession of fabulous and

historical chalnpions. The other is that pursued by the

relnaining Aryans, in which song centred itself around one

or a few great warriors, Inostly of mythological origin, and

the series of. songs naturally combined into a connected

narrative. rThis is the more archaic stage of the two, or

perhaps the one that indicates the lTIOst active imagination,
and it is the one to which all the naturally evolved epic
poems of the world are due.

The prodnction of heroic poetry by the Aryan peoples
by no means ceased with their stage of half-barbaric de
velopnlent. Nlunerous valuable epic pOelTIS have been

produced in the age of civilization; but of these we need

say nothing, as they are secondary products of the human
mind, and not the necessary OutC0111B of Inental evolution.
rThey are only of value to us here as evidences of the

continued vigor of the Aryan hnagination. One only of

these presents any of the characteristics of a naturally

evolved work. This is the great poem of Dante, the
Di-vina C01nmeclia, in which the lVliddle-Age mythology
of the Christian Church has becoine embodied in song, the
record of a stage of thought which can never be repro
duced upon. the civilized earth. rThe Inferno of Dante is

the medireval expression of a succession of extraordinary
conceptions of the future destiny of the soul. These are

of strict Aryan origin, since all non-Aryan nations have

had very vague conceptions of the pnnishnlent of the
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wicked. The extrelne unfoldment of the hell-idea we owe
to the Hindu inlagination, and a less exaggerated one
to that of Persia. It would be difficult to conceive of

a more grotesquely extravagant series of future tortures
than those of the Buddhistic hell. T'hese ideas have been

carried by the Buddhists to China, while they gave the

cue to Mohammed and instigated the hell of the Koran.
Their final product is the hell of medi[Bval Europe, and
they have attained poetical expression in Dante's In

ferno. 'Ve may therefore fairly class this poem 1vith the
primitive epics of mankind, as it gives poetic expression
to a stage of human culture and a natively evolved series

of lnythical conceptions which have died out with the
advance of civilization, but which were as essential ele
ments of thought-c1evelopluent as the 1vorship of mythical
deities and the admiration of heroic demigods.

We have given considerable attention to the development
of Aryan epic poetry from the evidence which it presents
of the distinctly superior character of the A ryan imagina
tion to that of the other races of 111ankind. N011e of these
can be fairly said to have reached the epic level of thought.
The Aryans have continuously progressed beyond this
level. But the steps of this progression can here but con
cisely be indicated. The epic spirit in ancient Greece
unfolded in t,,'"o directions, one producing the imaginative
historical narrative, the other giving rise to the drama.

'The former of these in that actively intellectual land
quickly developed into history in its highest sense, yielding
the rigidly critical and philosophical historical work of
Thucydides. 'fhe latter as quickly gave rise to a Sllcces
sion of the noblest dramatic productions of mankind, those

of the three great tragedians of Greece. Elsewhere in the
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ancient world the course of developlnent was much the

same. l~ome produced no native dralna of literary value,

but in historic production it rivalled the best ,york of

Greece, passing froln the half-fabulous historical legends

of Livy to the critical production of Tacitus. In this re

spect practical Rome was in strong contrast to iInaginative

India, in ,vhich land history relnained undeveloped, while

a dralna of considerable merit caIne into existence.
If now we consider the unfolchnent of modern EurolJean

literature, it is to find it pursue a sOlnewhat different
channel, and reach results not attained in ancient thnes.

'The rhylned rOlnance of chivalry ,vas the direct outgrowth

of the epic spirit in Inedireval Europe, and was aCCOln
panied by metrical histories as fabulous as the rOlnance.
In their continued developlnent these two forlns of litera

ture deviated. '1'11e history of fable gradually unfolded into
the history of fact. l:>rose succeeded verse, and criticislTI

replaced credulity. 'The rhymed rOlnance, on its part, de
veloped into the prose rOlnance, and lost Inore and more of

its magical elelnent, until it fully entered the region of the
possible. It still continued tedious and extravagant, but

had got rid of its old cloak of ll1ythology.

Ancient fiction reached a stage somewhat similar to this,
thongh not by _the sanie steps of progress. In the later

eras of Greece rOlnantic fictions appeared, comprising
pastoral, religious, and adventurous tales shnilar to those

wllieh were the ruling fashion of a few centuries ago in
Europe. But there was little trace of the allegory, which

became such a favorite fOrITI of literature with our fore

fathers. In India this development stopped at a lower

stage, that of fable and fairy lore. But in this field

the active Hindu ilnagination produced abundantly, and
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directly instigated the Persian and Arabian magical liter
ature. Throngh the latter its influence entered modern

Europe. Collections of the Hindu tales were extant in the
J\1icldle Ages, and from theln seems to have directly out

gro"Tn the short novel. or tale, which attained such popu
larity and reached its highest level of art in the Decameron
of Boccaccio.

But in Inore modern times the hnaginary narrative has
passed onward to a far higher stage than it attained in the
ancient period, and has yielded the character-novel of our

own day, - a literary form in which the combined imagina
tion and reason of the Aryan mind have gained their lofti

est development. '"fhe novel is the epic of the scientific

and reflective era. It has cast off the barbaric splendor

of the mantle of verse and of magical and supernatural

embellishments, and has descended to quiet prose and
actual life conditions. It has left the heroic for the do
mestic stage. It has replaced the outlined characters of
the epic by critical dissections that reveal the inmost fibres
of human character. The stirring action of the epic has
in it been replaced in great part by reflection and mental
evolution. It forms, in short, the storehouse into which
flows all the varied thought of modern times, there to be

wrought into an exact reproduction of the physical, social,

and mental life of man.
The modern drama unfolded at an earlier date than the

novel. But its evolution was a native one only in Spain
and England. Elsewhere it was but an imitation of the

drama of the ancient "vorld. It attained its hjghest level
in the works of Shakspeare, which indeed prefigured the

modern novel in the critical exactness and Inental depth

of their character-pictures and in the reflective vein which
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underlies all their action. As complete reproductions of
intellectual man, and dissections of the human understand
ing in its every anatomical detail, they probably stand at
the highest level yet reached by the powers of human
thought. 'The remaining outgrowth of epic narrative, that
of prose history, has likewise attained a remarkable devel
oplnent in modern times, and has becolue as philosophicaJ
and critical as the narrative of ancient times, with few
exceptions, was crude, credulous, and unphilosophical.
. If an attelnpt be made to compare the literary work
of the non-Aryan nations in these particulars with the
Aryan productions, it will reveal a very Inarked contrast
between the value of the two schools of thought. Noth
ing need be sai.d of the fictitious or historical literature of
the ancient non-Aryan civilizations. It lay in intellectual
power very far below the level attained by Greece. The
only ilnportant literary nation of modern times outside
the Aryan world is China. In the making of books the

Chinese have been exceedingly active, and their literature
is enormous in quantity; the Europeans scarcely surpass
them in this respect. But in regard to quality they stand
immeasurably below the Aryan level.

Though China has produced no epic poem, it has been
very prolific in historical and descriptive literature and in
what is called the dralua and the novel. Yet in its his
torical work it has not gone a step beyond the annalistic
stage. 'The idea of historical philosophy is yet to be born.
in this ancient land. As for tracing events to their causes,
and taking that broad view of history ,vhieh converts the
consecutive detail of hUlnan deeds into a science, and dis
plays to us the seemingly inconsequential movements of
nations as really controlled by necessity and directed by
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the unseen hand' of evolution, such a conception has not
yet entered the unimaginative Chinese mind.

As regards the Chinese dralua and novel, they are
utterly unworthy of th'e name. Character-delineation is
the distinctive feature of the modern novel, and of this
the novel of China is void. It consists lnainly of inter
lninable dialogues, ill vvhich moral reflections and trifling
discussions mingle, while the narrative is made tedious by
its many inconsequential details. 'rhe stories abound in

sports, feasts, lawsuits, prolllenades, and school exam
inations, and usually wind up vvith marriage. There is
abundance of plot, but no character. 'l'heir heroes are

paragons of all imaginable virtues, -- polished, fascinating,

learned; everything but human. 'l'he saIne may be said

of the Chinese drama. It is all action. Reflection and

character-analysis fail to enter. There are abundance of
descriptions of fights and grand spectacles, myths, puns~

and grotesque allusions, intermingled with songs and bal
lets. The plot is sometimes very intricate, and managed
)vith some skill; but often the play is almost destitute of
plot, though full of horrible details of murders and ex

ecutions. Fireworks, disguised men, and men personating
animals, are admired features of those strange spectacles;

but as for any display of a high order of intellectuality,
no trace of it can be discovered in the dramatic or fictitious
literature of this very ancient literary people.

There is no occasion, in this review, to consider all the

many divisions into which modern Aryan literature has
unfolded. There is, however, yet another of the ancient

and naturally evolved branches of literature to be taken

into account. We have said that the general course of

poetic development seems to have been from the religious
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through the heroic lyric to the epic. But lyric poetry con

tinued its development, accompanying and succeeding the
epic. It has indeed COlne down to our own times in a

broad flood of undinlinished song. It is with the lyric,

truly so called; that we are here conuerned, - the poetry

of reflection, the lnetrical analysis of human emotion and

thought, in contrast with the poetry of action. 'To this

may be added the poetry of description, of the love-song,
and of the c1etails of comn10n life, with all their numerous
varieties.

In this field of literature alone the other races come

more ~1irectly into comparison 1'vith the Aryan. Prolific as
ev:ery branch of the Aryan race has been in lyric song,
the remaining peoples of civilized mankind have been little
less so, and in this direction have attained their highest
out-reach of poetic thought. The Hebrews specially ex
celled in the lyric. In the poem of moral reflection and

devotion, in the delineation of the scenes and incidents

of rural life, and in the use of apposite metaphor, they

stand unexcelled, while in scope of subliIne imagery the

poem of Job has never been equalled. This poetry, how
ever, belongs to a primitive stage of mental development,

- that in which worship was the ruling mental interest of
mankind. 'l'he intellect of lnan had not expanded into
its modern breadth, and was confined to a narrow range
of subjects of contelnplation.

At a later period the Semitic race broke into a second

outburst of lyric fervor, - that of the Arabians in their im

perial era. But this failed to reach any high standard of

intellectual conception. "Their poems were largely devoted I

to love anel enlogy; and while they had the same metrical
harmony as their direct successors, the ,,:orlrs of the Trou-
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badours and the Minnesingers, they, like these, were
largely void of thought, and lacked sufficient vitality to
give them continued life. In China, again, we find a very
considerable development of non-Aryan lyric song, coming
down from a very early period of the nation. And these
lyrics have often much merit as quiet pictures of life; b~t

it cannot be claiuled that they show any lofty intellectual
power. For the highest development of the lyric, as of
every form of literary work, we 111ust come to the Aryan
world, where alone thought has clilnbed and broadened,
reaching its highest level and its widest outlook, and sink
ing to its profoundest depth of analysis of the mental
universe. So far as literature embodies the powers of
the human intellect, it points to the Aryan development
as suprenlely in advance of that of the other races of
mankind.



XI.

OTHER ARYAN CHARACTERISTICS.

I T is necessary, in continuation of our subject, to con
sider the cOluparative record of the Aryan and the

other races of mankind in respect to the developluent
of art, science, mechanical skill, and the other main
essentials of civilization. In doing so, certain Inarked
distinctions make themselves apparent, and it seelns pos
sible to draw broad lines of demarcation between the
principal races. If we consider the Negro race froln this
point of view, it is to find a lack of energy both physical
and lnental. Nowhere in the region inhabited by this race
do we perceive indications of high powers either of work

or thought. No monuments of architecture appear; no
philosophies or literatures have arisen. And in their
present condition they stand mentally at a very low level,
while physically they confine thelnselyes to the labor ab
solutely necessary to existence. They neither work nor
think above the lowest level of life-needs; and even in
America, under all the instigation of Aryan activity, the
Negro race displays scarcely any voluntary energy either
of thought or work. It goes only as far as the sharp
whip of necessity drives, and looks upon indolence and
sunshine as the terrestrial Paradise.

The record of the Mongolian race is strikingly different.
Here, too, we find no great scope or breadth of thought,
but there is shown a decided tendency to muscular exertion.

18
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For pure activity of work the Mongolians have been un
surpassed, and no difficulty seems to have deterred them
in the perfOl'InanCe of the most stupendous labors. "fhe

Aryans have never displayed an equal disposition to hand

labor, -Bot, however, from lack of energy, but simply that
Aryan energy is largely drafted off to the region of the

brain, while Mongolian energy is mainly centred in the
muscles. The Aryan 111akes every effort to save his hands.
Labor-saving machinery is his great desideratum. The

J.\tlongolian, with equal native energy, centres this energy
within his muscles, while his. brain lies fallow. "1'he Chi

nese, for instance, are the hardest hand-workers in the

world. l'he amount of purely physical exertion which they

perforlll is nowhere surpassed. The productiveness of

their country, through the activity of hand-labor alone, is

considerably superior to that of any other country not
possessed of effective Inachinery. But in regard to thought
they exist in an unprogressive state. Little has been done
by the brain to relieve the hand ~rom its arduous labor.
Chinese thought is mainly a turning over of old straw.
"1'he land is ahnost empty of original luental productions.

If ,ve consider the record of the Mongolians of the past
the same result appears. "fhey have left us monUluents
of strenuous ,york, but none of highly developed thought.

China, the lTIOst enlightened of Mongolian nations, has an
immense ancient literature, but none that can be compared

with Aryan literature in ~espect to display of mental ability.

Its highest expression is its philosophy, and that, in
intellectual grasp, is enormously below the contemporary

philosophy of India. But in respect to evidences of

muscular exertion it has no superior. rrhe Great 'Vall of

China far surpasses in the 1vork there elnbodied any other
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single product of human labor. Yet it is in no sense an
outcome of advanced thought. It is the product of a

purely practical mind, and one of a low order of intelli

gence, as evidenced by the utter uselessness of this vast
InonUll1ent of exertion for its intended purpose. The Great

Canal of China is another product of a purely practical

intellect. Every labor perforlned by China has a very
evident purpose . It is all industrial or protective. 'rhere

are no monnments to the imagination. Yet the lack of

mental out-reach has prevented any great extension of

labor-saving expedients. At long intervals, during the
extended life of the nation, some useful invention has
appeared, - such as that of the art of printing. Yet for
much more than a thousand years this art has remained in
nearly its original stage, while in :Europe, during a con
siderably shorter period, it has Inade an ahnost miraculous
advance. Among the few illustrations of non-practical

labor in China are its pagodas, which seem like the play
things of a rudimentary imagination when compared with

the architectural Inonuments of Europe.

If now we review the products of the American abo

rigines, whose closest affinities are certainly with the
lVlongolians, we arrive at a siInilar conclusion. There is

evidence of an immense ability for labor, but of no superior
powers of thought. 'rhe quantity of sheer muscular
exertion expended on the huge architectural structures and

the great roads of Peru, the iInInense pyralnids of Mexico,
and the great buildings of Yucatan, is extraordinary. 'The
huge mounds erected by the ancient dwellers in the

Mississippi valley are equally extraordinary, when we

consider the barbarian condition of their builders. 'There

is here no lack of Inuscular energy. No people of native
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indolence could have e-rected these luonuments, or have

even conceived the idea of then!. l'11ere is abundant

ability to work displayed, but no great ability to think.
rfhe great roads of Peru are products of a practical Inind.

In regard to the remaining works, they were largely incited
by religious thought. They yield us in massive walls and

crude ornaluentation the record of the highest hnaginative
out-reach and artistic power of the Alnerican mind. 1Vhen
we come to examine them we find that their Inain ex

pression is that of hugeness. "fheir art is rudimentary,

except in some few striking instances in the Maya archi
tecture and statuary of Yucatan. There are indications

of intellectual ability, but it remains in its undeveloped

stage. J1~nergy is not lacking, but it is mainly confined to

the muscles, and but slightly vitalizes the mind.

",Ve have evidences of similar conditions in the works of
architecture relnaining from the pre-Aryan age of Europe.
The huge monoliths of Stonehenge, Avebury, and Carnac,
and the Cyclopean "valls of Greece and Italy (the latter
possibly of Aryan fOI'luation), indicate a race or an era
when muscle was in the ascendant and thought in embryo.

The idea was the same as that indicated in the structures
of Asia and America,- to astound future nlan with edifices

that seeln the work of giant builders. No indication of
the loftiest conception of architectural art appears, - that
of the simple cOlnbination of the ornalnental with the

practical, and the restriction of size to the deluands of

necessity and the requirelnents of graceful proportion. To
astonish by mer3 hugeness is a conception of the unde

veloped mind. Blind force can raise a mountain mass;

only highly dev8loped intellect can erect a Greek temple.

The ~Ielanochroic division of the white race repeats in
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its work the lVlongolian characteristic of hugeness. 'Yet

it indicates superior thought-powers, and has attained

a much higher level of art. In the extraordinary archi

tectural and artistic monuments of :Egypt the power of

sheer muscular vigor displayed is astounding~ The world

has never shown a greater degree of energy; but it is

rather energy of the hands than of the nlind. The ru

diInentary idea of vast size is the main expression of these

works; and though they have sufficient artistic value to

show a considerable mental unfoldment, yet hugeness of
diInensions and the power of overcolning difficulties are

their overruling characteristics. '"The old rulers of Egypt
were eager to show the world of the future what labors they

could perform; they were much less eager to show what
thought they could eInbody.

And yet alnong the monuments of Egypt and those of
the sister nations of Assyria and Babylonia we find our

selves in a circle of thought of far higher grade than that

displayed by the Mongolian monuments. There is indi

cated a vigorous power of imagination and an artistic ability
of no mean grade, while strong evidence appears that

but for the restraint of conventionality and the distracting
idea of hugeness, art ,vould have attained a much higher
level. The rudiment of the Greek teInple appears in the
architecture of ~:gypt and Assyria, and the former is a
direct outgrowth from the latter in the hands of a people

of superior intellectuality.
If the Negro is indolent both physically and mentally,

the l\fongolian energetic physically but undeveloped men 4

tally, and the Melanochroi active physically and to SOIlle

extent mentally, in the Aryan we find a highly vigorous
and developed mental activity. Though by no means
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lacking in physical energy, the mind is the ruling agent in

this race, lTIuscular work is reduced to the lowest level

consistent with the demands of the body and the in

tellect, and every effort is made to limit the quantity of
",\\Tork represented in a fixed quantity of product. Waste

labor is a crime to the Aryan mind. Use is the guiding

principle in all effort. It is to this ruling agency of the
intellect over the energies of a muscular and active

organism that we owe the superior quality, the restricted

dimensions, and the vast quantity of Aryan labor products.

In this work pure thought i,s far more strongly represente.d

than pure labor.

In the two great intellectual Aryan peoples of the past,

the Greek and the Hindu, the artistic products are strik

ingly in accordance with the character of their respective

mentality. The work of the Hindu displays an imagina
tiYe exuberance, with a lack of reasoning control. In it
we have rather the idea of vastness than of hugeness, a
vague yet strong Inental upreach, while a superfluity, al
most a wildness, of ornament testifies to the unrestrained

activity of the imagination. There is indicated no con
trolling idea of utility. The I-lindus were alnlost devoid
of practicality. Their architecture seems an elnbodiment

of their philosophy, -daring, unrestrained, and unpractical

throughout. In their older cave-temples, such as that at
Elephanta, sheer labor is the strongest characteristic; but
it is labor underlaid with a vigorous sense of art. In the

extraordinary excavations at Ellora an exuberant imagi

nation carries all before it, and 1ve seem to gaze upon

an epic poem in stone, rendered inartistic by its endless

superfluity of ornament.
In Greek arehitecture and in all Greek art1 on the COI1~
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trary, are visible the evidences of a subdued hnaginatiol1.

In hreadth and height of iUlaginative conception the Greek

Blind is in DO sense inferior to the I-lindu, but it is every

where restrained by the habit of observation and by a

sense of the logical fitness of things. rrhe IIilldll looked

inward for his 111oclels, and built his teluples to fit the con

ceptions of his ilnagination. rrhe Greek looked out"vard,

found his nloclels in the lines and fo1'n18 of the visible, and

sought to bring his ,york into strict conforlllity with the

grace, harITIOny, and llloderation of external Nature. In

this effort he attained a reluarkable success. '"rrue art

""vas born ""vith hinl. All excess and exuberanee disap

peare, the ,vings of the iInagil1ation are clipped, and its

flJghts kept down to the level of the visible earth. The

idea of the practical is every"vhere combined with that of

the Ornalllelltal. The suborc1illation of the lnind to the

teachings of visible Nature is rigidly Inail1tained. Greek

art is the actual, reproduced in all its lines and propor

tions, and with a strictly faithful rendering that detracts

from its value as a work of the intellect, while adding to it

as a ",York of art.

'fhe defect of Greek art lies in an excess of this re

straint. It sins in one dh'ection, as Hindu art does in the

other. l'he wings of the iInagination are too severely

clipped. It is undoubtedly a high conception of art accu

rately to reproduce in 111arble the exact details and propor

tions of the hUlnan fraIlle. But the Greek fixed his eyes

so closely upon the body that he in a lneasure lost sight

of its anin1ating 20n1. 'fhis is not the highest conception

of art. 'ro in1itate physical Nature exactly, vvas a great

achievelTIent; and this the Greek artist attained to a de

gree that can Dever be surpassed. But to reproduce the
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mind in the body, is a greater achievement; and in this

direction Greek art 111ade but the prelhninary steps.

The great statues of Greece represent types, not indi

viduals. 'They display the Inental characteristics of fear,

nlodesty, terror, dignity, and the like, in the gross, not in
detail. 'Their )yorks are like the cOlllbined photographs
by ,vhich the general typical features of groups of Inen are

now reproduced. The special and individual varieties of
these characters are never represented. It is the same
with Greek architecture. It contains the harlnonies and

proportions of pl)ysical Nature, but it is elnpty of the deep

spiritual significance ,vith which Nature is everywhere per

vaded. It is a Inagnificent body, but it laeks the soul.

The saIne would douhtless prove to be the case with Greek

painting, had it been preserved. It is largely the case

with Greek literature. Its characters are types of lnan
Inore largely than they are individual 111en. 1"'00 strict
elevotion to the seen is the vveak point in Greek thought.
Its flight lies below the level of the unseen.

l\Iodern Aryan art has taken a higher flight. While

paying less attention to the body, it has paid Inore to the
soul. In Gothic architecture the hnagination displays a

certain extravagance of manifestation; but in it there is
elnbodied something of that profound and awe-inspiring

spiritual significance of Nature which Greek art fails to
manifest. lVlodern sculpture, while it does not attain to

the Greek level of physical perfection, indicates a higher

ideal of mentality. It represents the individual instead of
the group, and seeks to reproduce hUluan elTIotion in its

special, instead of its general varieties of 111anifestation.

But the true 111oc1ern arts, those best suited for mental elll

bodiment, are painting and music. Of these the former
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attained SOl11e ancient developl11ent; the latter is strictly

l110clern as an art. It is lTIainly in these, and particularly

in l11usic, - the latest production of Aryan art, - that the
soul sho,vs through the thought, and that rnan has broken

the crust of clay which envelops his inlTIOst being~ and
aniInated the products of his art with the deep spiritual

significance that everywhere underlies Nature. In the
,vork of the lTIodel'n artist, in fact, we seelIl to have found
the true lIliddle line between the opposite one-sidedness of

Greek and IIindu art. In the forlner of these the vis
ible too strongly controls; in the latter the invisible. In

the one the logical, in the other the iInaginative, faculty of
the lIlind attaitls undue predominance. rrhe 1110dern artist

seeks to lnake these extrel11es lueet. fIe fails to rival the
Greek in the physical perfection of his work l11ainly be
cause his thought looks deeper than lnere physical perfec
tion; he fails to display the Hindu exuberance of fancy

frOlTI the fact that he never loses sight of the physical.
As a consequence, his work pursues the lnid-channel be

tween the logical and the imaginative, and reproduces

Nature as it actually exists, - everywhere a body ani
mated by a soul. It is the individual that appears in
modern art, as it is the individual that rules in lnodern

society. In ancient nations the individual was of secon
dary in1portance. rrhe group "vas the national unit alike
in the falnily, the village, the gens, the tribe, and the va
rious subdivisions of the State. rrhe individual was in1

perfertly recognized in society, and becal11e as ilnperfectly
recognized in art.

In respect to the art of the non-I\ryan nations little

need be said. It lay far, often innneasurably, below the

level of A,ryan art. 'Vhat the art of Egypt lnight have
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attained if freed from the restraint of conventionalisln, it
is difficult to say. It would l)robably even then have
ended where Greek al't began, as ""ve find to be the case
with the less conventionalized art of Assyria. 'The art of
the Alnericans was far more rudilnentary. In one or tV\TO
exalnples it approaches the character of Greek art; but as
a rule it is rather gl:oteEque than artistic. The SaiTIe re
Inark applies to the art of modern China. It belongs to
the childhood of thought.

The ""vorld of science is ahnost completely an Arynn
world. In this ilnportant field of thought the non-Aryan
races of mankInd stop at the threshold of discovery.
'I'heir IllOst hnportant work is in the forlnation of the
calendar, to which strict necessity seelns to have driven

theIne In this direction consider~ble progress was early
attainedo Each of the primitive civilizations Ineasured the
length of the year with close exactness, the Mexicans par
ticularly so, their calendar being ahnost equally accurate
with that of modern nations. This was a work -Q~ pure
observation, and astrol101nical conditions SeelTI strongly to
have attracted the attention of early man. In fact the
only extended series of scientific observations in the far
past of which we are aware, is that of the Babylonians,
in their close watch upon the movelnents of the stars and
their study of eclipses. As to the accuracy and actual
value of this work, we really know very little. SOine siln
Hal' observations were recorded by the Chinese. But
nearly aU the actual results of science which the Aryan
has received fl~Oln the exterior ,vorld consist in these few
astrono111ical observations, - the partial settlelnent of the
length of the year, its division into months and weeks,
and the similar division of the day into its minor portions.
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On this small foundation the Aryans have built an im
111enSe snperstructure. Aryan science began vvith the

Greeks, Yvhose tendency to exact observation Inade thelTI

critically acquainted vvith lnany of the facts and conditions

of Nature. Yet dering all the early eras of Greek enlight

enlnent the activity of the ilnagination prevented this habit

of observation from producing valuable scientific results.

It was devoted principally to the purposes of philosophy
and art. It ,vas necessary that able Inen, in whom logic

)vas superior to hnagination, should arise ere science could

fairly begin. 'fhe first of these lnen vve find in 'fhucy

elides, - a cool, practical thinker, who Inade history a

science. 'fhe second of luarked superiority was Aristo
tle, - the true founder of observational science, which had
but a feeble existence before his day. lfis teacher, Jllato,

was a true Greek, with all the fervor of the Hellenic iIn
agination. Aristotle was essentially a logical genius. An

effort to bring hinlself into conforn1ity with the prevailing

conditions of Greek thought forced hiIn into various lines

of speculation; but the ruling tendency of his Inilld was

tovvarcl incessant observation of facts for the acclu11ula

tion of exact knowledge. There had been preceding

Greek naturalists. Several noted physicians, particularly

Hippocrates, had Inade Inedical investigations. Aristotle

Inade use of the "vork of these men; but it is doubtful if it
was of nluch extent or accuracy. 'fo it he added a great

acculnulation of facts, while laying down the laws of logi

cal thought, which he vvas the first to fOl'lnulate, and to

vvhich little of value has been since added.

Any review of the subsequent history of science in the

Aryan world is beyond our pnrpose. It is far too vast a

subject to be even nalnecl at the conclusion of a chapter.
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It will suffice to say that the Greek TIlind seized with avid
ity upon the new field of labor thus opened to it. It Vias

native soil to Greek thought, although it yet lay fallovV".
T'he tendency of the I-Iellenic race to critical observation

had for centuries been fitting thenl for the ,vorl\: of re

search into the facts of Nature; and had the Greek intel
lect relnained in the ascendant there is no doubt that the
schools of Alexandria would have been the focus of a
great scientific development during the ancient era. As

it was they performed a large amount of good work, and
built a broad foundation for the future growth of this llevv
product of the hUlnan understanding.

The Arabian elnpire served as the connecting-link be
tween the thought of the ancient and nl0dern world. We

cannot exactly say the Arabians, for this broad empire

clasped the thinkers of nearly all of civilized mankind
within its Inighty grasp. It handed down Greek philoso
phy and science to modern Europe, - the forlner with many
additions but no iIllprovements, the latter considerably
advanced. The Arabian fancy played with Greek philoso
phy, but was incapable of developing it, or even of fully
cOlllprehending it. But observation and experiment needed

no vigorons powers of the intellect, and in this direction
many iIllportant discoveries were added by the Arabians to

the science of the Greeks. As to the vast results of scien
tific observation of the modern Aryan world, nothing need·

here be said. rrhe coffers of science are filled to bursting

with their wealth of facts.
But sci.ence has by no means been confined to observa

tion. rrhe Aryan iInagination has worked upon its store

of facts as actively as of old it worked upon its store of
fancies, and has yielded as abundant and far 1n01"e valuable
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results. N atur~ is being rebuilt in the 11lind of luan. One

by one her laws and prInciples are being deduced froln

her observed conditions, and luau is gaining an ever-widen

ing and deepening knoYvlec1ge of the realities of the uni-

,verse in ,v'hich he lives. ii-lid he is beginn~ng to " know

hilnself " in a far vvicler sense than was in the luind of the

Grecian sage when he uttered this celebrated aphorism.

The imagination of the past dealt largely with l~gend, with

111isconceptiol1s of the universe, with half observations,

and devised a long series of interesting but valueless

fictions. 'fhe imagination of the present is dealing more

and more with critically observed facts, ancI deducing

froln them the trne philosophy of the universe, that of

natural law, and of the unseen as logically demonstrable

fro111 the seen. This great field of intellectual labor be

longs to the Aryans alone. The other races of mankind

have not yet penetrated beyond its boundaries.

Modern Aryan civilization is luade up of many more

clelllents than those whose development we have hastily

reviewed. One of the most marked of these is that of labor

saving machinery. This is somewhat strictly confined to

lllodern thlles and to the Aryan nations. Beyond this

linlit it has never existed in other than its elnbryo state.

Tools to aid hand-work have been devised, but the employ

Inent of other powers than the muscles of man to do the

labor of the ,Yorld is allnost a new idea, scarcely a trace of

it being discoverable beyond the borders of what we may

denominate modern Arya. 'The itnmense progress made

in the cleveloplnent of this idea is cOlnparable ,,"ith the

unfoldlnent of science, and together they forlu the back

bone of lnoclern civilization. Knowledge of Nature, and

industrial application of this knowledge, have given man a
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most vigorous hold upon the universe he inhabits; and in

place of the slow, halting, and uncertain steps of progress

in the past, he is novy Inoving forward ,vith a sure and

solid tread, and down broad paths of c1eveloplnent as flrlll

and direct as Yvere the great high-roads that led straight

out,vard froln Ron18 to every quarter of the civilized vvorlc1.

'The progress of COlTIlUerCe, of finance, and of illquil'y

into the uQderlying laws of social aggregation and political

economy, has been no less great. 1-Iere, too, we must

confine our~elves to the lilnits of the Aryan race, so far as

modern activity is concerned. COlnluerce, however, had

its origin at a very reluote period of lnlluan history, and

attained a marked c1evelopnlent in Selnitic lands before

the Aryans had yet entered the circle of civilization.

'There is every reason to believe that the ancient Baby

lonians had a sOlue,vhat extensive sea and river COlTIIUerCe

at a very relnote epoch. They were succeeded hy the

Phcenicians, who displayed a boldness in daring the dan

gers of unknovvn seas that ,vas never elTIulated by their

successors, tlle Greeks. l'he overland COlTIlTIerCe of the

Phrenicians was also very extensive. Since the origin of

Greek COlnmerce, however, little activity has been shown

in this direction by non-Aryan peoples, with the one ex

ception of the Arabians, "vho carried on an extensive ocean

COilllnerce in their iInperial era, and who to-clay penetrate

nearly every region of Africa in C01111nercial enterprises.

In this respect, also, lTIodern China ll1anifests sOlne 111inor

activity. Yet the Aryans are, and have been, the great

cOID1TIercial people of the earth, and have developed lTIer

cantile enterprise to an extraordinary degree. COITIlTIercial

activity has been handed down in an interesting sequence

frOln branch to branch of the Aryan race, the Greeks, the
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'Venetians, the Italians, the Portuguese, the Spanish, and

the Dutch each flourishing for a period, and then giving

,vay to a SLlccessor. "To-day, hovvever, c0l1u11ercial activity

is becoluil1g a COIU1TIOn Aryan characteristic, and though
England noyY holds the ascendency, her position is 110

longer one of assured supreluacy. A century or two ITIOre

"vill probably find every Aryan COIulllunity aroused to ac
tive cOluluercial enterprise, and no single nation ,,yill be

able to clailn dOluinion over the elupire of trade. That

any non-Aryan nation will at an early period enter actively

into con1petition in this struggle for the control of con1

merce, is questionable. "The Japanese is the only one that

now shows a strong disposition to avail itself of the advan

tages of Aryan progress, China yet hugging h~rself too
closely in the cloak of her satisfied self-conceit to per

ceive that a new world has been created during her long
sltllnber.

1"he1'e is one further particular in which cOluparison

IDay be Inade between the Aryan and the non-Aryan
races of luankind, - that of Inoral developn1ent. In this

direction, also, it can readily be shown that the Aryans
have progressed beyond all their cOlupetitors. "This,

however, cannot be said in regard to the pro111ulgation
of the laws of Inorality, the great body of rules of
conduct which have been developed for the private gov
ernment of Inankind. It is singular to find that no hn
portant code of rnorals can be traced to Aryan authorship,
with the single exception of the Indian branch of the
race. There we find the Buddhistic code, which is cer

tainly one of relnarkable character, but "vhich has in
very great Ineasure lost its influence upon the Aryan race.

Alike the Inorality and the philosophy of BuddhislTI have
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almost vanished froin the land of their birth, and this
religious syste111 is now nearly confined to the l\fongo

Han race, ,vhile its lofty code of 1110ral observance has

lost its value as a ruling force in the Inodern Bud

dhistic ""vorld.
A second great code of morals is that of Confucius,.

and constitutes essentially the whole of Confucianism.

'rhis religion of educated China consists siInply of a
series of moral rules, of a character capable of making
a highly elevated race of the Chinese, had they any de

cided influence. They are studied abundantly, but only

as a literary exercise. The moral condition of modern

China indicates very clearly that the Confucian code is

one of lip-service only. It has lnade but little hnpres

sion upon the hearts of the people.

The third and highest of the three great codes of
lnorals is of Semitic authorship, being the lofty doc
trine of hUlnan conduct promulgated by Christ. So
far as the mere rules of conduct elnbraced in it are
concerned, it differs in no essential features from those
already named. Its superior luerit lies in its lack of

appeal to the selfish instincts, and its broad human sym
pathy. BucldhisiTI warns rnan to be vittuous if he would

escape froin earthly misery. Confucianislll advises him

to be virtuous if he would attain earthly happiness. Do

good, that you may attain Nirvana. Do good to others
if you ,,'"ish others to do good to you. These are the
dogmas of the two great non-Christian codes. Do good
because it is your duty, is the Chltist doglua. Sin de

files, virtue purifies, the soul. All lnen are brothers,

and should regard one another with brotherly affection.

"Love one another." This is the basic COillluanc1 of the
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code of Christ. And in this command we have the high

est principle of human conduct, - a la\v of duty that is

hall1pered by no conditions, and weakened by no prolnises.

It is singular that the creed of Christ has beCOllle the

creed of the Aryan race alone. The Seillites, even the

Hebrews, of ·whose nation Christ was a scion, ignore

his mission and llis teachings. But throughout pearly

the whole of the Aryan world it is the prevailing creed,

anrl its code of morals is to-day observed in a higher

degree than 1ve find in the moral observance of the

remainder of Inankincl. Elsewhere, indeed, there is abun

dance of private and local virtue, and Tigidly strict ob

servance of SOlne laws of conduct, though others of equal

value are greatly neglected. But nowhere else has human

charity and the sense of human brotherhood attained the

breadth they display in the Aryan world, and nowhere

else can the feeling of sympathy with all mankind be said

to exist. There is abundance of evil in the Aryan nations,

but there is also abundance of good; and the Inino1'

sense of hUITIan duty which is elsewhere 111anifested is

replaced here with a broad and lofty view that fairly

staulps the Aryan as the great moral, as it is the great

intellectual, race of Inunkind.

19



XII.

HISTORICAL MIGRATIONS.

W HEN history opens, it reveals to us the Aryan race
in possession of a vast region of the eastern heln

isphere, including SOIne of its fairest and most fruitful por

tions. I-Iow long it had been engaged in attaining this

expansion froITl its prinlitive contracted locality; what bat

tles it had fought and what blood shed; what victories it

had won and what defeats experienced, - on all this hlunan

annals are silent. But ,ve may rest assured that 11lany

centuries of outrage, slaughter, Inisery, and brutality lie
hidden in this prehistoric abyss. l\1illions of l11en were

swept froll1 the face of the earth, millions more deprived
of their possessions, and even of their religions and lan
guages, 111illions incorporated into the Aryan tribes, during

this expansion of priInitive Arya. '1'11e relations of human

races, which had perhaps renlained practically undisturbed

for ll1any thousands of years, ,,,,"ere largely changed by this
vigorous irruption of the lTIOst energetic faluily of luan
kind. It was as if an earthquake had rent the soil of 11u
Inan society, broken up all its ancient strata, and tbrovvn
mankind into new and confused relations, burying the old

lines of dernarcation too deeply to be ever discovered.

'The Aryan Illigration displays the I11arks of a high vigor
for so barbaric an age, and ,vas probably the nlost ener
getic of all the prehistoric moveluents of ll1ankil1d. It met

with no check in Europe except in the frozen regions of
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the extreme North, and there it was Nature, not man, that

bronght it to rest. Such also ,vas probably the case in

northern Asia. 'rhe deserts and the mountain-ranges

there becaine its boundarieso China lay safe behind her
ahnost iInpassable desert and lllountuin borders. In the

south of Asia only the Selnites held their ovvn. 'rhey

offered as outposts the warlike tribes and nations of Syria

and Assyria. Possibly an era of hostility luay have here

existed; but if so it bas left no record, and there is nothing

~o show that the Aryans ever broke through this wall of

defence. But the reillainder of southern Asia fell into

their hands, with the exception of southern India with its

dense millions of aborigines, and the distant region of

Indo-China, on ,vhose borders the Aryan luigration spent

its force.

Such is the extension of the Aryan world with which

history opens. It enlbraced all :Europe, ,vith the exception

of some minor outlying portions and probably a con

siderable region in northern l{ussia. In Asia it included

Asia lVlinor and the Caucasus, J-1rlnenia, lYfedia, Persia,

and India, with the interlnediate Bactrian region. 'These

forined the lilnits of the prilnitive Aryan outpush, and it is

relnarkable that it failed to pass beyond these borders,

with the exception of a temporary south,vard expansion,

for two or three thousand years. It Inade sonle external

conquests; but they were all lost again, and at the opening

of the sixteenth century the ..A.l'yan race was in possession

of no lands that it had not occupied at the beginning of the

historical period.

This is a striking cirClllnstance, and calls for SOlne in

quiry as to its cause. What )vas the influence that placed

this long check upon the" Aryan outflow? 'The acting in-
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fluenees, in fact, were several, which ll1ay be briefly naInec1.
A chief o~e was the ahnost insuperable obstacle to further
expansion. lVlany of the boundaries of the ne\v Aryan
world vvere oceanic, and the art of navigation ""vas as yet
aln10st uuknovvn to the Aryan race. Other boundaries
were desert plains that offered no attraction to an agricul
tural people. 'rhe purely pastoral and nomadic days of
-the race were long since past. In the East the boundary
was formed by the vast lTIultitndes of Indian aborigines,
who fiercely fought for their hOlnes and Iuade the IIindu
advance a very gradual process. In the South warlike
Assyria forlned the boundary, and the Selnitic world

sternly held its own.
As Aryan civilization progressed, the great prizes of

ambition vvere lnainly included within' the borders of
the Aryan world. 'There is no evidence of a loss of the
original migratory energy; yet it "ras no longer an energy
of general expansion, but of the expansion of the separate
branches of the race. The Aryan peoples made each other
their prey, and the outside world was safe froin their in
cursions. '1"'he only alluring region of this non:-Aryan
world was that of the Selnitic nations and of Egypt. 'This
fell at length before Aryan vigor, and beCalTIe succes
sively the prey of Persia, Greece, and R0111e. And the
thriving settlelnents which the PhCBnicians had established
in northern Africa fell before the arlTIS of I{0111e. Such

was the only extension of the borders of the Aryan world

which history reveals, a:p.c1 this extension was but a telnpo
raT'Y one. After a thousand years of occupancy the hold
of the Aryans upon the Selnitic and I-Iamitic regions ,vas
broken, and the invading race ,vas once more confined
within its old domain.
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It is not necessary to repeat in detail the historic lnovc...

Inents of the Aryans of ancient tin1es. These are too \vell

known to need extended description. 'They began ",vith

the rebellion of the lVledes against Assyrian rule, and vvith

the subsequent rapid growth of the Persian elnpire, ,vbich

overran Assyria, Syria, and Egypt. At a later date the
Greeks Inade their great historical expansion, and uncleI'

Alexander gained lord~hip over the civilized Aryan "\vol'lc1.

Still later the Romans established a yet wider enlpire, and

the world of civilization was divided between l~ome and

Persia. '.rhe finale of these 1110velnents was the irruption

of the 'Teutons upon the ROlnan elnpire, which buried all

the higl~er civilization under a flood of barbarisln.
'rh~lS for about a thousand years the great battle-field of

the world had been confined mainly within Aryan linlits,
and the other races of lnankind had relnained cowed spec

tators, or to some extent helpless victiIns, of this bull-dog

strife for empire. '1"'he -contest ended with a marked de

cline in civilization and a tenlporary loss of that industrial

and political developluent which had resulted from many

centuries of physical and Inental labor. 'The Aryan race

had cOlllpleted its first cycle, and swung down again into

cOlnparative barbarisln, under the onslanght of its most

barbarous section, and as a natural result of its devastat

ing and unceasing wars.
And novy a renlarkable phase in the history of human

events appeared. 'fhe energy of the ancient Aryan world

seelned to have spent its force. 'That of the non-Aryan

world snddenly rose into an extraordinary display of vigor.

'rhe Aryan expansion not only ceased, but a reverse lllove

ment toO~{ place. Everywhere we find its borders con

tracting under a fierce and vigorous onslaught from the
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Mongolian and Seluitic tribes. This phase of the migra
tory cycle \ve Inay run over as rapidly as ,ve did that of the

expanding phase.
l'1J.e first 111arkecl historical 1110velnent in this 1111gratory

series "vas that of the I-Iuns, vvho overran Slavonic and
pushed far into 1"'eutonic Europe, and under the fierce
l1.ttila threatened to place a lIuunish dynasty on the throne
of itllperial R0111e. 'rhe next striking InOVelTIent was '~he

Arabian, vvhich drove back the vvave of Aryan conquest
froln the Selnitic region, fro1n Egypt, and from northern
Africa, and brought Persia and Spain under Arabian dOlni
nation. 'rIle third ,vas that of the 'rurks, vvho replaced

the Arabian rulers of Persia, conquered Asia J\finor, Rnc1
finally captured Constantinople and the Eastern Enlpire,

extending their c10111inion fal' into Europe and over the
lVlediterranean islands. '1'he fourth was that of the Mon
gols, under Genghiz !{han and Tilnur, which placed a lVlon
gol dynasty on the throne of India and made the greater
part of l{ussia a l\iongol realln. 'Ve need not 1nention the
l11ino_r invasions, of ternporary effect, which broke like
fierce billo\Jvs on the shores of the Aryan vvorld and flowed
back, leaving ruin and disorder behind thelll. It will suffice

to describe the contraction of the borders of the Aryan
region ,vhich succeeded this 1ierce outbreak of the desert

hordes upon the civilized \vorld.
All the historical acqnisitions of the Aryans 1vere torn

fronl their hands. 'fhe Selllitic region becalne divided be

tween the 'rurks and the Arabians. l~gypt and northern
Africa ,vere rent fr01TI the Aryan ,vorld. In the East, Per

sia, India, and the interlnec1iate provinces, thongh with no

decrease in their Aryan populations, lay under Mongol
rule. In the W est, Spain had become an Arabian kingdom.
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A I-Iungarian nation in central Europe was left to mark the
onslaught of the Hunnish tribes. In eastern Europe, the

'Tartars occupied Russia in force, and held dOluinioll over
the greater part of that en1pire. ~-'arther south, the Turks

were in full possession of Asia J\finor and Arluenia, held

the region of ancient Greece and Macedonia, and extended

their barbaric rule far toward the centre of Europe. 'The

contraction of the ancient Aryan region had been extreme.

As a dominant race they h~ld scarce half their old dOlTIin
ions, while in many regions they had been driven out or

destroyed, and· replaced by peoples of alien blood.
Such was the condition of Europe at the close of the

Middle Ages. rThe first cycle of hlllnan history had be
come cornpleted, the expansion of the Aryans had been
succeeded by a severe contraction, the growth of ancient

civilization had heen followed by a partial relapse into bar
barislTI, hlunan progress had moved through a grand curve,

and returned far back toward its starting-point. Such

was the stage frOlTI which the ITIOre recent history of man

kind took its rise.

It may be said that of the energy of the Aryans and the
110n-Aryans the former has proved persistent, the latter

spaslllodic. No sooner was the condition of affairs above

mentioned established than the unceasing pressure of Aryan

energy again began to tell, and a new process of Aryan
expansion to set in. And this process has been continued

with unceasing vigor till the present day. 'fhe Aryans of
Spain began, froln a lTIonntain corner, to exert a warlike
pressure upon the Arabian conquerors of their land. Step

by step the Arabs were driven back, until they were finally
expelled to the African shores. Sin1ultaneously a vigorous

effort was made to wrest Syria from its Arab lords. All
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Europe broke into a migratory fever, and the Crusades
threw their lllillions upon that revered land. But all in

vain. rThe grasp of the J\!Ioslem was as yet too firm to be
loosened by all the crusading strength of Europe.

At a later date the Mongol hold was slovvly broken in
Russia, and the Slavonic Aryans regained control of their
ancient realm, while the invasion of the rTurks was

checked, and a reverse llloveluent begun which has con
tinued to the present day. As for the lVlagyars of Hun

gary, their realm has been partly reconquered by Aryan
colonists, its civilization and governll1ent are strictly

Aryan, and the lVlongolian characteristics of the predomi

nant race have been to a considerable extent lost. Europe

bas been reoccupied by the Aryans, with the exception of

a few 'rurks who are left upon its borders by sufferance,

and the IVlongoloids of the frozen North. In Asia the
Aryan spirit has declared itself less vigorously; yet Persia,
Afghanistan, and India have declined little if at all in

the percentage of their Aryan populations, while Aryan
dOluinance has replaced the l\fongol rule in India. As for

the Ary"an physical type, it seeU1S to be killing out the type

of the l\longolian in all regions exposed to its influence.

Thus the Osmanli 'Turks have gained in great measure the

European physical organization, this applying even to the
peasantry, whose religious and race prejudices lUUst have
prevented much interluarriage with the Aryans. It looks,

in this instance, like an effect of cliluate, physical sur

roundings, and life-habits similar to that which, as we
have conjectured, caused the original evolution of the

Aryan race. The saIne influences may have had lunch
to do with the loss of }Iongolian characteristics in the

Magyars of I-Iungary.
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But the Aryans have been by no means contented with
this slow and as yet but partially completed recovery of

their ancient reahu. Only the mutual jealousy of the na

tions of Europe permits aliens yet to occupy any portion
of this soil, and it is plainly apparent that the complete

restoration of Aryan government over all its ancient do
lllinions is a lnere question of time. But the slow steps

of this internal movernent have been accolupanied by an
external one of vast magnitude. After its long rest the
Aryan race has again becolue actively migratory, an ex
pansive illovelnent of great energy has set in, and the
promise is that ere it ends nearly the whole of the habi
table earth will be under Aryan rule, infused with Aryan
civilization, and largely peopled with Aryan inhabitants.

It is the control of the elupire of the ocean that has
been the luoving force in this new migration. rrhe former
one was checked, as we have said, upon the ocean border.

Navigation had not yet becolue an Aryan art. But the

rise of ocean COilllnerce gave opportunity for a new out

push of DO less vigor than that of old. ",Vhen once the

European navigators dared to break loose from sight of

lalld and hrave the dangers of unknown seas, a new chap
ter in the history of nlankind began. rrhe ships of Europe

touched the Alnerican shores, and with phenomenal rapid

ity the invaders took possession of this new-discovered
continent. N~t four centuries have passed, and yet
Alnerica, frOIU its northern to its southern extremities, is

crowded with men of Aryan blood, and the aborigines
have in great lueasure vanished before the ruthless foot

step of conquest.
In the East the activity of Aryan migration has had

more difficulties to contend with, yet its energy has been
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no less declared. The island continent of Australia has

qecome an outlying section of the Aryan dominions, and

in many of the fertile islands of the Pacific the aborigines
are l~apidly vanishing before the fatal vision of the l~uro

pean face. 'The non-Aryan rulers of India have been

driven out, and England has succeeded to the dominion

of this ancient realm. And finally the " dark continent"
of Africa is being penetrated at a hundred points by the
foot of the invader, and is already the seat of several

Aryan states.
Side by side with this oceanic migration has been a no

less active and iInportant expansion by land. 'The Sla

vonic Aryans of Russia had ~o sooner fairly driven out
their 'Tartar conquerors and acquired a stable governluent

than they resumed their ancient migratory expansion and

began to press their way into that vast region of northern
and central Asia upon whose borders the ancient Aryan
advance had paused. Siberia fell before their arms, and
this great but frozen region was added to their empire.
~lore recently they have taken possession of the western
steppes, seizecl" a considerable region of Chinese Mongolia,

and forced their way deeply into Turkestan. All western

Asia to the borders of China, Afghanistan, and Persia is
to-day a Russian province, and still the march of conquest

goes 011. Of the regions of the ancient non-Aryan mi
gratory activity none, with the exception of Arabi.a and
Chinese :Nlongolia, is free fronl the Aryan grasp or the
preventive in'fluence of Aryan control. 'fhe barbarian out

breaks of the past can never be repeated.

In regard to this modern migratory activity SOlne further

remarks may be made. It is in a great measure a com

mercial one, and has been very closely governed in its
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movements by those of commerce. It had its origin in
the Phrenician trac1ing-st~tions, and subsequently in the

Greek colonies. It passed frolu branch to branch of the

Aryan peoples in strict accordance with the shiftings of
COlumerce. At the period of the discovery of America
there was a very general cOluluercial activity in the At

lantic nations of Europe, and an of these silnultaneously
took part in the struggle for territory that followed. Por
tugal, Spain, France, I-Iolland, and England each claimed

a share in the rich prize. At a later clate, however, Eng
land rose to unquestioned suprelnacy in the cOlumercial

world, and this was accolupanied by a sinlilar rise to su
premacy in colonizing efforts. ~'he ~England of to-day is
extended until it has its outlying luembel's in almost every
region of the habitable earth. rrhe other Aryan peoples,

on the contrary, with the exception of Russia, have lost
in great measure their national luigratory activity, as they
have lost their commercial enterprise. rrhe Celts and

Gerlnans still migrate largely as individuals, but this lni

gration mainly goes to feed colonies of English origin
and to add to the English-speaking populations of thE.

earth. The very recent colonizing movelnents of Gernlany

are acts of the Governluent, and it relnains to be seen if

they will be supported by the people. The same luay be
said of the colonial enterprises of France. They are Gov
ernmental enterprises only., while the people are among

the least migratory in spirit of any European nation.
Only in England, of all the comluercial nations of Europe,
are the people and the Government llloving hand in hand.

Thus the Aryan migration has to-clay rea?hed a highly
interesting stage. rrhe bound~ry lines which restrained it

several thousand years ago and which remained its limits
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until within recent tilnes, have been overleaped, and a new
migration, with all the energy of the old one, is in process

of cOlupletion. This migratory movelnent is at present
largely confined to two of the Aryan peoples, - the Eng

lish and the Russian. l"he former has broken through the

ocean barrier; the latter through the desert barrier, - the

two limits to the ancient migration. 'fIle English luove
ment is entirely oceanic, the Russian entirely terrestrial.
The English represents the 1110<.1e1'n C0111111ereial luigration ;
the Russian is a survival of the priluitive agricultural lui

gration. '"fhese two peoples f01'I11 the vanguard of the
Aryan race in its double march to gain the elupire of the

earth. By a strange coincidence their movements converge

upon one region, - that of India, one of the great prizes

of comluerce and war in all the historic ages of luankind.

On the borders of this land the two waves of lnigration
have nearly met, and the lords of the land and the sea
threaten to join in battle for its luastery. Aryan is again
face to face with ....t\.ryan as in the era of the past, and, as
then, the migratory nlarch may end in a fierce strife of
these ancient cousins for a lion's share of the spoils.

The Aryan outposts of to-day are being pushed forvvard

so rapidly that they cannot be very definitely nalued.
'"The whole of the great continent of America has becolue

an Aryan region, with the exception of the inaccessible for
ests of central Brazil and SOlne few minor localities. In

. the eastern seas the great island of Australia has becolne

Aryan ground to the inner limit of its fertile land. In

most of the rich islands of the Pacific the Aryan grasp has
been firmly laid upon the coast-regions, though the abo

rigines as a rule hold their own internally. The vege
table wealth of these fertile islands has become the prize
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of Aryan COlIllnerce. In Asia one of the ancient Aryan
lands, the killgdon1 of Persia, is under JYlollgolian rule,

though its popula~ion continues largely of Aryan blood.
But in return the greater portion of the old I\1ongolian
territory has fallen under Aryan dOlninion, and the out
posts of European rule have been pushed across Asia to
the Pacific in the north, and to the western borders of
China in the central region. Again, in the southeast, in
that remote region which stayed the march of the ancient
Aryans, the Inodern Aryans are slowly pushing their way.
England years ago laid her hand on the western coast
lands and occupied the Inarithne region of Burlnah, while
she has recently seized on the whole of that kingdom.
France has taken as firu1 a hold on the eastern coast, over
"vhich she exerts a controlling influence. Siam, the re
maining independent region of Indo-China~ will probably
yet fall under the rule of these enterprising invaders.

Africa tells a s0111ewhat shnilat story. France has
regained frOln the lVlohamlnedan rule a large section of
the old ROITIan region in northern Africa. England has
becorne the virtual lord in Egypt, and may eventually
becolne the acknowledged lord. Southern Africa, for a
long distance northward frOln the Cape, has become
English and Dutch territory. Portugal holds large dis
tricts on both the eastern and the western coasts. Of the
remaining coast-Iands~ all the western border and a con
siderable portion of the eastern are clailned by European
nationalities, while in the region of the Congo a strong
inward movement is on foot, and the International Asso
ciation lays claim to an immense territory in Central
Africa, - a region with a population of perhaps forty lnil
lions, who do not dream that they have gained new lords
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on paper. Such is the border-land, actual and claimed,

of lllodern Arya, - the result of four centuries of COllnller
cial gnd colonial enterprise. '1'he Aryan region of old has

been much lllore than doubled by this new movement. 'rhe
hold is yet to sorne extent simply the grasp of an army
or of a document. But the colonist is advancing in the
rear of the arlllY, and the lTIerchant in the rear of the
doclunent; and the story of Aryan enterprise is but half
told.

If now we seek to review what the other races of man
kind have done, in rivalry vvith this energetic lTIOVelllent,
a few words will suffice to tell the tale. 'The alien outflo,v

is confined to three peoples alone. The first of these is

the Chinese, SOlne portion of whose croyvding lllillions are

forced to seek other homes afar, and whose strongly

practical disposition has produced a degree of cOillmercial
enterprise. Yet the results of this lllovernent have been
as yet of secondary hl1portance. It has made itself felt
in SOlne regions of the Pacific, and to a Ininol' extent in

Anlerica. Yet it can never attain a vigor cOlllparable to
the Aryan while Chinese civilization and Chinese ideas
relJ1ain in their present state. 'The Chinanlan is not yet

COSlllopolitan like the Aryan;' the world is not his h0111e ;

and wherever he goes he drealTIS of laying his bones to

rest in Chinese soil. 'Vhile such ideas persist, the Aryans
need fear no powerful competition from this ancient realm.

As for the neighboring Japanese, they have so far shown

no disposition to wande.r. They are in no sense a llligra

tory people.
The second non-Aryan migratory people is the Arabian.

The migratory spirit which has in all historic times affected

the Semites has by no means died out; and while Europe
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is grasping the African shores, the Arabs are penetrating

every portion of the interior of that continent. But their

Inovelnents ar.e commercial only, not colonial. The sole

political grasp of Arabia on African soil is in the region

of Zanzibar. Elsevvhere their political dominion is but

that of the wandering tribe. 'fhe Arabs of to-day are not

in the state of civilization requisite to active colonization,

vvhile there is no pressure of nUlnbers in the home region

to enforce a border outgrowth. Thus there can be said to

be no COInbined Arabian cOlnpetition with the Aryans for

the political possession of Africa. ".fhe elnpire-forming

enterprise of the Arabians of old has apparently died out;

and while they retain all their ancient commercial activity,

they manifest no inclination to gain political control of

.,L.L\.frican soil.

'rhe third lnigration referred to comes fron1 Africa itself.

It no longer exists, but has had the unfortunate effect of

very considerably extending the area of the Negro race,

- the least-developed section of the hlunan falnily. ".fhis

Inigration has been solely an involuntary and unnatural

one. It is not the outcolne of enterprise among the

migrants, but of the enslaving activity of the Aryans, and

has resulted in widely extending the liInits and increasing

the nUlnbers of the Inost unenterprising and unintellectual

of hUlTIan races. The migration of Africans to the shores

of A111erica has proved a highly undesirable result of

Aryan enterprise, and has produced a rapidly increasing

population of Alnerican Negroes, who cannot but remain

an a,vk,vard problelTI for the civilization of the future.

This people has the unlucky characteristic of prolific

increase, and the unsealing of the continent of Africa by

the slave-dealers has proved like the unsealing of the
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magic jar brought up· in his net by the Arabian fisherman.
A living cloud has issued, which cannot be replaced in its

former space, and the sealed-up dwarf has ?een permitted
to expand to the stature of the released giant. '"This en

forced outpour of the African race is one of the several
unfortunate results of the over-greed of Aryan colonists.

It has proved far the most unfortunate feature of modern

migratory activity by its extensIon of the domain of low
intellectuality upon the earth.

We may close with one further consideration, - that of

the comparative good and evil resulting from this modern

Aryan outgro1'vth. That it has been conducted brutally,

no one would think of denying. 'The laws of morality and

of natural right have been abrogated in dealing with alien

races; and had these been wild beasts instead of men, they

in many cases could not have. been more cruelly treated
or rapidly annihilated. Y tit if we could strictly compare
the good and. evil pt'oduced, there can be no question that
the former would, so far as man as a whole is concerned,
far outweigh its opposite.

What are the actual facts concerning the suffering which

the aborigines of the earth have endured frOITl Aryan.

hands, and the change for the worse in their condition

produced by Aryan occupation? The treatment of the
American Indian is usually considered as a flagrant ex
ample of injury to the aborigines. Yet it cannot be

justly said that the Indians of the United States have been
at any time visited with more suffering, and made the

subjects of greater outrage, during the Aryan occupation,

than they were ordinarily exposed to before that occupa

tion. The preceding period was one of incessant war,

outrage, slaughter, and torture of prisoners. Security
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nowhere existed, and it was impossible for any civilizing

progress to take place. 'rhe wars 'vhich the Indians waged
with the J1=uropeans were but a continuation of those they

had always previously waged. 'I'he slaughter of Indians

was in no sense increased, while there was produced a
lllitigation of the more revolting features of Indian conflict.

And the Aryan wars with the Indians were waged in the

interests of peace. 'fhey have steadily decreased. in
violence and frequency, arid an increasing justice and

security in the conditions of Indian life have replaced the
old rule of injustice and insecurity, which but for the

European colonization would still have continued. It TIlay
safely be declared, then, that the Indians _have been
benefited far more than they have been injured by the

Aryan conquest, and that to-day they exist in a far higher
state of security, comfort, and happiness than they would
have attained if that conquest had not been made.

Similar remarks can be applied to the Aryan conquests

in ~very region, with the one exception of Spanish Amer

ica. Here two civilized empires 'vere overturned by

colonists whose civilization was, in certain respects, of

a lower grade, and Inillions of people wer~ reduced from
a state of plenty, and comparative freedolll and happiness,
to one of want, slavery, and misery. And yet, so far as
the actnal progress of civilization is concerned, the general
interests of mankind have not suffered by this outrage.

A civilization of a higher grade has succeeded the imper

fect conditions of the Aztec and Peruvian States, and the

mass of the human inhabitants of these regions are in a supe

rior condition to-day than they would have been but for the

Aryan conquest. The low conditions of Indian have been

replaced by the high conditions of European civilization.
20
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'fhis Spanish region, however, is the one black spot in
the history of modern migration. Elsewhere the good has

far surpassed the evil. Noone can for a moment hold
that the Africans or the Australians are the worse off for
the Aryan settlements upon their soil. Nor can it be

Inaintainecl that an extension of these settlenlents win
work any actual harm to the aborigines. At present they
are in a debased condition, and are subject to constant
outrage and injustice from their rulers or from hostile
bands. 'rhe influence of Enropeans is steadily in the

interest of peace, security, and prosperity; and fiercely as

they have been often opposed by natives of the countries

colonized, yet as a rule these natives have been fighting

against their own advantage. Wherever the Arya~ race
has become definitely established, and peaceful conditions

succeeded, the condition of the natives has been inlproyed,

the wealth of their country developed, all the needs of
a comfortable life increased, peace has succeeded to war,
security to outrage, and the happiness of mankind has'
steadily augmented.

The true effect of Aryan migration has been the ex

tension of the realm of monern civilization, of Christian
ethics, of stable and just political conditions; of active

industry, peaceful relations, and security in the possession
of property; of human liberty and intellectual unfold
ment; of comnlerce and developed agriculture; of rail

roads, telegraphs, books, tools, abundance of food, lofty

thoughts, and high impulses; and of the noblest standard
and most unfolded practice of morality and hUluan SYIU

pathy the world has yet attained. 'iVe can scarcely name

in comparison with this great benefit the small increase of
evil, the degree of human suffering which can be, attributed
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to the Aryans alone, in .excess of that which would have
existed without theln. As a whole it lnust be admitted
that the Aryan migration has acted and is acting for
the best interests of all mankind; and it cannot consis
tently be deprecated for the minor amount of evil it has
originated.



XIII.

THE FUTURE STATUS OF HUMAN RACES.

O
N~~ iInportant effect of the long process of hlllnan evo

lution which we have considered in the preceding

pages has been such a mingling of the races of luan
kind as in considerable measure to blur the lines of race

distinction. 1"'his mingling, which began in prehistoric

times, has proceeded with enhanced rapidity during the

historic period, - that of active migration and of decreas

ing devastation. 'fhe movements of savage races and of
races in the lower stages of barbarislll are apt to be an
nihilating ones. Of this we have historic instances in the

wars of the American. Indians, of the l\fongolian nomads,

and even of the Anglo-Saxon conquerors of England.

The captive Illust have SOlne value to the conqueror ere

he will be permitted to live, and the practice of slavery

produced the first great amelioration of human brutality.

The captors ceased to burn or otherwise slaughter their
captives "vhen they discovered that a slave was of more
value than a corpse; and the class of conquered subjects

who had been previously massacred were now set to work.
In lTIodern times a second step forward has been taken.

The captive is no longer Illade the personal slave, but
merely the political subject of the captor, and the ancient

feeling of hostility to the non-combatant is rapidly dying
out. Migratory peoples no longer make a desert for the
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growth of their colonies, blit simply establish theh~ laws

and introduce their custOlTIS in all newly occupied regions,

and mingle freely with their new subjects.

1'he result of this is necessarily a considerable oblitera

tion of race-distinctions. Such an obliteration has been

visibly going on since the early days of histOl:y, while

luany traces' of its prehistoric a~tivity yet exist. We

have already dwelt upon the probable partial mingling of
the Xanthocproic and Melanochroic races 'in ancient Arya.

rrhis was succeeded by a considerable fusion of the migrat

ing Aryans with the aborigines of conquered provinces.

l'he ahnost pure Xanthochroi of the original Celtic migra-
, tion appear to have so thoroughly mingled with a super

abundant population of European aborigines as nearly to
lose their race-characters, and to suffer marked changes in '

their mental constitution. In Hindustan a shnilar ll1in

gling, though probably a less complete one, took place.
Religious antipathy here acted as a check of growing

intensity to race-alualgamation. An active race-Iuingling

appears to have taken place in Gerlnany and l~ussia.

,Scandinavia' relnained the only home of people of pure
Xanthochroic blood. The probability is, as we have al
ready suggested, that the southern Xanthochroi had min

gled with the l\lelanochroi at a very early period, but that
the infusion of alien blood was lunch less decided in the
northern section of the race, and that the northern Aryan

migrants were nearly pure Xanthochroi. Such SeeITIS to
be the case from the fact that their most northerly portion
is yet of pure blood, and that this was the condition of the

Celts and Teutons of early history. ,The luain luingling

with the Semitic J\!Ielanochroi was probably that of the
southern branches, who may have been, from a very
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remote period, in direct contact with the Semites. The
mingling of the other Aryan branches with alien races

seems to have mainly taken place after the era of their

migration.
As we have seen in the, last section, however, the COIU

pletion of the ~riginalAryan luigration ,vas succeeded by a

long period in which the main Aryan nlovements were con
fined to Aryan lands. ~"here was a very considerable min
gling of blood between the different branches of the Aryans,
but the amalgamation with alien races ,vas greatly reduced.

Alnlost no mixture with the lVlongolians took place. To

the south, however., there was Iuore mingling, and the Se

mites and Hamit-es must have received a strong infusion

of Aryan blood. This period was followed by that of the

Arabian and the J.\;Iongolian migrations and conquests,

and a very considerable ne,v blood-lnixture occurred upon
Aryan soil. In Russia and in the Aryan districts of Asia

this must have added very considerably to the obliteration
of race-lines in those l·egions. Yet with all the long-con
tinned amalgamations we have here considered, it is re

markable with what vigor the Aryan holds his own. His

vital energy eVE:<rywhere bears hilu up against alien influ
ences.. The main change produced in his race-character

istics is that of color. 1-Ie varies greatly from fair to

dark, but his special physiognomy has been nowhere ob
literated. The Mongolian type of face has nowhere driven

out the Aryan, but, on the contrary, shows a disposition to
vanish ,vhenever the two races COlne into contact. In like

manner the Aryan language and the Aryan mentality have

held their own ag~inst all opposing influences. This is

the case in Persia and India, which have been the seat of
the fiercest l\iongolian inroads, while the ~longolian in-
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vaders of Turkey have lost in great measure the physical

characters of their race, partly by intermarriage, but

equally where no apparent interluarriage has taken place.

The lllore recent era of Aryan Inigration has not been an

annihilating one in the ancient se"nse. Yet it has had a

very nlarked annihilating effect in a 1TIodern sense. The

migrants to America, for instance, have not greatly re

duced the numbers of the aborigines by the sword; but
they have largely destroyed them by the contact of civili

zation. They have brought "vith them diseases, habits,
and vices to which civilization has become acclimated, hut

which have flowed like destroying angels over the barba
rian lands. Rum and the small-pox have killed far l1101'e
than the sword, while the plough has ruined the harvest of
the arrow. In Spanish Aluerica hard work and brutality

have had a similar effect. The race-mingling between the
Aryan colonists and the Indians has been cOlnparatively

slight. '1"'he1'e has been silnply an industrial struggle for

existence, and the Indian, frOln his non-adaptation to

tbose new life-conditions, has in great measure vanished

from his ancient loealities. 1--1is place has been filled by a
less desirable element, - that of the African, "w"hose mil
lions perhaps fully replace all the vanished aborigines of

America. If so" the non-Aryan inhabitants of America
are as numerous as ever, while they have been lowered in
type hoth physically and mentally by this unfortunate
change.

As to the future of human races in l-\.merica, no satisfac

tory decision can be reached. 'The probleln is a highly

complex one. America is a grand storehouse of nations,

the reservoir of the overflow from the Old ,Vorld. Between

the Aryan sections of this migration a very free mingling
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takes place, and there is arising an American race-type of
well-Inarked character. 'There has also been considerable

luingling of Aryan with Indian., particularly in Spanish
Aluerica. As the Indians beCOlue civilized and agricultural

in habits, it is probable that this amalgamation will go Oll

at an increased rate, and it is quite possible that the In

dians may finally disappear as a distinct race, swallowed
up by the teerrling millions of Aryan colonists. If they
hold their own, it will be in the tropical regions of South

America, where the conditions of Nature are opposed to
the progress of civilization. Yet we can scarcely doubt

that civilization will yet eonquer even the Brazilian forests,

and that the debased aborigines of that region will vanish

before it.
'fhe one perplexing problenl of America is the Negro.

Between hhn and the white the race-antipathy seems too
strong for any great degree of amalgamation ever to take
place, while the Inulatto has the weakness and infertility
of a hybrid. In tropical America, indeed, there is a quite
free Iningling of whites, Indians, and Negroes; but the

result of this amalgamation is a class that greatly lacks
staying qualities. 'rhe Alnerican Negro has marked per
sistence, while there is little proluise that he can be raised

to the level of Aryan energy and intellect. Mentally his
only strong development is in the emotional direction,
the most primitive phase of luental unfoldluent. Yet he is

increasing in numbers with a discouraging rapidity. In

this, however, there seems no threat to Aryan domination.
The negro is normally peaceful and submissive. His lack

of enterprise and of mental activity must keep him so.
Education with him soon reaches its limit. It is capable

of increasing the perceptive, but not of strongly awakening
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the reflective, faculties. The Negro will reluain the worker.
There is nothing to show that he will, at least for a long

period to come, advance to the rank of the thinker. Of the
two great modern divisions of civilized mankind, the work

ers and the thinkers, the Negro belongs by nature to the

fOfluer class. He will probably long continue distinctly
separate from the Aryans as· a race, -- a well-marked

laboring caste among the non-differentiated whites of
America.

As to the future of the continent of Africa, it Inay pass
through conditions somewhat shuilar to those that have

taken place in America; but these changes "vill be attended
with less barbarity, since the moral status of the white
race has very considerably advanced during the past four
centuries. The wave of Aryan migration has as yet but
begun to break upon African soil. Only in the far South
has it pressed to any extent inward. But an inward pres

sure -has now fairly set in, and it Inay perhaps not cease

until Africa has come completely under Aryan rule, and is

very largely peopled by Aryan inhabitants. The Aryan
settlements in the South proluise to becolue paralleled by
Aryan settlements in the North. Algiers is now a French
province, Tunis is on the road to the same condition, and

Morocco is threatened both 'by France and Spain, while
Egypt is under English control. The march of events

cannot go backward. There is very little reason to doubt

that the whole region of northern Africa will eventually

come under Aryan influence and become the seat of a

growing Aryan population. And here a decided race

mingling will very probably take place in the future, as

between the two sub-types of the Caucasian people in the

far past.
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Central Africa is being invaded by both these sub-types.
Of these invasions the Melanochroic is to a considerable

extent an amalgalnating one. Between Arab and Berber

and Negro, probably of close original race-affinity, there

seems very little blood-antipathy; and Africa is full of

sub-types of man, produced q~lite probably by a free min
gling of the black with the l\1:elanochroic race. How long

this mingling has been going on, it is iInpossible to decide,
and it is equally iInpossible to conjecture to what varied

race-colnbinations in the far past tl~e present inhabitants
of Africa are due. But it is very evident that the future

dealings of the Aryans with the Africans will not be con

ducted to any ilnportant extent with the race-counterparts

of the Alnerican Negro. The American slaves were princi

pally brought from nearly the only region of Africa inhab

ited by the typical Negro, and they thus represent the
least-developed people of that continent. 'The majority of
the African people are by no Ineans lacking in energy and
warlike vigor, nor in the elements of intelligence. l\lany
of thelu seelU to stand midway in these characteristics be

tween the pure Negro of the western tropics and the Arabs
and Berbers of the North. And the vanguard of Aryan

migration Inay meet as hostile and resolute a resistance as
that experienced from the Alnerican Indians.

'rhe whole western coast of Africa, and to some extent
the eastern, is at present dotted "\vith Aryan colonies.

None of these penetrate far inward, the unhealthfulness of

the climate more than the opposition of the Negro checking

their advance. But the key to the centre of the continent
has been found in a great navigable river, the Congo,

'whose affiuents spread far their liquid fingers through that

fertile unknown land. In this line Aryan migration has
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fairly begun its inward march., It will meet vvith hostile

tribes. vVars wilL take place. Forcible seizure and ex
tinguishlnent of African governlnents vvill follow. Aryan
control will be established over African populations. Many

of the Africans will vanish before the Aryan weapons of
rifle and whiskey-bottle. All this may be looked for as

an almost inevitable consequence of the discovery that the

Congo offers a new and valuable channel of COlnlnerce.
l"'he railroad past the rapids, and the stealnboat on the

river, cannot fail to subdue Central Africa, - far more
quickly, perhaps, than the plough subdued Alnerica.
Eventually this inward Inovelnent Inay Ineet vvith a north

'Yard movement froln the South-African settlelnents. Nor
is it possible at present to decide vvhat lnay be the final out
COlne of English wars in the Soudan and in Abyssinia,
and of :{1"'rench settlelnents in Algeria. ]"01' years past the
Aryan influence in these regions has been steadily on the

increase, and it may eventually make its way deeply into

Africa froln these directions toward the Aryan vanguard 
pressing inward froln the West. A railroad is already

pushing southward in Algeria, which Inay eventually I

cross the Sahara and reach the long-hidden city of Tim

buctoo, tovvard which a railroad is also advancing froln the
South. As yet little Inore has been done than was aCCOIll

plished by the Aryans in Alnerica during the sixteenth
century. But there is every reason to believe, froln what
we know of 'the Aryan and the African character, that

the final result will be the saIne. Africa will becon1e a
new elnpire of the Aryans. But the position of tIle 111i

grants will be rather that of a ruling than of an inhabiting

race. The condition of the Africans is markedly different

from that of the Indians. They are luuch less vvarlike, and
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much nlore agricultural. They will undoubtedly re111ain
upon the soil as its CUltivators, ,vhile the role of the_ Aryans
will be that of merchants, rulers, and artisans, in ac

cordance with their position as the thinking and dominant
minority. In fact there is some reason to believe that the 

march of events in the future will bring the African and
the American continents into conditions of some degree
of similarity. 'Through all the warlner regions of America
the Negroes are increasing with great rapidity. They

exist, and l~ng lnay exist, as a working caste under Aryan
dominance. SOlne similar relation of Aryans and Africans

is not. unlikely to arise on African soil, and the final

1"elation of races in the warmer tropics of both hemispheres
. may be that here indicated, - a large population of .LL\.f

rican agricultural laborers, adapted by their physical
nature to a tropical climate, and a smaller population of
Aryan merchants, artisans, and rulers, mainly escaping the
deleterious influence of tropical climates by city residence.
In the higher and more J:1ealthfnl tropics and the sBmi
tropics the Aryan population must approach in numbers

that of the tropically adapted race; a~d it must retain
a great numerical excess, as no,v, in the temperate re

gions, to whose clhnate the Aryan is physically adapted.
That a race-mingling will take place between these two

widely distinct types of man seems now extremely improb
able. For a very long period to cOln~ it is certain that the
physical and mental antipathy which no,v exists will be in

no important degree overcome, and for many centu.ries in
the future the denlarcation In2Y relnain as strongly de

clared as now. 'Vhat the final race-relation ,vill be it is

impossible to predict. There is no strong antipathy be

tween the native races of the temperate zones of the earth,
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the Aryan, Indian, Mongolian, and Melanochroic; and these

may luingle in an increasing ratio until their race-distinc

tions in great lueasure disappear. In such a case the only
marked race-denlarcation remaining will be that of white

and black, respectively the lTIall of the telnperate and the

man of the tropical climates of the earth. But the Indians
of Aluerica and the Melanochroi of Africa have but little

race-antipathy to the Negro, and their offspring is of a
higher type than that of the Aryan and the Negro. It is

possible, therefore, that the pure black may eventually

vanish in an intermediate race, as is already so largely the

case.in Africa.
In the island region of the Pacific it is highly probable

that the Aryan dOluinion, V\rhich is no,v firnl1y established
in every island of any marked agricultural value, will
grow more and luore decided, and that the aborigines,
or their l\Ialayan successors, will eventually fall generally

under Aryan rule. The lower aborigines will very prob

ably vanish. l"'hey lie too far below the level of civilized

conditions to survive the contact with civilization; and
only those of declared agricultural habits, and the active

1\'lalays, are likely to remain as subjects of the growing

Aryan rule.
1."he1"e relnains the probable future of t1?-e Aryans in Asia

to pass in review., Here we find almost every"vhere the same
" determined Aryan advance. During the last century the

Aryan empire in Asia has been very greatly increased in
dimensions. Nearly every trace of non-Aryan rule has

been swept from India. Burmah promises to become an
English province. 1"'he eastern coast of Indo-China is

rapidly becoming a French one. If we may judge from

past history, Sia~, the only province of that region whicJ:l
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yet fully retains its independence, will eventually fall under
Aryan control. Persia', after being successively overrun

by Arab, rr llrk, and lVlongol, is to-day Inainly Aryan in

the race-characteristics of its civilized inhabitants. The

Afghans and Belooches are principally Aryan. 1'he whole

of Asia to the north of the regions here mentioned, with
the exception of the Chinese empire, is to~day under Rus

sian rule, and becolning rapidly overrun by Russian mer
chants and colonists. T~hat a very general race-mingling

will eventually take place throughout this wide region is

probable. The distinctive J\fongolian features and mental

conditions will become modified, and there can be little

doubt that the Slavonic type of language will gradually
crush out the less-cultured tongues of the region nUlned.

In southwestern Asia there remain the Seluites of the

desert region and the Turks of Syria alid Asia l\Iinor.
The latter would to-day be under RussiaJn rule but for the
jealousy of Europe. As a race they ~re becoming more
a~d more assimilated to the Aryans, and their race~dis

tinction promises completely to die out in the near future.

In regard to government and civilization, they must accept
the .ft....ryan conditions, or fall under Aryan control. 'fhel'e

is no other alternative possible.

If we loo}r, then, over the whole world of the future, it

is to behold the alnlost certain dOluinance of the Aryan
type of Inankillcl over every region except two, which alone
have held and prolnise to hold their own. 'These are the

regions of Arabia, and China and Japan. In these por
tions alone of the whole earth do we find a national

energy and the existence of conditions that seem likely to

repel the Aryan advance. We may briefly glance at the
possible future of man in these two regions.
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Since history began, Arabia has remained in an almost

unchanged condition. J\tlilitant civilization bas raged for

thousands of years in the surrounding regions, but Arabia

has lain secure behind her deserts. Kingdolns and ern

pires haye risen and fallen everywhere around this silent

peninsula; yet the waves of war have broken in baffled

fury upon its shores. It has poured out its hordes to

conquer the civilized world, but these have brought back

no civilization to its oases. It is to-clay what it was three

thousand years ago, - a land defying alike the sword and

the habits of the civilized world. The Egyptian, the

Mongol, the Turk, and the Aryan have alike retired baffled

from its borders and left it to its self-sati.sfied sleep of

barbarisln. Is this to be the story of the far future as it

has been of the far past? Shall civilization never pen

etrate the Arabian desert, and Aryan rule and Aryan

comnlerce stand forever checked at the edge of its deadly
wall of' sand?

Hardly so. l\fodern civilization has resources which

even the desert cannot withstand. A plan to conquer the

desert has already been tried in the Soudan, and a similar

one in Algeria. The railroad and the water-pipe may ac

complish that task in which all the arlnies of the past

signally failed. The calnel, the ship of the desert, cannot

COlupete with the iron horse, and it is alnong the probabili

ties of the future that COlUluerce will thus penetrate to the

interior or Arabia, and rouse that sleeping land to a vital

activity it has never known. Civilization can scarcely fail

to make its way into the Arabian oases with their enter

prising populations, Aryan influence to awaken the active

minded Arabs to a realization of the wealth which lies

undeveloped around thelTI, and the oldest of known lands
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to join the grand lTIOVelTIent of Inankind toward the en
lightenll1ent of the future. Civilization must and will
prevail over every land which barbarislTI now holds in its

drowsy grasp, and the deserts of the world, which have so
long defied its lTIarch, may yet become the slaves of the
railroad and the water-pipe.

In regard to China and Japan we have before us but
a question of time. 'fhe strong practical sense of their
people ha's been abundantly demonstrated, and they need
but be made clearly to perceive the advantages of Aryan

11lethods and habits to adopt them eagerly. Japan has

already realized this fact, and is introducing the conditions

of Western enlightenment "vith a rapidity that is one of the

most relTIarkable phenolnena in the history of mankind.

Such is not the case with the Chinese. 'fheir long con

servatiSlTI and their high opinion of their intellectual and
industrial superiority have hindered them from fully con
sidering the advantages possessed by the " outside barba
rians." Yet such a state of affairs cannot persist. The
Chinese have the same practical sense as the Japanese;

and though their acceptance of the conditions of European
civilization may be a slower, it will be as sure a process.

Thought has never been asleep in that old land. It has

simply been moving in the unchanging round of the tread

mill. If it once escapes into the broa.der air, the stagnant
conditions of Chinese civilization must give way before it,

and new laws, new industries~ and new ideas lTIake their

way into that realm of primitive thought.
We are here concerned with the two peoples of mankind

who are least likely to fall under Aryan domination. Were

they to continue dormant, they could scarcely avoid this
fate. But they are not continuing dormant, and the prob-
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ability is that, ere luany years have passed, both China and
Japan will be in a condition to defy Aryan conquest. As

they become open to Aryan ideas, however, they will be
COlne more and luore open to Aryan settlement, and an
enlivening influence of fresh thought and fresh blood may

thus penetrate to the very central citadel of Mongolian
civilization. Work and thought together cannot fail to

bring the antique realm of China into line with the modern
and energetic nations of the Aryan West.

'Vhen this condition is realized, the c0111mercial activity

of the Aryans will undoubtedly have a rival. The Chinese
are already actively comluercial, and have established
themselves as lnerchants upon many quarters of the Pacific
region. Their llligratory activity is also considerable. In
the future we lnay look forward to a more vigorous contest
between Chinese and Aryans in both these particulars.
But it is not likely to grow very active until after the

Aryans have becolue firmly established in every quarter of

the globe. The awakening of China must be too late to

give her any large share of the prize of cOlunlercial wealth

and of dominion over new lands. Where the Aryan has

firmly set his foot the Chinalnan ~an never drive him out.

Nor neeel we look upon such a probable future activity of
the Chinese race as the misfortune which Chinese eluigra

tion appears to us to-day. The Chinalnan of the future
will undonbtedly be a higher order of being than the China
man of the present. He cannot but have new ideas, new

hopes, new desires, and new habits. Into his dull prac

ticality some higher degree of the huaginative and
emotional must flow from connect1on and perhaps race

mingling with the Aryan type of man. It will un
doubtedly be a slow process to lift the Chinaman from

21
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the slough of dead thought in which he has so long lain.
Yet we are dealing here with the far future; and to an
industrious, practical, and thinking people everything is

possible.
Such are some rapid conclusions as to the possible future

relations of human races and the general conditions of

mankind. Doubtless they may prove in many respects
erroneous, and influences which we cannot yet foresee may
arise to vary and control the moveluents and luinglings of

mankind. Yet in the past, in despite of s,ll seemingly
special and voluntary influences which have affected the
course of human development, the general and involuntary
have held their own. rrhe thinking and persistently enter

prising race of Aryans has moved steadily fo~ward toward

dominion in both the physical and the mental empire of the

world. Starting in a narrow corner of the earth, probably
on the border-line of Europe and Asia, it has spread un
ceasingly in all directions. rrhe contest has been a long
and bitter one. (At tiIues the impulsive force of alien

races has checked and turned back the Aryan march.

Yet ever the Aryan force has triumphed over these ob
stacles, and the march has been resumed._) It is still going

on with undiminished energy, and it will hardly come to a
halt until it has reached the terlnination above indicated.

rrhe march inward has been as persistent and energetic

as the march outward. The kingdom of the mind has

been inv:'lded as vigorously as the kingdom of the earth.
And the conquests in this direction have been as iIuportant

as those achieved over alien man and over the opposing
conditions of N atnre. In this direction, indeed, hUluan

progress pro111ises to go on with undhninished energy
after the earthly dOlnain is fully occupied, and physical
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expansion is definitely checked. The mental elnpire is a

boundless one. Man ll1ay lay a girdle around the earth,
but the universe stretches beyond the utluost human grasp.

The kingdolu of knowledge has already yielded luany
valuable prizes to the intellectual enterprise of Aryan man,

yet it is rich with countless stores of wealth, and in this
dom:1in there is rOOlU for endless endeavor. '"rhought need

not fear any exhaustion of the world which it bas set out

to conquer.

If the general conditions displayed at the earliest discov

erable era of the Aryan race have manifested themselves

persistently till the present tilue, the sanle luay ba declared
in a lueasure of the luore special conditions. The devel

opluent of luan has taken place under the force of the in
herent conditions of his physical and lnental nature, and
no lnatter hovv the circulustances of history ll1ight have
varied, the final result could scarcely have been different

frolu what "ve find it. 1Ve have endeavored to point out in
preceding sections that the primitive evolution of man led

inevitably to certain political relations, there named the

patriarchal anel the c12nlocratic. Of these the latter was

the highest in grade, and directly developed, in ~ncient

Arya, from a preceding patri3,rchal condition. vVe find

this stage clearly reached nowhere else aluong primitive
mankind, though it was closely approached in the Ameri
can Indian organization, whose early condition strikingly
reselubled that of the Aryans.

These two conditions of barbarian organization have
worked theluselves out to their uitiInat8 in a very interest
ing manner. All the early elnpires arose under patriarch
al influences and becalue absolute despotisms. Of these

China is the only one that yet persists fr01TI arc-haic times,
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though recent kingdoms of the saIne type have grown up
under Mongolian influence in Persia, Turkey, and Russia.
All the modern Aryan kingdoms outside of I{ussia and.
Persia are more or less democratic, and possess that primi
tive feature of ancient Arya, the popular assembly. Pop
ular representation - a mouthpiece of the people in the
government - is the stronghold of democracy; and to
this the Aryans alone, of all the races of mankind, have
ever firmly held.

It is remarkable how the prhnitive Aryan principle of
organization has retained its force through all the centuries
of war and attempted despotism, and how clearly it has
established itself in the Inost advanced ~uodern govern
ment. Efforts nUluherless have been made to overthrow

it. Popular representation has been prevented, despotisln

established, and the aid of religious autocracy brought in
to hold captive the minds of men. In Russia the ancient
delnocratic institutions have been completely overtl~rown,

as a result of the lVlongol conquest, and replaced by a
patriarchal despotism. Yet these efforts have everywhere
failed. Even in Russia the democratic Aryan spirit is
rising in a wave that no despotism can long withstand. In
Germany the recent effort to establish paternal rule is
an evident failure, and must soon succumb to the peaceful
rebellion of the people. In France Inonarchy has van
ished. In England it exists only on sufferance of the rep
resentatives of the people. But in America alone can the
ancient Aryan principle be said to have fnlly declared
itself, and the governn1ent of the people by the people to
have become permanently established.

\

America may be particularly referred to from the in-
teresting lesson of human development it displays 0 It
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offers a remarkable testimony to the .action of natural law

in human progress, and the inevitable outworking of con
ditions in spite of every opposing effort or influence. In
the governluent of the United States we possess the direct

outcome of the governluent of ancient Arya, an unfold

ment of the governing principle that grew up naturally

among our remote ancestors, with as little variation in
lllethod as if it had arisen without a single opposing effol~t.

It is the principle of decentralization in government as

opposed to that of centralization. There are but two final
types of government which could possibly arise, no matter

how many interluediate experilnents were Iuade. These
are the centralized and the decentralized, the patriarchal
and the deluocratic. To the persistence of the former it
is neces·sary that the ruler shall be at once political and

religious despot. He lTIUst sway the minds of his people,
or he will gradually lose his absolute control over their

bodies. In China alone does this condition fully exist,

and to it is due the long persistence of the Chinese forIn

of government. In all the Aryan despotis111s of to-day
the autocratic rule can only persist during the continued

ignorance of the people. In none of them is the emperor

a spiritual potentate. 'Vith the awaking of general intel
ligence free government II1USt come.

The_ Aryan principle of government is that of decentral
ization. And as no Aryan political ruler has ever suc
ceeded in becoming the acknowledged religious head of his

people, every effort at d~spotic centralization has failed or
must fail. Local self-government was the principle of rule

in ancient Arya, and it is the principle in modern America.

There the faluUy was the unit of the government. With
its domestic relations no official dared interfere. The vil-
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lage had its governmental organization for the control of
the external relations of its families, under the rule of the

people. The later institution of the tribe had to do merely

with the external relations of the villages; it could not

meddle with their internal affairs.

As we have said, this principle has been remarkably per

sistent. It unfolded with hardly a check in Greece. In

the Aryan village two relations of organization existed,

- the family and the territorial. In Greece the former of

these first declared itself, and Greek political society

became divided into the family, the gens, the tribe, and

the State. 'The family idea was the ruling principle of

organization. It proved, however, in the developlnent

of civilization, to be unsuited to the needs of an ad

vanced governluent, and it was replaced by the territorial

idea. 'This gave rise to the rigidly deluocratic government
of later Attica. It ,vas composed of successive self-gov
erning units, l~anging down,vard through State, tribe, town
ship, and falnily, ,vhile the people held absolute control
alike of their private and their public interests. At a later

date the growth of political wisdolll carried this principl8
one step farther forward, and a league or confederacy of

Grecian States was formed. Unfortunately this early out

growth of the Aryan principle was possible in city life
alone. Country life and country thought moved more
slowly, and the world had to await, during two thousand

years of anarchy and 11lisgovernlnent, the establishlnent of

popular governnlent over city and country alike.
In the United States of Alnerica the Grecian COlTI

monwealth has COIne again to life, and the vital Aryan

principle has risen to suprelnacy. 'Ve have here, in a
great nation, al1110st an exact connterpart of the SlTIall
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Grecian confederacy. The family still exists as the unit

element, though no longer a~ a despotism. Then COlne

successively the ward or the borough, the city or the

township, and the county. Over these extends the State,

and over all, the confederacy or United States. In each

and all of these the voice of the people is the governing

elelnent. And in each, self-control of all its internal

interests is, or is in steady process of becolning, the

admitted principle. It is the law of decentralization car

ried to its ultin1ate, each of the successively larger

units of the goverUlnent having control of the interests
which affect it as a whole, but having no right to meddle
,vith interests that affect solely the population of any of
the minor units.

Such is the highest condition of political organization yet
reached by Inankind. It is in the direct line of natural
political evolution. And this evolution has certainly not

reached its ultilnate. It 111ust in the futnre go on to the

forn1ation of y~t larger units, confederacies of confedera
cies, until finally the whole of Inankind shall become 'one

great republic, all general affairs ,being controlled by a par

liament of the nations, and popular self-government being

everywhere the rule.
rrhis ll1ay seem some"vhat visionary. Yet Nature is not

visionary, and Nature has declared, in a continuous course

of events, reaching over thousands of years, that there is
but one true line of political evolution. Natural law may
be ten1porarily set aside, but it cannot be pern1anently ab

rogated. It 1113,Y be hundreds, but can hardly be thou
sands of years before' the finale is reached; yet hovvever

long it Inay take, but one end can COlne, - that of the
confederacy of mankind. The type of goverUluent that
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naturally arose in the village of ancient Arya must be
the final type of government of the world.

One highly iUlportant result Illust attend this ulthllate

condition, - namely, the abolition of war; for the basic

principle of republican governUlent is that of the yielding

of private in favor of general interests, and the sublnission
of all hostile questions to the arbitrament of courts and

parliaments. Abundant questions rise in America which
nlight result in war, ,vere not this more rational lllethod
for the settleIllent of disputes in satisfactory operation.

In several Illinor and in one great instance in American

history an appeal has been Inade froIn the decision of the

people to that of the sword. But with every such effort

the prineipIe of rule by law and by the ballot has becolne

more firmly established, and achnission of this principle

is becolning more and lllore general as tinle goes on.

Dnfortunately, in the "vorld at large no sneh Inethod
exists for arranging the relations of states, and many wars
have arisen over disputes which could satisfactorily have
been settled by a congress. '"This is being more and lllore

clearly recognized in Europe, and a partial and unacknowl

edged confederacy of the European States lnay be said to
exist already. But the only distinct and declared avoid

ance of war by parlialnentary action "vas that of the Ala
bama Commission, which satisfactorily settled a dispute
\vhich otherwise lnight have resulted in a ruinous war
between Alnerica and England. This principle of con

federacy and parliamentary action for the decision of in
ternational questions is young as yet, but it is grow

ing. One final result alone can COlne froln it, - a general

confederacy of the nations, becolning continually closer,

Inust arise,. and war IllUst die out. For the time will
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inevitably COlne when the great body of confederated na
tions ,yin take the dragon of war by the throat and crush

the last remains of life out of its detestable body. We

can dbnly see in the far future a period \vhen war will not
be permitted, when the great compound of civilized na

tions will sternly forbid this irrational, ruinous, and terrible
method of settling national disputes, and will not look

quietly on at the destruction of hUlnan life and of the re

sults of hUlnan industry, or the "''"asteful diversion of in
dustry to the manufacture of instruments of devastation.

vVhen that age conles, all hostile disputan~s will be forced
to sublnit their questions to pal'lialnentary arbitration, and

to abide by the result as individuals submit to-day to the
decision of courts of law. All civilized men and na
tions of the far future will dOllbtless deem it utter madness
to seek to settle a dispute or reach the solution of an ar
gument by killing one another, and will be Inore likely to

shut up the warrior in an insane asylum than to put a

sword in his hand and suffer him to run alTIuck like a

frantic Malay s\VOrdSlnan through the swarn1ing hosts of
industry. Such we may with some assurance look forward
to as the finale of Aryan political development.

Religiously the antique Aryan principle has similarly
declared itself. Religious decentralization was the con
dition of 1vorship in ancient Arya, and this condition has
reappeared in modern America. 'fhe right of private

thought and private opinion has become fully established
after a hard battle with the principle of religious autoc

racy, and to-day every man in America is privileged to
be his own priest, and to think and worship as he will,
irrespective of any voice of authority.

In moral development the Aryan nations are steadily
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progressing. The code of Christ is the accepted code- in

nearly all Aryan lands. It is not only the highest code
ever proluulgated, but it is iInpossible to conceive of a
superior rule of moral conduct. At its basis lies the

principle of universal hUluan sympathy, - that of interest
in and activity for the good of others, without thought of

self-advantage. Nowhere else does so elevated a code
of morals exist, for in every other code the hope of re
ward is held out as an inducement to the performance of
good acts. 'rhe idea is a low one, and it has yielded low
results. The. idea of unselfish benevolence, and 'of

a practical "acceptance of the dogma of the universal

brotherhood of Inankind, is a high one, and it is yielding

steadily higher results. Aryan benevolence is loftier in

its grade and far less contracted in its out-reach than

that of any other race of mankind; and Aryan moral
belief and action reach far above those displayed by the
Confucian, Buddhistic, and ~Iohamlnedan sectaries.

Industrially the Aryans have made a progress ahnost
infinitely beyond that of other races. The development of
the fru.itfulness of the soil; the employment of the energies

of Nature to perform the labors of man; the extensive in
vention of labor-saving machinery; the unfoldlnent of the

scientific principles that underlie industrial operations, and

of the laws of political econolllY and finance, - are doing
and must continue to do much for the amelioration of

man. It is not with the sword that the Aryans will yet
conquer the earth, but with the plough and the tool of the

artisan. The Aryan luay go out to conquer and possess;

but it will be with peace, plenty, and prosperity in his
hand, and under his awakening touch the whole earth

shall yet "bud and blossom as the rose."
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There is but one more matter at which we need glance

in conclusion. In original Arya the industrial organiza
tion was corrnnunistic. Yet vve must look upon this as but

a transitional state, a necessary stage in the evolution of
hUl1Jan institutions. In the savage period private property

had no existence beyond that of Inere personal weapons,

clothing, and ornalnents. In the pastoral period it had

little more, since the herds, which forlned the wealth of
the people, were held for the good of all; there was no

personal property in lands, and household possess~onswere
of, small value. In the village period, though the bulk of

the land was still comnlon property, yet the house-lot, the
dwelling, and -its contents were falnily possessions. The
idea of and the clain1 to private property has ever since
been growing, and has fOl'Ined one of the most important
instigating elelnents in the developluent of mankind. 'This
idea has to-day becolne snprelne; the only general com

mUniSlTI remaining is in governlTIellt property, and the

principle of inc1ividualislTI is dOlninant alike in politics, re

ligion, and industry. Such a progressive developlnent of
individualism seelns the natural process of hUInan e":olu

tion. The Inost stagnant institution yet existing on the

earth is the comlTIunistic Aryan village. The progress of
mankind has yielded and been largely due to the estab
lishlTIent of the right to private property. Nor can we
believe that this right will ever be abrogated, and the

stream of human events turn and flow backward toward
its source. rrhe final solution of the problelTI of property

holding cannot yet be predicted, bnt it can scarcely be

that of cOlnplete cOlnmunisln or socialisln. The wheels of
the world will cease to turn if ever individual enterprise
beCOlTIeS useless to mankind.
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Yet that individualism has attained too great a domi
nance through the suhversion, of natural lay? by force,

fraud, and the power of position, may safely be declared.
Individualism has become autocratic over the kingdolll of
industry, and Aryan blood will alvvays revolt agaiqst au
tocracy. In the world of the future some more equitable
distribution of the products of industry Inust and will be
lllade. The Inethods of this distribution no one can yet
declare; but the revolt against the present inequitable con
dition of affairs is general and threatening. rrhis condition

is not the result of a natural evolution, but of that preva

lence of war vvhich long permitted force to triulnph over

right, and vvhich has translnitted to the present tilne, as
governing ideas of the ,vorld, many of the lessons learned

during the reign of the sword. The beginning of the em

pire of peace seems now at hand, and the masses of 111unkind
are everyvvhere rising in rebellion against these force-in
augurated ideas. When the people rise in earnest, false
conditions must give way. But it is a peaceful revolution .

that is in progress, and the revolutions of peace are much

slower, though not less sure, than those of war. The final

result will in all probability be some condition internlediate
between the two extremes. On the one hand, inordinate
povver and inordinate wealth lnust cease to' exist and

oppress the masses of mankind. On the other hand, abso
lute equality in station and possessions is incolnpatible

vvith a high state of civilization and progress. It belongs,

in the story of hUlnan developlnent, to the savage stage of
existence, and has been steadily grown away from as man

has advanced in civilization. The inequalities of man in
physical and mental powers are of natural origin, and

must inevitably find son18 expression in the natural organi-
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zation of society. They cannot fail to yield a certain in
equality in wealth, position, and soqial relations. We can
no Inore suppress this outcon1e of natural conditions than

we can force the seeds of the oak, pine, and other forest

trees alike to produce blades of grass. Enforced equal
ity is unnatural, in that it is opposed to the natural in

equalities of the body and mind of man, and it could not

be maintained, though a hundred tilnes enacted. And

the inevitable tendency of even its temporary prevalence
would be to check progress and endeavor, and to force

hUluan society back toward that priIuitive stage in which
alone absolute communislll is natural and possible. To

find cOlnplete equality in aniInal relations we must go to
those low forIus of animal life in which there is no discov
erable difference in powers and properties. 'fhe moment

differences in natural powers appear, differences in condi
tion arise; and the whole tendency of anilnal evolution

has been toward a steadily increasing diversity of powers

and faculties, until to-day there exist greater differences

in this respect in the hUlnan race than at any previous

period in history. These mental and physical differences

cannot fail to yield social, political, and industrial diver
sities, though lavvs by the score or by the thousand should

be enacted to suppress their natural influence upon human
institutions.

But the existing and growing inequality in wealth and
position is equally out of consonance with the lessons of

Nature, si.nce it is luuch in excess of that which exists in

hlunan minds and bodies, and is in nUlnerous eases not the

result of ability, but of fraud, of special advantages in
the accu1l1ulation of ",vealth, or of an excessive c1evelop

1118nt of the principle of inheritance. 'This evil must be
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cured. How, or by what medicine, it is not easy to de
clare. No man has a natural right to a position in society
which his own powers have not enabled hhn to win, nor to
the possession of wealth, authority, or influence which is
excessively beyond that due to his na,tive superiority of
intellect. That a greater equality in the distribution of
wealth than now exists will prevail in the .future can
scarcely be questioned, in view of the growing determi
nation of the masses of mankind to bring to an end the
present state of affairs. That the existing degree of
communism will develop until the great products of hUlnan
thought, industry, and art shall cease to be private prop
erty, and beC0111e free to the public in libraries, museUlUS,
and lecture-halls, is equally among the things to be desired
and expected. But that superior intellect shall cease to
win superior prizes in the "natural selection" of society,
is a theory too averse to the teachings of Nature and the
evident p~inciples and methods of social evolution ever to
come into practical realization in the history of mankind.
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ABOIUGI~ES of Europe and Asia, 61,
G2.

Abraham, patriarchal position of, 115 ;
ancestral relation to Jews, ]60.

Abys~inial1s, 17.
.iEnotrians, 78.
Afghans, race-type of, 84.
Africa, English settlements in, 298;

Aryan advance in, 301, 315; Arab
ad \'ance, 303; probable future con
dition, 313; race-mingling in Cen
tral, 314; west-coast colonies, 314;
Congo region, 314; probable effect
on natives, 315; future race-rela
tions, 316.

Africans, increase of, in America, 31l.
Agassiz on Indians and :Negroes of

Brazil, 7, note.
Agglutinative languages,lnethods of,

198; where used, HJ8.
Agni, myth of, 144, note.
Agriculture, original localities of, 49.
Ah riman, original myth of, 222; con-

test with Ormllzd, 222; evil crea
tions, 223.

Ahura l\Iazda, 222.
Alexandria, scientific schools of, 284.
Algiers, French province, 313; railroad

southward, 315.
Altmark, land-commnnisnl in the, 12!.
America, Ar:y?n ~ettlements in, 297;

treatment of Indians, 305; decrease
of aborigines, 311; future state of
races, 312; democracy, 324, 325;
rule of law, 328; democracy in reli
gion, 329; industrial development,
330.

American languages, lack of abstrac
tion in, 1~5, 197; word-compound
ing, 196.

American races, imaginative faculty
ill, 25.

American village system, 125, 126;
clan-organization compared with
Aryan, 172.

AInericans, muscular energy of the
early~ 275, 276; rudimentary art,
282.

Analysis ill language, 206-208; modern
results of, 209.

Anaxagoras, idea of deity of, 24l.
Ancestor-worship, 133-35; evidences

of, 137, 138.
Anglo-Saxons, deficiency of abstrac

tion in language of, 93, 94; systeul
of law, 175; epic of Beowulf, 258.

Apollo, Cllrnrean, statue of, 14l.
Aqllitani, character of the, 69.
Arabia, permanence of conditions in,

319; security against invasiol1, 319;
hmv COlnmerce may penetrate, 319.

Arabian empire, science in the, 284;
commerce, 286, 287.

Arabians, poetry of the, 271; their
conquests, 294; driven from Spain,
295; migrations in Africa, 303.

Arabs, affinities of, to the Negro race
type, 16, 314.

Architecture, prehistoric Ruropean,
276; Melanochroic, 276, 277; Egyp
tian, 277; Hindu, 278, 279; Greek,
279; Gothic, 280.

Aristotle, philosophy of, 241, 242;
founds science of observation, 283.
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Art of the ancients, 278, 280 ~ of the
moderns, 280, 281; of llOll-Aryalls,
282.

Arthur, King-, 'Velsh legends of, 262~

use of by 'l'rouveres, 202.
Arya, ancient, 110 State religion in,

153; cradle of liberty, 154; deyel
opment of delllocracy~ 187; method
of worship, 219; communism, 331.

Aryan, derivation of term, 9U.
Aryan clan, cOll1parisOll of, with

American, 172; religions freedom,
172, 173; democracy, 173; political
conditions, 174; common duties,
174; ulood-reyenge, 175; tribal com
binations, 175; clan-council, 176;
simplicity of organization, 176;
military system, 177; guilds, 177;
chieftainship, 178, 179.

Aryan family, property of, 109; or
ganization, 110; persistence, 111;
how composed, 135, 13D; religious
system, 136; symlwlisll1 of COlllmon
meal, 136.

Aryan languages, persistence of, 37;
loss of names for al1imal~, 42 ~ em-Iv
dialects, 61; verbal affinities, 90;
dictionary, !J2; physical significance
0: original words, n3; comparison
with Semitic, 200; outgrowth from
l\Iongolian, 201; analytic methods,
206; modern results of analysis, 207;
ancient synt.hetic complexity, 207;
rapid analysis in :Middle Ages, 208;
growth of modern conditions, 209;
attempts to forn1 sub-groups, 212.

Aryan literature, superiority of the,
2-:13; de\~elopment of epic poem, 2-13;
compared with non-Al'yan, 269 ~

lyric poebT, 270, 27]; high intel
lectuality, 272.

Aryan migrations, effect of primitive,
200; enel'gT, 20(); early extension,
2!H; checks to, 231, 292; internal
movements, 292; conquest of Semi
tic and HaJl1itic regions, 2B2; early
historical movemellts, 2:)3; reyer
sion, 293; loss of territory, 294;
expansion resumed, 295; . resu1t~,
296; COllll1lerciai migration, 297;

America occupied, 297, 300; Pacific
islands and India, 298, 300; set e
ments in Afril'.a, 29b; character of
modern, 297-99; extension, 300;
regions occupieu, 300, 301; lllOral
effects, 304;· beneficial influences,
306; effect on aborigines, 311; in
Africa, 313-15 ; moral development,
329, 3:30.

Aryan mythology, origin of the, 141;
development, 142; heaven-deities,
143; myths of the Vedas, 144.

Aryan philosophy, high character of
the, 233.

Aryan race, 1-5; migratory energy,
11; expanding tendency, 15 ~ deriva
tion, 16; mental fusion of sub-race~,

26, 218; intellectual comparison,
with yellow and black races, 27;
review of development, 27; linguis
tic divisions, 28; original home,
30, 37, 60; languages, 32; Asiatic
theory of Aryan home, 38. 3!); its
insufficiency, 39, 40, 42; European
theory, 41; argument from lan
guage, 42; Peschel's views, 42, 43 ;
other European theories, 43; climate
and habits, 43, 44 ; pastoral pursuits,
47, 48; change of habits, 49; devt'l
opment, 51; the Caucasus as the
primiti\~e seat, 51, 52; early condi
tion, 57, 58; energy, 59; original
diyisions, 64; sub-races, 92 ~ influ
ences controlling development, 215;
non-specialization, 216; superiority
of intellect, 217.

Aryan religion, douLle system of, 132;
mythohgy, 132; ancestor-worshi p,
133, 134; family rites, 135, 136;
burial-customs, 136; secrecy of house
worship, 134, 138; clan-worship,
139-41; effect of migration 011 wor
ship, 145.

Aryan Yillage system, unfoldment of
the, 185.

Aryans, southern mi~ration of the, 74;
den~lopmental influences, 85; agri
cultural mipTation, 86; race-min
gling, 87; linguistic persistence, 87;
build no nlOl1Uments, 89; their



mocracy, 182; territorial system
established, ] 82.

Attila, Rome threatened by, 294.
Australia, Aryan occupation of, 298.
Avesta, traditions of the, 39; geogra-

phy, 80; doctrine of resurrection,
223,224.

BABYLONIA, religious system of, 159;
political conditions, 159; mythology,
220; mythical cosmology, 229; re
ligions· lyrics, 2-44; lllythological
epic, 2-44.

Bactria, Aryan.-home theory of, 29;
Indo-Iranian population, 80; migra
tion from, 81, 8:3, note.

Balder, myth of, 144.
Baltic, Aryan-home theory of the, 43,

44, note; unsuitahility, 47; not adapt
ed to evolution of agriculture, 50.

Baring-Gould, S., on German land
communism, 12:3.

Barrow, Sir J., on J\fanchu Tartars, 21.
Basques, the, 10, 11, 62; linguistic

method of, 195.
Belgre, character of the, 69.
Beowulf, .A nglo-Saxon tpic of, 258;

story of poem, 259.
Berbers, Negro afllnities of the, 1o,

314.
Berosus on religion of Babylonia, 229.
Blond type, characters and locality of

the, 14, 15, 19, 20, 30.
Blood-revenge, extension of, 175.
Boccaccio, the Decalueron of, 268.
Bopp, F., Comparative Grammar of,

32; on variation of dialects, 40.
Brahma, Hindu conception of, 235,

236.
Brahmanic philosophy, high character

of the, 234; dogma of emanation
and absorption, 234; pantheistic
ideas, 2:35; conception of Brahma,
235; theory of transmigration, 236;
method of purification, 2:36, 237; as
ceticism, 2~7; nestinyof soul, 2~H;

effect on Hindu chai'acter and hi54

tory, 2:18.
Bridge of the Dead, 223, 224.
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record, 90; domesticated animals,
94; pastoral terms, 96; agricultural
customs, 95-97; trees and metals
known, 97; houses, 97; domestic
life, 98; faluily relations, 98, 99;
hunting customs, 99; llavigation,
100; war, 100; knowledge and be
liefs, 101; religion, lUI; political
system, 102; later condition~, 104;
barbarism, 105; land-cOluluunism,
116; village group, 117; patriarch
ism, 117; demoeracy, 118; lalHl
division, 118; family property, 118,
119; kinship, 139; religious history
of western division, 146, 147; lack
of priestly authority in "\Vcst~ 150;
political evolution, 188; links Of
affinity, 189; comparison of phi
losophy with other races, 229; fer
tility of imagination, 246, 266; epic
poetry, 247; comparatiye powers,
273; superior mental energy, 274,
277, 278; their art, 280, 281; seience,
282-85; machinery, 285; commerce,
286, 287; moral standard, 287-89 ;
treatment of Indians, 304; results,
305; historical movements, 310; race
fusions, 310; race-influence on l\'Ion
golians, 310; in Pacific islands, 317;
in Asia, 317, 318; comparison with
the Chinese, 321; steady progress,
322; mental conquests, 322, 323;
review of political evolution, 323
27.

Asia, state of Ar~·an population in,
296; Russian conquests, 298; Aryan
advapce, 301; Aryan population,
317, 318.

Asia l\'Iinor, Ionians in, 77.
Assyria, mythological epic of, 244;

practical character of literature,
245.

Athenian Yillage commnnitie~, 119.
Athens, power of gentes in, 181; alien

pressure, 181; political reform
measures, 18I.

AtOluistic philosophy of Greece, 240.
Attica, ~ettlecl by Ionjan~, 77; clnn

system, 180, 181; g"rowth of
tainship, 181; development of

~37
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Brown type, Aryan, characters
localities of the, 14, 15.

Brunhild, heroine of Nibelungen-lied,
256.

Buddhism, influence of, on Chinese
philosophy, 233, 234; philosophical
fiystem, 239; code of moral law, 287;
Dlodern conditioll, 288.

Burial-customs, Aryan, 136.

and Chieftainship, deYelopment of, in
Europe, 18ft

China, religions of, 133, 158; burial
cnstoms, 13G; house and clan wor
ship, 139; patriarchal imperial sys
tem, 157; despotism of emperor, 158;
lack of progress, 158; comparison
with Eg-ypt, 159; intlnences favor-
ing despotism, 169; specialism of
development, 21U; lack of imagina
tion, 219; character of literature,

C,cESAR, Jl1lin~, on the Gauls, 69; on 247, 269, 274; lack of philosophical
the Suevi, 122. history, 269; drama and nove], 270;

Calcutta, origin of, 120. lyric poetry, 272 ~ power of m llscular
Calendar, ancient development of the, exertion: 274~ Great 'Vall, 274~ low

282. grade of intellect, 275; art rudimen-
Camel, no common Aryan word for, 42. tary, 282; consel'\'atism~ 287; Con-
Canstadt race, the, 9. fucian moral code, 288; character
Captives, treatment of, 308. of migrations, 302; thonght condi-
Cato. quotecl by Cicero, 254. tions, 320; influx of Aryan idells,
Cancasian race, physical characters of 321; commerce and migration, 321;

the, 7, 1:3; origin, 9, 12; spirit of political centralization, 325.
enterprise, 11; the race of civiliza- Chinese language, primitive character
tion, 2:3,24. of the, 190; methods, 192; expe-

Caucasus, the, as primitive A ryan clicnts, 193; syntactical systeIU, 194;
home, 42, 44-, 50, 60; Aryan devel- featnres of value, 310.
opment in, 51. Chincse philosophy, system of the,

Celtiberians, 63. 23] ~ symbols of Fll-hi, 231; dllalisnl
Celtic epic cycle, 255; Irish examples, of all things, 232; origin and nature

260-61; 'Velsh examples, 262. of man, 232; paucity of philosophers,
Celts, original seat of the, G3; l'ace- 234.

characters, 6J; 111igration, G.J., 65; Christ, moral code of, 288; adopted by
historical movements, 66; race-type, Aryans only, 289; elevated charac-
66; modern type, 67 ~ influence on tel' of, 330.
later migrations, 68; in Italy. 78; Cicero, quotation from Cato, 254.
race-mingling, 87, 309; linguistic Ci'dlizatioll, origin of earl~~, 159, 160.
changes, 88; in Irelancl, 120; reli- Clan-system, localities of the, 155.
p;ious system, 147; organization in Clan-worship, Aryan. J 39-41.
Ireland, 180; alien influence on Cleisthenes, political system of, 182.
language, 212; individual migra- Commerce, development of, 286; mi-
tions, 299. gration effects, 297; variation of

Chansons de Gestes, 262. centres, 299.
Charlemagne, hero of French epics of Communisln in America, 161; in an-

chi'{alry, 262. cient Arya, 331; decline of. 331,
Cherokee language, length of wonts probable future, 334.

in~ 196; lack of abstraction, 196. Confucius, the last perfect man, 232,
Chie( Aryan, power of the, 164:; posi- moral code of. 232. 288.

tion, 178; patriarchal household, Congo, region of the', 315, 316.
178, 179; "growth of authority, I CoriolannR, worship of hearth-spirit
179. , I by, 148.
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Cox, Sir G.'V., on Greek honse-father,
]08; on family worship, 135. At

Creek Indians, comnHlllism of the, 116;
orgauizatioll, 162; power of sachem,
164; religion, 165.

Croats, 74.
Cro-l\Iag-non r'ace, 10.
Crusaders, invasion of Syria by the,

296.
Cuchulaind, epic cycle of, 250.

DANTE, Divina Commedia of, 265, 266.
Dariel, g-orge of, 42, 86.
Democracy, persistence of principle of,

among the Aryans, 324.
Divina Commedia, ruling idea of the,

265, 2G6; epic dassif:icatioll, 266.
Dixon, '\V. H., on Russian fainily, 10D.
Don Quixote, 262.
Dorians, the, 76, 77; a highland peo

pIe, 84.
Drama, developniellt of the 1110dern,

268,269.
Vrayidialls, the, 83.
Druids, prominence of the, 147.

EDDAS, Scanrlinavian myths in the,
225; conception of new universe,
228; legends of, in N ihelullgen.lied,
256.

Egypt, patriarchial government of,
158, 159; religious authority of ruler,
159; primitive charaeter of lan
guage, ]95; origin of linguistic
Inethod, 204; confusion of mytholo
~y, 220; rise of religious philosophy,
220; its character, 230; absorption,
and transmigration, 231; compari
son of philosophy with Hindu, 234,
235; literature, 246; architectural
labor, 277; leyel of art attained,
282; Aryan conquest, 292 ; English
control, 313.

Egyptians, facial affinity of, to Negro
type, 16; degree of imap;ination,
219.

Rleatic philosophy, ideas of the, 240.
Eliot, John, Indian Bible of, 196.

Ellora, architectural excavations at,
278.

Eng-land, land-comull111ism in, 124:;
development of democracy in, 187;
commercial superiority, 299; migra
tory activity, 299; oceanic migra
tion, 300; in Indo-China, 301; ill
Africa, 301.

English language: analytic tendency
of the, 209; loss of inflections, 210;
growth of monosyllabilism, 210; ad
vantages, 211; probable future ex
tension, 214.

English philosoph'y~ inductive charac
ter of the, 242.

Epic poetry: Babylonian, 244; As
syrian, 244; book of Job, 245;
Egyptian, 246; Hindu, 248-50; Per
sian, 250, 251; Greek, 251-54;
Roman, 254; Teutonic, 256-58;
Anglo-Saxon, 258-60; Irish, 260,
261; Welsb, 262; French tales of
chivalry, 262; Finnish, 263; Sla
vonic, 264; two lines of develop
ment, 265 ; epics of civilization, 265;
unfoldment of epic in Greece, 25U;
in modern Europe, 267.

Eskimo, 21.
Etruria, 78.
Etruscan~, 62.
Europe, early, man in, g; as Aryan

home, 43, 44; conflict of tlemocratic
and aristocratic ideas, 186; Inedioo\?al
epic spirit, 267; development of lit
erature, 267; prehistoric architec
ture, 276; re-conquest by Aryans,
296.

FAMILY, Aryan, organization of the,
107-10; persistence, 111; how com
posed, 135, 139; religious system,
136; symbolism of common ll1eal,
136; in ancient Arya, 325.

Family group, the, 106, 107 ~ joint
undiyided: 1]1, 112 ~ influence on
tribal development, 155.

Feudalism, in Mexico, 168; in Egypt,
China, and Japan, 169; development
of, 185.
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Fiction of the ancients, 267; of the
. moderns, 268.
Finn, epic cycle of, 26l.
Finns, affinity to Europeans, 22, 23;

change of deities, 14:0; richness of
agglutinative language, 199; epic
poetry, 2G3.

Firdnsi, the Shah Namah of, 251,
255.

Flow"er, 'V. II., classification of races
by, 6.

Foulahs, resemblance of, to Europeans,
17.

France, Celtic types in, 67; traces of
communism, 120; inductiyc ehal'ac
tel' of philosophy, 242; in Ind,)
China and Africa, 30l.

Fu-hi, 8)'11100Is of, 231.

GALLAS, 17, .
Ganges, Hindus in plain of the, 82.
Gauls, aspect of the, 66; character,

69.
Gautama, Buddhistic philosophy of,

239.
Genghiz K.han, 1\Iongol lnigration un

der, 294.
German language, permanence of SY11

thesis in the, 209.
Germans, the early, 69; race-mixture,

69, 70, 87, 309; described by Taci
tus, 70; deductiye philosophy, 242;
individual migrations, 299.

Germany, modern communism in, 123 ;
InigratiollS, 123; land division, 121;
ancient lays, 255; epic spirit, 256;
democratic ideas, 324.

Gersbach, land,col11l11uni3111 in, 121.
Gibbon, on Slavonians, 73.
Gobineau, Count de, on Negl'o intel

lect, 24; c011lparative mentality of
race-types, 27.

Gothic architecture, significance of,
280.

Greco-Ita1ians, original seat of the, 63,
75; l\<Ielallochroi, 64; line of migra
tion, ()8.

Greece, reI igious lyrics of, 244; epic
poetry of, 251; artistic moderation

of poetry, 253; development of llis
tory and drama, 266; fiction, 2G7;
natural models of an:hitecture, 27rl;
types represented, 280; deYelop
mcnt of science, 283, 28'*; political
development, 326.

Greek language, inflectional richness
of the, 213.

Greek philosophy, 239, 2-10; compared
with Hindu, 210; not based on my
thology, 240; schools of, 240-42;
founded on observation, 242.

Greeks, migration of the, 75-77; de
cline of mythology, 147; tradition,
149; prominence of 111an , 150; sys
tems of philosophy, 151; develop
ment of clan into republic, 177;
development of democratic institu
tions, 184; epic poetry, 25l.

Grimm's law, 34.

HAl\IlTES, a linguistic sub-type, 28.
Hamitic languages, by whom spoken,

20-1; character, 204; possible NigTi
tian sourcE', 201; use of suffixes, 205.

I-Iearn's .. , Aryan Household~"136; on
family worship, 139.

I-Ieaven-deitie~, 14:3.
Hebrews, organization and religion of

the, 160; lack of philosophy, 234;
character of poetry, 245;. develop
luent of lyric poetry, 271; Christ's
teachings ignored, 289.

Hell, de\'elopment of the idea of, 265,
206.

Hellenes, n10vcments and division of
the, 76; family worship, 137, 138.

Heraclitus, philosophical iueas of, 2"*0.
Hesiod, the Theogony of, 254.
I-lighland clan, 114.
Hindu deities, 143, 144.
I-lindll dialects, analytic tendency of

the, 211.
Hindu philosophy, 234-39; extra,~a

gance of imngination displayed, 240;
based on Vedic myths, 240, 242.

Hindu tales, influence of, 2f}8.
Hindus, races surrounding the, 40; in

Bactria, 80; march to India, 81, 82;
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date of Iharch, 83; race-characters,
83; lowlanders, 8.1; fusion with l\tIe
Ianochroi, 87; allce:;tor-worship, 137;
·dOlllinance of priesthood, 145; lack
of history, 146; religious traditions,
149; activity of intellect, 238; epic
poetry, 24:8-50: character of archi
tecture, 278, 279; limitations of art,
281; check to migration, 292; fusion
with aborigines, 309.

Hi ppocrates, medical studies of, 283.
History, unwritten, 2; philusophy of,

3,4.
Homer, critical opinions 011, 251, 252.
House-communities, 112.
House-father, Aryan, authority of, in

Rome, 107, 108; w~th other Aryans,
109; checks to power, 111; in Kan<lh
hamlet, 113; the family priest,
135.

Household, Aryan, 107, 108; in Greece
and India, 108.

House-worship, Aryan, 134-39.
I-Iovelacque, A., on Aryan languages,

36.
IIun~, migrator.v conquests of the, 294;

establish a nation in Europe, 295.
Hunter, Dr. W., on K.andh hamlet,

113; on Hindu clan-worship, 140.
Huxley, Professor, classification of

races by, 5.

IAPYGIA.N~, 78.
Iberians, 62.
Iliad, source of the, 251.; theories of

authorshi p, 252; high epic merit,
252; deals with luan, 253.

I Ilca, power of the, 167.
Incorporating languages. luethods of

the, 195; Basque, 195; Aluerican,
195, 196; primitive character,
197.

India, races of, 40; village commu
nities, 111; joint nndh-ided family,
112; village sysfell1, 1211; artisans,
127; nliell dass, 127; <:lan agricult
ure, 130; rise of philosophy, 220:
systenl of philosophy, 2:3,*-39; epic
poetry, 248-50; fiction, ~67; falls

under English rnle, 298; COllver
gence of migration upon, 300.

Indians, type uf the Brazilian, 7, note;
facial character, 21; religions sys
tem, 133; organization, 160; com
munism, 161; government, 1(>:3;
religion, 164, 165; treatment by
whites, 30'*; results, 305; effect of
civilization on, 311; possible fusion
with whites, 312; probable race
luingling, 017.

Indi\Oidualitil11, growth of, 3:31: con
trolling influences, 332, 33;3; future
status, 334.

Indo-China, English aIJd French in,
301; Aryan cOlltrol of, 317.

Indo-Iranians, original seat of the, 63;
Melanochroic type, 64; migrations,
79-81; religious schism, 221.

Indra, myth of, 144.
Indus, I-lindus in valley of the, 82,

83.
Industry, Aryan development of, 330;

communistic stage, 331; future re
lations, 332.

Inflectional languages, two types of
the, 199; by \'r~hOlll used, 199; meth
ods, 200.

Ionians, 76, 77; a lowland people, 84.
Iranians, the, in Hactria, 80, 81; race

type~, 84-; highlanders, 84; ances
tral ,vorship, VH.

Ireland, land communism in, 120;
power of chi"fs, 181; Basque influ
ence on language, 212; early literary
activity, 260; epic la~-s, 260.

Iroquois, communism of tIl(', 161.
Isolating languages, the, 190; charac

ter of, 192.:.0.94.
Italians, 88.
Ivanovska, a Russian village commn

nity, 128.

J.ACKSO~, J. W., 011 the origin of
races, 15, 16.

Japan, political eYolution in, 170; re
cent progress, 287, 320, 321.

Japanese, non-migratory- character of
the, 302.
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Job, book of. 245.
Jones, Sir \Villiam, on language affin

ities, 32.
Jotuns, ice giants of Scandinayia~ 225,

226.

KALEVALA, epic lays of the, 263; char-
acter and story of poem, 263.

I(andh hamlet, 113.
Kapila, Sankhya philosophy of, 2:38.
Kinship, decline of the idea of, 178.
Knox, Dr., on Xanthochroic intellect,

fi8.
Koran, extravagant fancies of the,

224.

LANGUAGE, importance of, in Aryan
research, 189; di visions and high
development of Aryan, 190; prim
itive stage, 191; analytic tendency
of Latin, 207.

Languages, the European, 31,; rela
tions to Sanscrit, 32; affinities of
Aryan, 90, 92, 93; isolating type,
190-94; Egyptian, 195; incorpora
ting type, 195-97; agglutinative
type, 198, 199; inflectional type,
199, 200; ~Ielanochroic, 200, 20.1;
Aryan, 200, 201; Semitic, 200-205;
Hamitic, 20.1; l\longolian and Negro,
204-, 205; XanthochroiC', 205; Ar
~?an, 206-209; Latin, 207, 208~ 213;
analysis in language, 206-·209; Ger
man, 209; English, 209-11, 214;
Hindu and Persian, 211 ; Lithuanian,
212; Slavonic, 213; Greek, 213; Ro
111anic, 214.

Lao-tsze, t he philosophy of, 233.
Lapps, relation of, to Finns, 23.
Latin language, anaJ~Ttic tendency of

the, 207; barbarian influence on,
208; effects of analysis,'208; causes
or change, 208, note; gl'ammatical
tendencies, 213.

Latins,78.
Lauder, borough of, 120, 125.
Lenz, Dr. 0., on the Foulahs, 17.
Lion, no word Jor, in ancient Aryan,

42.

Literature, Babylonian, 244; Hebrew,
245; Egyptian, 24-6; Chinese, 247,
269, 270; Aryan, 247; Hindu, 2-18
50; Persian, 250, 251; Greek, 251
54; Roman, 254, 255; German,
256-58 ; Anglo-Saxon, 258-60; Ir
ish, 260, 261; 'Velsh, 262; French,
262; Finnish. 263; Slavonic, 26-1;
Middle-Age epic, 265; unfoldment
of epic into drama and history, 266:
modern literature, 267; growth of
fiction, 267, 268; nlodern drama,
258; lyric poetry, 271, 272.

Lithuanians, 63, 71; archaic structure
of language, 212.

Livy, epic tendency of the History of,
255, 267.

Longfellow, on Beowulf, 258, 260; re
semblance of Hiawatha to Kaleyala,
264.

Lonnrot, Dt·. E1ia~, arrangement of
I(alevala by, 263.

Lyric poetry, religious, 244: IIehrew,
245; development of, 270, 271.

lVIACEDOXIA, Orien tal systmn adopted
by, 171.

l\lacpherson, treatment of the Irish
epic cycle by, 2G1.

:Magyars, Aryanization of the, 2D6.
l\1:ahabharata, 248 ; story of the, 24:9 ;

composite character, 250
}Iaine, Sir 11., on the power of the'

wife, 110, note; on the IIil1du in
heritance law, 111, note.

l\lalay languages, lack of abstraction
in, 196.

l\1:alays, future of the, 317.
l\lanchu Tartars, Aryan type among

the, 21; character of language, 199.
Mandans, the white Indians, 21.
l\larcellinus, Ammianus, on the Gaul~,

66.
l\farshalI, W., on English lanQ-com

mllnism, ]25.
!'IatuanIin on Mongolian race·di\~er

gence, 20.
~iaU1'er, 'Von, on Teutonic village com

munities, 121.
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Medb, Queen, in Irish epic lays, 260.
Melanoehroic race, 5 ; where found,

12, 14, 17; physical characters, 14;
affinity to Negro type, 16; early
origin, 17; zone occupied, 18; prob
able derivation, 18; intellectual rela
tions, 24, 25; examples of languages,
200; origin of linguistic n1ethod,
204; mental tendency, - 218; char
'acter of architecture~276, 277; fusion
with Xanthochroi, 309.

Mexico, industrial system of, 115; po
litical system, 166; great ,vorks,
275.

Migrations, comparison of Arabian
and Aryan, 45; primitive condi
tions, 54-56; development, 57;
character of Aryan, 290; future of,
317.

l\'1iIky 'Vay, myths founded on the,
224, 225, 227.

Mind, development of the, 322, 323.
Mohammed, source of creed of, 224;

extravagant fancies, 229.
l\Iongolia, occupation of, by Russians,

298.
1\fongolian race, physical characters of

the,. 7, 13; specific distinction, 7, 8;
early distribution, 9-11; in early
Europe, 10; native zone, 18; ten
dency toward Aryan type, 20, 21;
variability, 21; no advanced civil
izations, 23; mental character, 23
26; early linguistic l11ethod, 204;
linguistic development, 205; prac
tical tendency, ,218; capacity for
D1uscular exertion, 273-75; low
mental scope, 274; organization,
310.

J\'Iongols, conquests of the, 294; lose
hold of Russia, 296; probable effect
of Russian invasion, 318.

lVlorallaw, codes of, 287, 288.
:Moun<l-builders, 16l3.
J\'Hiller, K. 0., on Greek family, 108.
l\Hiller, Max, guggests the term Aryan,

32; on verbal change, 34; on heno
theism, 219; on I{alevala, 263, 264.

Music, significance of, 281.
Mythology, the Aryan, 132, 133; ori-

gin of, 141; development, 142;
heaven-deities, 143; sun-worship,
143; Greek myths, 147; southern
Indian', 165; wide extension, 218;
confusion of myths, 219, 220.

NATCHEZ Indians, despotic govern
ment of the. 165.

Negro languages, early method of the,
204; relation to J\-Ielanochroi, 205.

Negro race, physical characters of the,
7, 13; specific distinction of, 7, 8;
in early Europe, 10; affinities with
Melanochroi, 16; native zone, 18;
no civilization, 23; mental charac
ters, 24, 26, 312, 313; emotional ten
dency, 218; lack of energy, 273 ;
involuntary migration, 303, 304;
problem of, ill America, 312; affin
ities, 314; increa"e in America, 316;
future status, 316, S17.

Negroes of Brazil, 7, note.
Neolithic man, 10, 62.
Nibelllngen-lied, character of the, 256;

author and date, 257; ability and
energy displayed, 257; leading mo
tive, 257; vigor of close, 258.

Nomad tribes, conditions of the, 58,
59.

Novel, development of the, 268.
Nubas, 17.
Numa, political system of, 183.

ODYSSEY, source of the, 251; its hero,
253; religious progress displayed,
253.

Osiris, the judge of the dead, 230; the
soul iden tified with, 23l.

Ossetians, Aryan tribe of, 72, 79, 86.
Ossian, the poenl of, 261.
Oppert, J., on Aryan languages, 36.
Ormuzd, original conception of, 222 ;

his creative activity, 222; contest
with Ahrinlan, 223.

PACIFIC islands, fate of aborigines
of the, 317.
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Pallas" P. S., on the Ossetians, 72.
Parliamentary settlement of quarrels,

328.
Pastoral life, requirements of the, 48;

organization, 58, 59; political re
sults, 157-60.

Patanjali, philosophy of, 239.
Patriarchal empires, religious aid to

clespotisnl in, 169; ease of establish
ment, 171, 323.

Patriarchal family, systelll of the, 113;
property relations, 115.

Patriarchism, in the village system,
117; locality of, 155; conditions:
155, 156; religion, 156; warlike nli
grations, 157; despotisms, 157; in
Chinese government, 157, 158; in
Egyptian, 159; in Babylonian, 159;
among I-Iebrews, 160; its extension,
170; political evolution, 188.

Pelasgians, 62, 76.
Pentaur, epic P0eIll of, 246.
Persia, adoption of the Oriental system

in, 171; analytic tendency of lan
guage, 211; epic poetry, 250, 251,
255; lllodern government, 301; Ar
yan population, 318.

Persians, lnental character of the, 85;
religious history, 146; origin of
philosophy, 221; religious dualism,
222; philosophy of mythology, 222
24; compared with Teutons, 225.

Peru, industrial system of, 115; des
potic government, 167; great works,
275, 276.

Peschel, O. F., description of Aryan
race-characters by, 12, 13; Caucasian
locality of Aryan home, 42, 46.

Philology, evidence frOlli, 33-35, 40.
Philosophy, relations of, with my

thology, 219; its origin, 220; Per
sian mythologic philosophy, 221-24;
Teutonic, 225-29; Baby·lonian, 229;
Egyptian, 230, 231; Chinese sys
tems, 231-3a; Hindu, 234--40;
Greek, 240-42; modern, 242.

Phrenicians, comnlerce of the, 286;
Aryan conquest of colonies, 292.

Phrygia, halting-place of IIeIIenic mi
gration, 76.

Pictet on Aryan home, 38.
Plato, ideal philosophy of, 2-11; im

aginative character, 283.
Political evolutiou, review of, 186-88,

323-29.
Political organization, Aryan, 153.
Prichard, J. C., on Aryan affinities,

33.
Priesthood,'Aryan, house-priest in the,

135; lIindu, 145; Persian, 146; Cel
tic, 147; Greek, 147; Ruman, 148;
Teutonic, 149; lack of authority in
Greece and Rome. 151.

Pueblo Indians, com{nunism of the, 161.
Pythagorean philosophy, basis of the,

240.

QUATREFAGES, J. L. A., on the early
Europeans, 9; on the Arabs, 16.

RACES of mankind, divisions of the,
5; Huxley's classification, 5; .Flow
er's, 6; Topinard's, 7; early condi
tions and de,Telopment, 27; purity
of races, 57; their mingling, 308;
loss of purity, 309; probable future
relations, 316.

Ragnarok, the Scandirtavian myth of,
227.

Ralston, W. R. S., on Slavonic house
spirits, 137, note, 138.

Ramayana, story of the, 248; poetic
beauty, 248, 249.

Rameses II., hero of epic poem, 246.
Religions decentralization in Arya and

Ainerica, 329.
Rhodes, J. G., on the Aryan home, 38.
Ritual of the dead, character of the

Egyptian, 230.
Romance, the llledireval development

of, 267.
Rome, power of the house-father in,

108; village communities, 119; fanl
i1y worship, 137; rudimentary myth
ology, 148; other religious systems,
148; legends, 150; predominance of
man in the legends, 150; influx of
alien creed:;;, 151; despotism estab-
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lished, 171; alien pressure on clan
system, 183; political reform, 183;
progress of democnlCy, 18-1; epic
poetry, 254:; character of thought,
255; no valuable drama, 267.

Russia, adaptation to agriculture of
southern, 50; as early Aryan hOlue,
48, 51; village system, 127, 128;
lalld-nlanagement, 128; government,
129; kinship, 129; co-operative
guilds, 177; Tartar occupation, 295;
:LVIongol power broken, 296; conquest
of Siberia, 298; other regions of
Asia, 298; migratory activity, 299 ;
agricultural migration, 300; race
fusions, 309, 310; advance in Asia,
318; political changes, 324:.

Russian farm-migration, 60, note;
house-spirit, 138, vw.

Russians, firlSt know ledge of the, 71;
their ~fongolian race-characters, 73,
74, collections of epic lays, 264.

SACHEM, the Indian, 163; control of
store-house by, 164.

Sankhyu philosophical school, 238.
Sanscrit, affinities of the, 31; illustra

tions from, 93; the most primitiye
Aryan tongue, 211.

Sayce, A. H., on Aryan custonlS, 94;
on Russian word-luaking-, 213.

Scandinavia, as the Aryan home, 43,
44, note; only region of pnre Xan
thochroi, 46, D09; adverse argument,
47; probable antipathy of early set
tlers to Lapps, 87; mythology, 225
29.

Schlegel, F., on Indo-European lan
guages, 32.

Science, ancient, the conditions of,
282; Greek development, 283; mod
ern, 284.

Scotland, recent Yillag-e communities
in, 120, 125; Highland clan group,
17:3.

Sculpture, the character of Greek, 280;
of modern, 280.

Semites, derivation of the, 16; linguis
tic sub-type, 28; comparisoll of lan-

gllage with Aryan, 200; linguistic
111ethods, 201; vowel-inflection, 202;
persistence of roots, 203; use of suf
fixes, 205; 'lack of philosophy, 220,
229; origin of 111onotheism, 221;
philosophy borrowed fronl Persia,
224; lofty conception of deity, 229;
grade of poetry, 245; check to Ar
yan migration, 291; conquest by
Aryans, 292.

Shah Namah, poetical beauty of the,
,25l.

Shakspeare, character of the drama of,
268, 269.

Shamanism, 156, 158, 159.
Siah Posh, an Aryan tribe, 84.
Siam, the probable future of, 318.
Siberia, occupation of, by Hussians,

298.
Siegfried, hero of the Nibelllngen-lied,

256; death of, 258.
Slavery, development of, 102. ,
Slavonians, a primitive European pop

ulation, 41; original seat, 63; race
character, 64:; migrations, 71, 72;
character, 72; described by Gibbon,
73; village communities, 111; house
comnlunities, 112, 173; family wor
ship,137, note; religion, 147; heroic
poetry, 264.

Slavonic languages, primitive inflec
tional structure of the, 213.

Slovaks, race-type of the, 74.
Society, development of, 154-, 155;

principles of development, 332-34.
Society Islanders, lack of abstraction,

196.
Socrates, philosophy of the l11ind orig

inated by, 2-11.
Solon, political system of, 182.
Sophists, assault of, on old philosophy,

24:1.
Spain, Arabs driven from, 295.
Suevi, land-didsion of the, 122.
Sun-gods, 144; Egyptian, 231.
Syria, the Crusaders' invasion of, 296.

TACITUS, on the Germans, 69, 70; on
German agriculture, 122 ~ on Ger
man song: 256; history, 267.
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Tadjiks, the Persian Aryans, 20.
Tamahon people, 19.
T~utonic philosophy, mythological

character of the, 224, 225; origin
of giants, 226; Ymir slain, 226;
customs of the gods, 227; creatioil
of man, 227; warfare of gods and
giants, 227; punishment of Loki,
227; Ragnarok, 227, 228; the gods
and universe destroyed, 228; the
new creation, 228, 229.

Teutonic village communities, the, 121;
land-diyision, 121; the waste, 121,
note; laws of custOlll, 122: epic
cycle, 255; magic treasure, 259.

Teutons, original seat of the, 63; race
characters, 64:; line of lnigration,
68; blond type, 68; house-spirits,
138; worship, 149; growth of chief's
power, 185; development of feudal
ism, 185; vowel-conjugation in lan
guage, 212; source of myths, 224;
compared with Persians, 225; irrup·
tion on Ronlan empire, 293.

Thales, philosophical ideas of, 2:10.
Theogony of Hesiod, the, 254.
Theseus, political system of, 18I.
Thucydides, the history of, 266; as

practical thinker, 283.
Tiger, no ",rord for, in ancient Aryan

42. . ., ,

Tim ur, Mongolian migration under,
294.

Topinard, P., on human species, 7; on
Tamahou people, 19.

Tullius, Servius, territorial system of,
183, 184.

Turkestan, the Russians in, 298.
Turkey, race-ehanges in, 811.
Turkomans, physical character of the,

2l.
Turks, Caucasian features of the, 20;

hordes of the steppes, 21; agglutina
tive richness of langnage, 198; con
quests, 294.

Tylor, E. B., on ancestor-worship,
138.

ULYSSES, contrast of, with Achilles,
258.

Umbrians, 78.
Uniteu States, analogy of, to ancient

Arya, 153, 178; treatment of Indians
in, 304; political decentralization,
325; comparison with Greece, 327.

VAr\fBERY, A., on the Turcomnns,21.
Varuna, myth of, 143.
Vedanta system of philosophy, 238.
Vedas, character and language of the,

40; non· historical, 80; hymns, 82;
ancestor-worship, 137, 138; mvtho
logical deities, 144; mar~hing
hymns, 145; oldest Aryan record,
211; henotheism, 219; source of
Hindu l)hilosophy, 2,*0; religious
lyrics, 244.

Vendetta, the Corsican, 175; in South
ern United States, 175.

Village communities, origin of the,
114; organization, 116, 117; land
division, 118; in Greece and Rome,
119; in Ireland and Scotland, 120 ;
in Germany, 121; in England, 124,
125; in America, ]25, 126; in India,
126,127; in Russia, 127-30; in other
lands, 130; in ancient Arya, 326.

Vladimir, a hero of Russian song, 264.

'\VAI~Al\IOI~EN, the hero of the Irale
vala; 263.

'Vallace, A. R., on race-developll1ent, 8.
Wallace, D. 1\1., on the Russian family,

109; on the Russian village, 128.
Wan-wang, philosophical sYstem of

231, 232. ."
War, influence of, 167-69; how to

avoid, 828; probable future aboli.
tion, 329.

Whitney, vV. D., on Aryan language,
35; on persistence of languages, 36.

Words, significance of ancient Aryan,
93, 96; growth of new, 104.

XANTHOCHROI, the true Aryans, 80;
intellectual character, 68; practical
intellect, 218; race-fusion with the
Melanochroi, 309.
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Xanthochroic race, the, 5, 11; where
found, 12, 14; physical characters,
14; early distribution, 19; fusion
with the Melanochroic, 19; deriva
tion, 20, 22, 2:]; intellectual rela
tions, 2-1; original locality, 63; ori
gin of linguistic type, 205.

Y-!(IXG, obscurity of the, 231.
Y mil' slain by the gods, 226.
Yucatan, the great works of, 275, 276.

ZARVA:S AKARANA, the supreme deity
of Persia, 222.

Zend-Avesta, the, geography of the,
80; affinity of dialect to Vedic, 211;
_doctrines, 223, 224; religious iyrics,
244.

Zeus, conception of, in Iliad and Odys
sey, 253.

Zoroaster, 81; dominance over Per
sians, 146; influence on Persian
Inythology, 221.
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